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Abstract 

The thesis deals with the generation of cost efficient maintenance plans for 
paved roads, based on  database information about the current surface conditions 
and functional models for costs and state changes, partly developed in co-
operation with Vägverket (VV, Swedish Road Administration). The intended 
use is in a stage of budgeting and planning, before concrete project information 
is available. Unlike the up to now used models, individual maintenance plans 
can be formulated for each segment (a homogeneous road section as to the cur-
rent pavement state and paving history), in continuous state and works spaces. 
By using Lagrangean relaxation optimisation techniques, the special benefit/-
cost-ratio constraints that VV puts on each maintenance project can be naturally 
mastered by dual prices for the budget constraints. The number of segments 
competing for budget resources is usually large. Data from VV Vägdatabank 
(SRA Road Database) in county Värmland were used, comprising around 9000 
road segments. Due to the large data amount the implemented programs rely on 
parallel computation. During the thesis work, access to the PC-cluster Monolith 
at NSC was granted. In order to reduce optimisation run times, model & method 
development was needed. By aggregating the road segments into road classes, 
good initial values of the dual prices were achieved. By adding new state 
dimensions, the use of the Markov property could be motivated. By developing 
a special residual value routine, the explicitly considered time period could be 
reduced. At solving the dual subproblem special attention was paid to the 
discretization effects in the dynamic programming approach. One type of study 
is on a sub-network, e.g. a road. Validation studies were performed on road 63 
in Värmland – with promising but not satisfactory results (see below). A special 
model for co-ordinated maintenance considers the fine-tuned cost effects of 
simultaneous maintenance of contiguous road segments. The other main type of 
study is for a whole network. Several method types have been applied, both for 
solving the relaxed optimisation problems and for generating maintenance plans 
that fit to the budgets. For a decent discretization, the run time for the whole 
Värmland network is less than 80 CPU-hrs.A posterior primal heuristics reduces 
the demands for parallel processing to a small PC-cluster.The thesis further 
studies the effects of redistributing budget means, as well as turning to a trans-
parent stochastic model – both showing modest deviations from the basic model.  

Optimisation results for Värmland indicate budget levels around 40% of the 
actual Värmland budget as sufficient. However, important cost triggers are 
missing in this first model round, e.g., certain functional performance (safety), 
all environmental performance (noise etc.) and structural performance (e.g. 
bearing capacity, only modelled by an age measure). For increased credibility of 
PMS in general and optimisation in particular, the discrepancies should be 
further analysed and lead to improvements as to condition monitoring, state 
effect & cost modelling and mathematical modelling & implementation. 
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Sammanfattning 

I avhandlingen studeras hur kostnadseffektiva underhålls- (uh-)planer för belagd 
väg kan genereras, på basis av information om aktuellt vägytetillstånd och 
funktionella modeller för kostnads- och tillståndsförändringar, delvis utvecklade 
i samarbete med svenska Vägverket (VV). Tilltänkt användning är på strategisk 
och programnivå, innan mer detaljerad objektinformation finns att tillgå. Till 
skillnad från hittills använda modeller, så genereras individuella uh-planer för 
varje vägsegment (en homogen vägsträcka vad gäller aktuellt beläggnings-
tillstånd och beläggningshistorik), i kontinuerliga tillstånds- och åtgärdsrum. 
Genom användning av Lagrangerelaxerande optimeringsteknik, så kan de 
speciella nytto/kostnads-kvot-villkor som VV ålägger varje uh-objekt naturligen 
hanteras med dualpriser för budgetvillkoren. Antalet vägsegment som 
konkurrerar om budgetmedlen är vanligtvis stort. Data från VV:s Vägdatabank 
för Värmland har använts, omfattande ca 9000 vägsegment. Genom den stora 
datamängden har datorprogrammen implementerats för parallellbearbetning. 
Under avhandlingsarbetet har projektet beviljats tillgång till Monolith PC-
klustret vid NSC. För att kunna reducera optimeringskörtiderna har modell- och 
metodutveckling varit nödvändig. Genom att aggregera vägsegmenten till 
vägklasser har goda startvärden på dualpriserna erhållits. Genom utvecklingen 
av en speciell restvärdesrutin har den explicit behandlade tidsperioden kunnat 
reduceras. Vid lösandet av det duala subproblemet har speciell uppmärksamhet 
ägnats åt de diskretiseringseffekter som uppstår i metoden dynamisk program-
mering. En typ av tillämpning avser ett delvägnät, exempelvis en väg. Valid-
eringsstudier har genomförts på väg 63 i Värmland – med lovande men inte 
tillfredsställande resultat (se nedan). En speciell modell för samordnat uh 
beaktar stordriftsfördelarna vid samtidig åtgärd på en hel vägsträcka. Den andra 
huvudtypen av studier gäller ett helt nätverk. Flera metodtyper har tillämpats, 
både för att lösa de relaxerade optimeringsproblemen och för att generera uh-
planer som uppfyller budgetvillkoren. För en anständig diskretisering är 
körtiderna för hela Värmland mindre än 80 CPU-timmar. Genom en a posteriori 
primal heuristik reduceras kraven på parallellbearbetning till ett litet PC-kluster. 
Avhandlingen studerar vidare effekterna av omfördelade budgetmedel samt en 
övergång till en transparent, stokastisk modell – vilka båda visar små avvikelser 
från basmodellen. 

Optimeringsresultaten för Värmland indikerar att budgetnivåer på ca 40% av 
Värmlands verkliga uh-budget är tillräckliga. Dock saknas viktiga kostnads-
drivande faktorer i denna första modellomgång, exempelvis vissa funktionella 
prestanda (säkerhet), all miljöpåverkande prestanda (buller etc.) och strukturell 
prestanda (ex.vis bärighet, som enbart modelleras via ett åldersmått). För ökad 
tilltro till PMS i allmänhet och optimering i synnerhet, bör avvikelserna 
analyseras ytterligare och leda till förbättringar vad gäller tillståndsmätning, 
tillståndseffekt- & kostnadsmodellering samt matematisk modellering & 
implementering. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Maintenance problem 

What pavement properties are important: For a road user (traveller and vehicle)? For the road 
administrator (agency)? In [Ihs and Magnusson (2000)] a number of quantities are identified, 
e.g. different kinds of surface unevenness, friction and surface texture, bearing capacity. The 
most important descriptor of the pavement state is longitudinal unevenness. The influence of 
its different “wave lengths” are weighed into a collective single value of the state variable IRI 
(International Roughness Index, expressed in mm/m). Its strange unit is because IRI measures 
a standardised passenger’s vertical movement (mm) in a standardised chair in a standardised 
vehicle, driving a length unit (m) at 80 km/h (=kph), see e.g. [Öberg (2001)]. The IRI-value is a 
20 m average and corrected for unwanted influences from a hilly length profile of the road. 
Since its expected time evolution – especially the annual change, the degradation rate – can 
be pretty well predicted from historical data, see e.g. [Lang (2007)], it is important to regularly 
collect such information – and it makes studies like ours meaningful.  

In Sweden the paved roads are dominated by flexible pavement, i.e. layers of bitumen based 
asphalt products. The road surface is degraded by time, due to, e.g., climate, pavement age, 
traffic load and tyre studs. To keep the road standard intact, every year some kind of 
maintenance is needed. The default option, routine (=minor) maintenance, e.g. pothole repair 
and minor crack sealing, eventually becomes insufficient, since the degradation will continue at 
increasing costs. When is major maintenance, i.e. resurfacing, cost-efficient? What kind of 
paving is the most cost-efficient? Where should the limited budget resources be spent? 

For an analysis we have to consider the effects of different maintenance works on a number of 
state variables characterising the pavement conditions. Ideally all such parameter values are 
easily available. In practice the measuring of, e.g., bearing capacity needs more personnel and 
time. In Sweden, Vägverket (VV, Swedish Road Administration) is responsible for the State 
roads. The automatic Laser-RST VV-measurement programme, see [Forsberg and Göransson 
(2000)], regularly scanning 150000 road segments of homogeneous pavement conditions, is 
presently confined to texture and unevenness along and across the road surface. By assuming 
that historical RST-data are relevant for the future development, we can apply effect models 
describing what pavement state will result from different maintenance works. 

According to internationally established models, see e.g. [HDM-4 (2000)], the pavement state 
determines different traffic effects on vehicles and road users. By applying official govern-
mental exchange rates, see [Effektsamband 2000 (2001a)], between e.g. travel time and society 
cost (in “society-SEK”, adjusted to 120 SEK/h for passenger cars and 150 SEK/h for lorries), 
we can summarise the various traffic effects as a traffic cost (= road user cost, in society-
SEK), i.e. the additional cost that pavement imperfections will cause, in comparison to an ideal 
state. 

Since the maintenance costs (= agency costs) vary between the paving projects, we must rely 
on models of the cost values for different pavement states and different works types and 
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extents. The overall problem is how to balance the traffic cost and the maintenance cost (in 
road agency-SEK), as Fig 1.1 illustrates (cf. [Lindberg et al (2001)]). The two traffic cost 
curves are for two different road segments or road classes. 

 

This balance, defining the optimal average state, is unique for each road segment, since the cost 
curves will look different. This follows from the varying road characteristics, both static, e.g. 
traffic and width, and dynamic, e.g. state. For a final choice in Fig 1.1, a translation between 
the cost scales is needed. Such a translation is better illustrated in a concrete choice situation, 
see Fig 1.2. A road segment is in a given state at the start of year t. Should major maintenance 
be performed in year t, initially improving the state, or be postponed? The advantage of a major 
operation (index 1) in yr t over routine maintenance (0) is a reduced immediate traffic cost 

)( 01 ff < . The disadvantage is an increased immediate maintenance cost )( 01 gg > . However, 
it would be unfair to let 10 , ff  only stand for the 1-yr traffic costs, as measured from the 
middle of year t (where the major maintenance is assumed to be performed), since the costs 
will differ also thereafter. On the other hand, just letting 10 , ff  summarise all the discounted 
future traffic costs would still be unfair since, if optimal works options are chosen every year, a 
major maintenance may be performed the next year 1+t , as the upper dotted curve in Fig 1.2 
illustrates – implying low future traffic costs “for nothing”. Therefore also the differences 
between the future maintenance costs should be considered, letting 10 , gg  summarise all the 
discounted future maintenance costs. We arrive at a comparison between the traffic and main-
tenance costs, by the net present values (NPVs) of the summed up differences of discounted 
costs, between major and minor maintenance. Using a 1-yr discount factor d and assuming that 

10 , ff  are NPVs at the start of year 1+t  and 10 , gg  half a year earlier, a decisive quantity is 
the (incremental) benefit/cost ratio (BCR), see e.g. [HDM-4 (2000), vol. 1, pp G1-20, G1-24], 

  
01

10 )(
gg

ffd
−

−⋅
.          (1.1) 

For the immediate major maintenance to be chosen, the ratio must meet the governmental 
BCR-lower bound, presently 2439.1BCR =ν , i.e. the discounted future traffic cost savings 

good bad 
 State 

Cost 

Figure 1.1 Traffic and maintenance costs for different average pavement states. 

Maintenance 
cost 
(agency-SEK) 

Traffic 
cost 
(society-SEK) 
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must exceed the immediate extra (tax financed) maintenance costs by around 4
1 . In practice the 

current budget situation may put further restrictions on the ratio. Such a lower bound may serve 
as the wanted exchange rate between agency-SEK and society-SEK in Fig 1.1. The best major 
maintenance option is the one with the greatest benefit/cost ratio. Comparing two identical road 
segments, one with twice the traffic load of the other, one and the same works option will 
produce a doubled traffic cost and benefit/cost ratio for the former segment (cf. the dotted 
curve in Fig 1.1). For this reason more agency-SEK will in general be spent on segments with 
heavy traffic – moving the balance in Fig 1.1 to the left. Extremely bad pavement conditions on 
segments with sparse traffic may be prevented by the introduction of state restrictions. 

  

However, we are discontent with (1.1) as well, since it does not focus on the 1-yr postponing 
decision alternative and does not account for the expected future budget scarcity. Therefore we 
will apply a slightly different BCR-measure below (cf. Ch 4). 

1.2 Optimisation 

In Sec 1.2.1 we present a simple model, of the same principal structure as the models we will 
study in the following chapters, and list some problem properties. In the following subsections 
we give an introductory exposition of the main methods that we later will apply: Sec 1.2.2 
includes a reformulation of the original optimisation problem as a Lagrangean dual problem 
and Secs 1.2.3 – 1.2.4 are devoted to two methods, the subgradient and Dantzig-Wolfe 
techniques, for solving the dual problem. In Sec 1.2.5 we introduce our main method, dynamic 
programming, for solving the subproblems that arise, linked to the Lagrangean dual. 

t t+1 

State 

Figure 1.2 State evolutions for two works options: immediate and postponed major 
maintenance. Traffic costs f, maintenance costs g.

 Year 

f0 

bad 

good 

f1 

g0 

g1 
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1.2.1 Simplified optimisation model 

In order to illustrate various method principles, we will refer to the simplified optimisation 
problem 

  )()(:),(  minimise 221121
, 21

xxxx
xx

FFF +=                (1.2a) 

  subject to 
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

=∈
≤+
≤+

(1.2d)                                                      .2,1
(1.2c)                                                      )()(
(1.2b)                                                      )()(

2222121

1212111

j
bGG
bGG

jjx
xx
xx

 

Here  21, xx  are variable vectors, in general mixed integer, i.e. including both discrete 
(integer) variables and continuous (real) variables as vector components. Introducing vector 
notations 2

1)( == ttbb  and 2
1)( == ttGG , 2,1)()(:),( 221121 =+= tGGG ttt xxxx , our aim is to 

find ),( 21 xx -values such that the objective function F is brought to the minimum, whereas 
),( 21 xx  have to satisfy all the vector-valued constraints bxxG ≤),( 21 , and jj ∈x  for 

2,1=j . In this thesis F often stands for total traffic cost and (1.2b) – (1.2c) for T budget 
constraints, one per year, with b denoting the maintenance budgets and G the total maintenance 
costs. The variables ),( 21 xxx = , generalised to ( ) J

jjJ 121 )(,,, === xxxxx K , often refer to 

pavement state and maintenance works at different times, for J different (categories of) road 
segments. The short-form bxG ≤)(  is formally independent of T, J. 

Any optimisation problem, even where the constraint relations are equalities (=) or inequalities 
)(≥  or the purpose is maximisation, can be transferred into the form (1.1). The problem (1.2) 

has some structure, insofar as the constraints bxxG ≤),( 21  involve all the variables, whereas 

jj ∈x  for 2,1=j  concern one variable vector each. Moreover, both the objective F and the 
coupling-constraint functions tG  in (1.2b) – (1.2c) are additive in ),( 21 xx . In this thesis the 
sets jj )(   may refer to given state bounds and rules for the transition between states as a 

consequence of different maintenance works. 

The optimisation problem (1.2) would be convex, if the objective F is a convex function of 
),( 21 xx  and if the set of feasible solutions, i.e. the ),( 21 xx -region where all constraints 

(1.2b) – (1.2d) are satisfied, is a convex set. For convex problems the task of finding an 
optimal solution is relatively simple. As soon as any discrete variable can take two different 
values in the feasibility set the problem becomes non-convex. 

1.2.2 Lagrangean relaxation 

Our maintenance optimisation problem, as we will formulate it, is a mixed integer nonlinear 
problem with millions of variables, non-convex due to the maintenance cost functions G in 
(1.2) as well. In order to solve such complex problems, it is necessary to find and use the 
problem structure. The recurring method principle we will apply in different shapes is 
Lagrangean relaxation. The aim is to transfer a set of “difficult” constraints, e.g. (1.2b) – 
(1.2c), from absolute bounds b into a milder, relaxed form, where constraint t violations 
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tt bG >),( 21 xx  are penalised instead of forbidden and the resulting optimisation problem is 
easier to solve, even repeatedly. For convex problems it can be shown, see e.g. [Minoux 
(1986), p 204], that the relaxed (dual) form is equivalent to the original (primal) formulation 
for certain penalty values, the shadow prices ν , in the following sense: a dual optimum exists, 
directly linked to a primally feasible solution – the optimum of the original problem. 

For problem (1.2) a natural simplification is to relax the coupling constraints (1.2b) – (1.2c), by 
introducing one dual variable tν  for each constraint component t, tt )(ν=ν , and get 

    )(   maximise  :Dual ν
0ν

ϕ
≥

                      (1.3) 

    [ ] [ ]( ) ≡⋅+⋅+=  -b,Gν-b,Gν,F 221221211121
,

)()()(  min  :)(   :subproblem Dual
21

xxxxxxν
xx

ϕ  

              [ ]( )bxGνx
x

-F T )()(min +≡       (1.4) 

    subject to  2,1=∈ jjjx . 

Here the upper index T  denotes transposing and GνT  is a scalar product. Irrespective of the 
primal structure, the Lagrangean dual (1.3) is (equivalent to) a convex problem, see e.g. [ibid, 
p203], i.e. relatively simple to solve. Since both F and G are additive, the dual subproblem 
(1.4) is separable into one subproblem for each variable vector jx , i.e. for a  fixed ν  we can 
(easier) solve one subproblem for each jx  – 
  ( ) GνGνFj jjjjjjj

j
)()()(  min  :)(   :subproblem- Dual 2211 xxxν

x
⋅+⋅+=ϕ  (1.5) 

                 subject to  jj ∈x  

– and then sum up the two contributions to the dual objective value 
  bνννν T−+= )()( )( 21 ϕϕϕ . 

This kind of simplification motivates the Lagrangean relaxation as an adequate method here. 

In the dual subproblem (1.4), tt )(ν  act as weights for the constraint functions jttjG ,)(  in 

balance with the original objective F, i.e. they take the role of exchange rates between the 
maintenance costs (in agency-SEK) and the traffic costs (in society-SEK). The shadow price 

tν  is a capital scarcity factor: the higher shadow price, the higher benefit/cost ratio (1.1) is 
needed for a (major) maintenance project to become realised, and in fact tν  normally 
corresponds to the BCR for the “last accepted” project, i.e. the lowest used ratio. (Therefore 

tt )(ν  are our means for a modification of (1.1) – anticipated at the end of Sec 1.1.) 

The advantages of relaxation are easier problems to solve. The disadvantage is a necessity to 
solve the relaxed problem for a sequence of trial ν -values, ideally until the optimum ∗= νν  
for (1.3) is found. Thus in iteration K,1,0=i  we will solve a dual subproblem for fixed 

)(iνν = , leading to the dual objective value )( )(iνϕ  in (1.3). In every iteration i we may also 
use the subproblem solution for the generation of a primally feasible solution, corresponding to 
the primal objective value )(

prim
iFF =  in (1.2). For non-convex primal problems like ours, a 

duality gap may exist, i.e. a true difference between the optimal primal and dual objective 
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values. But this gap is always nonnegative, see e.g. [ibid, p 203], meaning that by solving the 
dual subproblem repeatedly, the optimal primal objective value ∗F  fulfils 

  )(
prim

)( min)(max i
i

i
i

FF ≤≤ ∗νϕ , 

i.e. at every iteration we can present an error estimate of the unknown ∗F , as trapped between 
the best primal and dual values found so far (cf. the figure on the thesis cover). Since this also 
means that ∗F  is not directly linked to ∗ν , we may even generate a primal optimum during the 
iterative process, before ∗ν  is reached. 

1.2.3 Dual optimisation by subgradient methods 

Letting 0ν ≥  vary in the dual (1.3), to simplify the presentation let us assume that the dual 
subproblem (1.4) has just three different optimal solutions )(ixx = , for 3,2,1=i . Thus as ν  

varies, the function values )( )(iF x , )( )(ixG  are constant in ν -regions i  for 3,2,1=i  – see 
Fig 1.3. The dual objective turns into 
  ])([)()( )()( bxGνxν −+== iTiFϕϕ   for  i∈ν , 
i.e. is fully characterised by three planes in the 3D ),( ϕν -space. The dotted lines in Fig 1.3 
represent level curves of constant ϕ -values, and we may visualise the 3rd ϕ -dimension: the 

function )(νϕϕ =  is an irregular tetrahedron with its top at ∗ν . In the following chapters the 
function surfaces )(νϕϕ =  will have many facets, not always planar. 

 

Consider the point Aν  in the interior of 1 . Here the ϕ -gradient ϕ∇  is well-defined, with the 
partial ϕ -derivatives as components: 

1 

νA 
νB 

ν* 

3 

2  

Figure 1.3  Illustrative example of subgradients and affine majorants for a dual. 

ν1 

ν2 
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  2,1)( )1( =−=
∂
∂ tbG tt

t
x

ν
ϕ  ⇔  bxGν −=∇ )()( )1(

Aϕ , 

pointing orthogonally to the level line in the direction of steepest ascent, as the arrow in Fig 1.3 
illustrates. By stepping along )( Aνϕ∇  from Aν  we expect the ϕ -value to change (initially) as 
if we move on the tetrahedron plane valid in 1:  

  )()()()( AAA ννννν −∇+= Tϕϕϕ .        (1.6) 

However, at Bν  on the border between 1 and 2  the gradient is undefined: if we approach 

Bν  from the left (passing 1∈ν ), )(νϕ∇  is the same as before but from the right ( 2∈ν ) 
another level line and gradient direction are valid. In such a case the gradient concept is 
extended to subgradients γ , see e.g. [Minoux (1986), p 14], defined by: 

  0νννγνν ≥∀−+≤ )()()( BB
Tϕϕ         (1.7) 

(where ∀  stands for “for every”), i.e. a linearization according to γ  from Bν  to ν  is nowhere 
lower than the correct ϕ -value. Since the tetrahedron surface )(νϕϕ =  for any ν  is the 
minimum of the three surface planes, each defined analogously to (1.6), we realise that both 
arrow directions at Bν  are subgradients, as well as all directions in between them, the “sector 
arc” in Fig 1.3, i.e. the convex combinations of the extreme (arrow) directions. Moreover, the 
precise meaning of a “convex” dual problem is that )(νϕϕ =  is a concave function. At Aν  – 
where the function is differentiable – it follows the definition (1.7) that the gradient 

)( Aνγ ϕ∇=  is the only subgradient direction. 

From Fig 1.3 we can see that all the subgradients point more or less towards the tetrahedron 
top, cf. [ibid, p 17]. A subgradient method, see e.g. [ibid, p 109], means that the next dual 
iteration point )1( +iν  is chosen by taking a step along any subgradient direction from the 
current dual iteration point )(iν . If the step lengths are chosen with some care, e.g. according to 
[Polyak (1966)], cf. [Minoux (1986), p 110], the subgradient method is guaranteed to converge 
asymptotically, which for a compact ν -domain can be written )()(max)( )( ∗

≥
≡→ νϕϕϕ νν

0ν
i  as 

∞↑i , i.e. it approaches the top value in Fig 1.3. 

1.2.4 Dual optimisation by the Dantzig-Wolfe method 

The “pure” subgradient method introduced in Sec 1.2.3 builds on the local problem properties 
(F, G) at the current dual iterate )(iν . In the “pure” Dantzig-Wolfe approach, see [Dantzig 
(1963), p 448], the corresponding information from all earlier iterations is used. For each dual 
iteration i a subproblem optimum )(ix  (observe the new meaning of the notation) and the 
corresponding costs )( )(iF x , )( )(ixG  define a subgradient bxGγ −= )(: )(i  and a 
corresponding affine majorant ϕ̂ , defined by the linearization 

  

))(()(

)())(()(

)()(:);(ˆ

)()(

)()()()(

)()()(

bxGνx

ννγbxGνx

ννγννν

−+=

=−+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −+=

=−+=

iTi

iTiTii

iTii

F

F

ϕϕ

     (1.8) 
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and satisfying (cf. (1.7))  
  0νννν ≥∀≤ );(ˆ)( )(iϕϕ . 

Since every iteration i generates an affine majorant, the least upper bound );(ˆmin )(i
i

ννϕ  at ν  

is decisive for our linearization of the surface )(νϕϕ = . Due to the additive cost functions in 
(1.2) the corresponding majorant property holds in each j-subproblem (1.5), which means that 
the iteration providing the least upper bound can be different for different j’s, written jii = . 
This means a tighter upper bound than by forcing all ji ’s to be equal. For our simplified prob-

lem (1.2) and the corresponding Lagrangean dual (1.3) we get the least upper bound at ν  as 

  
( )[ ]

[ ] [ ] .)()(min)()(min

)()()()(min)(

)(
22

)(
22

)(
11

)(
11

)(
22

)(
11

)(
22

)(
11

,

22

2

11

1

2121

21

bνxGνxxGνx

bxGxGνxxν

TiTi
i

iTi
i

iiTii
ii

FF

FF

−+++=

=−+++≤ϕ
  (1.9) 

Fig 1.3 may illustrate this linearization as well, after a reinterpretation where we assume that 
the true function surface )(νϕϕ =  is unknown. Instead let the level curves in Fig 1.3 represent 
the three decisive majorants (supporting planes) that can be formed from (1.9) after three dual 
iterations. The Dantzig-Wolfe (D-W) method now chooses the next dual iterate at the top ∗ν , 
according to this linearization. New information is added for each iteration, in non-degenerate 
cases cutting off the top in the previous linearization. Eventually a detailed facet-like structure 
of supporting planes will cover the true function surface )(νϕϕ = . Unlike the more robust 
subgradient technique, the convergence of the D-W method depends on the primal problem 
structure. For convex problems asymptotic convergence is guaranteed, for a compact (closed 
and bounded) ν -domain written )(max)( )( νν

0ν
ϕϕ

≥
→i  as ∞↑i , see [ibid, p 477]. For non-

convex problems, like the ones in the thesis, no general theorem applies. Moreover, the 
addition of new information for each iteration and the many possible iteration combinations 
(here of ),( 21 ii ) lead to a complex master problem for the identification of the top:[] 
  ϕ

ϕ
  maximise

,ν
 

  subject to  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

≥
∀−+++≤

0ν
bνxGνxxGνx 21

)(
22

)(
22

)(
11

)(
11 ,])()([])()([ 2211 iiFF TiTiiTiϕ  

Since the master problem is a linear programming (LP) problem, it can be solved in a finite 
number of LP-iterations by the simplex method, see [ibid, p 120]. We will surround the current 
iterate )(iν  with some kind of box, confining the feasible LP-solutions to a compact set. The 
LP-optimum is the wanted top ∗ν  (in the box) for the current dual iteration. The next dual 
iteration 1+i  means a resolving of the dual subproblem, now for ∗+ = νν )1(i . Normally the 
subproblem optimum means that a new supporting (hyper-)plane (=affine majorant) is 
generated – a cut to be added to the master constraints. But if a dual iteration leads to the very 
same subproblem optimum as the previous iteration did, stagnation occurs – and a dual 
optimum has been reached, see [ibid, p 475]. 
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1.2.5 Subproblem solving by dynamic programming 

Consider the dual j-subproblem (1.5). We will reformulate this as (1.10) below. Let the (road 
class or segment) index j be implicit. We interpret the objective term )(xF  in (1.5) as the total 
traffic cost (normally discounted), summing up contributions )( tt xf  from different years 

2,1=t , for the pavement states tx  at the start of year t, and including the residual value 
)( 33 xϕ , comprising the optimal future costs from state 3x  at the end of the explicitly 

considered 2-yr period. (A variant of the dynamic programming method – to be introduced 
here – is utilised also for the determination of residual values, as sketched in Sec 1.5.2 below 
and further studied in Ch 5.) Moreover, in (1.5) we interpret )(xtG  as the maintenance cost in 
year t, depending on the current state tx  as well as the works tu  performed in year t, therefore 
rewritten as ),( ttt uxg  in (1.10). The constraints ∈x  in (1.5) stand for 

• the transitions between consecutive states, with 1+tx  dependent on the previous tx  as 
well as the works tu , therefore rewritten as ),(1 ttt uxhx =+ , 

•  works restrictions due to the current state, )( tt xu ∈ , 

• a given initial state 0
11 xx = . 

In the residual value notation )( 33 xϕ  the (optimal) Lagrangean multipliers ν  for the 
succeeding time periods are permanently fixed and implicit. By expanding this notation to the 
explicitly considered time periods in the Lagrangean dual, where ν  varies, we let );( νtt xϕ  
denote the minimum cost in state tx  from year t and onwards, for occasionally fixed dual 
prices ν . The subproblem turns into 

       [ ] uxgνuxgνxxfxfx
tttt ux

),(),()()()(  min  :),( 22221111332211
)(,)(

11
1

⋅+⋅+++=
>

ϕϕ ν     (1.10) 

        subject to  

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎧

=
=∈

=
=

.
2,1)(

),(
),(

0
11

223

112

xx
txu

uxhx
uxhx

tt
 

The quantities are illustrated in Fig 1.4. The black dots denote chosen states. One minor 
maintenance option, leading to progressive deterioration (upwards), and one or more major 
maintenance options are distinguished. This is a simplified picture – in practice  the 
degradation rates vary with the works extent. 
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A naïve approach for solving the subproblem (1.10) would be to calculate the cost for each 
possible works combination ),( 21 uu . As a general method, with many works options, the 

number of paths starting at 0
11 xx =  increases exponentially with the number of considered 

years. The dynamic programming (here DynP; to distinguish from DP =Decision Process 
below) approach is to consider one year at a time, in a backward iteration procedure, from 
the start of the last year, here 2=t . From a fixed state 2x  we consider each works option 2u  
in yr 2. Its future cost is ( )),(),()( 223222222 uxhuxgxf ϕν +⋅+ . The lowest future cost is  
   ( )[ ]),(),()(min);( 223222222

)(
22

22
uxhuxgxfx

xu
ϕνϕ +⋅+=

∈
ν .             (1.11) 

With the lowest cost );( 22 νxϕ  determined for each state 2x , we now consider yr 1 in the same 
way, getting 
  ( )[ ]νν );,(),()(min);( 112111111

)(
11

11
uxhuxgxfx

xu
ϕνϕ +⋅+=

∈
. 

In practice we only have to consider the given state 0
11 xx =  at the start of yr 1. 

Is this all? In theory yes, in practice no. The analysis presumes that all possible states 2x  are 
handled in (1.11) and that the residual values )( 33 xϕ are given for all possible 3x -values. Since 
the pavement states in many respects are described by continuous variables and the cost and 
state functions are complex, the task is in practice impossible. Instead we have to discretize the 
state space, calculating ( )ttt x );( νϕ  for a finite nodal set  of states tx  and rely on 
interpolation between neighbouring nodal states, as soon as ),( tt uxh  leads to a non-nodal state 

1+tx . Letting ( )ν);,(1 ttt uxh+ϕ  denote such an interpolation result, the discretized DynP 
backward procedure for T years means that we for 1,,1, K−= TTt  determine 

       ( )[ ] ∈∀+⋅+= +
∈

tttttttttt
xu

tt xuxhuxgxfx
tt

νν );,(),()(min);( 1
)(

ϕνϕ .            (1.12) 

To get more precise information about the optimal maintenance plan we also perform a DynP 
forward iteration procedure. The optimal path is identified by stepping one year t at a time 

Figure 1.4 Computational quantities in a 2-yr dual (j-)subproblem solved by DP. 

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 
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u1 
u2 
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g2 
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f2 
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Time 
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from the given initial state. For established optimal states and works tux ≤
∗
− τττ ),( 1  up to the 

start of year t, (1.12) is applied to the one (even non-nodal) reached state tx , in order to find 

the minimising works ∗
tu  in year t. By using ),(1

∗
+ = ttt uxhx , the next step on the optimal path 

is determined. The procedure is illustrated by Fig 1.4, read from the left to the right. 

The 1 yr-stepping DynP procedures are applicable, if the costs depend on states and works as 
in (1.12). For a given state tx  at the start of year t the future costs must not depend on the 
previous states and maintenance decisions, i.e. for the future costs the path up to tx  is 
irrelevant. For general stochastic processes this is the Markov property, see e.g. [Minoux 
(1986), p 410]. For instance, a state characterisation only by the current IRI-value (cf. Sec 1.1) 
is insufficient since, according to VV regression models, the degradation rate (cf. Sec 1.1) is 
valid for the whole time period between two consecutive major maintenance operations: the 
future evolution depends on the IRI-history. Such troubles can be solved by the introduction of 
the current degradation rate as part of the state description. The DynP method was formulated 
by [Bellman (1957)] and [Howard (1960)], see e.g. [Minoux (1986), p 381]. Using DynP the 
computational work increases linearly with the number of years T. 

1.3 Program system 

The study character as, apart from being a LiU-project (Linköping university), being a CDU-
project (Centre for research and education in operation and maintenance of infrastructure) 
means special commitments to CDU and the financiers. The full aim is formulated in Sec 1.5.1 
below. The stand alone program system that we have developed in the project, further 
described in the following chapters, is called OPM (= Optimisation for Pavement 
Management). The package consists of four linked main C++ programs and a number of 
Matlab® statistics plot routines, all exchanging information via binary and text data files. The 
program code for all the different studies in the thesis, except the initial study (Ch 2), has been 
developed as one integrated system, with the aim to accomplish flexible model and program 
building blocks for future use. 

During a program run multidimensional hierarchical structures are built dynamically, admitting 
changeable numbers of explicitly considered years, segments, states, works types, etc. The 
three main programs that contain iterative methods for solving a dual problem – the residual 
value routine RestOPM, the road class oriented StartOPM and the segment oriented OPM – are 
intended for parallelisation runs on a user controlled number of processors, even a single PC 
may do. The recommendable PC-cluster size would depend on the processor capacities as well 
as the modelling ambitions: both the (primary) memory needs and the total CPU-times increase 
essentially linearly with the number of discrete pavement states that are distinguished in the 
DynP backward iteration procedure (cf. Sec 1.2.5). The size of the data structures can also be 
varied by the chosen degree of “semi-manufacturing” of static data (pre-calculated and stored 
or recalculated each time needed) and by the choice between simultaneous access to the whole 
data structures in primary computer memory or via intermediate binary files. 
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In its present form the OPM system is a R&D-product, not ready for production runs. Before 
that, the large set of options should be reduced to those of special interest. Moreover, both the 
input of data and the running of the whole program system should be carefully documented and 
equipped with supporting menu oriented routines. Although developed in dialogue with the 
Swedish VV an international interest cannot be excluded, for integration in existing PMSs. 

We present the structure as flowcharts, without further comments. (In the file names the star 
notations ** are for processor and/or run identification.) 

 

 

OPM 
Program system 

Road database: 
Road constants and dynamic 
state parameters. 
See Ch 3. 

DataOPM 
Preparation of input data. 

RestOPM (Ch 5) 
Stationary model. 
Generation of residual values. 

StartOPM (Chs 4, 7, 8) 
Road class oriented model. 
Generation of dual prices. 

OPM (Chs 4, 6 - 9) 
Segment oriented model. 
Generation of dual prices 
and maintenance plans. 

Log. 
Warnings. 
Statistics. 

Function based models 
of effects and costs. 
See Ch 3. 

OPMSetup.txt: 
Run characteristics. 
Budget data. 

Statistics plot routines. 

Intermediate files. 

Category definitions. 
Static parameters. 
See Ch 3. 

Statistics. 
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RestOPM 
Residual values 

Reading. 
Discretization of works extent. 
Generation of object structures. 

Iterative adjusting of  
long term dual price to 
given stationary budget. 

Generation of road class 
oriented residual values and 
iteration statistics. 

RestIter**.txt 

Log. 
Warnings. 
Statistics. 

OPMSetup.txt: 
Run characteristics. 
Budget data. 

OPMRoadcl** 

OPMState** 

OPMParam.txt 

Match? 

Yes 

No 

StartOPMRestv** 

Road database: 
Road constants and 
dynamic state parameters. 
See Ch 3. 

Function based models 
of effects and costs. 
See Ch 3. 

Reading and checking for 
inconsistencies. 

Generation of general 
static parameter data. 

Generation of grid based 
static data. 

Generation of road class 
oriented static data. 

Generation of segment 
oriented static data. 

OPMRoadcl** 

OPMParam.txt 

OPMSegm** 

OPMState** 

Log. 
Warnings. 
Statistics. 

DataOPM 
Input data 

Category definitions. 
Static parameters. 
See Ch 3. 
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OPM 
Segment oriented 

Reading. 
Generation of object structures.

Iterative updating of  
dual prices. 

Writing of dual prices,  main-
tenance plans, segment orient-
ted residual values & statistics

Residual values 
OPMRestv** 

Log. 
Warnings. 
Statistics. 

OPMSetup.txt: 
Run characteristics. 
Budget data. 

OPMRoadcl** 

OPMSegm** 

OPMParam.txt 

Stop?

Yes 

No 

OPMState** 

StartOPMRestv** / 
OPMRestv** 

Works solution 
 Uh**O.txt 

Subiteration statistics 
Tab**O.txt 

Main iteration 
statistics Iter**O.txt 

 Dual prices Ny**O.txt 

Solving of dual subproblem

Primal heuristics. 

Ny**.txt 

StartOPM 
Road class oriented 

Reading. 
Generation of object structures.

Iterative updating of  
dual prices. 

Writing of dual prices and 
statistics. 

State statistics 
StartOPMUh**.txt 

Log. 
Warnings. 
Statistics. 

OPMSetup.txt: 
Run characteristics. 
Budget data. 

OPMRoadcl** 

OPMSegm** 

OPMParam.txt 

Stop? 

Yes 

No 

OPMState** 

StartOPMRestv** 

Works statistics 
StartOPMYr**.txt 

Subiteration statistics 
Tab**.txt 

Main iteration statistics 
Iter**.txt 

Dual prices Ny**.txt 

Solving of dual subproblem

Primal heuristics. 
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1.4 Earlier studies 

Surveys of pavement management (PM) in general, and budget related questions in particular, 
are found in [Paterson (1987)], [Haas et al (1994), esp. ch 19: Priority programming], [Wall-
man et al (1995)], [Haas (1997)], [Robinson et al (1998), esp. ch 7: Prioritisation] and [HDM-4 
(2000), esp. vol. 1, part G: Economic analysis]. The last reference is to the World Bank project 
“Highway Development and Management”, primarily designed for the developing countries, 
but since the models are general and flexible, the latest development led by the University of 
Birmingham and extended to models for cold climate and safety, this project is of universal 
interest. In App 1 below we document the Swedish adjustments of the traffic cost models. For 
maintenance policies in general, the survey by [Wang (2002)] includes many references. In our 
project, literature summaries are given by [Lindberg et al (1997), (2001)]. In the following we 
go through PMS related articles found up to 2003 with focus on the use of optimisation, partly 
grouped by the models and methods being used.  

1.4.1 Systems based on Markov decision processes (MDPs) 

The Markov property was mentioned in Sec 1.2.5. For a road segment, being a (finite, homo-
geneous) Markov chain (MC) means that the number of pavement states is finite and that the 
state may change at given discrete time points, say once a year, according to static probabili-
ties, irrespective of earlier state history. For a Markov decision process the MC time evolution 
is (partly) controlled by decisions (of works) that either can be taken freely and independently 
or are subject to, e.g., common budget constraints. Since the theory and implementation 
results for MDPs are extensive, see e.g. [Ross (1970)], [White (1985), (1993a), (1993b)] and 
[Carnahan (1988)], it is not surprising that most pavement optimisation systems (described in 
literature) build on MDP assumptions. If a finite set of pavement states and works options are 
distinguished, MDP problems can be reformulated as LP-problems, originally by [d’Épenoux 
(1960), (1963)] , [Manne (1960)] and [de Ghellinck (1960)] – a topic that we will return to in 
Ch 5. Our segment oriented model in Ch 4 below handles a continuum of states and works.  

In [Nazareth (2000)] an extension to stochastic budgets is mentioned, suggested to be solved 
with stochastic dynamic programming. Representing another kind of extension, by admitting 
random time steps between the state changes [Nesbitt et al (1993)] and [Ravirala and Grivas 
(1996)] use a semi-Markov approach, letting the time that a segment spends in a pavement 
state be stochastic. Of these two, the former model is applied to flexible, heavy-duty pavements 
in Manitoba, the latter to New York State data, but both lack budget restrictions. Also [Butt et 
al (1994)], [Carnahan et al (1987)] and [Smadi and Maze (1994)] avoid the budget restriction 
difficulties, by using dynamic programming for minimising the total maintenance cost. (Butt’s 
et al handling of the budget constraints is by heuristics, ranking projects according to their 
benefit/cost ratios.)  

[Ben-Akiva et al (1993)], [Madanat (1993b)] and [Madanat and Ben-Akiva (1994)] take a 
factor analytical approach, by using “latent MDPs”. The idea is that, apart from degradation, 
also inspections suffer from uncertainty, manifested as measurements with errors (whereas the 
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true state is latent), and this is a way to handle such. We think of a possible use e.g. for the 
valuing of information by two different measurement techniques, one simplified and subject to 
greater errors than the other. [Smilowitz and Madanat (2000)] extend the latent MDP approach 
to the network decision level, expressing the budget constraints by enclosing the expected 
maintenance cost between two budget levels, and bounding the fractions (of segments) for each 
state and time. Models for both finite and infinite horizons are formulated. The sum of agency 
and traffic costs is minimised by LP. 

[Chua (1996)] presents another extension, letting traffic and mechanistic, stochastic pavement 
effect submodels, partly based on AASHTO test results (cf. [AASHTO (1993)]), determine the 
life time of a pavement. By applying stochastic DynP to one road segment on a finite planning 
period, minimising a weighted sum of maintenance and road user costs (without budget 
constraints), the author admits dynamic state variable values and time evolutions of the traffic 
volume for two vehicle types. Also [Li et al (1997b)] consider dynamic (non-homogeneous) 
MDPs, permitting evolutions of traffic and environmental effects. 

1.4.2 The Arizona model 

When the Arizona model based PM-system was introduced in Arizona in 1980-81, it is 
reported, see [Golabi et al (1982)] and [Kulkarni (1984)], to have saved almost 1/3 or 14 
million USD of the road preservation budget for the State of Arizona. The reason would be a 
more unified handling of all road maintenance projects. The implemented models are a long-
term and a short-term model. Both build on a subdivision into a finite set of pavement states 
and works options. The long-term model is of Markov chain type, finding stationary state 
probabilities minimising the total maintenance cost, for given transition probabilities and 
expected maintenance costs per state and works option. Instead of explicit traffic costs, the LP-
formulation includes lower bound constraints for all “acceptable”-state probabilities and upper 
bounds for all “unacceptable”-state probabilities. The resulting steady-state probabilities and 
optimal (lowest possible) total maintenance cost are taken as inputs to the short-term model. 
From a given state distribution, the total discounted maintenance cost is minimised for an 
explicit time period, letting the final distribution deviate at most a given percentage from the 
stationary probabilities and total cost. After five years use of the models, the authors report a 
turning from corrective to preventive works, of a concomitant smaller extent but slightly more 
frequent. Moreover, the model chooses thinner pavement layers than was used before. Both of 
these experiences are of special interest to us – cf. our case studies in Secs 4.4 and 6.3 below.  

In the reported Arizona study, the entire road network was subdivided into nine categories, 
handled by separate models. For the reported implementation, aggregating 7400 1-mile-
segments, the category based results for all segments in a common pavement state mean that 
the relative use of different (discrete) works options should obey the determined optimal 
percentages. The interpretation of these percentages meant no problems, when putting the 
results into practice. A more serious concern was that the results could mean that for a 3-mile 
road section one works type was suggested for the first and third mile, and another for the 
second. We will handle such objections in Ch 6 below. 
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The [Wang and Zaniewski (1996)] hindsight describes the experiences of the Arizona and the 
related NOS models (in Sec 1.4.3). The entire Arizonian network is now subdivided into 15 
road categories, and 6 works options are available. A 10-yr planning horizon is used in the 
reported runs. We will use 40 yrs in the segment oriented runs below, and 80 yrs in the road 
class oriented – with our subdivision into 29 road classes the model most resembling the NOS 
model. The authors realise that the steady state is to be viewed as an ideal scenario and has 
never occurred in Arizona, due to fluctuations in budgeting and pavement behaviour. We may 
add non-homogeneous traffic evolution, since changed traffic volumes will shift the optimum, 
as we argued at Fig 1.1. 

1.4.3 The NOS-based PM-systems in Kansas, Alaska and Finland 

The further development of the original Arizona model has resulted in the more general 
Network Optimisation System (NOS). Whereas the Arizona model answered the question (1) 
“What are the minimum budget requirements necessary to maintain prescribed performance 
standards?”, in [Alviti et al (1994), (1996)] also the reverse question (2) “What maximum 
performance standards can be maintained for a fixed budget?” is answered. The latter question 
is much harder. The authors have chosen price-directive Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and 
solve the dual subproblem – separable into one subproblem per segment category (for 23 – 69 
categories) – by LP. This is similar to the methodology that we will use – but we will model 
each segment individually and use a more general method tool box, including DynP. In NOS it 
is possible to choose between (maintenance) cost-constrained benefit maximisation and 
benefit-constrained cost minimisation. In the total cost objective, the benefits for the different 
segment categories are weighted by road area. This seems strange to us, since (in the first 
place, and together with length) traffic volume is responsible for total benefit, whereas area is 
decisive for maintenance costs. NOS has been implemented in, e.g., Kansas and Alaska. In the 
Alaskan use, the differences implied by the questions (1) – (2) are summarised. Whereas the 
original Arizona model (1) results in the minimum budget 40 million USD for the average 
benefit level 0.82 (given from historical benefits per category, 69 categories), the benefit 
maximising NOS-run (2) for the fixed annual budget 40 million USD (and optimisation 
between categories) achieves benefit level 0.86. Reversely, to satisfy this benefit level by 
answering question (1) would require a 48.2 million USD budget (but we cannot see how the 
benefits per category were chosen). In Alaska about 90 percent of the projects recommended 
by NOS during a 5-yr period were selected for implementation. 

Also the Finnish PMS Highway Investment Programming System (HIPS) is of NOS-type. 
According to [Olsonen (1988)], optimisation is performed for each segment category 
separately, like the original Arizona model. The total road user and maintenance cost is 
minimised – but we cannot find the principles for weighing between the two (cf. Fig 1.1). In 
[Sikow et al (1994)] results from a Lapland study are summarised. The effects of varying the 
annual budgets (to be specified for each segment category) are analysed. A significant 
conclusion is that road maintenance (and its split between summer and winter maintenance) 
and highway investments should not be treated separately, but all become components of an 
overall “road keeping” optimisation. In [Thompson et al (1989)] and [Äijö et al (1990)] more 
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technical details are given. It discusses the possibility to use the slope of the road-user cost vs. 
maintenance cost curve (cf. (1.1)) in the long-term model for weighing between the two costs, 
in scarce budget situations, and for weighing between the different segment categories. The 
authors reveal that the weight factors are user specified. The allocation of budget means from 
the nationwide network to 13 highway districts is implied by the optimal long-term and short-
term length distributions per state and works option, together with the number of kilometres 
per segment category and district. 

1.4.4 Swedish PMS-based optimisation 

The above mentioned Finnish HIPS package has been applied to Swedish data, see [Äijö 
(1995)], [Virtala (1996)] and [Lang (1996)], using the total traffic + maintenance cost as 
objective for minimisation. We have not found the weigh principles that were used. The effects 
of budget variations are described. These seem to be performed by BCR-ranking (cf. (1.1)), 
similar to that of [Butt et al (1994)], with 1=BCR  as target value for an “optimal” budget. (Cf. 
Fig 1.1, where 1=BCR  means that the contributions from the two solid cost curves can be 
summed up to the total cost.) The long-term optimal budget was 1242 million SEK, when 
summarised over 12 sub-networks. For an 8-yr short-term time period, the use of this budget 
level would mean an improvement of the average state, in comparison to the current conditions 
in 1996, although the total cost would decrease for short-term budget levels up to around 1750 
million SEK. [Lang (1999), (2002)] are documentations of the HIPS-input data changes that 
were made during 1995 – 2002. Subdivisions of the Swedish road network into 6 traffic classes 
and 3 climate zones were performed. In HIPS five works types are distinguished. VV utilises 
HIPS on a strategic management level, whereas prioritisation is used otherwise. In all priority-
sation VV calculates the additional traffic costs, in comparison to the cost of an ideal pavement 
state, and uses it together with the full maintenance cost, see [Vägverket (1997)] and [Lang 
(1997)]. 

1.4.5 PMS-systems in Denmark and Norway 

The Danish PMS, BELMAN, is presented by [Jansen and Schmidt (1994)]. Whereas the 
important input data and functions are described in detail, the proceeding lacks information 
about the optimization models that generate maintenance plans within budget constraints. The 
Norwegian PMS, see [Haugødegård et al (1994)], includes network optimisation, minimising 
agency + traffic cost subject to budget constraints. The road standard, in terms of longitudinal 
and transversal unevenness, is not admitted to exceed given road standards, different for 
different road types and traffic classes. No optimisation details are revealed. 

1.4.6 Other optimisation techniques 

[Flintsch et al (1998)] supplement the budget recommendations from the NOS-model with a 
ranking (“rate”) formula for each candidate project, based on current state and maintenance 
costs, and the final choice of projects is made according to the rates, up to the recommended 
budget. In [Artman et al (1983)] an optimisation model is formulated for maintenance of 
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airfield pavements, with similar structure as for road maintenance. For a finite set of works 
options, the problem is expressed in terms of 0/1-variables. The resulting integer 
programming (IP) problem is solved with a heuristics of gradient-search type, invented by 
[Toyoda (1978)] and providing good but not necessarily optimal maintenance plans. The same 
technique is reported to have been utilised for highway maintenance optimisation by [Philips 
and Lytton (1977)]. In [Li et al (1997a), (1998)] a similar IP problem is formulated and solved 
to optimality – for a network consisting of 18 and 5 segments, respectively. The state 
description is 1D and the objective minimises a sum of benefit/cost ratios. 

For continuous time, continuous state space, infinite planning horizon and deterministic time 
evolutions of pavement states, [Li and Madanat (2002)] find the optimal steady-state frequency 
of major works for one segment. The model is an optimal control minimisation of a functional 
describing total agency and traffic costs, subject to a 1st order ordinary differential equation 
(and no budget restrictions). Before that, [Tsunokawa and Schofer (1994)] formulated and 
solved such a problem, comparing different integration methods and distinguishing transition 
time and steady state. The latter means “periodic maintenance”, manifested through sawtooth 
curves describing the state evolutions. 

[Mamlouk et al (2000)] uses the official standard AASHTO, see [AASHTO (1993)], for design 
modelling, and mechanistic models for the pavement degradation, in terms of equivalent single 
axle load. Subject to restrictions on the terminal state variable values, nonlinear DynP is 
applied for minimising the weighted sum of agency and traffic costs. The PC-based program is 
intended for the project decision level. 

Examples of genetic algorithms (GAs) are [Fwa et al (1994)] and [Chan et al (2001)], both 
applied to a problem with a lot of resource constraints, but lacking the typical time structure of 
road maintenance. The former paper compares GA with integer programming and conclude 
that GA is a real, PC-based alternative. The latter article presents a new method, the prioritised 
resource allocation method (PRAM), and compare its performance with two established 
methods. PRAM outperforms the other two. The original GA-formulation, see [Holland 
(1975)], had no special means for handling constraints. 

1.4.7 Decision support systems and integration 

[Worm and van Harten (1996)] apply an OR-view to the maintenance planning problem, using 
different optimisation models and methods on four different decision levels, including MDP 
theory, DynP and shortest route calculation. The last mentioned technique is applied on the 3rd 
level, where single-segment projects for a road are joined – a coordination facility that we will 
integrate in Ch 6 below. The common objective on all decision levels is maintenance cost 
minimisation. In [Davis and Carnahan (1987)] the MDP-based DynP-optimisation is supplied 
with a Monte Carlo simulation tool, generating cost and state statistics for the optimal works 
policies. The MDP-model includes constraints that forbid violations of given state bounds, by 
more than given probabilities. Also [Feighan et al (1988)] speak for the simulation 
possibilities. [Hanna et al (1993)] describe an expert system, for engineer support on the 
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project decision level. Based on input data, the system produces a list of recommendable works 
options and their consequences. [Ritchie (1987)] and [Ritchie et al (1987)] describe another 
expert system and its possible integration with network optimisation. [Wang et al (1994)] write 
about a system in Arizona, where the NOS-model in Sec 1.4.3 is supplemented with an expert 
system for the translation into concrete maintenance projects. The role of NOS becomes to 
produce budgets per road category (=segment category). The article by [Sundin and Braban-
Ledoux (2001)] is a status report on the use and findings of artificial intelligence, including 
artificial neural networks (ANNs), fuzzy logic genetic algorithms and expert systems, in PMS 
decision support systems. Apart from providing a support for road inspectors (not reported 
here), in [Yang et al (2003)] ANN models are used for the generation of composite pavement 
state indices: pavement condition rating. 

[Madanat (1993a)] analyses the potentials of incorporating inspection decisions in PMS. The 
optimisation model includes choices of inspection or not per year. If the forecasting models are 
accurate, the author foresees that such an integration can lead to substantial cost savings. 
[Grivas and Schultz (1994)] formulate an optimisation model for the integration of 
neighbouring pavement and bridge projects. This is also part of an integration in [Chasey 
(1995)], who also recommends an integration with highway investments, with decision support 
from simulation models. 

1.4.8 Survey articles and implementation experience 

The role for operations research (OR) in general maintenance planning is analysed by [Dekker 
(1995), (1996)]. Various OR implementations and a lot of references are listed (including 
somewhat road maintenance). The paper [Hagquist (1994)] includes figures showing that 
substantial benefit increases are possible, if optimisation software is being used, especially for 
scarce budgets. In [Lytton (1994)] the available optimisation methods are described, plus some 
case studies, and the difference between optimisation and ranking is clarified. [Thompson 
(1994)] discusses the role of optimisation as a means for accomplishing consistent pavement 
policies and stable funding – and agency credibility. 

The experiences from the implementation of the original Arizona model are analysed in 
[Hudson and Haas (1994)]. Apart from the results reported in Secs 1.4.2 – 1.4.3, the authors 
mention a general increase of awareness of all the factors that are involved in pavement 
management. The Alaskan implementation is treated in [Johnson et al (1994)], and the 
importance of adequate organisational changes as well as involvement of both technicians and 
management is emphasised. In [Tarricone (1993)] the difficulties in collecting and storing 
relevant input data are addressed. The use of PMS and HIPS-optimisation in Finland as a tool 
for performance contracting and bid evaluations, as well as product pricing, is described in 
[Tapio and Piirainen (1994)], whereas the conference contribution from [Knudsen and 
Simonsen (1994)] present the output data from the Danish BELMAN system, and how they are 
differently used by decision makers on the network and project management levels.
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1.5 Study aim and outline 

1.5.1 Aim of study 

Apart from meeting scientific quality demands, our purpose is to accomplish a tool that can be 
integrated into a PM (Pavement Management) decision support system in general, for VV in 
particular. The implementation should comply with existing VV standards as to computer 
operating systems and programming languages. The model system should be modularised and 
flexible as to model types, e.g. admit both discrete and continuous state descriptions, and data 
input, and should be formulated in dialogue with VV. The intended use is in a stage of 
budgeting and planning, before concrete project information is available. The implementation 
should be capable of handling regional and even national road networks. On the network level 
we think of budget scenario studies, as well as budget allocation. Moreover, an intended use is 
on the road level, for the identification of candidate projects and state supervision. The study 
should include some kind of validation. 

1.5.2 Outline of the thesis 

In Ch 2 an initial study is performed, based on principally the same kind of data as the existing 
NOS-model does, see [Lang (1999), (2002)]. In the huge data sets we encounter several 
inconsistencies and ad hoc assumptions. 

From the weaknesses we identify in the initial study a new, more transparent input model is 
formulated in Ch 3 together with VV – a thorough revision of both data and functions. The 
setup program for an optimisation run, joining the input data and functions into streamlined 
road characteristics, is DataOPM in the program system, cf. Sec 1.3.  

In Ch 4 the basic optimisation models are formulated, both a road class oriented and a segment 
oriented model. Whereas the road class model is intended for the network level, both for 
scenario studies and as a general start routine for the optimisation, StartOPM in Sec 1.3, the 
segment oriented model is the main routine, OPM in Sec 1.3, also on the road level. Whereas 
the road class oriented model treats the segments simply by their road lengths, the segment 
orientted model considers their individual characteristics. Both the pavement state and works 
option spaces (of possible variable values) are continuous. The tricky governmental BCR-
lower bounds are complied with, as dual constraints. Here we make use of the optimisation 
concepts and methods in Sec 1.2. The validation of a special study of road 63 in Värmland is 
reported.  

Ch 5 is devoted to our residual values routine, RestOPM in Sec 1.3. The solution method 
DynP, cf. Sec 1.2.5, is applied in a special form, only using a 1-yr explicit time period. See Fig 
1.5b for an illustration. “Special” means that the values ϕ , which are determined per nodal 
state (unfilled circles), shall coincide at the start and end of the modelled year. This is our 
characterisation of a stationary process, as to states and costs. The residual values are 
transferred to StartOPM, as Fig 1.5a illustrates. The initial segment states are fully considered 
(filled circles.) The different numbers of works options per state in Fig 1.5 reflect state 
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restrictions: on the highest node level (a worst acceptable state), minor maintenance is 
forbidden, whereas on the lowest (ideal) level no major maintenance is conceivable. For the 
translation to OPM, further individualisation is performed for a transfer period )2,( TT , 
providing residual values for the time period ),0( T  of T years, which is explicitly considered 
in the segment based analysis. 

 

Ch 6 describes a further development of the segment oriented base model for application on the 
road level, fine-tuning the cost description of the coordinated projects that consist of 
simultaneous maintenance of a varying number of neighbouring road segments. For a road 
section of N contiguous segments and a choice between two works types – minor or major 
maintenance – for each segment and year, the number of choice combinations becomes N2  for 
each year. Such cost considerations cannot be taken on the road class level, where most articles 
in Sec 1.4 are found. A validation on road 63 is reported. 

Ch 7 treats a stochastic, i.e. a more realistic, variant of the base model. By assuming 
independency between the random events that determine the state evolutions of different 
segments or road class states and assuming that the law of large numbers, see e.g. [Devore 
(2004)], is applicable, the model becomes analytical. The approach may be extended to 
uniform impacts of weather/climate variations and/or coordinated maintenance, without any 
tedious Monte Carlo simulation. 

Ch 8 is devoted to the effects of budget redistribution between the years, providing more 
flexibility in times of scarce budgets. Different deposit and lending rates are distinguished. 

In Ch 9 our focus is on methods for the network level, investigating different variants of the 
models and methods sketched in Sec 1.2. The aim is to reduce CPU-times and the number of 
parallel processors. 

State 

Figure 1.5 Illustration of DP-use in road class oriented routine (a) and residual values routine (b). 
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2 Initial study 
The multiyear maintenance-planning problem concerns when to maintain which paved public 
road segments by what rehabilitation actions. We present an optimisation model, minimising 
the overall road user cost subject to annual budget constraints, and apply it to a regional 
network in Sweden, comprising almost 10,000 road segments. The solution approach we 
propose involves Lagrangean relaxation, with segment-specific dynamic programming 
subproblems, subgradient-based updating of the dual multipliers, warm-start, and a primal 
feasibility heuristic. The first results show that our approach is computationally feasible on the 
regional planning level. 

2.1 Introduction 

Vägverket (VV, Swedish Road Administration) spends around MEUR 300 each year on the 
maintenance of the paved state road network, and even small percentage cost reductions mean 
great savings. The default option is routine maintenance (minor patching of pot holes and 
cracks, etc.), which becomes more expensive as the road surface deteriorates. The condition of 
around 150,000 homogeneous road segments is measured regularly by VV, and the future 
deterioration is forecasted. Many road administrations around the world store huge data sets, 
and use Pavement Management Systems (PMSs) to handle such information. VV registers both 
road constants and time-dependent data for each segment in its PC-based PMS, see [Lang and 
Dahlgren (2001)], [Lang and Potucek (2001)]. 

Both on a strategic (national) and a programme (regional) planning level, optimisation might 
be useful for scenario studies and as decision support for budget allocation or identification of 
candidate projects. As a research project but intended for later integration with VV-PMS, we 
have developed and implemented a method, OPM (Optimisation for PM), based on Lagrangean 
relaxation, and so far applied it to the county of Värmland in Sweden, comprising almost 
10,000 segments. Its prospective success among PMS users further depends to a large extent on 
the quality of input data. We extract road segment data from the official VV-PMS database, 
whereas cost and deterioration models are taken from an experimental database (VV-HIPS). 

As for the optimisation problem, annual budget constraints are the only constraints coupling 
the road segments, and Lagrangean relaxation (cf. Sec 1.2.2) then results in one separate 
multiyear subproblem for each segment. The dual prices (Lagrangean multipliers) can be 
interpreted as exchange rates between agency-EUR and society-EUR (also cf. Sec 1.1) for the 
years of the planning period, and provide every subproblem with a combined road user and 
maintenance cost objective. 

The published large-scale studies on the segment level are few. [Lindberg et al (1997)] suggest 
the use of Lagrangean relaxation and include an international overview of optimisation in 
PMSs. As for a state of the art of optimisation for maintenance decision making in general, see 
[Dekker and Scarf (1998)]. The literature is more extensive on an aggregate – road class – 
level, where groups of segments of, e.g., similar traffic load are distinguished. [Alviti et al 
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(1996)] describe a road class based Markovian model, cf. Sec 1.4.3, a development of the 
“Arizona model” [Golabi et al (1982)]) and a solution technique, NOS, based on Dantzig-
Wolfe decomposition, for our kind of problem. (The mentioned VV-HIPS is of NOS-type.) 
Their optimal decisions are the proportions of road lengths to maintain by different actions, 
presented per road class and cell, each cell representing a range of (undistinguishable) 
pavement conditions. The subdivision into cells corresponds to a discretization of a 
multidimensional state space. Our approach, on the contrary, makes it possible to model and 
get maintenance plans for individual road segments, in a state space of continuously varying 
pavement conditions. 

2.2 Model 

2.2.1 Problem description 

The pavement condition of a road segment can be characterised by a number of state variables. 
Apart from Pavement Age, two main statistics of profilometer data are monitored (in Sweden): 
International Roughness Index (IRI) for longitudinal unevenness and Rut Depth for transversal 
unevenness. Other candidate state variables, used by e.g. [Alviti et al (1996)], are measures of 
bearing capacity and cracking. Due to varying winter conditions and other disturbances, 
deterioration of the pavement condition may be viewed as a stochastic process. In a Markovian 
type of model, e.g. [ibid.], both the time evolution and all costs are determined by the current 
combination of the state variable values, i.e. the pavement state, together with a number of 
local road characteristics, e.g., width and traffic – the road constants – and state transition 
probabilities. By applying the common approach of planning by the year, we will model a 
discrete time – as with Markov chains. However, the estimates of the transition probabilities 
are currently considered unreliable in Sweden. Therefore our aim, to consider the state 
transitions as deterministic by modelling only the average behaviour, does not involve any loss 
of information in practice. 

For planning purposes the road network is partitioned into a number of classes, according to 
road type (motorway, national “2+1 lanes” road, etc), annual average daily traffic (AADT) 
interval, climate zone, and/or speed limit. Every road class has specific pavement attributes in 
some sense, e.g. maximum allowable IRI and Rut Depth values. Due to budget scarcity such 
limits are violated in practice, although this is unwanted. 

The individual road segments are considered homogeneous as to the pavement conditions. In 
reality the subdivision of the roads into segments of varying lengths mainly identifies sections 
sharing pavement history, and high standard deviations of IRI and Rut Depth may be 
registered, especially for long segments. On the other hand, using short segments and 
disregarding the potential coordination profit from the simultaneous maintenance of nearby 
segments could lead to cost overestimates. We ignore the effects of coordinated maintenance, 
assuming that the segments are acceptably long. 

In practice, a lot of maintenance actions are available, as to different pavement materials, 
methods and extent, see e.g. [Haas (1997), p 82]. On the regional or national planning level, 
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without detailed project/preparation information about the local pavement conditions, it is more 
relevant to choose between types of maintenance actions – e.g. patching, sealing, resurfacing 
and reconstruction of flexible pavements – and to use the characteristics of these types in the 
model. In Sweden all routine maintenance is financed from one budget – for operations – and 
the rehabilitation actions (collective for all actions except routine maintenance) from another, 
but we consider an overall annual budget for all the maintenance costs MC , thus also 
determining an optimal budget split. 

The traffic cost TC  measures all the road user sacrifices attributable to the pavement 
conditions, e.g. vehicle operating costs and time costs, as valued by society. In traditional 
maintenance planning by net present value (NPV)/cost ratios, see e.g. [Robinson et al (1998), p 
116], a rehabilitation action is preferred to routine maintenance if its cost (PV) difference 
satisfies (cf. (1.1)) 
  0≤⋅+ MBCRT ΔCΔC ν , 
where BCRν  is a “tax factor” used to exchange agency-EUR for society-EUR. Since we expect 
results showing budget scarcity, we ignore this type of constraint. It is easily checked 
afterwards, since the Lagrangean multipliers used below will act like BCRν . 

2.2.2 Mathematical formulation 

In a D-dimensional state space the pavement state ( )D
ddx 1==x  is a point defined by the values 

of the state-variables ℜ∈dx . The higher dx -value the worse is the state. Every road segment 
s out of S given belongs to a unique road class )(srr = . A planning period of T years is 
considered. The state of segment s at time t is denoted stx , and the initial state ss ax =0  is 
given. In road class r a discrete set )(xr  of feasible maintenance actions u  is available. 
Deterministic state-transitions are assumed: If action stu  is applied to segment s at time t the 
resulting state is ),()(1, ststsrts uh xx =+ . The maintenance costs ),( ststs uc x  are restricted by 

overall annual budgets ( ) 1
0

−
=

T
ttb . The traffic costs )( stsf x  are convex functions of stx . The 

objective is to minimise the total future traffic cost, discounted to time 0=t  by an annual 
discount factor d (not to mistake for state dimension), and including a residual cost 
contribution )( sTsT x•ϕ  for the time after Tt = . The optimisation model is:  
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This formulation admits that the maintenance set )(xr  is restricted (i.e. routine maintenance 
is excluded) above certain dx -levels defining the acceptance limits of really poor road con-
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ditions. As an alternative we use penalties added to the traffic costs for the violation of such 
acceptance limits. There are )1( +⋅⋅ TDS  state-variables stdx  and TS ⋅  decision- (or control-) 
variables stu . The problem is non-convex due to the discrete nature of )(xr  and possibly by 
the form of the maintenance costs sc  in (2.1a). 

2.3 Method 

2.3.1 Main procedure 

Since the budget constraints (2.1a) are the only constraints that link the road segments, we 
apply Lagrangean relaxation, introducing Lagrangean multipliers ( ) 1

0
−

=
T
ttν , and receive a 

separable dual. Subproblem s is written: 
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Here the state transitions are assumed to occur in the middle of each year, and the d -factor 
reflects that the maintenance cost (in current prices) is discounted for half a year. Hence tν  
expresses a rate of exchange from agency-EUR to society-EUR in the middle of year t. In order 
to solve the dual, 
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we use subgradient techniques with Polyak steps, e.g. [Minoux (1986), p 112], and primal 
target costs generated by heuristics. In each iteration, with ν  fixed, the segment-specific 
Lagrangean subproblems (2.2) are shortest-path problems, which we solve by dynamic 
programming (DynP, cf. Sec 1.2.5) – using a continuous state space but interpolating costs and 
succeeding states between grid points (where all input data concerning states are found). If L 
grid levels are used per state space dimension, then TLS D ⋅⋅  discrete decision-variables are 
needed. 

2.3.2 Subproblem characteristics 

Due to the discrete nature of r , we will use m to index the maintenance actions u. In order to 
apply DynP, we introduce n as a grid point (node) index and let )~( rnstm xϕ  denote the optimal 
future cost for segment s when action m is used in grid state rnx~ , )(srr = , at time t, for given 

multiplier values ( ) 1
0

−
== T

ttνν  (suppressed). In general, the application of a maintenance action 
m to a road segment s in grid state rnx~  in (the beginning of) year t will result in a non-grid state 

rnmξx =  at the end of the year. The succeeding optimal cost )(,1, xmts +ϕ  is computed as a 
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weighted average cost of the D2  grid points )(xrn ∈′ , the set of neighbouring grid points to 
x. We will use this “bar notation” for such averages in general. The weights )(xnrw ′  are chosen 
(in the natural way) to guarantee consistent state variable values, i.e. 
  ∑

∈′
′′ ⋅=

)(

~)(
x

xxx
rn

nrnrw .        (2.4) 

The interpolated cost becomes 
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Below the highest grid levels this amounts to linear interpolation, with weights corresponding 
to transition probabilities in an expected cost evaluation, see e.g. [Bertsekas (1995), p 282]. If 
violations of acceptance limits are penalised instead of forbidden, we apply linear extrapolation 
as well. As the notation )~( rnstm xϕ  indicates, we compute optimal future costs for each s, t, n 
and m , i.e. decision-costs, in order to reduce the discretization error and to facilitate the choice 
of optimal action. By separating the decisions m we avoid the systematic underestimation of 
cost that would result (at least in state space regions where the ),( ucs •  functions are concave) 
if we stored only the lowest cost (among )~( rnr x∈ ) at each grid point rnx~  – see Fig 2.1 
for an illustration. If the actions are few this may well outweigh the drawbacks of greater 
memory and computation needs. Letting ),~( ),()(),( mnsrsrnmsr xhξ = , the DynP backward 
recursion for stmϕ , 0,,1K−= Tt , becomes 
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Compared to ordinary DynP, the decison-cost interpolation means that the minimisation is over 
the actions of the succeeding instead of the current year, and the computational work involves 
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Figure 2.1 Interpolation of costs between two grid levels A, B  
in the presence of two actions m1 and m2. 
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r  decision-cost interpolations instead of one linear. For each segment s, the DynP forward 
recursion identifies the shortest-path from ss ax =0 , through 
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This means another r -fold increase of the number of cost interpolations for the decision-

cost method. In our implementation we assume that the cost and transition data are given for a 
basic grid only (of least acceptable node density), and for every non-grid state x the function 
values )(xsf , ),( mcs x  and ),( mr xh  of the optimisation model have to be approximated by 
the interpolated )(xsf , ),( mcs x  and ),( mr xh , respectively. 

2.3.3 Start routine 

Since we anticipate a large number of road segments to handle, the number of dual iterations is 
crucial, and so is the time horizon T: The more appropriate residual values )( sTsT x•ϕ , the 
shorter time horizon can be used. For these reasons, we use a separate, simplified start routine 
to determine good initial multiplier values ν  for the main routine, and to estimate (realistic) 
residual values at the end of year T. In the start routine we solve an aggregate optimisation 
problem, analogous to (2.1), by collecting the road segments into their respective road classes 
and determining the optimal road length distribution over the grid points for each road class 
and year in a longer planning period (we use 2T). In this aggregate problem each road segment 
contributes its length only, since we disregard the segment differences as to road width and 
traffic load and use the road class averages. Contrary to the DynP forward recursions (2.7) of 
the main routine, the start routine is grid point based: If the state transition from rnx~  leads to a 
non-grid state ),~( uh rnr xx = , the corresponding road length is distributed among the 
neighbouring grid points )(xrn ∈′ , according to the weights )(xnrw ′  from Sec 2.3.2, now 
used like probabilities in a stochastic process. This guarantees consistency: the inverse 
operation – linear interpolation – would satisfy (2.4). Initially the segment s length is 
distributed among the neighbouring grid points of the initial state sa . The DynP backward 
recursions are made for a unit-length average-segment per class, and since the net state 
transitions are between grid points and no interpolation is involved, there is no need to 
differentiate between maintenance actions m in the optimal future cost, i.e. )~( rnrt xϕ  replaces 

)~( rnstm xϕ  in (2.6). Instead of one subproblem per segment as in the main routine, and one 
active segment state per year in the DynP forward recursions, we get one subproblem per road 
class in the start routine, but have to handle all states (of positive distributed length) for every 
year.  

The road class and grid based computing, and the state transition distributions that can be 
interpreted as probabilities, make our start routine directly comparable to NOS. Notable 
differences are that we use the exact initial segment states, distributed, as input and also admit 
extrapolation (with some weights negative). Moreover, we let (dual) prices control the time 
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evolution, rather than forcing the length distribution to a pre-calculated steady-state distribution 
in some 10 years.  

2.3.4 Primal Feasibility Heuristics 

In order to get (good) feasible solutions (to (2.1)), we execute a primal feasibility heuristics 
every )1( ≥pI  iterations. This also gives us upper bounds to the optimal value in (2.1), used in 

the dual step length determination (of ν ). The routine for accomplishing feasible solutions to 
(2.1a) is similar to the DynP forward recursion, but now all segments s are treated 
simultaneously for one year at a time: from fixed states stx  at the beginning of year t one step 

of forward recursion determines optimal maintenance actions ∗
stu  for the relaxed problem, 

given ν , for this year. Depending on the maintenance cost in relation to the budget tb  either of 
two strategies is used: 

• If the overall maintenance cost for year t exceeds budget, for each segment s an action 
c
stu  with the least maintenance cost is considered. The segments are ranked, according 

to the (non-negative) difference ϕΔ  in overall cost between c
stu  and ∗

stu , and for the 

segments s with the lowest ϕΔ -ranking c
stu  is chosen, until budget is reached. If this is 

impossible the heuristics fails. 

• If the overall maintenance cost is below budget, the actions with the highest mainte-
nance costs are considered for each segment, and selected according to a (non-negative) 

ϕΔ/1 -ranking. For the segments s with the lowest ranking-values we stick to ∗
stu . 

The choice procedure includes limited sorting: First the segments are distributed without search 
over a fixed array of 1+K  bins, with entries corresponding to ordered intervals of ranking-
values. It is then sufficient to perform sorting in the bin k, Kk <<0 , where the budget level is 
met. (If the ranking-value scale is inappropriate, the budget may be met in one of the two 
extreme bins, 0=k  or Kk = . In such a case another ( 1+K )-bin distribution is performed of 
the segments in that bin, before the final sorting.) 

2.4 Application: PMS- and HIPS-based data 

This chapter describes the application of our method, OPM, to the Värmland sub-network. In 
Sec 2.4.1 we describe the data sources and the implementation work. Since computing time 
will be critical in such a large-scale application we investigate, in Sec 2.4.2, some effects of 
differently sparse grids and of the two cost interpolation methods from Sec 2.3.2. Some 
optimisation results for the first run are analysed in Sec 2.4.3. 
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2.4.1 Data conversion to OPM 

In the PMS-database the segments are identified by county, road No. and position along the 
road. For Värmland and the 9225 segments we consider, the average segment length is 499 m 
and the variation is large – see Tab 2.1. Our assumption in Sec 2.2.1, that the effects of 
coordinated maintenance can be ignored, might be questioned for the segments in the interval 0 
- 400 m, comprising 15.2% of the total length. Laser-RST (Road Surface Tester) measurements 
have been performed since 1987. We use the following PMS data. Road constants: length, 
width, average AADT and AADTHeavy (the contribution to AADT from lorries and buses), 
and speed limit. Pavement data: pavement year, measurement year, average IRI and rut depth, 
both registered values and estimated evolutions. We handle missing segment data (1.0% of 
road constants, 8.9% of pavement data) by interpolating data for the same road, if possible. 
Otherwise the road segment is currently excluded (2.9% of total number, 8.0% of total road 
length). 

Interval(m) 0- 400- 800- 1200-1600-2000-2400-2800-3200-3600-4000-
Frequency 6752 976 482 278 172 113 97 70 62 47 176
Length(%) 15.2 12.0 10.2 8.4 6.7 5.4 5.5 4.6 4.6 3.9 23.7  
Table 2.1 Värmland: Length distribution of 9225 segments. 

VV-HIPS (Highway Investment Programming System) is a Swedish implementation of the 
Finnish HIPS, see [Sikow et al (1994)]. In VV-HIPS the basic data of road user and 
maintenance costs, and transition probabilities, are given per rectilinear 4D cell – a 
combination of value intervals of 4 variables: Roughness IRI (3 intervals), Bearing Capacity 
(5), Cracks (3) and Rut Depth (3). In Sweden, Bearing Capacity and Cracks are not measured 
on a regular basis for each road segment, but calculated – as functions of IRI, Rut Depth, 
Pavement Age and AADT [Lang (1996), (1999), (2002)] – and in OPM they are replaced by 
one original (PMS registered) state variable, Pavement Age. We translate from cells to grid, by 
letting representative cell points determine the interior grid points in a basic discretization. In 
each state dimension two OPM grid-levels are added: a lower zero limit and an upper trigger 
level (acceptance limit) – suggested in Sweden for IRI and Rut Depth, for different traffic 
classes (and speed limits). In the basic OPM grid we use 5 grid levels per state dimension, 125 
grid points in all. The grid point density can be automatically increased, by the introduction of 
intermediate grid levels (and using interpolated data from the basic grid). 

Five maintenance actions (rather classes of actions, see [Lang (1996)]) are considered – routine 
maintenance and four rehabilitation actions of increasing extent and cost: 
- routine maintenance (default action: crack sealing, patching, edge-repair, pothole fixing), 
- simple action (inlays, e.g. treatment of rutting along wheel-paths), 
- thin layer (open graded asphalt overlay for surface reconditioning), 
- thick layer (dense graded asphalt overlay for, e.g., distributing load + open graded overlay), 
- reinforcement (reconstruction, reworking of the subgrade, new pavement layers) . 

In Värmland all roads belong to one and the same climate zone, and the 8 traffic classes define 
the road classes. 
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For the basic grid points in OPM the road user cost of the VV-HIPS database is replaced by 
formula-based computation [ibid.]. In the society cost model – partly estimated by regression 
and partly relying on HDM-4 submodels, see [HDM-4 (2000)] – VV distinguishes cost 
contributions from travel time, vehicle, comfort and accidents, through a valuation of the traffic 
effects in society-EUR. 

According to VV, the HIPS maintenance costs cover the whole spectrum of real costs, from the 
lowest to the highest possible. Therefore we derive the costs of more extreme OPM-state 
variable values (outside the given data intervals) by projection onto the convex hull of the grid. 
Intermediate OPM-states are handled by the interpolation technique from Sec 2.3.2. 

The stochastic HIPS cell transitions are replaced in OPM by deterministic expected state-
variable values one year ahead. However, by our use of representative cell points, 44% of the 
expected values were detected unrealistic – and corrected. In our extensive checking we 
compared expected values for, e.g., a common action applied to two adjacent cells, the logic 
predicting a better initial state to be better off. These translation difficulties introduce some 
uncertainty about the results. Moreover, at the extraction from the large HIPS experimental 
database, we detected a lot of suspected errors, concerning missing or unknown or infeasible 
actions, illogically ordered road user costs and probabilities not summing up to 1. Certain 
actions were prohibited in certain state cells, for unclear reasons. We identified a captive state, 
impossible to leave by any action, according to the transition probabilities. This db is 
experimental, so OK, but it makes us question the mere concept of immense data sets, in 
general, in putting heavy demands on data checking at input. A general remark is that a 
subdivision into three cell state levels per dimension does not allow conditions to get 
particularly bad: even in cells on the worst state level an eternal choice of routine maintenance 
does not produce particularly deterrent road user costs, etc. 

The many question marks about the input data and the translation quality make us surrender 
our original thought of result comparisons with VV-HIPS. Such comparisons for the first year 
would be possible, although HIPS only presents probabilities for the various actions, since 
many probabilities are expected to be 1, pointing out one particular initial action for all the 
segments of a road class, initially sharing a particular cell-state. 

2.4.2 Discretization and interpolation experiments 

In order to weigh the pros and cons of the two cost interpolation methods described in Sec2.3.2 
and of different grid densities, we have performed experiments, using the data set described in 
Sec 2.4.1. We have, however, in these experiments applied ad hoc functions for the state 
transitions and costs in the basic grid points, see (2.8). 

The ad hoc test functions that we used are (m = maintenance action, r = road class, s = 
segment, d = state dimension): 
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The number of grid levels in each of the three state dimensions is taken as ,5,,2  ,12 K=+ jj  
implying 6-7 times as many grid points for each j-step. The decision-cost interpolation, with 

=r 4-5, results in 8-10 times more ϕ -interpolations than for linear interpolation, but the 

computational work in the DynP routine increases by less. Note that we have around 7102 ⋅  
discrete decision-variables in the Lagrangean subproblems for the basic grid 2=j  ( 15=T ), 

and about 9105 ⋅  for 5=j , quite sizeable numbers of discrete variables. For our experiments 
we use the initial dual prices ν  generated by the start routine, and compute the dual objective 
in two different ways, “Forward” and “Backward”, for each grid level. In “Forward” the cost of 
the shortest paths are calculated by the DynP forward recursion, whereas in “Backward” their 
values are computed after the DynP backward recursion – by cost interpolation for the initial 
states 00 ax =s .  

 
Figure 2.2 Calculated dual costs for two interpolation methods. 

In Fig 2.2 we present the different dual objective values, scaled such that the reference case – 
decision-cost interpolation and 5=j  – gets cost 1. As can be seen, all “Forward” deviations are 
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very small – with a maximum of 0.22% for linear interpolation, 2=j . In fact decision-cost 
interpolation for 2=j  is superior to linear for 3=j , e.g., the deviation ratio being 1:6. The 
“Backward” deviations are larger, indicating that discretization matters in some sense. This is 
further obvious for the choice of maintenance actions in Tab 2.2 below. The background of 
Tab 2.2 is that replanning is expected to be performed regularly, e.g. by a completely new set 
of RST-measurements every second year. We have counted the number of segments with 
action sequences different from the reference case during the 1st year (1-yr plan), during the 
first two years, etc. Out of 9225 segments, for a 1-yr plan and 2=j  (5 grid levels) more than 
10% (987) deviate for linear, and more then 5% (492) for decision-cost interpolation. To 
accomplish similar deviation magnitudes for linear as for decision-cost interpolation we have 
to increase j by 1. Despite the many deviations between the plans, the dual objective values are 
essentially unaffected, as Fig 2.2 shows. Although the discretization has an influence on the 
computed costs, it looks like the deviations easily can be accepted economically – presumably 
mainly concerning segments with small deviations from the “true” optimal maintenance plans 
(e.g., rehabilitations moved one year or to an adjacent extent level, in comparison with the 
reference case). Computer runs like this, for different number of grid levels, can be useful in 
itself for pointing out the sensitive group of segments. For the rest, a majority of the segments, 
we expect the optimal plans to be more robust. As for the choice between the two cost 
interpolation methods and the different grid densities no definite conclusions can be drawn, but 
at least for this data set decision-cost interpolation and 2=j  (5 grid levels) might do. The flat 
objective and the replanning philosophy are excuses for a moderate stopping criterion of the 
dual iteration process. 
Method Linear cost interpolation   decision-cost interpol.
#grid levels 5 9 17 5 9 17
1 yr plan 987 570 357 492 319 121
2 yrs plan 1911 1084 654 1102 589 253
3 yrs plan 2751 1655 1015 1700 847 333  
Table 2.2 Number of maintenance sequences different from  
the reference case: decision-cost interpolation, 33 grid levels. 

2.4.3 Some results 

The OPM method is implemented as a stand-alone C++ program. A first run of 94 iterations 
with the basic grid, the decision-cost interpolation, the trigger levels treated as constraints, the 
heuristics and an error checking in every iteration takes at present 55 hrs on a 1.6 GHz Pentium 
4 PC. We use a Polyak relaxation coefficient, see [Polyak (1966)], geometrically decreasing 
with the iteration No. Iter as Iter97.02 ⋅ . Fig 2.3 gives the iteration histories for the best primal 
and dual values. Since problem (2.1) is non-convex a true duality gap surely exists – though 
small, due to the many segment contributions to the overall costs. For the dual prices from the 
start routine the initial deviation between the (initial) primal and dual objective values is 13%. 
The remaining deviation satisfies the stopping criterion %1.0≤  (as %07.0 ) in iteration 94, and 
is %04.0  after 150 iterations. By running 150 iterations we confirm that the subgradient proce-
dure works, slightly improving the dual value, in 9 steps – although invisible in Fig 2.3, since 
the start routine works well: the difference between the dual values in iterations 0 and 150 is 
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only 0.05%. However, due to our use of the basic grid – cf. Sec 2.4.2 – such accuracy is some-
what illusionary. The difference between the dual objective function values calculated after the 
DynP forward and the backward recursions, respectively, are mostly of magnitude 2%. 

 
   Figure 2.3 Evolution of best primal and dual values.  Figure 2.4 Time evolution of costs and dual prices. 
 

Fig 2.4 displays the overall costs and dual prices tν  per year t for the best achieved primal 
solution. For the road user costs, on average 75 MEUR/yr, to fit in, they are rescaled in Fig 2.4. 
The maintenance cost equals the budget level. The dynamics of the dual price and traffic cost 
evolution curves show that the initial road conditions are far from adjusted to the budget 
situation. The tν -values are extremely high for the first years, much higher than the official tax 
factor BCRν  -level of magnitude one unit – cf. Sec 2.2.1 – a sign of neglected maintenance, or 
that the model does not catch all segment peculiarities. Yet we have chosen a budget (after yr 
3) to get the long term tν -values at a level with (or even somewhat below) BCRν  and have 
performed the run for an initially increased budget level. A stationary ν -level is not fully 
reached in 15 years. 

The remaining dynamics is evident also from the time evolutions of two state-variables, IRI 
and Rut Depth, plotted in Fig 2.5a,b for two road classes, CI (AADT>12000) and M7 
(AADT<250), as class averages and for one segment each. The final budget level admits 
improvements of the pavement conditions, although imperfections in the residual cost model 
might disturb the final evolution. Therefore ignore the values for the last years! The reduction 
of the Rut Depth averages is slower than for IRI, which is logical since the IRI-value 
(according to the input models) is more important for the total cost. The slowly expanding gap 
between the two average-curves in both a and b indicates an initial unbalance in road 
conditions between the two road classes, i.e. the suspected initial negligence from Fig 2.4 is 
tracked down to the heavy-traffic classes, such as CI, whereas the conditions of the sparse-
traffic classes, like M7, are allowed to get worse. The trigger levels, IRI 6 mm/m for segment 
3893 and Rut Depth 25 mm for 9497, initiate one action each, in the low traffic class M7 (but 
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none in CI, as expected). By comparing Fig 2.5a – b we realise that the rehabilitation 
frequencies vary within each traffic class. 

The remaining dynamics at yr 15 in Fig 2.5 shows that the explicitly considered time horizon, 
15 yrs, is too short. Since an infinite sum of equal annual costs y, discounted by factor d, 
amounts to yd ⋅−1

1 , a rule of thumb is to use a d−1
1 -yrs horizon, in our case the 4% discount 

rate ( 96.0≈d ) corresponding to 25 yrs. However, in the NOS- and HIPS- articles we have 
encountered, much shorter dynamic periods, of magnitude 10 yrs, are used. 

As for the use of different maintenance actions, their cost portions are shown in Fig 2.6a,b for 
the best primal solution. Fig 2.6a depicts the maintenance costs (c, grey shaded) and traffic 
costs (f, white), as percentages of the regional totals, in common action order. The subdivided 
road user cost refers to the year when the respective action is applied. Surprisingly The Thick 
Layer and Reconstruction options are hardly visible. Apart from this result the picture is 
scattered: whereas Simple action is predominant in the low and high AADT classes, the more 
extensive Thin layer action stands for the major costs in the intermediate AADT classes. The 
contributions add up to an optimal split of 1:5 between routine maintenance and rehabilitation 
actions – cf. Sec 2.2.1. For class M7 of narrow, low-AADT roads, the total maintenance cost, 
portion 27%, is slightly below its length proportion, 34% (shown next to the name), whereas 
the total traffic cost, 15%, is far below (as expected): In the sparse-traffic classes the 
acceptance limits, rather than economy, determine the choice of actions (cf. Fig 2.5). Fig 2.6b 
displays the same information as Fig 2.6a, when the different road lengths (in metres) in each 
road class are accounted for. The plot data are received in two steps: 
(1) Express the costs in EUR/m. The Värmland cost averages are 410 EUR/m (road user, 
where the residual value represents more than 50%) and 42 EUR/m (maintenance). 
(2) Normalise such that both the Värmland cost averages correspond to 1.0. 
The road user cost per length unit in M7 is 8 times that of CI, whereas the maintenance costs 
(surprisingly) are of equal magnitude, somewhat more on the intermediate classes than on the 
high-AADT classes. We had expected the opposite relation. Thus a normalisation by road area 
instead of length, taking into account the wider roads in the more frequented traffic classes, 
would show that less money per 2m  should be spent on these classes, according to this 
optimisation. 
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      Figure 2.5a Time evolution of IRI.               Figure 2.5b Time evolution of Rut Depth. 

 
         Figure 2.6a Maintenance actions per road class. Figure 2.6b Maintenance actions per road class. 

2.5 Outlook 

These first results indicate that our approach is feasible, right now on the regional planning 
level, although the runtimes need reductions, from both method and implementation 
improvements. The dual separability makes parallel computing a natural option, but in that 
case the intensely communicating primal heuristics – using simultaneous information about the 
current status of all segments – needs revision. The data translation difficulties documented in 
Sec 2.4.1 are mainly due to the large amount of cell based data, and might be overcome by, 
e.g., turning to function based descriptions of costs and state transitions, similar to those in 
(2.8). In general we hope to be part of a process of interaction between input and output data 
improvements. The many short road segments in Värmland either point towards some 
consideration of coordinated maintenance or an aggregation of segments. 
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3 Main study: Problem description 
In Ch 1 we gave a conceptual description of the optimisation problem. The components to be 
specified here are the building blocks that were introduced in Sec. 1.1. As building blocks these 
components are replaceable: our optimisation method and computer program allows (in 
principle) a free choice of state variables, state evolution models and cost functions, as well as 
free combinations of discrete works types and continuous works extents (e.g. layer thickness). 
The practical limitations come from the increasing computing times of the more complex 
models, as well as the access to relevant, reliable data. The description here is a first attempt to 
catch the most important, easily available problem characteristics. The input data and functions 
in Sec 3.1-3.7 are mainly specified by VV, as documented in [Andersson et al (2004)]. Also 
see [Effektsamband 2000 (2001b)]. 

3.1 Road data 

The dominant part of the input data concerns specific information about each road segment in 
the network considered. To be manageable, such a large data set must be almost automatically 
generated, in our case from the VV-PMS database. The laser-RST measuring and analysis (see, 
e.g., [Forsberg and Göransson (2000)]), regularly performed since 1987, are the keys to the 
data quality. A few question marks are noted below. 

The road segments are aggregated into road classes. This subdivision of the road network is a 
consequence of the other input. In case, e.g., a general cost functional form applies to the 
whole database but there are function parameters – with values that differ between different 
subsets of segments – the principle is that one and the same set of parameter values should 
apply to all segments in a road class. 

3.1.1 Road segments 

Our analysis concerns PMS-database selection County Värmland, autumn 2002. 
By definition the segments are homogeneous as to their pavement histories, and of varying 
length – see Tab 3.1. We exclude a segment from the optimisation, if 
- the registered year of latest major maintenance operation is 1899 (excluded number of 
  segments* 619 (6.5%), excluded length 27.1%; motivation: probable gravel road or other road 
  administrator than VV) 
- AADT (Annual Average Daily Traffic) traffic data are missing (excluded number* 135 
  (1.4%), excluded length 0.5%) 
- a road constant is missing or a pavement piece of information cannot be estimated by 
   interpolation of neighbouring segments (excluded number 0). 
Remaining (net) number of segments: 8749 (92.1%), length: 3625.5 km (72.4%). 

*) In the Initial study, Ch 2, these segments were not automatically excluded. Instead data were 
constructed by interpolation based on the neighbouring segments, whenever possible. 
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Length class(m) - 5 -10 -20 - 50 - 100 -200 - 400 - 800 - 1500 - 3000
Frequency 687 429 607 1144 1108 1380 1214 940 638 401 201
Total length(%) 0.05 0.09 0.26 1.08  2.31 5.57 9.55 14.77 19.04 22.98 24.28

∞−

 
Table 3.1 Distribution of segment lengths, Värmland. 

3.1.2 Road classes 

In Värmland 8 AADT-based  traffic classes are distinguished: 
1 0 -    250  5 2000 -   4000 
2       250 -    500  6 4000 -   8000 
3       500 -  1000  7 8000 - 12000 
4     1000 -  2000  8         12000 - 

The road classes are formed as every possible combination of traffic class and speed limit, 
where 30 (t for short), 50 (f), 70 (s), 90 (n), 110 (h) km/h are distinguished; 40 road classes in 
all. In Värmland there are segments for 29 of these combinations. 

If a larger geographical region had been considered, also the climate zone would have had an 
influence on costs and effects, and on the road class concept. 

3.1.3 Road constants and pavement data 

In order to identify road segments and to correct for missing data (by interpolation) we use 
- county 
- road number 
- lane (Belelem in the database) 
- driving direction (Lrollord) 
- accumulated length from a fixed calibration point (Lopa; missing number: 23 (0.2%)). 

As road constants in the optimisation we take 
- segment length 
- road width (missing number: 39 (0.4%)) 
- traffic (see Sec 3.1.1) 
- heavy vehicle traffic (lorries and buses) 
- speed limit (missing number: 47 (0.5%)). 

As initial segment conditions for the optimisation we assume 
- year of latest major maintenance operation 
- latest laser-RST-measuring year (missing number: 674 (7.7%)) 
- measured IRI-average (see laser-RST year) 
- regression parameter: IRI-value immediately after the latest major maintenance operation 
- regression parameter: annual change of IRI-value 
- measured rut depth average (see laser-RST year) 
- regression parameter: rut depth immediately after the latest major maintenance operation 
- regression parameter: annual change of rut depth. 
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Correction-completion (corrected number of segments: 677 (7.7%)): 
- measured IRI-average is missing: apply the IRI-regression line from the year of latest major  
   maintenance operation 
- measured rut depth average is missing: apply the rut depth regression line from the year of 
   latest major maintenance operation 
- (other) value is missing: interpolate data for the surrounding segments on the same road. 

3.2 Pavement state 

In the optimisation model the pavement condition is completely defined by the values of the 
state variables considered. In practice more aspects than those (ever?) being modelled is 
important for the pavement decisions. In this respect our variable Age is partly a proxy for 
neglected circumstances, e.g. texture, structure, and drainage. 

3.2.1 State variables 

The dimensions of our 5-dimensional state space stand for 
- current IRI-value (IRI) 
- IRI deterioration rate ( IRIΔ ) 
- current rut depth (RD) 
- rut depth deterioration rate ( RDΔ ) 
- age (Age). 

A description of IRI, an index of longitudinal unevenness (roughness), and rut depth, a 
measure of transversal unevenness, can be found in, e.g., [Ihs and Sjögren (2003)], also cf. Sec 
1.1. Age means how old the road surface is from a maintenance point of view. It coincides with 
the pavement age for layer thickness 100 mm (see 3.5.5 below). A choice of this value – the 
upper thickness limit in the model – implies the greatest possible “respite” (maximum latency 
period, here 5 years according to 3.6.3 below) after a major maintenance operation, before 
degradation necessitates routine maintenance. For thinner pavement layers the degradation 
clock is put forward, so that the Age-value at 25 mm pavement will generate immediate routine 
maintenance costs. For the thinnest pavement layers the initial Age-value after major 
operations depends on the Age-value before. Our assumption here is that one and the same 
concept, the maintenance based age, is appropriate for a description of both the costs 
characterising routine maintenance and any trigger (acceptance) limit for the pavement ageing. 

As initial Age-values for the segments we use the time from the latest major maintenance 
operation. 
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3.2.2 State limits 

In the optimisation run the upper state variable bounds are interpreted in any of three ways: 
- absolute (must-) limits, with any violation forbidden, 
- relative (ought to-) limits, any violation being penalised as an extra traffic cost, 
- free (watch-) limits, used for statistical purposes only. 
The choice of interpretation can be made differently for different state dimensions. 

The motivations for state limits are fourfold: 
- safe trafficability 
- durability 
- fairness 
- cost effectiveness. 
Our objective deviates from the listed VV-goals [Potucek and Rydén (2003)] insofar as the 
economic aspects are taken care of in the optimization routine. 

In an optimisation run we structure our calculations by a grid of nodal states, defined by a user-
specified or default subdivision of the admissible states per state dimension, free as to both the 
position and the number of node levels in each dimension. 

3.2.3 IRI-value limits 

The informal VV-standard for 20 m- and 400 m-averages has been completed to the following 
upper IRI-limits: 

>= 90 km/h <= 70 km/h
AADT 20 m 400 m 20 m 400 m
> 4000 4 3 5 4
2000-4000 4.5 4 5.5 5
<= 2000 5.5 5 6.5 6  
Table 3.2 IRI-value limits (mm/m) for different road classes and standard segment lengths. 

As for segments of deviating length l we use the IRI-limit 
l

lxc
1

0)( μμ += , where the 

parameters 10 , μμ  are determined by curve fitting. See Sec 3.8.1 below.  
Let )400()20(: cc xx −=Δ . Then it can be shown: Δ= 76.51μ , Δ−= 288.0)400(0 cxμ . 

3.2.4 Rut depth limits 

The informal VV-standard 20 mm is used for all road classes and segment lengths. 

3.2.5 Age limits 

Since the cost of routine maintenance increases by Age (see Sec 3.6.2 below), major 
maintenance finally become economically beneficial. We use the state limit as an extra 
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safeguard against unrealistically long maintenance intervals and as a reasonable durability time 
for asphalt layers. 

Traffic class           1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8 
Maximum Age     31      31      31      29      25      17      15      14 

3.3 Maintenance 

Among several term options, e.g. treatment and action, we have chosen the (somewhat more 
general) word works to describe the maintenance performance, also used in e.g. [HDM-4 
(2000), p D2-34]. Consequently we speak about different works types (discrete variable) and 
different works extents (continuous variable, for amount).  

Often, see e.g. [ibid, p D1-4], the works categorisation is made according to the financial 
sources. However, we assume that all maintenance is subject to a common budget. As for the 
major pavement works, variations of the layer thickness will stand for the most important cost 
variation. Our optimisation program will implicitly consider myriads of potential maintenance 
projects, candidating for implementation. Based on our limited input information, about IRI 
and rut depth only, we find it difficult to differentiate between more specified pavement works 
types. Such a differentiation is typically made after a maintenance project has been identified, 
e.g. by our computer program, and scrutinised. 

The layer thickness is an example of a continuously varying pavement works extent. The user 
may control the accuracy of the floating-point calculations by specifying an acceptance limit 
for the works extent, here the maximum deviation (in mm) from the optimal layer thickness. 

3.3.1 Works types 

Contrary to the initial study (Ch 2) we only use two types here, corresponding to two discrete 
variable values: 
- routine maintenance (the no-action option, do the minimum of patching, crack sealing 
  and edge repair), 
- major maintenance (collective for all asphalt-paving). 

3.3.2 Works extent: Layer thickness 

For major maintenance we operate with a continuously varying layer thickness, of size 10 - 100 
mm. As an interpretation of the different values we suggest: 
   10-25 mm   resurfacing (sealing/surface treatment, inlay), 
   25-45 mm   rehabilitation (mill & replace, overlay of asphalt mix), 
   45-100 mm reinforcement (of pavement base, plus overlay/surface treatment). 
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3.3.3 Restrictions on layer thickness 

An initial validation of our model showed that the optimisation program frequently chooses 
(cheap) thin asphalt layers and avoids the thick layer options. A similar experience was 
referred to in Sec 1.4.2. The pavement state resulting from thin layers is controlled by an 
interpolation with the current state (see Sec 3.5.5 below), which may be part of the trouble. Or 
the state transition models may favour thin layers economically. Another important aspect is 
that the accumulated effect of several thin layers is not technically equivalent to one thick 
layer, and is avoided in practice. We reduce this loophole by specifying a general lower 
thickness limit depending on the current Age-value t and the upper Age-limit T, according to 
Sec 3.2.5: 
  Tt /2210    Thickness ⋅≥ (mm); 
which means that the thickness must exceed 20 mm at half the Age-limit, and exceed 40 mm at 
the very limit – but the thin layer option 10 mm, also of repeated use, remains for “fresh” 
segments, of Age 0=t . 

3.4 Traffic effects and costs 

The purpose is to value all the public traffic effects that are ascribable to a varying pavement 
quality, by measuring the additional traffic (road user) costs of departing from an ideal 
pavement state. Traditionally the maintenance is considered to have an influence upon travel 
time, vehicle operating cost, road safety, discomfort and environment. In this study only the 
first two contributions are considered. 

The VV model is an adjustment of an international standard, the World Bank HDM-4 model 
[HDM-4 (2000)], to Swedish conditions. We base our model on the VV-specification 
[Odermatt (2001)]. Also see [Effektsamband 2000 (2001b)]. 

The traffic costs, as given in Appendix 1, include tax factor I, currently an additional 23%. Tax 
factor I is an indirect cost, an average VAT-percent, included in the translation from producers’ 
costs to consumers’ costs, to reflect the consumers’ willingness to pay for a product. (Although 
the resulting road user cost is a consumers’ cost it involves goods and services that are subject 
to indirect costs.) 

3.4.1 Travel time cost 

See Appendix 1.1: Travel time costs. 

3.4.2 Vehicle operating cost 

See Appendix 1.2: Vehicle operating costs. 
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3.5 Maintenance effects (state transitions) 

All the models describing the influence of maintenance upon the pavement state are estimated 
by applying multiple linear regressions to a historical data material on Värmland. The point 
estimates are for the averages along the segment. We comment on the results in Secs 3.8.2 and 
3.9.3 below. 

3.5.1 IRI-value immediately after a major maintenance operation, afterIRI  

  (mm) 210 ThicknesscIRIccIRI beforeafter ⋅+⋅+= . 

beforeIRI  refers to the IRI-average measured or estimated immediately before the operation. 

Traffic class n c0 c1 c2 Traffic class n c0 c1 c2

1 7091 1.750507 0.297504 -0.023511 5 7569 0.887289 0.263716 -0.007945
2 7019 1.609943 0.29548 -0.025013 6 8279 0.671925 0.349755 -0.004974
3 8319 1.312917 0.277508 -0.01808 7 3354 0.614376 0.377965 -0.002479
4 7687 1.068788 0.266447 -0.012363 8 2434 0.453251 0.479973 -0.000951  

Table 3.3 Sample size n and parameters in afterIRI  regression model for different traffic 

classes. Data: Värmland. R2-values: 26 - 61 %.  
Limitation rule: afterIRI  must not exceed beforeIRI . 

3.5.2 IRI-deterioration rate after a major maintenance operation, afterIRIΔ  

The degradation rate (the annual IRI-increase) is assumed constant until the next major 
operation. 

  afterbeforeafter IRIcIRIccIRI ⋅+Δ⋅+=Δ 210 . 

beforeIRIΔ  denotes the estimated degradation rate (immediately) before the operation. 

Traffic class n c0 c1 c2 Traffic class n c0 c1 c2

1 22 -0.10859 0.445235 0.061882 5 293 0.067163 0.097267 -0.001467
2 78 0.006928 0.126235 0.042098 6 148 -0.071865 0.025507 0.089369
3 136 0.024607 0.083412 0.043083 7 71 -0.121604 0.309196 0.114985
4 172 0.014645 0.114265 0.050106 8 25 -0.116898 0.009766 0.107222

Table 3.4 Sample size n and parameters in afterIRIΔ  regression model for different traffic 

classes Data: Värmland. Degrees-of-freedom corrected R2-values: 3.9 - 43 %. 
Limitation rules: afterIRIΔ  must not exceed beforeIRIΔ  and not be below 0.02. 

After the initial runs it became obvious that the restriction beforeafter IRIIRI Δ≤Δ  is unrealistic, 

since as soon as the ideal value 0.02 is reached, it costs nothing to maintain it. We abandoned 
the restriction. 
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3.5.3 Rut depth immediately after a major maintenance operation, afterRD  

  (mm) 210 ThicknesscRDccRD beforeafter ⋅+⋅+= .     (3.1) 

beforeRD  refers to the rut depth average as measured or estimated immediately before the oper. 

Traffic class n c0 c1 c2 Traffic class n c0 c1 c2

1 7091 3.872777 0.241195 -0.06833 5 7569 4.57046 0.033296 -0.05119
2 7019 4.076478 0.212433 -0.07664 6 8279 4.063815 0.061473 -0.03608
3 8318 4.122393 0.143381 -0.05826 7 3354 4.281419 0.048564 -0.03854
4 7687 4.308123 0.070647 -0.05265 8 2434 5.523075 -0.01787 -0.04959

Table 3.5 Sample size n and parameters in afterRD  regression model for different traffic 

classes. Data: Värmland. R2-values: 4.9 - 28 %.  
Limitation rule: afterRD  must not exceed beforeRD . 

3.5.4 Deterioration rate of rut depth after a major maintenance operation, afterRDΔ  

The degradation rate (the annual rut depth increase) is assumed constant until the next major 
operation. 

  afterbeforeafter RDcRDccRD ⋅+Δ⋅+=Δ 210 . 

beforeRDΔ  denotes the estimated degradation rate (immediately) before the operation. 

Traffic class n c0 c1 c2 Traffic class n c0 c1 c2

1 11 0.387981 -0.13582 0.040183 5 253 0.508778 0.122527 0.004533
2 44 0.454219 0.36949 -0.20226 6 136 0.492265 0.233807 0.051564
3 98 1.355313 0.149224 -0.02982 7 60 0.16946 -0.164285 0.210995
4 134 0.987111 -0.082187 0.000904 8 23 0.891889 -0.049247 -0.057367

Table 3.6 Sample size n and parameters in afterRDΔ  regression model for different traffic 

classes. Data: Värmland. Degrees-of-freedom corrected R2-values: 0.3 - 39 %.  
Limitation rules: afterRDΔ  must not exceed beforeRDΔ  and not be below 0.3. 

For the same reason as in Sec 3.5.2 we abandoned the restriction beforeafter RDRD Δ≤Δ . 

Our initial runs showed quite many non-logical relations as to the expected future costs in 
different pavement states: We expect that out of two states for the same road class the currently 
better one should have lower future costs than the other. By simply putting the four negative 

1c -coefficients to zero we have managed to reduce such anomalies considerably. Cf. Sec 3.9.3. 

3.5.5 Age immediately after a major maintenance operation, afterAge  

The Age-concept was introduced in Sec 3.2.1. The thicker pavement, the longer latency time is 
generated before the degradation starts and routine maintenance is needed (from Age = 5 and 
onwards, according to Sec 3.6.2 below). The parameters are specified in the figure below. 
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Below thickness 25 mm the Age-value is computed by linear interpolation with beforeAge , the 

Age-value immediately before the operation – see Fig 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1 afterAge  vs. thickness model, illustrated for 20=beforeAge  years. 

3.5.6 Updated IRI-value, rut depth and age after one year of routine maintenance 

Since the degradation rates are assumed constant between major maintenance operations, the 
annual changes are confined to 
  IRIIRIIRI Δ+=:  
  RDRDRD Δ+=:  
  1: += AgeAge  

3.6 Maintenance costs 

Apart from the given cost values below, the maintenance costs are subject to add-ons by tax 
factor I – see Sec 3.4 – and tax factor II, currently 30%, i.e. 53% in all. Tax factor II is a tax 
financial addition, applied to all investments that are financed by public Swedish budget 
means, reflecting the loss of efficiency in the Swedish economy that results from publicly 
financed activities, cf [Andersson et al (2001)]. 

Our maintenance cost models do not differentiate between posted speed limits, although these 
as well might have an influence on the choice of pavement quality – and costs. 
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3.6.1 Fixed major maintenance costs 

Every maintenance project triggers a fixed initial/setup cost 1K , which depends on the traffic 
class according to Tab 3.7. This cost 1K  stands for general establishment and traffic-regulation 
expenses. Apart from 1K  an additional milling cost 2K  for asphalt removal is generated, per 
section of connected road segments simultaneously maintained. In practice a maintenance 
project may consist of several such sections, each one charged 2K , according to Tab 3.7. 
(In this model no extraordinary road user cost is taken into account.) 

Cost\AADT 0-250 250-1000 1000-4000 4000-
(SEK) 15000 15000 20000 25000
(SEK) 0 2000 5000 10000

1K
2K  

Table 3.7 Fixed costs in different traffic classes. 

3.6.2 Variable major maintenance costs 

These costs are modelled proportional to the applied pavement volume. The basic cost 900 
3SEK/m  is modified according to both the road traffic and the pavement state immediately 

before the operation. 
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Trafρ  is a traffic dependent correction factor – see Fig 3.2. 

 
Figure 3.2 Correction factor Trafρ  in variable cost model vs. traffic volume. 
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RDIRI pp ,  denote percentage add-ons for preparatory works according to the IRI-value and rut 
depth immediately before the major maintenance operation. For state value x (either IRI or RD) 
immediately before the operation, the addition (in %) has the piecewise linear form 
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⎧

>−⋅
≤

=
001

0

)(
0

xxxxp
xx

p  

where the parameter values 1p  (rate of increase, in %) and 0x  (x-activation point) according to 
Tab 3.8 give p expressed in percent. As an example the p-value (in %) for the IRI-value 10=x  
(mm/m), see Sec 1.1 for a comment on the unit, and for the rut depth 30=x  (mm), 
respectively, are presented. 

Traffic class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
IRI p 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
    x0 4.8 4.4 4 3.6 3.2 2.8 2.4 2
    p (x=10) 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40
RD p 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
    x0 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10
    p (x=30) 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20  
Table 3.8 Parameters in the preparatory works model for different traffic classes. 

3.6.3 Cost of routine maintenance 

The no-action cost increases exponentially, starting from 0 at 5=Age , passing 1.79 at 
15=Age , 3.21 at 25=Age  and 5.74 at 35=Age . 

  [ ] 1)06.01()(SEK/m 0,5max2 −+= −AgeCost . 

3.7 General data 

A budget (in SEK) has to be specified for each year. Since we ignore important triggers in our 
state definition, this is to be considered as part of the whole maintenance budget for a year. An 
a priori separation between budgets for routine maintenance (operations budget) and major 
maintenance (maintenance budget) should not be made: the most cost-efficient subdivision is 
part of the optimisation. 

3.7.1 Interest rate 

A 4% annual interest rate is applied to the discounting of costs back to the base time January, 
2003. 

3.7.2 Capital scarcity factor 

The budget means are to be spent on economically beneficial maintenance projects. In 
principle, see [Effektsamband 2000 (2001b), pp 37, 74], VV uses the cut-off value 1.0 for the 
benefit/cost-ratio, for the comparison between a candidate project and the no-action alternative. 
Since tax factor I is included in the traffic costs in Sec 3.4, and tax factors I + II are to be 
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applied to the maintenance costs in Sec 3.6 in such a comparison, the cut-off value 
2439.123.1/53.10.1 =⋅  is consistent with our cost scales. 

3.8 Stochastic submodels 

3.8.1 Interpolation of state limits 

For the acceptable pavement condition VV has specified target standards, in the form of state 
variable limits, cf. [Potucek and Rydén (2003)]. The IRI-value limits are given per road class 
as 20 m- and 400 m-averages in Sec 3.2.3. In order to determine relevant limits for road 
segments of other lengths the following interpolation-extrapolation procedure can be applied. 
We perform the analysis by using elementary statistical concepts – see, e.g., [Devore (2004)]. 

Consider the (laser-RST) measurement data for a state variable, e.g. IRI, registered at a certain 
time on a certain road segment. Look upon the data as a set of n values ( )n

iix 1= , determined 

every e metres, with e constant, so that the segment length l fulfils enl ⋅≈ . Thus for 1≈e  the 
number of values coincides with the length in metres, nl ≈ . Consider the measurement data set 
as a random sample of a continuous stochastic variable X, for measurements made at different 
times and/or in different (laser-RST) settings. We want to estimate the “true” mean state (IRI-
value) μ  for the segment, from the data set; in presence of random noise, with a standard 
deviation σ  that either is known or can be estimated from the sample. For the state there exists 
a specified target standard 0μ , such that if 0μμ >  the road segment should be maintained, 
otherwise not. The question about the true segment state can be answered by a significance 
test, where the null- and alternative hypotheses are formulated as 
 00 : μμ ≤H ,  01 : μμ >H . 
We reject 0H  if the sample mean X  exceeds a certain limit )(lxx cc =  depending on 
the length l (through the sample size n). This critical limit is fixed by the prescribed level of 
significance α  from a general probability relation, where P denotes probability: 
  αμμ −==≤ 1]|[ 0cxXP . 
Especially if X is Normal distributed, ),( σμNX ∈ , we have ),( nNX σμ∈ . If X obeys 
another type of distribution with mean μ  and standard deviation σ , we get ),( nNX σμ∈  
as an approximation, according to the central limit theorem. (For symmetrical base 
distributions the approximation is good even for small samples, e.g. 10≥n  for rectangular 
distributions.) Our additional assumption is ),( nNX σμ∈ , at least as an approximation. 
If σ  is known, cx  is determined by the standard-Normal distribution value α−Φ1  according to 

  αΦ
σ

μ
−=

−
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0
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xc , 

which for 
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If σ  is estimated by the sample standard deviation s, cx  is determined by the Student-t-
distribution value α−1t  according to 

  α
μ
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−

1
0

/
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xc , 

which for 
e

st ⋅= −αμ 11 :  turns into 
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⋅
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Hence the critical limit )(lxx cc =  takes the same mathematical form as a function of the 
length l, whether σ  or s is viewed as given. From the two given state limits, )20(cx  and 

)400(cx  for 20=l  and 400 m, respectively, a state limit can be computed for every possible 
segment length l. A system of two equations has to be solved: 
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We let the difference be denoted )400()20(: cc xx −=Δ , whence the solution can be written 
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As an example we apply the formulas for the IRI-value limit to the road classes characterized 
by AADT >4000 and posted speed limit 90≥ . With target values as in Sec 3.2.3, 0.4)20( =cx  
and 0.3)400( =cx , we get 
   0.1)400()20( =−=Δ cc xx , 
  76.576.51 =Δ=μ , 
  712.2288.0)400(0 =Δ−= cxμ . 

The state limit 
l

lxc
76.5712.2)( +=  is illustrated in Fig 3.3 for different segment lengths l. 
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3.8.2 Stochastic state transitions 

We saw in Sec 3.5 that the deviations from the regression effect models are rather large, if 
measured by the 2R -values. 

The regression models are implicitly based on the assumption that the residuals are Normal 
distributed. In consequence, an optional stochastic model is conceivable, where, e.g., afterRD  
(cf. Sec 3.5.3) is considered as random, ( )σμ,after NRD ∈ . Stressing this, formula (3.1) in Sec 
3.5.3 is a regression equation and its LHS is the expected value μ , in this case a function of 
the regression variables beforeRD  and Thickness. Whereas μ  is estimated from (3.1) the 

estimation of the variance 2σ  is less obvious. We believe that the regression coefficients in 
Tab 3.5 have been found by least squares, weighted by the segment lengths. 

Our intention is to use the remaining statistical uncertainty, in the form of the standard 
deviations σ  for the residuals, i.e. the differences between the regression model and the data, 
for an extension of the basic model – cf. Ch 7 below. However, we have no access to the 
regression input data. Thus for each model we have to rely on the standard regression output, 
e.g., the resulting residual sum of squares RESq , number of observations n, total road length L 
and number of regression variables k. We start by deriving an appropriate variance estimate. 
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Collect the (unknown) segment lengths n
ii 1)( =l  in the nn ×  weight matrix )(diag il=W . 

Assume that the n documented statistical trials of the dependent stochastic variable, e.g., 
afterRD  satisfy ),( YYnN CμY ∈ , with mean vector Xβμ =Y  and covariance matrix YC . 

Here β  is the k-parameter vector and X  is the observation matrix. Introducing the estimator 
vector b we write the residual sum of squares 
  )()(min XbYWXbY

b
−−=

ℜ∈

T
RES n

Q . 

By letting YWY 2/1:~ = , XWX 2/1:~ =  we turn the weighted problem into an unweighted one: 
  )~~()~~(min bXYbXY

b
−−=

ℜ∈

T
RES n

Q . 

The well-known least-squares solution, see e.g. [Draper and Smith (1981), p 87], is 
YXXXβb ~~)~~(: 1 TT −∗ == , implying 

  ( ) YPYXXXXβXYZ ~:~~)~~(~:~~: 1 =−=−= −∗ TTI . 
Here P is a projection matrix. The Z-mean vector and covariance matrix satisfy 
  ., 2/12/1~ PWCPWPPCC0μ YYZZ ===  
We consider two special cases for the covariance matrix YC . 

1. Weighing by length is natural if the iY -variances vary as 12 −⋅= WC σY , in order to 
even out the variance differences. In this case we get the expected value, [ibid, p 120], 
  )()(trace)(trace)()( 222 knZZEQE Z

T
RES −⋅=⋅=== σσ PC ; 

whence )(ˆ 2 knqRES −=σ  is an unbiased estimate – a well-known formula, [ibid, 
p 121]. 
However, the regression data in Sec 3.5 give too high 2σ -estimates for such a model to 
be realistic. 

2. The common linear regression assumption is IC ⋅= 2σY , i.e. the outcome is equally 
uncertain for all maintenance. This would lead to 
  )(trace)( 2 PWP⋅= σRESQE . 
Since P, W are unknown to us this is no useful basis for estimation, except in special 
cases. Therefore we also assume that all the segment lengths il  are approximately 
equal, inLi ∀≈ /l . Then we get 

  )()(trace)( 222 kn
n
L

n
LQE RES −⋅⋅=⋅⋅≈ σσ P ; 

whence  

  
)/1(

ˆ 2

nkL
qRES

−⋅
=σ          (3.2) 

can be used. 

Estimated standard deviations σ̂ , based on formula (3.2), are found in Tab 3.9. The values 
should be regarded with reservation, since the underlying regression results are somewhat 
incomplete (as to the used weighing). 
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Model\Traffic class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0.840 0.723 0.600 0.555 0.408 0.353 0.277 0.229

0.1569 0.1111 0.0953 0.0990 0.0929 0.0832 0.0639 0.0353
2.757 2.445 2.381 2.313 2.392 2.921 2.734 2.534
0.416 0.604 1.228 0.647 0.513 0.637 0.607 0.315

afterIRI
IRIΔ

afterRD
RDΔ  

Table 3.9 Calculated standard deviations in the regression models for state transitions. 

Contrary to the initial study and to NOS in its standard presentation, see [Alviti et al (1994), 
(1996)], where a huge amount of transition probabilities between each pair of state classes for 
each works type is needed in each road class, this stochastic model is far more transparent, 
relying on a few parameters only: the regression coefficients in Sec 3.5 and the standard 
deviations in Tab 3.9. This number might be further reduced – see Sec 3.9.3 below. 

Observe that this model is a mixture between a deterministic model, as to routine maintenance 
(which dominates the calculations), and a probabilistic model, as to major maintenance. The 
standard deviations are not part of our basic model, but will be considered in Ch 7. 

3.9 Discussion 

3.9.1 Limitation 

Our aim is not to build a new model system for VV but to specify reasonable demands for 
input models and parameters. By structuring the problem we also focus on the weaknesses, 
which might be reduced later on by an identification of existing useful data or by a collection 
of new pieces of information. Our ambition is to get meaningful results on the segment level, 
although we reckon that much of the normal project information about the pavement condition, 
e.g. microtexture, bearing capacity and drainage, is presently missing. However, we have a 
more detailed description than at the traditional planning and programming management levels 
– cf. [HDM-4 (2000), vol. 1, p 5] – where aggregations to road classes or works sections are 
performed and discrete sets of maintenance options are studied. And possible extensions, e.g. 
cracking initiation and propagation models have been developed, see [Wågberg (2001)]. We 
believe that the layer thickness is a useful concept for a basic description of essentially 
continuous maintenance costs, in view of the many asphalt-paving methods used in practice. 

We emphasize that the quality of the output cannot be better than that of the input. Here several 
cost triggers are missing, e.g. certain functional performance (safety), all environmental 
performance (noise, etc.) and structural performance (bearing capacity, only caught by Age). 
Safety models might be based on, e.g., texture (monitored by Laser-RST) and transversal 
unevenness (monitored – at present Rut depth is included only as acceptance limits). Noise 
models might be based on, e.g., texture and bearing capacity on, e.g., transversal unevenness 
and cracking, etc. Structural deficiencies are important cost triggers that should be modelled, at 
least as acceptance limits. 
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3.9.2 Homogeneous segments 

The length distribution, see Tab 3.1, is skewed; which means that much computer time is 
devoted to the many short segments – a non-optimal situation. By definition, each road 
segment is homogeneous as to its pavement history, not necessarily as to its state. In our model 
the pavement decisions are based on comparisons between IRI-averages for the whole 
segments, e.g. two segments of length 20 m and 400 m, respectively. Such comparisons are 
misleading, since the consecutive 20 m-averages for the long segment may fluctuate; which 
would lead to major maintenance for part of the long segment if it was subdivided into 20 m 
subsegments. This speaks for segments distinguished by a homogeneous state, apart from the 
pavement history. [Thomas (2001)] has devised a statistical method for the identification of 
such homogeneous road sections. 

3.9.3 Robustness 

Modelling is a trade-off between transparency and realism. From an analyst’s point of view the 
preference is for robust, transparent models, controlled by a few parameters that are easy to 
vary and evaluate in a sensitivity analysis, i.e. contrary to the initial study (Ch 2). This is also 
for pedagogic reasons, in order to get a good understanding of the optimisation mechanisms. 

In this respect some self-criticism is needed. The functional form of, e.g., the maintenance 
costs does not reflect any degree of uncertainty – a misleading precision. On the other hand, the 
regression models in Sec 3.5 can be scrutinised. This approach deserves praise in its direct 
relying on real historical data – contrary to most of the other models, which are expert opinions 
– but it also becomes open for criticism. It must be pointed out that these models are not final, 
since the generation of regression models for state transitions is an ongoing work at VV, see 
[Lang (2007)]. 

Whereas the regression model for the IRI-value immediately after a major maintenance 
operation is quite successful, showing high coefficients of multiple determination ( 2R -values) 
despite thousands of observations, the other models are weaker. Consider, e.g., the afterRDΔ -
model for the annual degradation rate. The number of observations is small in several traffic 
classes. Confidence intervals for the coefficients are not presented. The number of model 
parameters is large, 24 in all (3 per class), in view of the modest 2R -values. The 1c -coefficient 
is negative for 4 traffic classes. There is no logical reason why some coefficients should have 
deviating signs (here minus), for 1c  meaning that a segment of steep degradation slope is 
considered better off as to the future cost of the optimal choice than a segment of low 
degradation rate, all other factors equal. But this is what really happens in the optimisation runs 
– essentially in these 4 classes only. As was mentioned in Sec 3.5 we have handled this 
anomaly crudely by putting the 4 values to zero, without re-estimation. 

Another objection is that there is no logical reason why the coefficients, e.g. 0c  and 2c , should 
jump up and down between the traffic classes, instead of showing a steady increase or decrease 
by increasing traffic AADT. To cope with this anomaly a general recommendation addressed to 
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VV is to deal with the interaction between traffic and, e.g., afterRD  in a controlled way, by 
assuming some specific functional form )(AADTfi  and turn to one general model (cf. Sec 
3.5.4) 
  after2before10after )()()( RDAADTfRDAADTfAADTfRD ⋅+Δ⋅+=Δ . 
If, e.g., linear functions are tried, 
  3,2,1)( =⋅+= iAADTbaAADTf iii , 

we get a linear regression model in ( )3 1, =iii ba , i.e. 6 parameters to estimate (instead of 24) – at 

most, on behalf of statistical significance. 

The model structure suggested here applies to all the regression models in Sec 3.5. However, 
for a description of the deterioration rates IRIΔ , RDΔ  maybe all possible regression models 
are questionable, from a statistical point of view. Maybe (state dependent) road constants 

IRIΔ , RDΔ  could fully replace these two dimensions of the state space – and reduce the need 
for computer resources drastically. 

3.9.4 Data corrections 

As mentioned in Sec 3.1.3 data have to be supplied for 677 segments (7.7%), primarily due to a 
missing IRI-average. The IRI-average data addition is made by an extrapolation from the year 
of the latest major maintenance operation, according to the registered regression line describing 
the IRI evolution. However, the two groups of corrected and uncorrected segments differ as to 
the IRI- and rut depth-parameters, but in no other respect. For the current IRI-averages the 
deviation is possibly due to a lower regression line slope for the corrected segments, in 
combination with a longer extrapolation time, on average 6.25 years longer, but this 
explanation does not apply to the current rut depth averages. The differences lead to deviations 
in start conditions: the current IRI-values are 0.52 (17.2%) lower for the corrected segments, 
the Δ IRI-values are 0.026 (21.9%) lower, and the pavement age is 0.51 years (8.1%) higher. 
Since the corrections may have a certain impact on the optimisation results, (the cause of) the 
missing values should be further investigated. 
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4 Main study: Basic model and subnet results 
The main study is based on the input data and functions described in Ch 3. Compared to the 
initial study in Ch 2 this means a modification of our optimisation model and method, but the 
basic structure is kept. Here the focus is on model results, whereas major components of our 
optimisation method are examined in Ch 9. A validation of our model, on part of the road 
network, road 63, is documented here, whereas the whole Värmland network is the database in 
Ch 9. Studies of subnets, e.g. one road at a time, mean a shortcut: At first the road class 
oriented start and residual-value routines are run on the whole network, for the determination 
of close-to optimal dual prices and residual values, respectively. By the residual values an 
infinite time horizon is considered. Contrary to the network use, where the dual prices are mere 
initial values – for improvement – in the subsequent main routine, the subnet application means 
that the determined prices are frozen, taken as a true optimum – without any tedious iterating. 
Instead the dual prices and residual values are applied to the road in question, for a direct 
generation of segment specific maintenance plans and road based statistics for various 
characteristics of the future pavement conditions. Or even better: If a full optimisation with the 
segment oriented main routine has been performed on the network level, these results are the 
obvious input to a special statistics run for the road. The start routine on its own can provide 
general information for the network, e.g. about the effects of budget changes. 

The setup costs in Sec 3.6.1 for coordinated maintenance are fixed – apportioned by segment 
length – in the basic model, whereas these fixed costs will be correctly treated in Ch 6, devoted 
to coordinated maintenance. A motive for partly disregarding the common-cost reductions for 
simultaneous (coordinated) maintenance of a sequence of neighbouring segments is that the 
network (and total cost) is dominated by fairly long segments, at least (several times) 100 m. In 
case study Värmland 3975 segments (45.4%), representing the total length 3.8%, are shorter 
than 100 m (see Tab 3.1). 

In Sec 4.1 we present the segment and road class oriented models. For a major maintenance 
project to be implemented, it must obey given return rate (BCR, cf. Sec 1.1) restrictions. This 
type of dual constraints corresponds to extra terms in the primal objective. Sec 4.2 is devoted to 
the method. Because of the return rate restrictions, a Lagrangean relaxation methodology (cf. 
Sec 1.2.2) is of direct use. The dual subproblem is separable and the time structure makes 
DynP ( cf. Sec 1.2.5) the natural choice of solution method. Due to the partly discrete nature of 
the pavement works, we expect that approximation by smooth functions is less appropriate for 
describing the cost-by-state surfaces; instead a facet-like cost structure is expected. However, 
our approach – grid based DynP and multilinear interpolation – costs CPU time. We suggest a 
pair of alternatives to the subgradient algorithm for the dual price updating. One is based on the 
primal heuristics we use, solving a sequence of knapsack problems approximately. In Sec 4.3 
the implementation is in focus. For our continuous state space the nodal grid approach 
introduces discretization errors, which we try to handle in two ways, in order to reduce the 
effects of the nonlinear cost functions. Secs 4.4 – 4.5 contain results from our case study 
Värmland, on the network level and for road 63. 
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4.1 Model 

In case the main optimisation routine is used on a subnet, i.e. run with fixed dual prices, 
computational aspects of the start routine are also important. Here both the road class oriented 
and the segment oriented models are presented. In order to distinguish these two models from 
other variants (in the following chapters) we will refer to them collectively as the basic model. 

4.1.1 Return rate restrictions 

The budget restriction on the total maintenance costs )(ztG  in year t can be written 

tt bG ≤)(z , where tb  as in Ch 2 denotes the maintenance budget, routine maintenance 
included, and z  is the variable vector, unspecified for now. If we focus on these constraints, 
for a moment, and let )(zF  denote the total discounted traffic cost, the optimisation problem 
can be stated as to 

  )(minimise z
z

F   s.t.   
⎩
⎨
⎧

∈
≤

.
)(

z
bzG

 

For our intended Lagrangean relaxation we introduce a non-negative multiplier (dual price) tν  
for every budget year t. The dual - the dual subproblem (cf. Sec 1.2.2) become )(maximise ν
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Our early runs confirmed that all the budget constraints are active at the optimum. However, 
the VV-restrictions on the capital scarcity factor BCRν  ( 0> ; see Sec 3.7.2), here written 
  BCRννt ≥  t∀ ,          (4.2) 
were not always fulfilled. Since this is a dual constraint it does not fit naturally in a primal 
model. What primal has (4.1) as dual subproblem and )(maximise ν

1ν
Φ

BCRν ⋅≥
 as dual? 

If too few candidate maintenance objects show acceptable return rates, we have to distinguish 
an utilizable (net) budget level ty  below the nominal budget level tb . This is the key to an 
improved primal formulation: 
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In order to show that (4.3) has the wanted properties we formulate: 

Lemma 4.1: For a Lagrangean relaxation of (4.3b) with dual prices 0≥tν  t∀ , any dual 
optimum satisfies (4.2). 

Proof: By the introduction of non-negative dual prices ν  the dual becomes )(~maximise ν
0ν

Φ
≥

, 

with dual subproblem 
  ( )yν1zGνzν

zby
TT νFΦ )()()(min:)(~

BCR
,

−⋅++=
∈≤

     (4.4) 
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Here the z, y separability means that we, while focusing on y, may consider the subproblem 
solution z for a given ν  as fixed. As for the subproblem solution y one of the following cases 
applies to each component (time) t: 
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For ν  to be a dual Φ~ -optimum the first case (4.5a) can be ruled out. ■ 

Theorem 4.1  
(a): For any fixed solution z in the primal (4.3), such that bzG ≤)( , )(zGy =  is optimal. 
(b): For 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν  and any fixed solution z in the dual subproblem (4.4), by =  is optimal. 

Proof (a): Since 0BCR >ν  in (4.3a), each ty  should be at its lower bound in (4.3b). 
(b): According to (4.5c) and the proof of Lemma 4.1, tt by =  is optimal if BCRνt >ν . 
For BCRνt =ν  the objective in (4.4) is independent of ty , e.g. tt by =  is optimal. ■ 

Theorem 4.2: For a Lagrangean relaxation of (4.3b) with dual prices 0ν ≥ , the dual 
subproblem is equivalent to (4.1) and the dual to )(maximise ν

1ν
Φ

BCR ⋅≥ν
. 

Proof: According to Lemma 4.1, (4.2) is satisfied by any optimum of the Lagrangean dual of 
(4.3), i.e. can be added as constraints without changing the dual, to have )(~maximise ν

1ν
Φ

BCR ⋅≥ν
. 

According to Thm 4.1(b), by =  is optimum for any z in (4.4), i.e. can be inserted into the dual 
subproblem, to have 
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This shows the equivalence with subproblem (4.1). ■ 

Since the consideration of BCRννt ≥  is part of the problem, present as an implicit constraint in 
(4.3), our Lagrangean relaxation approach is of direct use. In formulation (4.4) the non-
utilizable part tt yb −  of tb  (for BCRννt = ) is lost for maintenance. In Ch 8 we will consider 
another model, where the non-used budget means of a year may be redistributed within the 
planning period, according to given discount and interest rates. 

4.1.2 Segment oriented problem 

The input model in Ch 3 characterises the maintenance works both as to type and extent. We 
let the 1st component of the control variable vector stu  catch the type, by letting 11 =stu  
indicate that major maintenance is performed on segment s in year t, otherwise (routine 
maintenance) 01 =stu . The 2nd continuous component 2stu  describes the works extent, here the 
layer thickness.  
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Fixed setup maintenance costs are admitted. On the road class level, e.g. in our start routine 
and in the NOS package [Alviti et al (1994), (1996)], such costs are necessarily standard 
(average) costs for all segments involved. Our cost subdivision means that the average setup 
cost per implemented maintenance project is estimated per road class, based on coordination 
statistics, and translated into a cost per metre by division with the average segment length. 
However, on the segment level these costs may be individually chosen, leading to a high 
standard cost for a short segment. Consider the maintenance cost contributions to the LHS of 
the budget constraints (4.6b) below. For each segment s, in state stx  at the start of year t, we 
separate the setup cost 11 )( stssts uKuK ⋅=  and the variable cost ),( ststsc ux . (The indicator 
way of formulation, 1sts uK ⋅ , works if just two works types 1,01 =stu  are modelled.) 

In the objective (4.6a) we recognise (cf. (2.1)) the traffic costs sf  and the residual value •sTϕ  
at the horizon Tt = , with )( sTsT x•ϕ  measuring the total discounted cost from state sTx  and 
onwards (the dot index means: irrespective of future works). All the cost contributions are 
expressed as net present values by the discount factor d. We assume (cf. Ch 1) that the 1-yr 
traffic costs cover one year commencing at the preceding mid-year, whereas the maintenance 
cost is realised at the very mid-year – leading to the half-a-year discounting differences in 
(4.6a). We also reckon the return rate (BCR) term from (4.3a).  

The state transitions (4.6d) are multidimensional and deterministic, characteristic for the 
segment s road class )(srr = . Finally, (4.6e) prescribes the initial state, and (4.6f) defines any 
possible, road class specific, maintenance restrictions due to, e.g., violated state acceptance 
limits. Full model: 
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By introducing set notations ,  for the segments and the state dimensions, with 
cardinalities ||=S  and ||=D , respectively, and for 2D works variables (for type and 
extent), the number of variables can be written STD )2( + . In our case study Värmland (see Ch 
9 and Sec 4.4 below) we have 8749=S , 5=D  and 40=T , i.e. 2.45 million variables. 

4.1.3 Road class oriented problem 

In our road class oriented formulation the segments are represented merely by their lengths as 
continuous variables, as described in Ch 2. This segment anonymity and aggregation makes a 
node based formulation natural (except for the given initial segment states), using tilde-
notation rntλ~  for the total (segment) length in a road class r specific nodal state rnx~  at time t. 
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The positions rnx~  of the nodes (grid points) ∈n  in the D-dimensional state space are 
determined by the used discretization. This means that we have to reinterpret the models in Ch 
3. As for the state transitions from rnx~ , maintenance )~,~(~

21 rntrntrnt uu== uu  will mostly lead to 
a non-nodal state x , according to the (deterministic) regression formulas in Sec 3.5. However, 
the corresponding length may be partitioned among the neighbouring nodal states nr ′x~  
(transitions nn ′→ ) as proportions )(, unnrh ′ . The model describing such a split becomes 

analogous to a stochastic transition model, with the set of neighbouring states characterised by 
probabilities (summing up to 1, i.e. 1)(, =∑ ′ ′n nnrh u ). If the works extent 2u  is assumed 

constant, e.g. for routine maintenance (type 01 =u ), the probability distribution resulting from 
a given nodal state can be a priori computed, defining a constant transition matrix ( )

nnnnrh ′′ ,, )(u . 

In general, we apply the same weighing principle as in Ch 2, in each state dimension d 
guaranteeing that the weighted sum of the state variable values for the neighbouring nodes 
coincides with the dimension d value dx  of the reached non-nodal state x . In essence this 
means a process oriented formulation, where the lengths of all the segments in a road class are 
distributed differently on the nodal states for different times t. At the end, at time horizon T2 , 
we get a mixture of most of the segment lengths in most of the nodal states. 

The constraints in (4.6) will be doubled in (4.7) below, since we keep to the nodal states, 
except at 0=t  where true segment data are used. In the first year we want to use the segment 
length sLen  concentrated to the given (non-nodal) initial state ss ax =0 . For road class 

)(srr =  the elements of the corresponding transition matrix ( ) nsssnrh ′′ ,0 ),( ua   define the 
proportions transferred from sa  to nr ′x~  during the start period, for rsrn =∈∈′ )(:s  , , a 
function of the initial maintenance – written 0su  in analogy with (4.6). 

The costs in road class r are computed for an “average”-segment (bar notation), i.e. one of 
average width and traffic. Letting )~(:~

rnrrn ff x= , ),~(:)(~ uxu rnrrn cc = , )~(: 2,2, rnTrTrn xϕϕ =   

we get the model 
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By introducing set notations ,  for the road classes and the node levels per state 
dimension, with cardinalities ||=R  and ||=L , respectively, and using the grid size per 

year DL=|| and two works variables plus one length variable per node and time, the total 

number of variables can be written DLRTS ⋅−+ )1(32 . In our case study Värmland we have 
29=R , i.e. from 1.69 million variables for 3=L  to 53.7 million variables for 6=L . 

4.2 Method 

The methods we apply to (4.6) and (4.7) are almost identical. Below we describe the method 
for the segment oriented problem (4.6) and comment on the few differences. By a Lagrangean 
relaxation of the budget constraints (4.6b) (respectively (4.7b-c)) we receive a separable dual 
subproblem consisting of segment specific (road class specific) subproblems with time 
structure, which are solved by DynP. The optimal future costs, determined per nodal point in 
the dual DynP backwards routine, are used also for the generation of primally feasible 
solutions. 

4.2.1 Dual optimisation 

The budgetary constraints (4.6b) are relaxed by the introduction of (non-negative) Lagrangean 
multipliers ( ) 1

0
−

=
T
ttv , implicitly restricted to BCRν≥tv  according to Thm 4.2. For their updating 

we use the same subgradient technique as in Ch 2 as standard method. By Thm 4.1(b) the 
residuals in (4.6b) for the subproblem optimum of the current dual iteration can be written 

ttg )(=g , ttt bGg −= , [ ]∑ +⋅=
s

ststsstst cuKG ),(: 1 ux .  In terms of g , the best found 

(highest) dual value Φ , current dual value Φ̂ and the best found (lowest) primal objective 
value Φ , the unconstrained multiplier subgradient step (cf. Sec 1.2.3) is taken as  
  gν ⋅=Δ σ ,  ( ) ]  ,ˆ)(min[: maxσρσ ggTΦΦΦqΦ −−⋅+⋅= , 

where maxσ  is a given acceptance limit, ρ  is reduced geometrically from 2.0 and q is 
increased from 0.5 towards 1.0 by the iteration number, such that q−1  decreases 
geometrically. In case of stagnation, i.e. no improvement of Φ  for a given number of dual 
iterations, ρ  is increased by a given factor. The updating involves only the time periods t that 
have a non-optimal status, i.e. BCR,0 ννg tt ><  or 0>tg . In case a bound BCRννt ≥  is 
violated, orthogonal projection onto BCRννt =  is applied, see [Larsson et al (1996)]. 

Some alternatives to the subgradient updating have been tried. The major test runs are 
documented in Ch 9. Here we will comment upon two alternatives or supplements to the 
subgradient method and also show some test run results. One method approach emanates from 
our observations of the strong dependence between neighbour years, in so far as a change of 
the dual price tν  in one year t will have an effect not only on the maintenance cost tG  in the 
very same year, but will often also lead to compensatory, opposite cost changes in the adjacent 
years, due to slightly postponed or pre-activated segment maintenance. A characteristic 
example is an initial huge budget violation moving one year ahead per dual iteration, if the 
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subgradient method is applied. Hence it may be advantageous, especially in the early iteration 
process, to damp the requests for changes in individual years, by applying a smooth price 
evolution curve approximating the preliminary points (t, tν ) generated by the subgradient 
method. Moreover, we expect such a price curve to be transient cyclic, levelling out at the end 
of the time horizon, as the influence from the steady-state (residual-value) model becomes 
dominant. For the purpose we have applied trigonometric approximation in the following 
sense: First we generate new prices ν  according to the ordinary subgradient method but use 
these prices merely as trial values. For the final choice of prices in the next dual iteration we 
least squares approximate the points (t, tν ) by the first terms in a Fourier series, i.e. by fitting a 
low-order trigonometric function. In Table 4.1 we present some resulting gaps, for two 
different orders of the approximating sin-cos-trigonometric function; letting Trig4 (Trig5) 
denote order = 4 (5), corresponding to 9 (11) parameters. The results in Tab 4.1 refer to a level 

5=L  discretization in the start routine with a constant annual budget; Tab 4.1a was run with 
absolute acceptance limits for the worst acceptable state and Tab 4.1b with penalised limit 
violations. Tab 4.1b shows an example of (theoretically impossible) negative gaps between the 
primal and dual objective values. We interpret this as a manifestation of discretization errors, 
more thoroughly discussed below in Sec 4.3.4. In the absolute limits run the ordinary 
subgradient method has difficulties in finding a feasible solution before iteration 100, whereas 
the Trig-method finds such ones in the early iterations. In the relative limits run (Tab 4.1b) the 
subgradient method outperforms the Trig-options from the start. We also notice that the Trig-
method early reaches a gap which is never improved thereafter. This is an inherent 
disadvantage of such approximation methods: Every least squares approximation means a 
projection onto a subspace of (or manifold in) the ν -space. As soon as a locally best point in 
the subspace is reached, no further improvements are possible. In order to guarantee 
convergence to a full optimum, by relying on corresponding results for the basic subgradient 
directions, the full ν -space must be covered – out of the question here. However, the initial 
power of the Trig-method in generating primally feasible solutions, i.e. suitable upper bounds 
for the optimal dual value, makes it conceivable as a general backup start method. 

Our second approach is to extend the primal heuristics below in Sec 4.2.3 by using the adjusted 
prices tν ′ , found to meet the budget demands per year t, also for the purpose of dual price 
updating. In this respect the Prim-method is a coordinate-wise search method, by adjusting one 
price at a time. We let the direction of net price changes νν −′ , damped by a factor [1,0]∈p , 
determine the next dual prices )( ννν −′⋅+ p . In Tab 4.1 the damp factor values 5.0=p  
(Prim0.5) and 25.0=p  (Prim0.25) are used. Whereas the ordinary subgradient method shows 
smaller gaps in the final iterations in Tab 4.1a, the Prim0.5-method performs better (here more 
negative gaps) in almost all iterations in Tab 4.1b. However, since the Prim-method lacks the 
support from general theoretical convergence results and does not always outperform the 
subgradient method in practice we have not used the Prim-approach in the final runs. 
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Method\Iteration 3 6 12 25 50 100 150 200
Subgradient 1.446 0.195 0.162
Trig4 9.025 8.984 8.984 8.984 8.984 8.984 8.984 8.984
Trig5 16.845 16.845 16.845 16.845 16.845 16.845 16.845
Prim0.5 0.738 0.686 0.351 0.294
Prim0.25 0.703 0.703 0.703  
Table 4.1a Gap (‰) after various numbers of iterations, for some dual price updating methods. 
Absolute state limits. 

Method\Iteration 3 6 12 25 50 100 150 200
Subgradient 0.284 0.065 0.003 -9.4*10-7 -1.4*10-5 -1.5*10-5 -1.5*10-5 -1.5*10-5

Trig4 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736
Trig5 0.672 0.601 0.491 0.382 0.381 0.381 0.381 0.381
Prim0.5 0.208 0.024 -5.4*10-7 -3.4*10-6 -5.6*10-6 -1.6*10-5 -1.6*10-5 -1.6*10-5

Prim0.25 0.424 0.171 0.023 -2.4*10-6 -4.2*10-6 -4.2*10-6 -1.7*10-5 -1.7*10-5
 

Table 4.1b Gap (‰) after various numbers of iterations, for some dual price updating methods. 
Relative state limits. 

4.2.2 Dual subproblem solving 

Recall the segment oriented problem (4.6). The objective of the separable dual is written 
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In the DynP backwards routine we turn to a nodal formulation, analogous to (4.7), at the start 
of year t considering the nodal states ∈= nnst ,~xx  and maintenance ),( 21 uu=u . In practice 
we compute an optimal future cost )~( nstm xϕ  for each n and each works type (maintenance 
type) 1 ,0: 1 == um . The optimisation is performed with respect to the continuously varying 
works extent 2u  (cf. Sec 4.2.4 below) and the works type m ′  in the next year 1+t , in 
consideration of the optimal future cost registered for each m′  at the end of year t. The dot 
index for the given residual values •sTϕ  in (4.8a) means that the succeeding maintenance type 
is irrelevant at the very horizon. The recursive formula, initiated at the horizon Tt = , is 
          [ ]( )  )( ),~()~(min)~( 1,,1,

,2
+′+′

⋅++⋅⋅+= tsmtsnsstnsmunstm dcmKdνf xuxxx ϕϕ  

          subject to   )(),(  ,)~(),(  ,),~( 1,)(2)(2)(1, ++ ∈′′=′∈== tssrnsrnsrts umum xuxuuxhx . 
Here mts ′+ ,1,ϕ  (bar notation) means that the value is computed by interpolation/extrapolation, 
based on the optimal future costs )~(,1, nmts ′′+ xϕ  as determined at the end of year t for 
maintenance type 1,1, +=′ tsum  in the neighbouring nodal states n′x~  – cf. Ch 2. For 0=t  the 
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node based computation is exchanged for the given (non-nodal) initial segment state ss ax =0 . 
A nodal formulation means the introduction of many help-variables, multiplying the problem 
complexity. The CPU-times are essentially controlled by the backwards routine and the total 
grid size DLST ⋅ . 

In the forwards routine, with the segment state stx  reached at the start of year t and considered 
as given, we perform a “two-year” optimisation for best works type and works extent. Since 
the traffic and maintenance costs ),(  ,)( ststssts cf uxx  are simple function evaluations, no 
interpolation is needed for their computation, in opposite to the initial study. Once again, the 
only need for interpolation/extrapolation concerns mts ′+ ,1,ϕ : 

  [ ]( )  )( ),()(minimise 1,,1,1
, 1,1,

1,1,2
++ +

+

⋅++⋅+ tsutsststsstststs
uu ts

tsst
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  subject to   )(  ,)(  ,),( 1,)(1,)()(1, +++ ∈∈= tssrtsstsrstststsrts xuxuuxhx . 

The reason for our “two-year” optimisation, possible by determining and registering )~( nstm xϕ  
for each maintenance type m, is to get more accurate interpolation results in the forwards 
routine (cf. Ch 2, where the idea was introduced).  

In the road class oriented start routine, where the segment lengths are partitioned among the 
nodal states, we consider the extra-work of “two-year” optimisation as less motivated (except 
in the initial time period, where the true segment states are to be used) and analogously to the 
residual values in (4.6a) we compute only the lowest future cost at each nodal state, letting both 
the type  ~

1rntum =  and the extent  ~
2rntu vary, i.e. 
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Instead we distinguish the future traffic and future maintenance costs traf
rntϕ , maint

rntϕ  at each 
node and time, for a more accurate translation to the segment based dynamics in the first year. 
Since the traffic and width of a segment s normally deviates from the averages rAadt , 

rAadtHeavy  and rWid  in its road class )(srr = , the relevant future cost per metre at the end 
of the 1st year is 
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and at the start of the 1st year – the basis for both backwards and forwards calculation –  
      [ ] ( )( )),(),()(min)( 0)(100100

0
sssrssssssssss dcuKdνf

s
uahuaaa

u •• ⋅++⋅+= ϕϕ . 

The road class oriented start routine covers T2  years, double the horizon of the segment 
oriented main routine. The optimal dual prices ( ) 12 −

=
T
Tttν , as determined by the start routine, are 

used for the computation of residual values for the segments in the main routine – cf. Sec 4.2.5 
below. 
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4.2.3 Primal heuristics 

In the case study described below in Sec 4.4 we generate primal solutions by a method similar 
to the heuristics used in the initial study (Ch 2), in its stepping forward one year t at a time 
while adjusting the total maintenance costs tG  to the budget tb . Thus one nonlinear equation 
at a time is solved – or the lower bound BCRvvt =  is established. This involves a costly sorting 
of all segments of interest. 

We start from a given segment state distribution ( )sstx  in the beginning of year t. For each 
segment s the “two-year” optimisation is based on the traffic cost )( stsf x  and the optimal 
future costs )~(,1, nmts x′+ϕ , as determined in the dual backwards routine for each maintenance 
type m′  from each nodal state ∈nn ,~x , at the end of year t. The final choice is between one 

candidate ),( 2
m
st

m
st um=u  for each maintenance type m, where we determine the best works 

extent m
stu 2  according to Sec 4.2.4 below. The corresponding maintenance cost is 

),(: m
ststss

m
st cmKG ux+⋅=  and the state transition satisfies ),()(1,

m
ststsrts uxhx =+ .  Our strategy 

is to adjust the Lagrangean multiplier tv  until the optimum maintenance type is changed for 
sufficiently many segments, minimizing the dual cost function for year t and later. In a scarcity 
situation, by successively adjusting tv  upwards, cheaper and cheaper maintenance types are 
favoured. We describe the details in the case of two maintenance types, indexed 1=m  (major 
maintenance) and 0=m  (routine maintenance), respectively. In this case the appropriate tv -
value can be found without iterating. Consider any segment s. Introducing abbreviations for the 
lowest future costs for maintenance m

stu  registered at times 1+t , t as 

  ( )),(min: )(,1,1,
m
ststsrmts

m
m
tsΦ uxh′+′+ = ϕ , 
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the break-even change stε  of tν  is a change that makes the two competing future costs equal: 
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i.e. 

  ( )01
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stst

stst
st GGd

ΦΦ
−

−=ε .         (4.9) 

In case 10
stst ΦΦ ≤ , i.e. if routine maintenance initially rules, we expect 0<stε , since the 

maintenance costs should obey 01
stst GG > , unless the segment state is extremely bad. 

Analogously, 10
stst ΦΦ >  normally means 0>stε . Special handling is needed at every upper 

(acceptance) state limit, if any, and in the exceptional case 01
stst GG ≤ . Depending on the 

adjustment case, determined by the sign of the budget residual ttt bGg −= , i.e. a violation or 
under-utilisation of the budget, the segments that are prone to adjustments are normally 
identified by the sign of stε . By ranking all the segments (of the correct sign) according to the 

stε -value and summing up the change of maintenance cost tG , the necessary tν -change tε̂  
can be calculated. The ranking procedure is described below. 
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Our heuristics makes it possible to explicitly consider the return rate constraint BCRννt ≥ . In 
an under-utilisation situation, where )( BCRννt >  is to be decreased, this constraint means that 
all segments s with )0(BCR <−≤ tst ννε  can be neglected (excluded from ranking). 

Note that optimal works extents ms
m
stu ,2 )(  are computed before the heuristics in year t starts, 

for the states sst )(x  that are the result of the heuristics in the previous year – but no 
recalculation of works extents is performed during the process of finding tε̂ . 

The ranking formula (4.9) can be motivated by well-known knapsack ranking: For a given 
discrete set of maintenance options ( ) ms

m
st ,u  the relevant local primal problem to solve (based 

on the total future costs if separate future traffic costs are non-utilizable) is 
  minimize ∑ ⋅

ms
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m
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For simplicity, the return rate constraints are omitted here. In case there are two maintenance 
types only, we simplify the formulation by using 10 1 ss zz −= , introducing the minimum-

budget ∑−=
s

sttt Gbb 00 :  and omitting constants in the objective, to get 
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This is a knapsack problem, approximately solved by ranking the quotients between the 
objective and constraint coefficients for each variable 1sz , i.e. (4.9). 

Using sttst ενν +=:ˆ  for the breakeven point, (4.9) can be written 
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This formula resembles the BCR-ratio (1.1). Remember that the denominator and numerator in 
(1.1) stand for the total discounted traffic and maintenance cost, respectively. For (4.9´) to be 
useful as a general formula, the future costs Φ  and dual prices ν  are needed. If no other 
information is available, we may assume 0>∀=+ τνν τ BCRt  and calculate the total 

discounted future cost differences TOT
1, +Δ tsf , TOT

1, +Δ tsG  at the end of year t, for segment s, minor 
)0( =m  minus major )1( =m  maintenance. The breakeven point turns into 
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whereas (1.1) corresponds to the assumption 0ˆ >∀=+ τνν τ stt , providing 
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In case full optimisation cannot be performed, we recommend (4.9´´) to be generally used for 
ranking instead of (1.1) and (4.10), since a potential project should carry the costs that reflect 
the future budget scarcities 0)( >+ ττν t  and a profitability (BCR) measure should answer the 
maintenance question, whether to choose major maintenance now or postpone the decision (at 
least) one year, cf. Fig 1.2. 

The heuristics can be further improved: Since the resulting total cost tG  normally does not 
exactly equal the budget tb , and the segment s maintenance cost varies continuously with the 
works extent 2stu , adjustments can be made for a group of segments with tst εε ˆ≈ . We have 

not implemented this option. Moreover, re-optimisation of the works extents ms
m
stu ,2 )(  for the 

generated tt εν ˆ+  trial values might improve the solution quality (although there is no direct 
link between the dual and primal solution optimality in non-convex problems). 

In case more than two maintenance types are present, multiple switching of maintenance types 
may occur for each segment, and a simple iterative procedure is needed for the determination 
of tε̂ . 

A computational drawback to this heuristics is the need for handling data about all segments 
simultaneously. Implemented in this way the heuristics is dimensioning for the need of 
computer memory and, in case of parallelisation, it leads to intensive information transfer 
between the computers for the determination of tt )ˆ(ε . An alternative is presented in Ch 9. 

We will now examine the ranking details. No complete ranking is needed – but partial ordering 
by repeated sorting. For each segment s and the current dual price tν  in year t the optimal cost 

difference 01: ststst GGG −=Δ  and the corresponding ranking quotient stε  in (4.9) is computed. 
By summing up the costs for the optimum maintenance type for each segment we identify the 
case – under-utilisation or violation. In, e.g., a scarcity situation, where the budget level is 
exceeded by )0( >tg  for the current dual price tν , this Lagrangean multiplier has to be 
increased by an unknown amount tε̂ . Our search problem is to identify a segment s of 
characteristics ),( ststG εΔ , with 0>stε ,  such that stt εε =ˆ  is the lowest change to 
accomplish 0ˆ:

≤+Δ∑ ≤′ ′
′

ts ts gG
tts εε

. Formulated as an optimisation problem: 
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This formulation focuses on the binary choice for each segment, trivial once the breakeven 
point tε̂  has been determined. In the well-known 2-bin sorting procedure a sequence of trial 
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values tiε̂  and remaining cost residuals tig  (initially tt gg =0 ) is applied, for each trial 
(iteration) i referring the remaining unsorted segments to either of two bins, according to stε  
greater or less than tiε̂ . In the latter bin, corresponding to a segment set }1:{:1 == sii ys , the 
total cost change ∑

∈
Δ
is

stG
1

 is compared to tig . If 0
1

>+Δ∑
∈

ti
s

st gG
i

, the trial tiε̂ -value was too 

small and we update ∑
∈

+ Δ+=
is

sttiit Ggg
1

:1, . In any case the bin containing the optimal tε̂ -

value can be identified, and the segments in that bin define the remaining segments to sort in 
the next iteration. In our implementation we multiply or divide the previous trial tiε̂ -value by a 
given factor, until the optimum tε̂  is trapped. After that interval bisection is applied.  

As an alternative to 2-bin sorting, K-bin sorting has been implemented, for any 2>K . Here 
the two extreme bins, i.e. the ones containing the lowest and highest stε -values, correspond to 
the two half-open value intervals of 2-bin sorting. These are supplied with 2−K  intermediate, 
fixed value intervals. Instead of one dividing breakeven point value tiε̂  per iteration i we have 

to specify 1−K  values 2
0)ˆ( −

=
K
k

k
tiε . In practice the two extreme values 20 ˆ,ˆ −K

titi εε  are explicitly 
specified; the rest follows by dividing into equally large value intervals. For the corresponding 
scale )ˆˆ()2(: 02

ti
K
tiK εεκ −−= −  each stε  is sorted as follows: 

• If 0ˆtist εε < , put s in bin 0=k . 

• Otherwise, if 2ˆ −> K
tist εε , put s in bin 1−= Kk . 

• Otherwise compute ⎤−⋅⎡= )ˆ(: 0
tistk εεκ  and put s in bin k. 

An advantage of K-bin sorting is that once the wanted tε̂ -value becomes trapped inside an 
intermediate bin, a faster reduction of the number of unsorted segments is expected in the next 
iteration than from just two bins. A disadvantage is the additional numerical work for 
computing the correct intermediate value interval (bin). For a given computer system it is 
possible to judge the times needed for the various sorting activities and to mathematically 
formulate and find the optimal balance between number of bins and re-sorting iterations. 
However, with several computers collaborating, the information transfer time between the 
computers may be decisive for the wall-clock time. In our implementation each processor is 
responsible for a number of segments. After every performed re-sorting iteration, information 
about the total potential cost change per bin, ∑

∈
Δ

kis
stG  for 1,,1,0 −= Kk K , and the number of 

segments in each bin is transferred to the supervising root processor. At the root the decisive 
bin is identified and information about the bin number and a stop-indicator are transferred to all 
other processors. Stop is indicated when the number of segments in the decisive bin is below a 
given acceptance limit uHash. This triggers the transfer of ),( ststG εΔ for all the remaining 
unsorted segments s and a final ranking (of at most uHash elements) at the root. A high uHash-
value means few re-sorting iterations but much information to transmit. 
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Instead of relying on theoretical results we have tested various parameter sets of 2- and K-bin 
sorting. We have varied the number of bins K as well as the stop-number uHash of unsorted 
segments. On a 4 PC-cluster, for wide ranges of 805 −=uHash  and 4010 −=K , a test run 
resulted in wall-clock times at or slightly above 1410 sec for the 2-bin and at or slightly below 
1400 sec for the K-bin option, i.e. around 1% lower. Since our implementation is intended for 
several collaborating computers we stick to the K-bin option hereafter. In practice there are 
more parameters, e.g. the initial cost scale (initial 20 ˆ,ˆ −K

tt εε -values) and its change rate per re-
sorting (a multiplicative change of scale, before tε̂  is trapped in an interior bin), that may be 
inadequate, leading to repeated sorting of almost all elements while adjusting the cost scale. 
This trouble is shared with 2-bin sorting (if most of the stε -values fall into one bin). 

In the start routine, i.e. on the road class level, all computations are node based, whereas in the 
segment oriented routine the primally determined states may be non-nodal and may differ from 
the dually (DynP-)determined states. This means that no re-optimisation of works extents is 
needed in the primal heuristics of the start routine, since the figures may be taken from the 
(node based) backwards routine of the dual iteration. Since we register the future traffic and 
maintenance costs separately in the start routine, a more natural knapsack ranking quotient 
(solely based on primal costs), with the denominator in (4.9) exchanged for the traffic cost 
difference, is conceivable. 

4.2.4 Optimisation of works extent 

The model accepts two or more works types, each with a continuously varying works extent 
(e.g. layer thickness) ],[ baz ∈ , where a, b are given feasibility limits (cf. Sec 3.3). For 
segment s, in a given state stx  at the beginning of year t, and for a given works type 
(maintenance type) 1stum =  this means one-dimensional optimisation in order to determine the 
corresponding optimal works extent 2stuz = . We expect the future costs )( 1,,1, +′+ tsmts xϕ  to be 
non-smooth functions of the resulting state 1, +tsx , viz. non-differentiable wherever there is a 

change of optimum maintenance type for any of the following years in the time horizon. 
Therefore we let the 1D optimisation rely solely on function values. The stop criterion is that 
the remaining uncertainty interval, containing the optimum works extent, has an acceptable 
maximum width. Our general assumption, based on extensive testing, is that the cost function 
is unimodal on the given interval ],[ ba . In general, we use and update four z-values in the 1D-
interval reduction algorithms, denoted a (lowest possible value), α  (e.g. lower golden section 
value), β  (e.g. upper golden section value) and b (highest possible value). 

One implemented alternative is to use golden section search, supplied by accelerating 
techniques near the feasibility limits. The initiation is normally controlled by the registered 
optimum works extent in similar situations. Thus in the backwards routine, if the optimum 2stu  
for the same nodal state next year is close to, e.g., the upper bound b we start by computing the 
summed up maintenance and future costs C for bz =  and β=z , where )(: aba −⋅+= ρβ , 

2)53(: −=ρ . As long as )()( βCbC <  and the remaining uncertainty interval is 
unacceptably wide, we update )(: βρββ −⋅+= b  and recalculate )(βC . This accelerating 
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technique corresponds to an interval reduction by the factor 382.01 ≈− ρ  per computed value. 
Then, if necessary, we turn to ordinary golden section reduction (of reduction rate 618.0≈ρ ). 
In the forwards routine we start analogously, according to the registered optimum works extent 
of the preceding year. 

The other implemented alternative is to use quadratic approximation. Due to the mentioned 
non-smoothness, we find higher order interpolation inappropriate. The initial trial values are 
chosen as for the first-mentioned method. If a minimum-estimate is close to any of the existing 
interpolation points a, α , β ,  b it is adjusted to a minimum percentage of the interpolation 
point distance. If we have a function which is judged (strictly) 4-point convex we perform 
quadratic approximation by computing the least squares solution based on all four points. It can 
be determined from an explicit formula. Otherwise, if we detect (strict) 3-point convexity we 
use quadratic interpolation through three points for a minimum-estimate. Otherwise we place 
the new point at a minimum distance from the best found point. 

In the early computer runs we found that the overwhelming part of the 1D-optimisations 
resulted in an optimal layer thickness at the lower feasibility limit. Therefore the intended 
method comparison became rather pointless. Instead we supplied the two algorithms with 
special start routines, enclosing a lower limit optimum in a sufficiently narrow interval by two 
function evaluations only. In the few cases where the optimum could not be trapped we switch 
to either of the two main algorithms – see Tab 4.2, where the statistics from 10 dual iterations 
of a computer run with the golden-section approach is documented. Here the segment oriented 
main routine has been applied, with 3=L  node levels per state dimension. In this run the stop 
criterion is fulfilled if the width of the uncertainty interval for the layer thickness is below 0.5 
mm. Since the lower z-feasibility limit varies, according to Sec 3.3.3, we present the statistics 
both for three optimum position cases – lower limit, intermediate, upper limit (Tab 4.2a) – and 
for the number of 1D iterations (Tab 4.2b). 

Position case lower limit intermediate upper limit
Frequency 78269097 4438837 897510
Relative freq. (%) 93.62 5.31 1.07  
Table 4.2a 1D-optimum position frequencies in a test run. 

Iterations 1 2 3 - 12 13 14 15 16 mv sd
Frequency 2 78259420 0 872341 4457688 8233 7760 2.76 2.90
Relative freq. (%) 0.000 93.606 0.000 1.043 5.332 0.010 0.009  
Table 4.2b 1D-iteration statistics. Frequencies, average (mv) and standard deviation (sd). 
 
The classical golden section method, applied to a case where the uncertainty interval is to be 
reduced from length 90 to 0.5, would (always) require 12 function evaluations. Thus the 
special start routine means slightly more 1D-iterations in the intermediate and upper limit 
cases, according to Tab 4.2b, but the average number mv is much reduced. 
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4.2.5 Residual values 

The maintenance options are explicitly decided upon during a given time horizon. At the end of 
the horizon the reached segment state is important for the future costs. We determine this 
residual (cost) value by applying a sequence of steps. 

1) A special residual-value routine is applied to the network, on the road class level. For a 
given long-term annual budget level (or a given dual price) we compute residual values for 
each road class r on a grid of nodal states nx~ , Nn ∈ , separating each value into future 
traffic costs )~( nrf x∞  and future maintenance costs )~( nrG x∞  per road metre – see Ch 5 for 
details. (For future use, where e.g. traffic volume and some costs increase exponentially, 
also a residual-value model of average costs on a finite horizon is implemented.)  

2) Approximate the discounted future costs at time T2  by the computed stationary costs: 
)~()~(2, nrnTr ff xx ∞≈ , )~()~(2, nrnTr GG xx ∞≈ , and apply the usual road class oriented start 

routine between times 0 and T2  for optimisation. Here T denotes the time horizon to be 
used in the segment oriented model.  

3) Also translate the residual values into future segment costs (cf. Sec 4.2.2): the maintenance 
costs )~(2, nTsG x  are corrected for discrepancies between the segment s width sWid  and the 

average road width )(srWid  in its road class )(sr , as )~()~( 2),(
)(

2, nTsr
sr

s
nTs G

Wid
WidG xx ⋅≈ , 

and the traffic costs )~(2, nTsf x  for discrepancies between the segment s annual average 

daily traffic sAadt  and the road class average )(srAadt , as 

)~()~( 2),(
)(

2, nTsr
sr

s
nTs f

Aadt
Aadtf xx ⋅≈ . These corrections will catch all first order model discre-

pancies. The remaining discrepancy comes from ignoring the segment specific proportions 
of heavy vehicles in the traffic cost model – see App 1. Another imperfection comes from 
our approximating the setup costs for coordinated maintenance (cf. Sec 3.6.1) by constants. 

4) The DynP backwards routine (cf. Sec 4.2.2) is applied once for each segment, between 
times T and T2 , by use of the translated residual values )~(2, nTsf x , )~(2, nTsG x  at time T2  

and the calculated close-to-optimal dual prices found by the start routine, in order to 
determine residual values at time T. The overall purpose is to translate the essentially road 
class based residual values into more accurate segment specific residual values )~( nsT x•ϕ  at 
the end of the horizon T.   

5) The values )~( nsT x•ϕ  are used as given in the subsequent iteration process of the 
Lagrangean dual, which is confined to explicit computations for times T,,0 K . 
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4.3 Implementation 

4.3.1 Running on a PC-cluster 

We have made some comments on code parallelisation in the previous sections. The dual 
subproblem, separable per road class and/or per segment, is ideal for parallelisation but the 
primal heuristics generates intense inter-computer communication and uses data on all road 
classes and/or segments simultaneously. Before an optimisation run can be made, the input 
data and model structures must be split among the processors. Ideally all the collaborating 
processors handle equally many road classes and equally many segments. In reality we apply 
either of two principles. 

• If the number of processors exceeds the number of road classes, we equalise the 
number of segments per processor, by splitting the most frequent road classes on two or 
more processors. For database Värmland, with 29=R  road classes and 8749 segments, 
for R or more processors this means at most two road classes per processor. 

• Otherwise we do not split the road classes but combine them for equalisation. 

This data allocation problem can itself be formulated and solved as an optimisation problem. 
However, we have used different heuristics for the two equalisation principles. Since the 
residual value and start routines are less time consuming and memory demanding than the main 
routine, they can be run on a smaller PC-cluster, for one and the same level of discretization L. 
The results are then recombined for the main run. 

4.3.2 Computer memory 

We have implemented hierarchical model structures. Cf. Sec 1.3. In the start routine we 
generate one processor specific “chain” of road classes and one “chain” of time points (years), 
together identifying the nodal grid components for each road class in time and space. 
Depending on the system properties and the wanted level L, we have prepared two extreme 
variants. 

• The whole structure is kept in main (primary) memory, for fastest access and 
computations. Moreover, all the D2  interpolation weights and values are registered, per 
road class state (static data for routine maintenance) and road class time state (dynamic 
data for major maintenance), respectively. For 5== LD  and 802 =T  this corresponds 
to 3.4 GB memory, i.e. an acceptable amount for a cluster (“Penta”) of four parallel 
computers of 1 GB CPU and 10 GB secondary storage each, which we have access to. 

• Temporary binary data files are used whenever possible. The minimum need for 
structure is a complete grid (of T2  years) for one road class. In the primal heuristics 
this is reshaped as a grid for the current time for )2( TR <  parallel road classes (plus 
one extra for updating). Instead of saving complete interpolation weights and values 
such are recalculated whenever needed from the registered underlying factors, one per 
state dimension, and one reference node (as in Ch 2). Such data compression allows 
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much higher L-values and the practical limits come from CPU-times, e.g. for the 
increased reading-writing from files, and/or data addressability in the program code. 

In the main routine we have implemented the first variant only, since we have access to a PC-
cluster of several hundreds of processors. The total structure for 5== LD  and 40=T  
amounts to 48.8 GB. For this we have utilised at least 33 nodes of 2 processors and 2 GB each.  

4.3.3 Absolute and relative state limits 

An open question (cf. Sec 3.2.2) is how to interpret the acceptance limits for the worst 
pavement states: to prohibit or to penalise (or to just notice) any violation. For direct result 
comparisons between these options, the grids should coincide within any common acceptance 
intervals. A basic grid may consist of L equidistant levels per state dimension (and time 
period), from the ideal value, e.g. 0, to the very acceptance limit. Moreover, one external level 
is needed for the penalty option, in order to reduce the number of extrapolation cases. Our 
program admits a free number of “density-rounds”, for the generation of additional grid node 
levels to the given ones, in each round adding a mid level between the existing ones. For, e.g., 
the penalty option and 5=L  given levels (with one level above the acceptance limit) and one 
“density-round” we get 945 =+=L  levels per dimension, with two levels above the 
acceptance limit, and 5900095 ≈  5D nodal states. 

Even in the interpretation as absolute limits, the penalisation option can be useful: In some runs 
we have noticed difficulties in generating any feasible solution at all in the absolute limits case. 
Then a relevant set of dual prices can be identified by pre-optimising for a high penalty instead. 

Our implementation of an absolute limit may need some clarification. In the start routine, 
where the registered future costs per node do not differentiate between the succeeding 
maintenance types, routine maintenance is forbidden for any node on the highest level in the 
corresponding state dimension. In the main routine, where such differentiation is made, routine 
maintenance is forbidden if the limit is violated, i.e. if routine maintenance is applied on or 
close to the highest node level it must be followed by major maintenance. (A future cost for 
each node and works type is needed for interpolation purposes.) If the discrepancies between 
the start and main routines are considered too big some kind of differentiation for the future 
costs is conceivable also in the start routine, e.g. between routine maintenance and all other 
works types (here major maintenance). 

4.3.4 Discretization errors 

In each segment subproblem the DynP backwards and forwards routines are applied – cf. Ch 2. 
In the backwards routine the calculations are performed on a grid of DL  nodes, positioned at 
the intersection of L node levels in D state dimensions. In the DynP forwards routine the actual, 
continuously varying, segment state at each time t is used, for determining the correct traffic 
and maintenance costs. But the optimum decision relies on the calculated future costs from 
time 1+t  and onwards, established in the grid based backwards routine. 
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The residual value and backwards routines, both grid based, will introduce discretization 
errors. We recognize such errors in different ways. One manifestation is the differences as to 
the calculated future costs, between the backwards and forwards routines, measured from the 
given initial segment states. The size of these differences is a major drawback to our 
implementation. On an aggregated level, as measured by the total cost in the dual subproblem, 
it is realized to be a few percent – cf. Tab 4.3, which presents overall dual cost differences as 
relative errors. The negative signs mean that the linearized, backwards computed cost is higher 
than the correct, forwards computed cost – a sign of mainly convex cost functions. The data are 
for the best found solutions (on the segment level) in a given budget run, made for various 
numbers L of node levels. In the start routine (small) discrepancies arise, only in the start year 
– where the state space is continuous (to permit the use of the initial segment states). 

Number of node levels L 3 4 5 6
Number of states per yr 243 1024 3125 7776
Relative error (%) -5.47 -3.80 -2.40 -2.09  
Table 4.3 Relative dual cost error (%) backwards vs. forwards for best found solution. 

Although the (segment-length-weighted) error gets smaller as L increases the computational 
price is big, as the decisive number DL  of states per year in Tab 4.3 show. However, the 
discretization error is expected to decrease linearly with the average node level distance in each 
state dimension – cf. Ch 9 – i.e. to be inversely proportional to 1−L . The results in Tab 4.3 do 
not contradict such behaviour, although the error for 6=L  is somewhat higher than expected.  

L \ Quotient 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.8 0.8-0.9 0.9-1.0 1.0-1.1 1.1-1.2 1.2-1.3 n mv sd sdRoadcl
3 0.23 1.57 4.31 19.66 50.44 21.44 2.31 0.04 87490 0.942 0.092
4 0 0.55 2.35 10.41 66.52 19.95 0.22 0 87490 0.954 0.067
5 0 0.21 1.58 7.18 63.86 26.47 0.71 0 87490 0.967 0.065 0.043
6 0 0.03 1.13 6.02 67.90 24.86 0.06 0 87490 0.967 0.058 0.037  

Table 4.4 Percentage distribution of cost quotients backwards over forwards for various levels 
of discretization L. Ideal quotient 1.0. n = number of observations, mv = mean value, sd = 
standard deviation, sdRoadcl = average within-road-class standard deviation. 

The errors per segment show a greater variation. As L varies we have noticed that the (crucial) 
forwards routine costs are stable, whereas the (supporting) backwards routine costs show more 
variation. This robustness speaks for the use of a low L-value, despite the errors. In Tab 4.4 we 
present some statistics for the cost quotients backwards over forwards. As can be seen the 
quotients vary between below 0.7 and above 1.1 for all discretization choices 6,,3 K=L . The 
mean values (mv) and standard deviations (sd) approach 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, slower than 
expected. For comparison we have computed the average within-road-class standard deviations 
(sdRoadcl), which show to be much smaller. However, the statistics in Tab 4.4 is for 10 
iterations, i.e. the sdRoadcl-values may be biased by possible repetitions of unchanged 
maintenance plans for the segments. To handle this, we formulate an extreme case: 

Theorem 4.3 If the outcomes ( )niix 1=  of n statistical trials are 10-fold duplicated, the sample 

standard deviation is reduced by the factor )1.0()1( −− nn . 
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Proof The original standard deviation is )( 22
1 xxn

n −− , where bar ( ) denotes sample mean. 

If all outcome frequencies are increased 10-fold, the very same means x , 2x will result but the 

standard deviation becomes )( 22
110

10 xxn
n −− .  ■ 

In Tab 4.4 the underlying within-class standard deviations have been corrected according to 
Thm 4.3. Despite this extreme correction the average within-class variance is clearly smaller 
than the overall variance, and we anticipate systematic between-class differences (an idea 
supported by clear class mv-differences). The most obvious cause is the data and model differ-
rences listed in Ch 3 and App 1 – rather than implementation faults. Also cf. the following: 

In Ch 9 we will present some alternatives replacing the ordinary multilinear interpolation 
scheme, intended to reduce the errors. Here we investigate some other possibilities. On behalf 
of the interpolation errors as being controlled by the grid density, for a given number L of node 
state levels the equidistant grid is natural. On the other hand the size of the value function is 
equally important for the errors, speaking for a denser grid towards the bad states where cost is 
high. Since we also suspect that the nonlinearity of the discounted future costs becomes greater 
as the segment state gets worse, we have tried letting the grid density vary with the state level. 
In the first place such a differentiation should be made on the road class level, with road classes 
of high AADT-values expected to have decent/good average states, and low-traffic road classes 
expected to spend more time close to the upper state limits. In our implementation we control 
this density variation by an exponent p, as the relative inter-level distance pL )( l−  for node 
level 1,,1 −= LKl  (where 1=l  refers to the ideal state), e.g. 0=p  corresponding to 
equidistant node levels. In Tab 4.5 we have investigated the effects of some p-values on the 
segments in a small road class t2, consisting of just eight segments. 

p =0 (equidistant) p =0.5 p =1
segm\L 3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 4 5 6 7

3345 -6.6 -5.3 -5.4 -4.7 -4.4 -5.8 -5.7 -5.0 -3.8 -3.2 -2.9 -5.8 -3.3 -3.8 -3.7 -3.4
3346 2.1 -2.5 2.7 1.9 2.1 2.7 5.9 7.4 9.3 10.2 9.5 2.9 9.4 10.8 11.5 12.6
8851 -3.8 -4.0 -2.5 -2.5 -2.4 -2.9 -2.0 0.0 -0.4 0.1 0.0 -2.1 -0.4 1.8 1.9 2.3
8852 -4.3 -4.1 -1.6 -2.5 -1.9 -4.1 -3.0 -0.8 -1.5 -0.7 -1.4 -4.2 -2.9 -0.2 -1.2 -0.2
8853 -7.7 -7.2 -4.8 -4.8 -4.5 -6.3 -3.2 0.6 1.1 1.8 2.3 -5.3 2.2 5.1 6.2 6.7
8854 -30.5 -22.5 -19.0 -18.2 -16.9 -26.6 -15.2 -12.9 -9.4 -8.9 -7.3 -20.8 -13.2 -6.4 -5.9 -3.0
8855 6.5 4.8 3.5 3.6 2.3 11.1 8.6 11.7 10.7 10.5 10.7 15.7 11.7 16.7 16.7 17.5
9480 -3.9 -4.9 -3.3 -2.0 -3.3 -4.5 -1.3 -0.4 -0.2 0.5 0.2 -5.3 0.4 0.0 1.6 1.4

mv -6.0 -5.7 -3.8 -3.6 -3.6 -4.6 -2.0 0.1 0.7 1.3 1.4 -3.1 0.5 3.0 3.4 4.2
sd 10.9 7.7 6.9 6.6 6.0 10.6 7.2 7.4 6.6 6.5 6.1 10.1 7.8 7.6 7.7 7.5  
Table 4.5 Relative dual cost errors (%) backwards vs. forwards for best found solution in a 
small road class, t2, for three different dicretization strategies characterized by p. 

Here another property becomes visible: especially for 1=p , i.e. linearly decreasing node 
distances, the dominant trend, as the number L of node levels increases, is that the error goes 
from negative, via null, to positive, i.e. does not stop at null, as expected. The same behaviour 
applies to the square-root decrease 5.0=p  for segments 3346 and 8855. It shows that the 
possible success of a non-constant grid density depends on the L-value being used. For the two 
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segments 3346 and 8855 the choice 0=p  is superior. For the rest a higher exponent p-value is 
preferred, here mostly 5.0=p . For that reason we have run all of our tests with this p-value 
(mostly using 5=L  or 6=L ; with small average errors mv in Tab 4.5), although we reckon 
that error reductions are possible by fine tuning the p-value for each segment. The standard 
deviations (sd in Tab 4.5) are rather insensitive to the p-value being used. 
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Figure 4.1 Relative dual cost errors backwards vs. forwards for best found solution for two 
segments. Different numbers L of node levels; logarithmic cost scale vs. straight costs. 

Another possibility of error reduction is illustrated in Fig 4.1. In the two most frequent road 
classes, s2 and n5 , the most extreme segments, in this respect, both have length 1 m. Whereas 
an (asymptotic) error shrinkage as the inverted average node level distance is expected, i.e. as 

1)1( −−L , the reduction is much slower, e.g., more than 40% of the errors remaining from 
3=L  to 9=L  instead of the expected 25%. We suspect that the reason is partly the 

nonlinearity of the cost functions involved. Therefore we have performed multilinear 
interpolation with the cost logarithms instead of the straight cost values, whenever the costs to 
interpolate are above 1 (since then CC Δ<Δ log ). (Or we might have used )1log( C+  always.) 
Also this result is displayed in Fig 4.1. The errors for the log scale, 4=L  are competitive with 
the straight cost scale, 9=L . For a run on the whole network, with a common set of dual 
prices – close-to-optimal for the straight cost interpolation – and 3=L  we get the total 
backwards vs. forwards cost error (cf. Tab 4.4) -5.54% (straight) and +5.56% (log). The 
segment based results (cf. Tab 4.5) are 942.0=mv , 093.0=sd  and 062.0=sdRoadcl  
(straight) and 059.1=mv , 110.0=sd  and 064.0=sdRoadcl  (log). Thus the within-road-class 
standard deviations are clearly less than the overall values, i.e. the road classes seem to be 
homogeneous in this respect. A cyclic pattern is clear in Fig 4.2, where the average values per 
road class are plotted, with local maxima for traffic class 1 (see Sec 3.1.2) and different speed 
limits. The deviations between the two curves point at a systematic effect of the changed cost 
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scale. The ideal value, quotient 1.0 in Fig 4.2, is in between the curves for a majority of road 
classes. This suggests road class specific scales, e.g. powers with varying exponents. The price 
to pay for these improvements is an increased computational burden of cost transformations at 
almost every interpolation. 
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Figure 4.2 Cost quotients backwards vs. forwards per road class. Ideal quotient 1.0. 
Logarithmic cost scale vs. straight costs.  

4.3.5 Reservations as to traffic evolution 

Although the VV database includes information about traffic changes no specification is made 
in Ch 3. In our implementation we do not consider any such data. This can be interpreted as if 
all segments implicitly obey one and the same annual change rate α  and that all maintenance 
costs, as well as the budgets, implicitly show the same annual change rate αβ = . “Implicitly” 
here means that it is a hidden factor of the discount factor d. Although reasonable on the 
network level such a view may seem too restrictive to hold for each single segment. This 
objection speaks for a consideration of the segment deviations from the average behaviour. 
Moreover, αβ ≠  might be of interest for a study. However, the VV segment data cannot be 
applied without additional assumptions. For each segment s the change rate sα  must satisfy 

1<ds

α
α  for the future traffic costs to be finite, if the change rate is for ever. (Here α  is part of 

d.) Otherwise some levelling trend model is needed. As an alternative we have implemented a 
residual value model based on average costs for a finite horizon, admitting free evolutions of 

ss βα , . Anyhow the Ch 3 effect models, subdividing the segments into traffic based road 
classes, become irrelevant. Here some “road class free” models, as we suggested in Sec 3.9.3, 
would be more natural. 
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4.4 Case study: Värmland 

4.4.1 General results 

Our run time saving strategy is to avoid generating and storing statistical results during the 
very solution process. Instead we recommend a succeeding special statistics run for the one or 
two iterations of interest, corresponding to the best found dual and primal solutions. We 
generate overall and road class based statistics for maintenance, state and cost. Cf. the initial 
study, Ch 2. Here we illustrate the output diagrams with two examples – see Fig 4.3. 

 

In Fig 4.3a the distributions of Age immediately before a major maintenance operation are 
given as histograms per traffic class, for two velocity classes: 70 km/h to the left of the vertical 
lines, and 90 km/h to the right. Some Age-values are over-represented, e.g. the unexpected 

5.0=Age . But remember (from Sec 3.5.5) that Age is not the same as the time since the 
previous major operation and that IRI is also a triggering factor. This is a run with absolute 
state limits, shown by the dominant boxes at the highest feasible Age-level per road class. (In 
fact this is from Run3 in the road 63 study – see Sec 4.5 below.) The short horizontal bars mark 
the averages. Thus in this run (early in the project) the average is only slightly dependent upon 
the road class, despite the clearly different Age-limits. In Fig 4.3b the time evolution of the 
averages of two state variables, IRI and Age, is shown for a (recent) run with the start routine. 
(In fact this is from the budget run in Sec 4.4.2 corresponding to the long term dual price 

BCRνν =∞ .) The initial state in Värmland is found inappropriate in two different ways: 
whereas the IRI-average can be decreased by time, the Age-average is admitted to increase by 
time, as a more cost-effective solution according to the models in Ch 3. 
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4.4.2 Budget runs 

We illustrate the possibilities by some comparison runs performed by the start routine with 
4=L  levels per state dimension, using absolute state limits and various budget levels. In 

Fig4.4 several comparisons are shown. Figs 4.4a – b are almost identical, meaning that there is 
an almost constant affine transformation from long term dual price (a) to total traffic cost (b). 
In a very narrow budget interval of just 0.6 MSEK/yr, i.e. less than 1%, the long term dual 
price ∞ν  varies between 2439.1BCR ==∞ νν  and 15=∞ν , and the traffic cost shows a 40% 
increase. Thus the modelled maintenance system is most sensitive to budget reductions and 
extraordinary costs in this region, rapidly increasing the return rate demands (here ∞ν ) for a 
maintenance project to be accepted. 
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Figs 4.4c – d display the corresponding effects upon two state variables, IRI and Age, as 
measured after 10 yrs. Whereas the IRI-average decreases by around 4% as the budget level 
increases, the Age-average increases in most of the budget interval. We interpret this surprising 
result by the non-optimal initial Age-distribution, as in Fig 4.3b. The curve jumps in Fig 4.4d 
show that the best found solutions are of varying quality.

4.5 Case study: road 63 

A possible future use of the program is the following: Since the run times become high if all 
regional or national segments are considered, and since (cf. Ch 2) the dual prices determined in 
the faster start routine are rather good, a short cut is to run the main routine one iteration only, 
on a subset of the road segments of immediate interest, while activating all output data routines 
prepared. This means full optimisation in the start routine, and a kind of consequence 
computation in the main routine. We apply this run strategy for validating the basic model. A 
full-scale case study is reported in Ch 9. 

4.5.1 Run strategy 

The budget shadow prices and the future costs at the time horizon, as determined by the start 
and residual value routines, are assumed fixed in the main routine. In the start routine we apply 
standard input cost values for all setup costs. There is no incentive for iterating in the main 
routine, and the dually determined maintenance plans are taken as the solution, since no overall 
checking for feasibility is possible on this subset of road segments. The segments will carry the 
correct setup costs, except those for coordinated maintenance. By setting up different program 
assumptions we accomplish a kind of sensitivity analysis. 

4.5.2 Results 

The target for our validation was road 63, in Värmland running 81 km Karlstad - Molkom - 
Filipstad - province border (towards Hällefors). It was chosen as a well-known national road, 
consisting of segments of various road classes. As for the registered VV-data, all segments 
except one (of length 1m) had acceptable information, leaving 212 segments for investigation. 
A special validation meeting was held, with participants from VV and VTI. The purpose was 
not to sanction the results, rather to analyze, question and suggest further improvements, since 
the meeting was held soon after a first version of the model in Ch 3 had been formulated and 
implemented. 

Five runs were scrutinized at the validation meeting. We will comment upon the comparison 
runs between the three possible interpretations of the upper state limit concept (see Sec 3.2.2). 
These runs utilized the same budget assumptions, on the network level corresponding to a 
decreasing annual funding from initially 66 MSEK to 64 MSEK after 5 years. This was also 
used in Fig 4.3a above. 
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The magnitude of these annual budgets is itself a remarkable result. Although optimisation 
means cost efficiency we do not claim that these figures are comparable with the annual VV 
budget level for Värmland – almost 2.5 times our values. Some discrepancy is expected, since 
the VV-budget also finances pavement maintenance generated by other state parameters than 
our variables IRI, rutting and Age. Thus, according to VV judgements [Lang (2004)], 40 - 60% 
of the maintenance is referable to surface deficiencies as to, e.g., texture and cracking, and 
structural conditions such as bearing capacity. In practice also non-modelled obstacles may 
prevent maintenance strictly according to the optimal plans. After the validation meeting 
several model changes have been implemented but our standard budget level is still around 75 
MSEK for a (stationary) dual price equal to BCRν  (cf. Fig 4.4a for 4=L ). The long term 
ambition is of course to include all maintenance activities and also to improve the cost-effect 
model, database and method for better coincidence. 

The comparison runs are named Run3Abs (absolute IRI, rutting and Age limits), Run4Rel 
(relative IRI, rutting and Age limits, any violation penalized) and Run5Free (free limits, only 
for observation purposes). Before each run the start routine was applied, with the 
corresponding meaning of the limit concept. 

The return rate constraint (cf. Sec 3.7.2) was not considered and not satisfied in all runs 
(Run5Free). This facility was implemented later on. 

For presentation the segments were sorted according to the physical order along the road. For 
each segment the main output is a maintenance plan and other results by the year: state variable 
values, traffic and maintenance costs, future costs for each works type, layer thickness for an 
optional major maintenance operation and chosen maintenance. These results are also plotted – 
see Fig 4.5 for Run3Abs and Fig 4.6 for Run5Free. The horizontal axes show time, the horizon 
being 21 years here. The vertical axes are for two different road sections, imitating the road 
direction. Each horizontal line bounds a segment, with number and road class to the left, e.g. in 
Figs a, c beginning with №  2233 (in Karlstad), road class s6. The distances between the 
horizontal lines reflect the real segment lengths, except for the shortest segments. The grey-
scales to the right are for the state variable in question, here IRI in Figs a, b and Age in Figs c, 
d, spanning from the ideal white to the worse blackish conditions. Notice that the road classes 
have different upper state acceptance limits. The thick vertical lines mark a major maintenance 
operation, positioned at the end of the operation year, e.g. at time 1 for a major operation 
during the 1st year. The short, thick horizontal marks illustrate the relative layer thickness, from 
the lowest admissible value at the bottom to the maximum thickness (here 100 mm) at the top 
for each segment. 

For the validation we had access to a defect-inspection of the pavement conditions in Värmland 
[Daradian (2003)], made at approximately the same time as our VV-data were extracted, in the 
autumn 2002. In this defect-inspection the roads and road sections were classified according to 
the judged requirements, as maintenance categories Full, Major, Minor and None. The time 
points for the 1st major maintenance operation in our output data were compared with the 
classifications. The comparison result is shown in Tab 4.6. The Run3Abs-results in parenthesis 
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in Tab 4.6 denote sparsely occurring values. Thus for all occasions of defect-inspection 
category None, Run3Abs generates a high time value, at least the 9th yr for 1st major operation: 
good agreement. For category Minor, our computer run states at most the 9th yr: good 
agreement. For category Major, the Abs run mostly says 5th yr: rather good agreement. Finally, 
for category Full, Run3Abs mostly suggests 2nd yr: rather good agreement. 

source\Lopa 0 - 7000 - 11000 - 12900 - 15280 - 27670 - 34770 - 58120 - 61740 - 67530 - 81000
Defect-insp. None Major Full Major Full None Major Minor Major None
Run3Abs 9 5 (9, 16) 2 (5, 9) 5 (9) 2, 5 (9) 9 9 (2, 4, 5) 9 (2, 5) 5, 9 (1, 2) 9, 18

Table 4.6 Road 63. Comparison between requirements (maintenance category), according to 
Defect-inspection [Darabian (2003)], and year for 1st major maintenance operation, according 
to Run3Abs. Lopa = distance (in metres) from Karlstad. 

As for the general results, objections were made for unrealistically short periods between the 
major operations, especially in the Free and Rel runs (the latter not shown here). This 
phenomenon is accompanied with thin pavement layers (a necessity the other way round: thin 
layers must soon be replenished), with the horizontal thickness-marks at the bottom in many 
cases in Figs 4.5 - 4.6, especially in the Free run. The modelling trouble is that the quality of 
several thin layers is not the same as for one thick layer. Later on Age-differentiated lower 
limits (cf. Sec 3.3.3) were introduced for the layer thickness. However, the objection remains 
(cf. Sec 4.2.4) – but after the differentiation was made, the “bottom marks” normally represent 
thicker layers than before. Moreover, we might argue that the initial Age-averages in Figs 4.3b 
and 4.4b indicate even more frequent major maintenance operations performed in practice. 

In the three runs the possible state variable values (Age excluded) immediately after a major 
maintenance operation were bounded between 0 and the value immediately before the 
operation. Since the restrictions on the degradation rates dI, dR were realized to lead to ideal 
states 0 (without extra costs), these were later on replaced according to Sec 3.5.  

As for the simultaneous maintenance of a sequence of segments, although our approximating 
the coordination setup costs with constants means that the segments lack an economic 
incentive, Figs 4.5 – 4.6 show synchronization, with some exceptions. Since the pavement 
histories of adjacent segments are expected to be similar, this is a natural cause of simultaneous 
maintenance in the runs – especially if Age is the triggering factor. In fact this is the case in 
quite many cases in Run3Abs, as can be understood from the dark grey Age-states in Figs 4.5 c, 
d immediately before major operations. The acceptance limit is, e.g., 17 yrs for traffic class 6 
and 15 years for class 7. However, there are some short segments not maintained when the 
neighbours are. Such question marks are part of the validation. For the five deviating segments 
in Figs 4.5 a, c – № 2233, 2234, 2236, 2239 and 2263 – we turn to the detailed output lists (not 
shown). 
• № 2233 belongs to road class s6, like № 2238. The initial IRI-state is better for the former 
and its length is one third of the latter, tripling the setup cost per metre. This speaks for 
postponed maintenance for № 2233. Moreover, the future cost shows an unexpected jump near 
the end of the horizon. This also happens to № 2236, 2239 and 2263. As a consequence we 
later on improved the residual-value computations, according to Sec 4.2.5. 
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• № 2234 belongs to road class s5, like № 2237. The initial IRI-state is better for the former; 
yet major maintenance is one year before the latter. However, the degradation rate dI is much 
higher for № 2234 – which may explain the economic advantage of an earlier operation. Its 
double length in comparison with № 2237, halving the setup cost, also speaks for an earlier 
realization. 
• № 2239 has an initial rutting above the acceptance limit, necessitating an immediate major 
operation. № 2263 has a dI-value much higher than the neighbour segments, motivating early 
major maintenance. 
• In the Free run № 2295 and № 2296 might be compared, as well as № 2297 and № 2298 (all 
n6-segments). In both pairs one segment is much shorter than the other, at least ten folding the 
setup cost. These are cases where a more careful model for coordinated maintenance should 
make a difference – see Ch 6 below. 

For two n6-segments, № 2297 and 2299, the 2nd major maintenance operation was postponed 
one year (until yr 17 – see Figs 4.5 b, d), the Age-values exceeding 18 yrs, instead of just the 
limit 17, before the major operation. The code was revised later on, in order to prevent such 
program errors. (Similar objections can be made on Fig 4.3a above.) 

If the respective Figs c, d are compared we notice that the Age-values, often triggers in the 
Abs-run, become higher before the first major operation in the Free run, as expected. Notice 
that the differences between the runs are bigger than it seems, since the grey-scales are 
different. In general, the first major maintenance is performed later in Fig 4.6 than in Fig 4.5; 
reasonable when no state limits are active. Then why are Figs d lighter than Figs c, although all 
include, e.g., many n6-segments? The motivation comes from Figs a, b where the greyness 
differences are slightly reversed for the n6-segments: The initial IRI-values are worse and act 
as triggers. 

A general question mark was put on the computed traffic costs. As an extra check-up we 
computed such costs in SEK per metre and year for some segments on road 63, for some IRI-
values. These costs were then recalculated by VV. No differences were found. 

As a validation tool the plots (Figs 4.5 - 4.6) received some criticism. It was discovered that 
some segments were simply missing from the output. Moreover, since the VV-database is 
based on Lopa (see Sec 3.1.1), here the distance from Karlstad, it was recommended to print 
these values at the segment numbers. All this has been taken care of. 

In summary, the validation meeting was very constructive and resulted in several model and 
program improvements. A still open question concerns the predominance of thin layers. Our 
hypothesis is that it will be answered by a minor revision of the models in Ch 3. An insight into 
the optimisation mechanism is that simultaneous maintenance of consecutive segments often – 
but not always – results quite naturally. However, whenever a subnet, like road 63, is studied 
and it is possible to add information about a suitable road sectioning for optional coordination, 
the coordinated maintenance model in Ch 6 is conceivable, in order to achieve an increased 
confidence in our results. 
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Figure 4.5a,b Run 3Abs.Two sections of road 63. Time evolution of IRI-values, according to grey-scale 

  
Figure 4.5c,d Run 3Abs.Two sections of road 63.Time evolution of Age-values, according to grey-scale 
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Figure 4.6a,b Run5Free.Two sections of road 63.Time evolution of IRI-values, according to grey-scale 

 
Figure 4.6c,d Run5Free.Two sections of road 63.Time evolution of Age-values, according to grey-scale 
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5 Residual values 
In road maintenance planning the residual values should measure the future costs to be expec-
ted after the explicitly considered planning period. One possibility is to use zero residual values 
and a long planning period. For positive discount rates, an alternative – admitting a reduction 
of the considered time period – is to replace the zeroes by steady-state values, for an infinite 
subsequent time. The determination of such steady-state values is the topic of this chapter. 

5.1 Background 

Let us first describe the basic model structure (cf. Ch 4) in a slightly different setting. In our 
road class oriented maintenance applications we utilise a finite set of nodal states to 
characterise the pavement condition, and use discrete time for its evolution. In a first 
approximation the current state of a road segment and the immediate maintenance operation 
together determine the subsequent state transition (whereas the earlier states are irrelevant) – 
the Markov property. (This is partly a question of state definition: in Ch 3 we included IRI- and 
rutting deterioration rates to achieve this property.) We consider the distribution of road lengths 
between the nodal states at 1-yr times, in different road classes. We perform discretization of 
the continuous layer thickness variable in Sec 3.3, to have a finite set of works options and we 
apply deterministic models for the deterioration (by routine maintenance) and improvement (by 
major maintenance) of the state variable values. If a node based maintenance operation leads to 
a non-nodal state one year later, the maintained road length in our model is split among the 
neighbouring nodal states. Except for extrapolation situations the corresponding relative length 
distribution is equivalent to a probability distribution for the state transitions in a finite Markov 
chain (MC), with our distribution weights (“probabilities”) chosen so that the average 
(“expected”) state variable values coincide with those of the true succeeding state. Problems 
where the evolution is (partly) controlled by decisions, MDPs (cf. Sec 1.4.1), were formulated 
and solved by [Bellman (1957)] and [Howard (1960)], devising the two standard iteration 
methods. For, e.g., the sequential decision process with/without discounting [ibid] the optimal 
operation (“policy”) and the optimal value per state are simultaneously determined, both for 
general dynamic evolutions and for their limit, steady-state problems with nonzero and zero 
discount rates. Howard [ibid, p 83] characterises the resulting policy as statewise optimal. We 
can use the optimal values as residual values, provided that our annual budget restrictions are 
met. For a budget evaluation, the optimal steady-state distribution of the road lengths among 
the nodal states is needed. Such a distribution is also the result of the long-term model in Alviti 
et al (cf. Secs 1.4.2 – 1.4.3) – a road class based model maximising the traffic benefit, subject 
to an overall annual budget condition and road class specific constraints. Whereas they use the 
optimal long-term distribution of the road lengths themselves as terminal conditions, i.e. 
constraints, in a short-term model, we will use the residual values (i.e. the expected future costs 
per metre) for price-controlling the evolution during the explicitly considered planning period. 
Alviti et al apply Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to the whole long-term problem, whereas we 
will build on the Bellman - Howard approaches. We will formulate two similar models, each 
providing both residual values and length distributions. We will, e.g., combine the two standard 
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solution methods, policy and value iteration, as well as apply general LP and Newton’s method 
– which we prove will converge. At solving the Lagrangean dual by the Dantzig-Wolfe method 
we introduce a modification, for improved convergence in non-convex problems. 

5.2 Models 

What steady-state assumptions are reasonable? How can we motivate an assumption of a 
constant works policy (= decision rule), i.e. a stationary choice of works option for each 
pavement nodal state? On behalf of an assumed stationary budget level and our models in Ch4, 
this assumption is linked to a stationary total maintenance cost and a stationary utilizable 
budget. The two last-mentioned properties restrict the overall length distribution, permitting the 
lengths per nodal state to fluctuate. However, a stationary total maintenance cost is an 
unwanted condition, introducing coupling constraints between the road classes / segments that 
would be a computational challenge. Instead we may control both properties, by assuming that 
all the relaxed budget constraints correspond to a stationary Lagrangean multiplier value – 
reasonable, if the total maintenance cost and the utilizable budget are stationary. This is a dual 
type of constraint and we call this model, (5.1) below, semi-stationary (because of the 
remaining length variation). Another possibility would be to assume that the time evolution has 
led to a constant length distribution as well; we call it the steady-state model, (5.5) below. 

In this chapter we will use time index k (and occasionally κ ), denoting the terminal time by K, 
to distinguish from transposing T.  

We will determine the residual values, at time K, and the length distributions in two separate 
models. This separation is possible, due to our main assumptions of the stationary works policy 
and multiplier value. 

5.2.1 Residual values model 

In the road class oriented, dynamic model (4.7) we applied a residual value rnKϕ  to each 
nodal-n state rnx  of road class r at the time horizon )2( TK = . These values are substitutes for 
the optimal future costs in an implicit infinite succeeding time period. The first, semi-stationary 
model (5.1) below is formulated in order to establish the form of these future costs. We think 
of the time evolution as one dynamic period, described by (4.7), switching to the infinite-time 
semi-stationary model at some unspecified transition time point κ  (instead of an asymptotic 
approach). Hypothetically we presume that the influence of (4.7) is transferred as an initial 
length distributions nrrn ,

0 )(λ  given at κ . We repeat the semi-stationary (heuristic) model 

assumptions: 

• κ  begins a stabilised budget situation, meaning a stationary annual budget ∞b  and a 
stationary (optimal) multiplier value ∞ν  for the relaxed annual budget constraints, 

• κ  begins a stabilised pavement works situation, meaning a stationary (optimal) 
decision rule nrrnrr ,)()( uU =  each year. 
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In comparison with (4.7), in (5.1) we keep the 2D works description rnu  of type and extent 
from Sec 3.3, let k for simplicity measure the future time from the switch point κ  ( )0=k  and 
onwards, and will write the nodal based quantities without tilde notations (since we risk no 
confusion with any segment quantities here). By writing the traffic and maintenance costs rnf  
and )( rnrng u , respectively, and denoting the transition functions )( rnnrnp u′ , to emphasise 
their character of transition probabilities to the different succeeding states ,n′ the semi-
stationary model becomes 
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Since in (5.1) the budget constraints (5.1b) are the only explicit links between the road classes, 
Lagrangean relaxation of (5.1b) is a natural means for the determination of the residual values. 
The first steady-state assumption means that one and the same Lagrangean multiplier value 

∞=νν k  applies each year k. As in Ch 4, the Lagrangean dual separates into a number of road 
class specific network subproblems and a trivial budget subproblem. Letting c denote the 1-
year sum of traffic and relaxed maintenance costs in (5.1), i.e. 
   )(:)( rnrnrnrnrn gdfc uu ⋅⋅+= ∞ν ,  
the road class r-subproblem runs 
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By the optimal residual values nrnr )(ϕ=ϕ  for road class r we mean the optimal future costs 
from the nodal states at time κ  (in general from any fixed (finite) time κ≥ ) in (5.2). 

Since ( ) nnrnnrnrr p ′′≡ ,)()( uUP  is a probability matrix, i.e. nonnegative with all row sums 

equal to 1, the Frobenius-Perron theorem, see e.g. [Luenberger (1979), p 193], guarantees that 
the inverse 1)]([ −− rrd UPI  exists for every discount factor value [1,0[∈d . 
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Lemma 5.1: Given rU  and 1<d , the residual values in (5.2) are 

  [ ] )()(:)(~ 1
rrrrrr d UcUPIU −⋅−=ϕ . 

Proof: Let )( rr Ucc ≡ and )( rr UPP ≡ . The residual values at time τ  reflect the future costs 
emanating from c. The worst possible case for any state is to get )(max:max rnrn

n
cc u=  with 

probability 1 in every succeeding time period, i.e. 
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The same upper bound applies to every node n and every succeeding time period ,0 , >+ kkκ  
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Here P is a stochastic matrix with 1|||||||| 11 =≤ kk PP , ||)(~|| , rkr U+κϕ  is bounded and 0↓kd  

as ∞↑k . The result is unchanged for every finite initial time κ≥ . Hence the lemma follows.■ 

For a given rU  the length distributions in (5.2) are determined by the state transition 
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Lemma 5.2 shows that the 0
rnλ -coefficient in the objective sums up the future costs per metre, 

in nodal state n of decision rule rU  (at time κ ), i.e. for an optimum decision the coefficient 
)(~

rrn Uϕ  coincides with the optimal residual value. 

From Lemmas 5.1 - 5.2 we realise that (5.2) can be expressed in terms of residual values 
instead of the length distributions, as 
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With the result of Lemma 5.1 written like (5.3b) it is logical that the future costs at two 
consecutive times coincide. 

In the objective (5.3a) only the initial lengths 0
rλ  (at time τ ) matter. The question is: do they?  

Above we claimed that, due to our assumption of a stationary decision rule, the residual values 
do not depend on the initial lengths. This is verified by Cor 5.1 below. 

Definition 5.1: A decision rule ∗
rU  is statewise optimal if )(~min)(~

rrnrrn
r

UU
U
ϕϕ =∗  for each n. 

For general compact sets r  and for (lower) semicontinuous functions )( rr Uc , )( rr UP , the 
use of the Banach fixed-point theorem, e.g. [Puterman (2004), p 154], shows the existence of a 
statewise optimal deterministic decision rule (in the general class of randomised = stochastic 
rules) satisfying (5.4a) - (5.4b) below, which are the optimality conditions in discounted 
Markov decision problems (MDP’s). We formulate it, without proof, in a weaker sense, 
sufficient for our purposes. 

Proposition 5.1: In any road class r assume that )( rr Uc , )( rr UP  are continuous functions of 

rU  and that ∏
n

rnr )(x  is a compact set. A decision rule nrnr )( ∗∗ ≡ uU  exists, solving 
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Corollary 5.1: ∗
rU  in Prop 5.1 solves (5.3) (and (5.2)). 

Proof: Since 00 ≥rλ  we have 
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i.e. ∗
rU  is an optimum solution of (5.3) (and ∗

rU , 0)( r
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5.2.2 Length distributions model 

Model (5.1) is inconsequent insofar as we have assumed an implicit constant dual price ∞ν  and 
a constant decision rule rr )(U , whereas the utilizable budget ky  and the length distributions 

rrk )(λ  may vary by k. An alternative is to assume 0>>K , i.e. that rr )(U  is applied many 
times prior to the terminal time, and that rrK )(λ  approximate limit distributions. 
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By the use of a Cesaro limit, e.g. [Puterman (2004), p 591], the limit transition matrix 
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 whenever the ordinary limit exists, i.e. 

for aperiodic (regular) MCs – in which case )( r
k

r UP  is positive for some 0>k , see e.g. 
[Berman and Plemmons (1979), p 219]. The corresponding limit length distribution is 
  0)(: r

T
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In practice we expect that the ordinary limit exists, providing 
  ∞∞ = r

T
rrr λUPλ )( , 

i.e. ∞rλ  is an eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue 1 of T
rP . 

As independent of the initial length distribution, this ∞rλ  is the key to our second, steady-state 
model, used for approximating the length distribution at time K. It corresponds to an additional 
(heuristic) assumption about the distance from transition time κ , written with the index-value 
∞  implicit: 

• time 0>>K  occurs in a stabilised pavement state situation, meaning a stationary 
length distribution nrrnrr ,)()( λ== λΛ  in every succeeding year. 

With this additional assumption and with the given initial length distributions (5.1e) replaced 
by total length conditions plus non-negativity, the semi-stationary model (5.1) can be 
simplified to a full steady-state model (5.5) below. In the semi-stationary model the total length 
conditions are redundant, since they follow from the initial length distributions (5.1e) and the 
flow balance conditions (5.1d). In the steady-state model we need just one utilizable-budget 
variable ∞y  and can evaluate the sums over k (arbitrarily from time K or from 0=k ) in the 
objective (5.1a), to have 
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In (5.5), the equations (5.5d) are linearly dependent: 
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Model (5.5) is nonlinear. By discretizing the works extent, layer thickness, for the works type 
major maintenance, the 2D pavement works variables )( rnrrn xu ∈  turn into a finite set of 
1D maintenance options rnrnum ∈=  (where routine maintenance is included). By adding 
index m to the maintenance costs )(mgg rnrnm ≡ , the transition probabilities 

)(mpp nrnmnrn ′′ ≡  and the length variables )( nmrrnm ∞≡ λλ , letting the time index ∞  be 
implicit, we get the linearized steady-state model: 
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Using the presumed dual price ∞ν  for a relaxation of (5.5b´), the dual subproblem separates 
into road class r specific subproblems and a trivial budget subproblem. Letting 

rnmrnrnm gdfc ⋅+= ∞ν: , rnmdrnm cc −= 1
1:~  the dual r-subproblem becomes 
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Mathematically model (5.6) is an example of an average cost MDP, see [Puterman (2004), 
p391]. If rnmλ  is in metres we identify its coefficient rnmc~  in (5.6a) as the residual value per 
metre, according to this model. Due to the model logics (and the simplicity) it is conceivable to 
use (5.6) instead of (5.2) for the residual values computation. 
Viewing (5.6) as an average cost LP-primal, introducing LP-dual variables nn )v(=v  and w 
for the flow balance constraints (5.6b) and the length condition (5.6c), respectively, the 
corresponding LP-dual, cf. [ibid., p 391], becomes a w-maximin problem 
  (5.7a)                                                                                              maximise

,
wLenr

w
⋅

v
 

 subject to   (5.7b)                                    .,~vv rnrnm
n

nmnrnn mncpw ∈∀≤−+ ∑
′

′′  

Notice the resemblance between (5.7b) and (5.4) for the residual values nrn )(ϕ . Introducing 

rR  the optimality conditions (5.4) can be written 
  )(5.4b'                        ,)()()](-[:)( ∏∈∀≤−=

n
rnrrrrrrrrr d xU0UcUPIUR ϕ  
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where equality holds for some ∗= rr UU  according to (5.4a). For a linearization of nrn )(u  in 
(5.4) - (5.4´), corresponding to (5.5´), we have 

Proposition 5.2: The optimal residual values ( )nrnϕ  of (5.4) provide a lower bound 

rn
n

rLen ϕmin⋅  for the optimal value of the LP-dual (5.7) (and primal (5.6)). 

Proof: Take nC
d

d
rnn ∀+

−
= ϕ

1
:v , C arbitrary, and rn

n
w ϕmin:=  in the LP-dual (5.7).  

Since the optimal ( )nrnr ϕ=ϕ  for any (linearized) rU  satisfies (5.4b´) and since 11UP =)( rr ,
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i.e. a dually feasible solution with a lower objective bound rn
n

rr LenwLen ϕmin⋅=⋅ . ■ 

Definition 5.2: At node n in road class r the set of works m-options that by certainty lead to the 
very same (absorbing) state n is }1:{:absorb =∈= rnnmrnrn pm . 

As can be seen from the dual constraints (5.7b) an obvious upper objective bound is received 
from the possible absorbing states n, as rnm

mn
cw

rn

~min:
absorb, ∈

= . 

In the opposite model direction we have: 

Proposition 5.3: If (v, w) is feasible in (5.7), then 

  nw
d

d
n

n
nrn ∀+−−= )vmaxv(1:ϕ  

satisfies (5.4b´). 

Proof: (5.7b) corresponds to 
  rn

n
nrmnrnrnmrn mnpdcdwd ∈∀⋅+≤+− ∑

′
′′ ,)1( ϕϕ . 

Since 

  nww
d

d
n

n
nrn ∀+≤+−−= 0)vmaxv(1ϕ  

the previous LHS satisfies 
  rnrnrn

n
rn dddwd ϕϕϕϕ ≥⋅+⋅−≥+− max)1()1( . 

Hence nrn )(ϕ  satisfies (5.4b´). ■ 
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Whereas Prop 5.2 assumes rn
n

w ϕmin= , Prop 5.3 is about rn
n

w ϕmax= . For such choices the 

normal case is that one node n (i.e. one rnϕ ) provides the extreme w-value, implying that one 
constraint in (5.7b) and (5.4b´), respectively, is satisfied with equality. However, for the 
optimum we expect at least one binding (n, m)-constraint per node n – which tells us that an 
optimum solution of (5.7) or (5.4) does not normally creates an optimum for the other problem. 
Anyhow, it may serve as a feasible, initial solution.  

5.2.3 Markov chains 

Consider (5.1) and (5.5) - (5.5´) for a given decision rule rÛ , and corresponding probabilities 
)ˆ(ˆ

rrr UPP ≡ . The matrix rP̂  is stochastic, i.e. each row sum equals 1, and rPI ˆ−  is singular. 

By a re-indexing of the states, the MC can be put on the canonical form ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

QS
OR

Pr
ˆ , where 

O is a zero matrix, R is block-diagonal with a block c
r

c PR ˆ=  for each closed (absorbing), 
communicating (=comm.) class c of states, the quadratic matrix Q corresponds to the transient 
comm.classes and S contains nonzero elements. Since Q is a substochastic matrix, i.e. a 
stochastic matrix with at least one row sum less than 1.0, the fundamental matrix 1)( −−QI  is 
well-defined – and positive, according to [Luenberger (1979), p 240]. This positivity claim (as 
well as [ibid, Thm 2, p 198] is wrong, as the following (counter-)example shows. 

Example 5.1: Let 
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
=

5.005.0
05.05.0
001

:P̂ .  We identify ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
≡

5.00
05.0

Q  and get  

        ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
≡−

5.00
05.0

QI , ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
≡− −

20
02

)( 1QI , i.e. the inverse is nonnegative but not positive. ■ 

Lemma 5.3: The fundamental matrix 1)( −−QI  exists, nonnegative. 

Proof: For any fixed 0>t  let 1: −+++= k
k QQIB L , whence k

k QIBQI −=− :)( . 
According to [ibid, p 238] the probability of remaining in the transient set of states goes to zero 
with the number of time steps, i.e. OQ →k  as ∞↑t . Hence IBQI →− k)( , i.e. 

1)( −−→ QIBk . 

In the series expansion, OQ ≥  implies OQI ≥− −1)( . ■ 

Since the nondiagonal elements of QI −  are nonpositive and OQI ≥− −1)( , QI −  is an M-
matrix, see [Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970), p 54]. 

Lemma 5.4: Form c
r+P̂  from c

rP̂  by excluding the row and column of some node in the closed 

comm.class c. c
r+P̂  is substochastic, OP →+

tc
r )ˆ(  as ∞↑t  and 1)ˆ( −

+− c
rPI  exists, nonnegative. 
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Proof: Since c is a closed comm.class the remaining nodes in c
r+P̂  communicate with the 

excluded node, i.e. at least one row sum in c
r+P̂  is less than 1. Thus c

r+P̂  is substochastic – and 
behaves like the transient matrix Q in Lemma 5.3. ■ 

Irreducible (=ergodic) MCs is the special case when all states communicate in a single class, 
and corresponds to an irreducible matrix .ˆ

rP  Although we expect irreducible MCs, or MCs 
with exactly one closed comm.class and a transient part, to be the normal case in our 
applications, we will comment on the degeneracy cases below.  

The question of reducible MCs is linked to the road length distributions. In (4.7) these are 
given per road class at time 0. Apart from our assumption in Sec 5.2.2 that ordinary limit 
matrices ( )rrr )(UP∞  and length distributions rr )( ∞λ  exist, we assume that it is possible, during 

the initial dynamic planning period of K years, to reach every node from every other node, i.e. 
possible to control the evolution (e.g., by the residual prices) to the terminal states we want, 
those leading to minimum total cost in (5.5). The general distribution freedom is between the 
closed classes, not within them. See Sec 5.3.6 below. 

5.3 Method 

The methods we apply to the dual subproblems (5.2) and (5.6) are almost identical, both 
involving two steps: 

• Determine an optimal works solution ∗U  and optimal residual values ϕ , either as a 
discounted MDP, by solving (5.4), or as an average cost MDP, by solving (5.7) and 
identifying c~=ϕ  in (5.6a) for ∗U . 

• Determine optimal length distributions λ  for ∗U , either as an average cost MDP, by 
solving (5.6), or as a discounted MDP, by computing a Cesaro or ordinary limit based 

0)( r
T

rrr λUPλ ∗∞
∞ =  from the initial length distribution nLenλ rrn ∀= ||0 .  

Below we describe the method proposals for the average cost MDP (5.6) and comment on the 
few differences vs. the discounted MDP. The classical methods are the value and policy 
iteration methods , see [Howard (1960)]. A lot of variants have been proposed. We concentrate 
on the Gauss-Seidel variants of the value iteration method – cf. [Bertsekas (1995)] for the 
average cost and [Puterman (2004), p 166], for the discounted cost MDPs. For the linearized 
versions of (5.2) and (5.6) we also apply LP and for all the models a Newton type method is 
developed. Both these methods can be viewed as policy iteration in a more general setting. In 
the dual network r-subproblem below the road class index r is implicit. 

5.3.1 Dual optimisation 

In the Lagrangean relaxations of both (5.1b) and (5.2b) the first steady-state assumption means 
that one and the same Lagrangean multiplier value ∞≡νν  applies each year. As in Ch 4 the 
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dual subproblem separates into a network subproblem and a budget subproblem. The latter has 
the trivial solution ∞∞ = by  for every BCRνν ≥∞  (and −∞↓∞y  for BCRνν <∞ ; which 
therefore is neglected in the dual) and the contribution to the dual objective is 

)(
1 BCR ∞∞ −
−

ννb
d

d  in both relaxations. We use a common tensor notation Λ  for the 

respective collection of length variables, in the residual values model ( ) nkrrkn ,,: λ=Λ  and in 

the length distributions model ( ) nrrn ,: λ=Λ  (or, linearized, ( ) mnrrnm ,,: λ=Λ ), and let )(ν∗Λ  

hold the optimal road lengths for a given ∞≡νν  in the network subproblem. Moreover, we use 
common notations for the respective total discounted traffic cost and maintenance cost-budget 
difference, e.g. in the residual values model  

  ∑ ∑∑ ∑
∈

⋅⋅=
k r n m

rknrn
k

rn

fdF λ:)(Λ  and ∑ ∑∑ ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−⋅⋅= ∞

+

k r n
rknrnrn

k bgdG λ)(:)( 2
1

uΛ , 

where nrrn ,)(uU =  solves the dual subproblem. 

The common form of the Lagrangean-dual problems becomes 
  ))(())((:)(   maximise

BCR
νννν

νν
∗∗

≥
⋅+= ΛΛ GFΦ . 

The updating of the only multiplier ν  can be made in several ways – see Fig 5.1. One possibi-
lity is to use the Dantzig-Wolfe approach (cf. Sec 1.2.4): Given any two points 21,νν , 21 νν < , 
surrounding the optimum and with dual values 21,ΦΦ  and subgradients ,0,0 21 <> GG  linear 
approximation at each of the two points gives an optimistic (upper) bound for the dually 
optimal value as 
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12212112 )(
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GGGΦGΦΦ
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−−−= νν , 

and the next iterate 
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+
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By a successive reducing of the uncertainty interval ] 21,νν [, the process goes on until the 

difference between the solutions )( iν
∗Λ  for 2,1=i  is due to, e.g, a single maintenance choice. 

Whenever 21,GG  have magnitudes of different orders it may be advantageous to replace the 
Dantzig-Wolfe updating by interpolation, in order to solve .0=G  Linear G-interpolation: 
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+
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or cubic ),( GΦ -interpolation: 
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Here the ν -sign should be chosen such that the new iterate falls between 1ν  and 2ν . 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A cubic interpolation might be successful, if the dual function surface consists of a large 
number of (small) facets of constant subproblem solutions. The DW method might be superior, 
especially in a linearized model and if few facets are important for the dual optimum. 

For the DW method, in general, we have prepared a modification to accomplish convergence in 
practice, also in non-convex problem instances. In a 1D case like here it simply means that we 
do not accept the new iterate to fall too close to 1ν  or 2ν . The Lagrangean multipliers can be 
occasionally bounded from above (for one dual iteration; or permanently, since extremely high 
values would be interpreted as unrealistic demands for the benefit/cost ratio (1.1) – in practice 
unsolvable). Such bounds, providing a compact ν -domain, eliminate the risk of unbounded 
solutions. The remaining convergence trouble is that the method might get stuck, taking 
infinitesimal or giant steps and never approaching the dual optimum. 

Our aim is to separate the dual iterates. The optimal solution of the latest master problem is the 
top ∗ν  – see Fig 5.2 for a 2D illustration – close to the current iterate )(Iν . (Cf. Fig 1.3; in Fig 
5.2 we visualise a 3rd  Φ -dimension and a tetrahedron bounded by three majorant planes and 
the level plane ∗=ΦΦ .) Denoting the dual iteration number by i and the generated affine 
majorants by 
  ( ) )()()()()();(ˆ)( )()()()()()( i

T
ii

T
iii FΦΦΦ νGνννGνννννν +=−+≡≤  Ii ,,1K= , 

we consider the linearization level set });(ˆ:{: )( *
∗≥= ΦΦ iννν  in Fig 5.2, where the level 

value )( )( ∗≡∗ iΦΦ ν  is attained in iteration ∗i , as determined in either of two ways. 

(1): )( maxarg )(i
i

Φi ν∈∗  or (2): |||| minarg )(
∗∗ −∈ νν i

i
i  (cf. formula below). 

Letting )( )( ∗≡∗ iFF ν  and )( )( ∗≡∗ iνGG , we compute the step length )(iσ  along the 

subgradient ∗G  from ∗ν  needed to reach each majorant i on level ∗Φ : 

  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

⋅+=
+=
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∗

.
)()(

)(

)()(

Gνν
νGνν

i

i
T

iFΦ
σ

  for Ii ,,1K= . 

Φ  Φ  

ν  ν  ν  

G 

Figure 5.1 Dual price updating methods. a (left): Dantzig-Wolfe, b (middle): linear G-
interpolation, c (right): cubic ),( GΦ -interpolation. 
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For 0)( )( ≠∗GνG T
i  we get ∗

∗∗
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +−

=
GνG

νGνν

T
i

i
T

i

i

FΦ

)(

)()(

)(

)()(

)(σ . 

Introducing the dimensioning step lengths ]0:[min )()( >= ii
i

C σσσ , ]0:[max )()( <= ii
i

A σσσ  

we identify the two intersections with level set  (see Fig 5.2) CAjjj ,=⋅+= ∗∗ Gνν σ . 
If, say, CA σσ <||  (as in Fig 5.2) we focus on Aν . A modification is performed, if the relative 

distance )(|||||||| ACAACA σσσ −=−−∗ νννν  is less than a prescribed lower bound p, 

2
10 << p , i.e. if ∗ν  is close to the boundary of . (In Fig 5.2 2.0=p  is used.) In such a case 

we add a constraint to the master problem, which excludes the greyish region and is derived as 
follows. 

 
Let CA pp σσσ +−= )1(:  and ∗∗ ⋅+=−⋅+= Gννννν σ)(: ACAB p , on an acceptable 

(relative) p-distance from Aν . We let the majorant of iteration ∗i  and its level value at Bν  
determine an occasional “cut”: 

   );(ˆ);(ˆ
)()( ** iBi ΦΦ νννν ≥   ⇔   2|||| ∗∗∗∗ ⋅+≥ GνGνG σ

TT
. 

By adding one or more such constraints to the optimal simplex tableau of the master problem 
and applying the dual simplex method, see [Dantzig (1963), p 243], the modified solution, 

)1( +Iν  in Fig 5.2, is usually derived in a few LP-iterations. By solving the dual subproblem for 
)1( += Iνν  in Fig 5.2, a new real “cut” (affine majorant) is found. If the first proposal ∗ν  is 

correct, all but the greyish region might be cut off from the level set . It should be pointed 
out that the added constraints are occasional, utilised in one dual iteration only. Near the ν -
bounds, a special modification is needed. 

 

ν(I+1) 

νB 

ν* 

Figure 5.2  Illustrative example of convergence improving modification of DW-iterate. 

ν1 

ν2 

νC 

νA 

ν(I) 

G* 
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5.3.2 Value iteration 

Consider the network r-subproblem (with r implicit). As for the average cost MDP (5.6), the 
Gauss-Seidel variant means that from a given initial solution ( iv , iw ) in iteration 0=i , e.g. 
chosen according to Prop 5.2 or, letting )(~minmin:

)(
min nn

n
cc

nn
u

xu ∈
= , 0v =0 , min

0 cw =  or 

)(~minv
)(

0
nnn c

nn
u

xu ∈
=  together with min

0 cw =  if 0min <c , otherwise 00 =w . All three 

choices are feasible in (5.7)), a fact that we prove for one of them. 

Lemma 5.5: )(~minv
)(

0
nnn c

nn
u

xu ∈
=  together with (a): min

0 cw =  if 0min <c ,  

otherwise (b):  00 =w ,  provide feasibility in (5.7b). 

Proof: Consider the difference between LHS and RHS for an arbitrary pair ( mn, ) in (5.7b). 
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mnr
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nm cpwccpcwwf
nnn

~min0~~min~min:),( 0000v

Case (a) min
~min cpcp mnrnmnr

m
mnrn

n
⋅≥⋅ ′′′

∈′
′

′
  implies 

  01),( minminminmin
00 =⋅−≤⋅−≤ ∑

′
′ ccpccwf

n
mnrnnm v , feasible. 

Case (b) min
~min cc mnr

m n
≥′′

∈′ ′
  implies 

  01)()~(0),( minminminmin
00 =⋅−≤−+≤−+≤ ∑∑

′
′

′
′′′ cccpccpwf

n
mnrn

n
mnrmnrnnm v , 

feasible. ■ 

From the given start solution ( 0v , 0w ) the succeeding values are computed sequentially: 

        
i

nn

i
nnnn

nn

i
nnnnnn

i
n wppc, ,n

nn
−⋅+⋅+== ∑∑

≥′
′′

<′

+
′′

∈
+ ]v)(v)()(~[min  v: ||,21For  1

)(
1 uuu

xu
K  

For the updating of the “gain” iw , [Bertsekas (1995)] gives the details. He suggests a Jacobian 
updating, i.e. postponing the use of the latest computed values , ,v 1 nni

n <′+
′  until all nodes 

∈n  have been considered, is recommended e.g. every tenth iteration. The iterating 
continues until the values converge in norm, as ε<−+− ++ |||||||| 11 iiii wwvv , and – if the 

works n
i
n

i )(uU =  that provides 1+iv  is registered – also until stagnation ii UU =+1 . 

In the discounted MDP case (5.2) we exchange iv  for iϕ  and exclude iw . Although the two 
sums that represent the succeeding costs become suppressed by the discount factor d, the direct 
annual cost becomes less influential, since )()(~

1
1

rrdrr UcUc −=  is replaced by )( rr Uc  and 

dd −>1  is expected. 
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5.3.3 Policy iteration 

Consider the network r-subproblem (with r implicit). For the average cost MDP an initial 
pavement works solution n

i
n

i )(uU =  in iteration 0=i  is given, e.g. )(~minarg0 UcU
U

∈  for 

the current ∞ν -value. For a given iU  the values ivv = , iww =  solve the linear system of 
equations 

  ⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

=
=⋅+−

0v
)(~)]([

0n

ii cw U1vUPI
   (policy evaluation = value determination) 

where the choice 0v
0
=n  is motivated by the occurrence of the arbitrary constant C in the 

proof of Prop 5.2. For a given value iterate ( iv , iw ) the next works iterate is 

  ])()(~[minarg
)(

1 ii

n
nn

vUPUcU
xU

+
∏

∈
∈

+
  (policy improvement) 

The stop criterion is stagnation ii UU =+1 . As for degeneracy – see the following subsections. 

For the discounted MDP, c replaces c~ , P⋅d  replaces P, ϕ  replaces v, and w exits. 

[Howard (1960)] proves that every policy improvement step leads to an improved value nv  (or 

nϕ ) for at least one node n, and that – when the policy improvement routine converges (in a 
finite number of iterations) – no other U can provide better values: statewise optimal. 

5.3.4 LP iteration 

Our use of LP comes from the observation that a simplified simplex pivoting can be performed, 
without any explicit primal length variables λ , without any computation of the current basis 
inverse and of the leaving basic variable. Consider the network r-subproblem (with r implicit) 
and the linearized version (5.6) of the average cost MDP. In each LP-iteration we assume that 
one works option nnm ∈ˆ  per node n is basic and that exactly one closed comm.class (of 

cardinality 2≥ ) exists. In matrix-vector notation, letting nnmnn n
p ′′≡ ,ˆ )(P̂ , nmn n

)(ˆ
ˆλ≡λ  and 

using 1  as the one-vector, the iterate λ̂  satisfies the steady-state r-subproblem constraints 

  
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

≥
=

=−

(5.6d´)                                                                                             .ˆ
(5.6c´)                                                                                             ˆ
(5.6b´)                                                                                             ˆ)ˆ(

0λ
λ1

0λPI
LenT

T

 

Since the equations in (5.6b´) are linearly dependent we omit one, for some node 0n  in the 

only closed comm.class, and distinguish the corresponding λ̂ -component 0λ̂ . By partitioning 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
= +

0
ˆ
ˆˆ
λ
λλ  we get a reduced ⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
= +

T
0ˆ

ˆˆ
p
PP , without column nnnp )(

0
, and a reduced transposed 
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coefficient matrix ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−
−= +

1ˆ

ˆ
:

0
Tp

1PIG . 

In standard LP ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

Len
T 0
λG ˆ  is solved for λ̂ , and the pivoting involves checking 0ˆ ≥λ . Here 

this is unnecessary, since: 

Proposition 5.4: Assume that the MC consists of exactly one closed comm.class c and 

possibly also a (collective) transient class. λ̂  solving ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

Len
T 0
λG ˆ  is nonnegative, positive in 

c and zero otherwise. 

Proof: Letting ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
≡ +

+ QS
OPP

cˆˆ , Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 imply that 1)( −−QI , 1)ˆ( −
+− cPI  exist, 

nonnegative. We get 

  ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−−−
−=−= −−

+
−

−
+−

+ 111

1
1

)()ˆ()(
)ˆ()ˆ(:

QIPISQI
OPIPIH c

c
, nonnegative. 

Making the ansatz T
T d

−=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ G
c

bA
 : , the solution λ̂  can be written Len

dλ
⋅⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛ + bλ

0
ˆ
ˆ

.  

We get dd TTT ⋅=+= 00 ˆ  ),ˆ1(1 pHbpH1 . 

Since H, 0p̂  are nonnegative we get 0>d  and b, λ̂  nonnegative. 

Partitioning into the comm.class c and the transient states, as ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
≡

0
pp

c
0

0
ˆˆ , we get 

  
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛ −⋅=⋅=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
≡

−
+

0
pPIpH

b
bb

cTcT
c dd 0

1
0trans

ˆ)ˆ(ˆ . 

The zero length in the transient states is obvious. Using Lemma 5.4, cb  can be expanded as 

  ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +++⋅=−⋅= ++

−
+ LcTccTcccTcc dd 0

2
000

1 ˆ)ˆ(ˆˆˆˆ)ˆ( pPpPppPIb . 

Since the distinguished state 0n  communicates with at least one other state in c, c
0p̂  has a 

positive component for some n. The meaning of a closed c is that every state n′  in c can be 

reached in a finite number k of time steps, i.e. cTkc
0ˆ)ˆ( pP+  has a (first) positive n′ -component. 

Hence every cb -component n′  gets positive contributions in the series expansion. ■ 

As for the choice of a dually feasible, initial works solution 0U  – see Policy iteration. The dual 
constraints (5.7b) are used for LP-pivoting. For each node n we use one basic nu -variable, 
here indexed nm∈ , and let 0v

0
=n  for some node 0n . The reduced costs 

  wpcc n
n

nmnnnmnm −−+= ∑
′

′′ vv~:  

determine the (n, m)-variables entering the basis. If one per iteration enters, we have the 
classical LP-case. If one entering variable per node n is admitted, the one with most negative 
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reduced cost, the LP-iteration method coincides with policy iteration (compare the nmc -
expression, for constant wn +v , with the policy improvement formula in Sec 5.3.3). By 
adjusting the entering rule to, e.g., the most negative nmc -values (for different states n), a more 
general method is obtained. Given a basis of  m-values nm̂  for all the nodes ∈n , the solving 
of the linear system nc

nmn ∀= 0ˆ  for the dual prices (v, w) coincides with the value 
determination step of policy iteration. The updating and registration of the LP-primal variables 
λ  in (5.6), needed for any budget evaluation, is postponed until the length distributions step – 
see below.  

During the LP-iterating (and policy iterating) we try to circumvent any possible trouble with 
reducible MCs. Encountered absorbing states and multiple comm.classes are handled by 
occasional manipulation, in changing the current works choices by force. The purpose is to 
pass by the non-optimal, irrelevant cases. If the final works choice is manipulated, this is 
signalised as a degeneracy case to the length distributions step – see Sec 5.3.6 below. We 
distinguish two types of (possibly co-existing) non-optimal solutions. 

• 1st kind of degeneracy: a reducible MC with at least two closed comm.classes is identi-
fied in the final solution, by a singular system of eqns in the value determination step. 

• 2nd kind of degeneracy: a reducible MC with at least one absorbing state is identified in 
the final solution, by the w -value satisfying ww =  for some upper bound w  coming 
from the possible (pre-identified) absorbing states n (with ∅≠absorb

rn ) in Def 5.2. 

As for the discounted MDP, an adequate LP formulation (cf. (5.3)) is 
  ∑ ⋅

n
nn

nn
ϕλ

ϕ
0

)(
 maximise                  (5.8a) 

  subject to   rnnm
n

nmnnn mncpd ∈∀≤⋅− ∑
′

′′ ,ϕϕ .             (5.8b) 

The similarities with (5.7) makes the LP-handling evident – but the argument for a simplified 
pivoting is slightly different. Therefore we view (5.8) as an LP-dual, with primal 

 
( )

(5.9a)                                                                                    minimise
,

∑ ∑
∈n m

nmnm
λ

rnmnnm
λc  

  subject to  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

∈∀≥

∀=⋅− ∑ ∑∑
′ ∈

′′
∈

(5.9c)                       .,0

(5.9b)                       0

rnnm

n
n m

mnnmn
m

nm

mnλ

nλλpdλ
rnrn  

Here (5.9b) implies 

       ∑ ∑∑ ∑∑ ∑∑ ∑ ∑∑
∈′ ∈

′
∈′ ∈

′′
∈

⋅−=⋅⋅−=⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅−

n m
nm

n m
mn

n m
nm

n n m
mnnmn

m
nm

rnrnrnrnrn

λdλdλλpdλ )1(1  

       ∑∑ ∑ ⋅
−

=
∈ n

n
n m

nm λ
d

λ
rn

0
1

1 , 

i.e. a constant total length (in each road class). 

With the current basis consisting of one works choice rnnm ∈ˆ  per node n, corresponding to 

length vector λ̂  and transition matrix P̂ , the iterate λ̂  solves 0
ˆˆ)ˆ( λλPI =⋅− Td .  
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Proposition 5.5: Assume that the the MC consists of one closed comm.class c and possibly 
also a transient class. λ̂  solving 0

ˆˆ)ˆ( λλPI =⋅− Td  is nonnegative, positive in c. 

Proof: PI ˆd−  is strictly diagonally dominant with positive diagonal, otherwise nonpositive. 
Hence, see [Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970), p 55], PI ˆd−  is an M-matrix, i.e. 

OPIH ≥−= −1)ˆ(: d . Letting ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
≡

QS
OPP

cˆˆ , cP̂  is irreducible, and thus also cdPI ˆ− . Then, 

[Ortega (1987), p 221], OPI >− −1)ˆ( cd . The whole inverse H takes the form (cf. Prop 5.4) 

  ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−−−⋅
−= −−−

−

111

1

)()ˆ()(
)ˆ(

QIPISQI
OPIH
dddd

d
c

c
. 

Partitioning ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
≡ transˆ

ˆˆ
λ
λλ

c
, ⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
≡ trans

0

0
0 ˆ

ˆˆ
λ
λλ

c
 we get 

  ( )trans
0

1
0

1 ˆ)(ˆ)ˆ(ˆ λλλ −− −⋅+−= TTcTcc ddd QISPI , 

  trans
0

1trans ˆ)(ˆ λλ −−= TdQI . 

Since 0≥0λ̂  and OH ≥  we get 0≥λ̂ . For 0≡/c
0λ̂ , OPI >− −1)ˆ(

Tcd  implies 0>cλ̂ . 

For 0≡c
0λ̂  we have 0≠trans

0
ˆ

nλ  for some node n. We may expand 

  L+++=− − trans
0

22trans
0

trans
0

trans
0

1 ˆˆˆˆ)( λλλλ
TTT ddd QQQI . 

Since the transient part is not closed, at least one transient state n′  communicates with c, i.e. 
the n′ -row of S is non-zero and n′  can be reached from n in a finite number k of time steps – 

corresponding to a (first) positive n′ -component of trans
0λ̂Q

Tkkd  in the series expansion. 

OPI >− −1)ˆ(
Tcd  implies 0>cλ̂ . ■ 

5.3.5 Newton iteration 

We avoid the 2nd kind of degeneracy during the very solution process, as in Sec 5.3.4, by 
confining the considered works options to absorbtransf \: rnrnrnm =∈  (cf. Def 5.2). The 
LP-dual constraints (5.7b) can be lumped into piecewise linear, convex constraints 

  npcwwf
n

nmnrnrnm
m

nn
rn

∀≤⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+−+= ∑

′
′′

∈
0v~minv:),(

transf
v .          (5.10) 

By assuming that each encountered MC consists of a single closed comm.class (of cardinality 
2≥ ) plus possible transient states we also avoid the 1st kind of degeneracy. According to Prop 

5.4, a characteristic for such MCs is that the limit length distribution in the LP-primal (5.6) has 
a positive rnmλ -value for each node n in road class r, corresponding to one active LP-dual 
constraint for each n. In (5.10) we might therefore look for a solution of the nonlinear system 

0f = . The Jacobian matrix fG ∇=:  is well defined almost everywhere in the ),( wv -space. 
The G-discontinuities are easily identifiable during calculation by (5.10): at least two m-
options for some n provide the minimum in nf .   
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In order to guarantee convergence with Newton’s method we replace each discontinuities by a 
smooth approximation in an arbitrarily small region, as follows. The convex function nf  is 
piecewise affine. The smooth corrections are made by convex combinations of the affine facets 
involved in the discontinuity, so that convexity remains. Since the number of works options is 
finite, a switch of locally best option can occur in a finite number of ways a, each way 
represented by one arbitrary switch point ax , ),( wvx ≡ . (In our application we expect at most 
2 (-3) minimising m-options per node, routine maintenance and 1(-2) layer thicknesses.) 
Consider the switch zone of ax , the set of points having ax  closest among all the switch points 
of a, and at a maximum affine distance ρ  from ax . See Figure 1a for an illustration of a 
switch a between two locally best works options, corresponding to two affine pieces 

]ˆˆ,ˆˆ[max)( 2211 rrfz TT
n −−== xqxqx  and a switch zone characterised by [ ]1,0∈t . In the 

switch zone nf  is replaced by a smooth convex combination 

  [ ] .  1,0)(),ˆ)(ˆ())(1()ˆ)(ˆ()())((~
2211 ttrttrtttfz TT

n ∀∈−⋅−+−⋅== ααα xqxqx  
Smoothness put demands on the parameter functionα  as illustrated in Figure 1b.  
One and the same form of the approximation nf~  is used for all the switch points of  a. 

 

ρ

ρ  
t 

z 

0 1 

22 ˆ)(ˆ rtz T −= xq  

11 ˆ)(ˆ rtz T −= xq

))((~ tfz n x=  

Figure 5.3a:  Approximation of  nf  on switch zone 

 

t 

)(tα  

0 1 

1 

Figure 5.3b Convex combination-parameter on switch zone
 

At a G-discontinuity data takes the same form as otherwise, analogous to a stochastic choice 
with probabilities α , α−1 and formally written nm̂ . The data are denoted ( )

nnmnrn n
p

′′=
,ˆ:P̂ , 

nmrn n
c )~(:ˆ ˆ=c . Motivated by the arbitrary C-constant in the proof of Prop 5.2 we take 0v

0
=n  

for one (excluded P̂ -column) node 0n  in the assumed closed comm.class and use the 0n -data 
notations 0p̂ , 0ĉ . All the remaining node-prices are collected in +v  and the corresponding 

data in +P̂ , +ĉ . We get the linearization 

 ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−
−=∇=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−+−
−+−= +++

+

+++

1ˆ

ˆˆ),(ˆ,
ˆ
ˆ

),(ˆ:
ˆˆ

ˆ)ˆ(:),(ˆ
0000

TT w
cw

w
cw

ww
p

1PIfvG
cv

vG
vp

c1vPIvf .(5.11) 

Lemma 5.6: Ĝ  in (5.11) is non-singular. 
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Proof: By assumption, +P̂  is of type ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
= +

+ QS
OPP

cˆˆ , with c
+P̂  substochastic and Q transient – 

as in Prop 5.4. The constructive proof of Prop 5.4 shows the existence. ■ 

The average cost MDP (5.7) is to wLenr
w

⋅
,

maximise
v

 subject to 0vf =),( w .  

A correspondence to Cor 5.1 is: 

Proposition 5.6: Any solution of 0f =  solves the average cost MDP (5.7). 

Proof: Any solution )ˆ,ˆ( wv  is a feasible solution in the LP-dual (5.7). The corresponding MC 
and data Ĝ , ĉ  define a LP-primally feasible solution λ  as in Prop 5.4. Writing 

0c
v

Gvf =−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
≡ ˆ

ˆ
ˆˆ)ˆ,ˆ(
w

w  the primal objective value becomes 

  r
r

TTTT Lenw
Len

ww ⋅=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
== ˆ)ˆ,ˆ(ˆ)ˆ,ˆ(ˆ

0
vGvc λλ , 

i.e. it coincides with the LP-dual objective value for )ˆ,ˆ( wv . Strong LP duality applies. ■ 

Supported by Prop 5.6 we concentrate on solving the system of equations 0f = . The Newton 
updating, formally well defined everywhere by our extended nm̂ -definition and Lemma 5.6, is 

fGv ˆˆ),Δ( 1−−=Δw . Since we prefer having a flexible step length, we turn to unconstrained 
optimisation 
  ∑⋅=

n
n

w
wfwF ),(:),(minimise 2

2
1

,
vv

v
.               (5.12) 

Introducing ff ˆˆ:ˆ
2
1 TF ⋅= , writing F̂∇  as a column vector, and using (5.11) we have 

  GGfG ˆˆˆ,ˆˆˆ 2 TT FF =∇=∇ .                 (5.13) 
Using Lemma 5.6 the Newton updating for (5.12), formally well defined everywhere, becomes 
  fGfGGGfGGGv ˆˆˆˆ)ˆ(ˆˆˆ)ˆˆ(),Δ( 1111 −−−− −=−=−=Δ TTTTw , 
i.e. the same as for the system of equations. 
The convergence of a Newton updating for (5.12) is guaranteed by Thm 5.1 below. 

Lemma 5.7: In every (convex) ),( wv -set where 0vf ≥),( w , F is convex. 

Proof: For each n, ),( wfn v  is generated by affine minorants (min[] defines a concave function 
– cf. a dual function generated by affine majorants – and the minus-sign turns it upside down), 
thus convex. 
For 0),( ≥wfn v  also 2

nf  becomes convex, and the sum over n of convex functions 2
nf  is 

convex, see e.g. [Minoux (1986), p 10]). ■ 

Lemma 5.8: The region }),(:),{(: 0vfv ≥=+ ww  is simply connected and has a continuous 
boundary function )(vη=w . 
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Proof: For each n and v, (5.10) uniquely defines (a finite) )(vnw η=  such that 0),( =wfn v . 
For any )(vnw η<  we have 0),( <wfn v , otherwise 0),( ≥wfn v . In any compact v-set the 
terms in nf  vary continuously with v, uniformly bounded from above, and hence also the 
boundary function.  
For any fixed v, )( max:)( vv n

n
ηη =  is attained, such that +∉),( wv  for any )(vη<w , 

otherwise +∈),( wv . As v varies in any compact v-set, the continuity of η  is implied by the 
continuity of each nη . Hence η  is uniformly bounded from above there.  
The simple connectedness of +F  follows from the uniform boundedness of η  from above. ■ 

Theorem 5.1: For any given 0vv =  a 0ww =  exists, such that +∈),( 00 wv .  

Starting from ),( 00 wv  Newton’s method, with Armijo step lengths 1≤ , converges to a 
solution of 0vf =),( w . 

Proof: The Hadamard theorem, e.g. [Ortega & Rheinboldt (1970), p 137], guarantees that a 
unique solution of 0vf =),( w  exists. (The existence of a solution follows from Props 5.1 and 
5.6.) As the constraint index n varies we realise that the overall number of representative 
switch points ax  (see above) for f is finite. Let Nℜ⊂  be a closed sphere including all these 

switch points, together with their switch zones – where the Jacobian is denoted G~ . Outside the 
switch zones GGff == ~  ,~  are used. By construction G~  is continuous on Nℜ and 1~ −G  exists 

on Nℜ , according to Lemma 5.6. According to [ibid, p 46], 1~ −G  is continuous at each point in 
, compact, and some 0>γ  exists such that γ<− ||~|| 1G  on . By construction  includes 

all representative switch points ax  and their switch zones. Thus no other G~ -value is received 

outside  than those on , i.e. γ<− ||~|| 1G  on Nℜ . Now the Hadamard theorem applies: f~  

is a homeomorphism of Nℜ  onto Nℜ , and 0f =~  has a unique root. By construction, the local 
approximation error fulfils [ ]1,0  |))(())((~| ∈∀<− ttftf nn ρxx , i.e. for the solution we have 

2ρ⋅< NT ff . Since 0>ρ  is arbitrary, any stop criterion ε<ff T  can be met. 

The existence of a 0w , such that +∈),( 00 wv , follows as in Lemma 5.8. For a given iterate 

),( ii wv  with minimising policy i
rU  and 0vf ≥),( ii w , the search direction solves 

  ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=⎟⎟
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⎜
⎜
⎝
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⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=−=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
Δ
Δ +++++

0
new

new

0 ˆ
ˆˆ

ˆ
ˆˆˆˆ

cwcww
cvG

cv
Gf

v
G . 

The last system of equations coincides with the policy evaluation system in Sec 5.3.3. 
Let the affine expressions in (5.10), as defined by i

rU , be denoted );,( i
rw Uvf . Thus 

0Uvfvf ≥= );,(),( i
r

iiii ww . Solving the Newton system for ),( newnew wv  means 

0Uvf =);,( newnew i
rw  and step length 1. By taking a shorter step to the next iterate 

),( 11 ++ ii wv , a convex combination of ),( ii wv  and ),( newnew wv , the affine expressions 

defined by i
rU  satisfies 0Uvf ≥++ );,( 11 i

r
ii w . However, i

r
i
r UU ≠+1  may occur. In such a case 

the min[]-expression in (5.10) for some n is lower for 1+i
rU  than for i

rU , i.e. 
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0);,();,(),( 1111111 ≥≥= +++++++ i
r

ii
n

i
r

ii
n

ii
n wfwfwf UvUvv . Hence the nonnegativity, 

+
++ ∈),( 11 ii wv , is kept for arbitrary step lengths in ]1,0[ . According to Lemma 5.7, F is 

convex there, and the convergence follows, e.g. by the damped Gauss-Newton theorem, [ibid, 
p 504]. ■ 

Thm 5.1 is also an argument for the convergence of policy iteration: 

Corollary 5.2: With possible exception for the initial point ),( 00 wv , policy iteration is 
entirely performed in + . 

Proof: A full Newton step is always taken, in the notations from Thm 5.1 implying 
  0);,();,(),( 1111111 =≥= +++++++ i

r
ii

n
i
r

ii
n

ii
n wfwfwf UvUvv . ■ 

An Armijo based step length σ  reduction is based on the linear approximation 
  FwFFF TTTT ˆ)1()ˆˆ()ˆˆ(ˆˆ),Δ(ˆˆ 1new ⋅−=−⋅+=Δ∇⋅+≈ − σσσ fGfGffv . 
The step length reduction is controlled by three parameters: the number of reduction steps AJ , 
the target reduction Ap  and the reduction rate per step Aq . Starting from 1=σ  and 

new0 FF ≡ , new0 vv ≡  for reduction steps 1,0 −= AJj K  we break as soon as 

)ˆ0(ˆ FqpFF j
AA

j −⋅⋅+≤  and otherwise update )ˆ()1(1 vvvv −⋅−+=+ j
A

jj q . 

In practice the convergence of Newton’s method is not expected to cause any trouble, even if 
the start point is outside + : As soon as a full step is taken, Cor 5.1 applies – the succeeding 
iterates will be in + . Otherwise, the full step is reduced, because at least one f-component has 
a high positive value. For the accepted reduced step length, the Armijo criterion guarantees a 
reduction of the objective F-value, and every 0);,( <i

r
ii

n wf Uv  will get a less negative 

);,( 11 i
r

ii
n wf Uv ++ . Convergence follows as for general descent methods. 

5.3.6 Length distributions 

We start from the works solution ∗
rU  found by any of methods for the dual r-subproblem, in 

Secs 5.3.2 – 5.3.5. In any non-degenerate case of the average cost MDP, ∗
rU  is the optimum 

solution and the corresponding length distributions are found in the start iteration of the LP-
primal (5.6). Also the degenerate cases are taken care of – cf. Sec 5.2.3. In principle it is 
possible to handle the trouble in two steps:   

• determine the road length distribution c
r∞λ̂  within each comm.class c, provided that 

(5.5e) is replaced with a condition that c shall occupy the whole length rLen (and 
without the redundant non-negativity (5.5g)), and compute the corresponding class-c-

cost c
r

Tc
r

c
r c

d
h ∞∞ ⋅

−
= λ̂ˆ

1
1: . 
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• The resulting knapsack problem is to choose the optimum shares ( )ccα  among the 

closed comm-classes: ( ) ∑ ⋅∞
c

cc
rh

c
c

α
α

   minimise   subject to  
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⎪
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1
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c

c

α

α
 

The optimum solution is to give the cheapest class full share 1. 

In practice the two steps can be taken care of in one and the same LP problem. Contrary to Sec 
5.3.4 we now perform full (non-simplified) LP-iterations, if necessary. 

In the discounted MDP case an implemented option is to approximate the Cesaro limit length 

distribution. We work with two length series ( )∞=0
)(

K
K

rλ  and ( )∞=0
)(

K
K
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We stop as soon as two consecutive iterates )()1( , K
r

K
r λλ −  are sufficiently close. 

5.4 Results 

The models and methods above were implemented and run on the Värmland data set, where 29 
road classes are active. We used a discretization of 6=L  levels per state dimension, totally 
7776 states. In the policy evaluation steps this figure is also the number of linear equations to 
solve. In these sparse systems, the non-zero matrix elements are approximately %4.0  out of 
theoretically 61060 ⋅ . After system triangulation typically %4.1  non-zero elements result. We 
used a fixed annual budget of 74.7 MSEK in all the runs. Two cases were considered: the 
discounted MDP together with penalised state violation and the average cost MDP with 
absolute acceptance limits. In the discounted MDP case we then determined the (Cesaro- or 
ordinary) limit length distribution in Sec 5.2.2; in the average cost MDP case the primal LP-
problem (5.6) was solved a posteriori. The works types and works extents were discretised into 
totally 20 maintenance options: one for routine and nineteen for major maintenance.  The road 
class computations were split among four parallel processors. Five dual iterations were 
performed, i.e. five different ν -values were tried, in the process of finding an appropriate dual 
price for the budget constraint(s). 

The main results are found in Tab 5.1. The wall clock time in sec is registered. The number of 
dual r-subproblems are one per road class r and ν -value. The dual r-iterations denote the 
iterations in each r-subproblem. The primal r-problems refer to the length distribution routines, 
applied to the resulting dual r-subproblem solution after five ν -iterations. In the average cost 
MDP case no primal (a posteriori) LP-iteration was needed; just a calculation of the stationary 
lengths. The discounted MDP is much easier to solve than average cost MDP. As for the 
algorithms described in Secs 5.3.2 – 5.3.5, the value iteration method is superior in the 
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discounted MDP case. We tried two start solutions, based on zero cost and least cost, 
respectively, as described in Sec 5.3.2. This choice is arbitrary. We also tried a switch to the 
policy iteration method, as soon as the road class r policy rU was constant for three r-
subproblem iterations. In the discounted MDP case this option lead to 35% longer run times. 
From the striking differences in Tab 5.1 between switch and no switch, as to the number of 
dual r-subproblem iterations, we realise that most time is spent on getting the correct values 
when almost all optimal policy components are found. In the average cost MDP case we 
received no convergence for the value iteration method (after four hours), unless a switch to 
policy iteration was performed. With this mixed strategy the value iteration method 
outperforms full policy iteration also in the average cost MDP case. In all the runs only one 
closed comm.class was detected. 

As for our LP-iteration method in Sec 5.3.4, we tried three strategies for the number of 
simultaneously entering basic variables. If full policy iteration corresponds to 100% of the 
candidates entering (according to negative reduced costs), we also tried 80, 90 and 95%. In the 
discounted MDP case the run times were worse than for policy iteration for all these strategies, 
as Tab 5.1 shows (for 90 and 95%). Apart from that, the penalisation option (used in the 
discounted MDP case) means a risk of extrapolation, i.e. negative interpolation weights. This is 
encountered if routine maintenance is applied to a state on the highest discretization level in at 
least one of the state dimensions current IRI, current rutting and current Age. Such negative 
weights may lead to negative lengths, infeasible in the LP-primal. Since no checking of non-
negativity is performed in our simplified LP-iterations these may lead to infeasible final 
solutions. In fact this occurred for one particular state in the 90 and 80% runs for one and two 
road classes, respectively, corresponding to the highest level in all the three critical state 
dimensions (and the second level in the two remaining dimensions). In such cases, pure chance 
controls whether the iteration process should lead to a feasible subproblem optimum or not. 
Although the few failures may be handled manually, as we have done for the 90% run in Tab 
5.1, this is not acceptable for a general routine – if the penalisation option is used. In the 
average cost MDP case (been run with absolute limits, i.e. without extrapolation), the LP-
iteration method is up to 25% faster than full policy iteration – for the best tried strategy 95% – 
but 11% slower than the combined value-policy iteration strategy. 

Also for our second extension of policy iteration, the Newton method, the results are decent. In 
the discounted MDP case we tried different vales of the three Armijo parameters defined in Sec 
5.3.5. Whereas the results were rather insensitive to different reduction target values Ap , as 
Tab 5.1 shows, the best values of the maximum number of steps AJ  and the reduction rate Aq  

were found to be related through a common size of the maximum reduction AJ
Aq . The wall 

time reduction was 24% for the best parameter set, in comparison to ordinary policy iteration, 
and the reduction of the number of dual subproblem iterations 20%. In the average cost MDP 
case the corresponding figures were 11% and 19%, respectively. Here the given maximum 
number of Armijo steps 5=AJ  was never utilised: e.g., in the run with 5.0=Ap , 45.0=Aq  
we registered 1 out of 555 cases of 2 reduction steps (= 0.2%) and 66 cases of 1 reduction steps 
(= 12%), usually in the initial Newton iteration. Thus the 12.2% cases of deviations from 
policy iteration had an amplified general (positive) influence on the total number of r-
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subproblem iterations. As for the convergence of Newton’s method, we checked both the 
average cost and discounted MDP models, starting from points in the nonnegativity region +  
and outside. The run time differences were confined to a few seconds. 

MDP Method Parameter Parameter Param wall clock #Dual sub- #Dual r -iter.s #Dual r -iter.s #Primal #Primal r -iter.s #Primal r -iter.s
type type No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 time (s) problems mean value std dev problems mean value std dev

discounted Value zero cost no switch  2800 145 611,26 11,13 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Value zero cost switch to Policy  3816 145 36,57 7,91 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Value least cost no switch  2798 145 610,26 11,13 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Value least cost switch to Policy  3820 145 35,57 7,91 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Policy  7049 145 7,26 0,70 145 340,86 144,72
discounted LP enter 90%   (10471) 145 8,29 0,73 145 340,86 144,72
discounted LP enter 95%   9306 145 8,06 0,63 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Newton pA=0.3 qA=0.45 JA=5 5382 145 5,82 0,77 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Newton pA=0.6 qA=0.45 JA=5 5414 145 5,88 0,82 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Newton pA=0.6 qA=0.35 JA=5 6217 145 5,65 1,34 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Newton pA=0.6 qA=0.55 JA=5 5530 145 6,10 0,78 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.05 JA=2 9442 145 6,99 6,48 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.1 JA=2 5732 145 5,93 0,75 145 340,86 144,72
discounted Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.25 JA=2 6133 145 6,20 1,00 145 340,86 144,72
average Value zero cost no switch  >14400         
average Value zero cost switch to Policy  9339 145 99,86 39,33 145 0,00 0,00
average Value least cost no switch  >14400       
average Value least cost switch to Policy  9430 145 108,59 82,76 145 0,00 0,00
average Policy  14427 145 4,65 0,53 145 0,00 0,00
average LP enter 80%   14304 145 5,91 0,29 145 0,00 0,00
average LP enter 90%   12028 145 4,59 0,49 145 0,00 0,00
average LP enter 95%   10859 145 4,05 0,32 145 0,00 0,00
average Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.45 JA=5 13105 145 3,83 0,53 145 0,00 0,00
average Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.6 JA=5 13303 145 3,76 0,52 145 0,00 0,00
average Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.3 JA=5 13360 145 3,94 0,64 145 0,00 0,00
average Newton pA=0.7 qA=0.45 JA=5 13449 145 3,94 0,58 145 0,00 0,00
average Newton pA=0.3 qA=0.45 JA=5 12904 145 3,79 0,50 145 0,00 0,00
average Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.1 JA=2 16692 145 4,86 1,88 145 0,00 0,00
average Newton pA=0.5 qA=0.25 JA=2 13694 145 4,02 0,74 145 0,00 0,00

 
Table 5.1: Results from residual values calculation with application of different solution methods. 

As for the updating of the dual price ν , both the Dantzig-Wolfe approach and the cubic 
interpolation are sensitive to numerical errors (non-concavity and non-symmetry, respectively). 
Hence only a combination of the three updating methods in Sec 5.3.1 is recommended for 
general use, but only if the new ν -value is restricted to the central part of the remaining 
uncertainty interval (to avoid slow convergence), i.e. with the modification described in Sec 
5.3.1. In the documented runs cubic interpolation is initially used, with linear interpolation as a 
backup, followed by DW updating. How many dual iterations are needed to determine the 
correct ν -value for the applied budget? In the discounted MDP case, starting from 

2439.1BCR == νν , after the five trial ν -values in Tab 5.1 we get [6689.1,6589.1]∈ν , the 
interval bounds corresponding to budget errors 776 and -5956 SEK (+0.001% and -0.008%), 
respectively. In the average cost MDP case (with absolute state acceptance limits), the correct 
ν -value is not trapped after five trial values: ν  is increased by a factor 2≤  in each dual 
iteration; the final fifth value 75967.4=ν  violating the budget by 144638 SEK. 
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At the end of the test series we discovered that one of the four processors worked around 40% 
slower than the others. This means that the registered wall clock times measure the solution 
time for the allocated 8 road classes, instead of all 29. 
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6 Coordinated maintenance 
We have realised (cf. Tab 3.1) that the segment lengths in the VV-PMS database vary between 
1 m and several km. In practice pavement works are planned and performed on several 
kilometres at a time. VV considers the road sectioning for such coordinated maintenance as 
relatively steady over time. Coordinated maintenance is optional, not mandatory, depending on 
the current pavement state. The number of possible maintenance projects, i.e. sets of 
simultaneously maintained section segments, obeys the combinatorial laws. Full consideration 
is impossible on the road class level, e.g. in our start routine and in NOS, see [Alviti et al 
(1994), (1996)], since the coordination decisions should be based on segment specific 
conditions and since a road section may include segments from different road classes. In Ch 4 
we admitted a constant setup maintenance cost per segment, which may stand for an average of 
anticipated project costs. Here these averages are exchanged for the actual, condition 
dependent costs. 

In Sec 6.1 we introduce some new concepts, e.g. the synonym component for (connected) sub-
section, suitable for describing the special coordination costs. The basic model for the segment 
oriented problem in Sec 4.1.2 is extended by a new variable type, coordination indicator 
variables, linking the segment specific maintenance variables to form a project for each section 
and time. Here the empty-set project corresponds to routine maintenance for all the section 
segments. In Sec 6.2 the method is described. We stick to the Lagrangean relaxation philosop-
hy, supplying the network subproblem of Sec 4.2.2 with a coordination subproblem for each 
section and time, by relaxing the project-segment linking constraints. In the primal heuristics 
the dual budget price for one year at a time is adjusted in an iterative procedure, for each trial 
budget price performing a local optimisation on behalf of coordination. Both the dual 
coordination subproblem and the primal local optimisation involve cost evaluation problems 
for the maintenance projects, where the combinatorial effects become visible. Two different 
cost evaluation methods, of different scope and complexity are described. In Sec 6.3 we 
describe a case study performed for validation purposes. Since the study is confined to one 
road, without a separate budget, any budget price updating is irrelevant. This means that the 
computer run times become modest and that the input data can easily be checked; therefore a 
recommendable approach for future use. Finally in Sec 6.4 we give some comments on the full 
network optimisation and in Sec 6.5 we present an alternative dual price updating method – 
based on the primal heuristics (cf. Sec 4.2.1) – for the relaxed project-segment linking 
constraints. 

6.1 Mathematical formulation 

In the basic model (Ch 4) the major maintenance cost for a segment was considered indepen-
dent of the cost for any other major operations performed simultaneously on the same road 
section. Here the setup cost for such coordinated pavement works is to be distributed among all 
the segments involved. 
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The pavement state and the cost mechanism control which parts of a road section to maintain 
simultaneously. We will not distinguish between different types of major maintenance (cf. Sec 
3.3), i.e. the main choice for each segment and year is between major maintenance or not. We 
will admit a maintenance project to consist of a varying layer thickness along the section. 

6.1.1 Indices and data 

The cost advantages of large-scale production are quantified in Sec 3.6.1. Coordination means 
that several close segments are simultaneously maintained. In theory there are myriads of 
possible segment combinations. We assume that the given network or road is partitioned into a 
fixed set  of road sections, letting segments of one and the same section be entitled to 
coordination cost reductions. This is a restriction since a free sectioning would permit cost 
reductions also across section boundaries. On the other hand the historical coordination, as 
registered in the initial data, will have a unifying effect on the following state evolution (cf. Sec 
4.2.2) and makes a corresponding sectioning natural.  

Definition 6.1: A road section ∈n  is an ordered, connected set of segments. 

Since all computations in this chapter will be section oriented, it is often natural to enumerate 
the segments of the overall set  as a set of segments ns ∈  per section ∈n  and apply the 
local segment order ||,,1)( ns sii K=≡ . The fixed sectioning also restricts the set of 
candidate maintenance projects to each section: 

Definition 6.2: A (potential) maintenance project np ∈  is a set of segments nps ⊆∈ . 

For implementation purposes we characterise the maintenance projects np ∈  of each road 
section n by the local index ||,,1)( np pjj K=≡ . Below we will specify the precise 
meaning of 1=pj , etc. 

The maintenance cost for a project p will depend on the closeness between its segments, 
especially on whether the segments are connected or not. 

Definition 6.3: A section n component nc ∈  is a subsection of ∈n . 

Definition 6.4: A project p component pc ∈  is a maximum subsection of maintained 
segments ps ∈ , i.e. c cannot be extended at any end by a segment in p. 

For example, a section n of at least 5|| =n  segments has a project p with }5,3,2,1{=p . 
There are two project components, )}5(),3,2,1{(=p . 

For a given component c we denote the set of (connected) segments by cs ∈ .  

As for the problem complexity we state two simple facts: 
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Theorem 6.1: For a road section ∈n  of segment cardinality || n  there are ||2 n  candidate 
projects and )1|(|||2

1 +⋅ nn  section components. 

Proof: The segments ||,,1 nsi K=  can be combined freely into maintenance projects and for 
each segment the choice is between major maintenance or not. A (section) component is fully 
specified by its first and last segment. If its first segment is № 1, its last segment can be chosen 
in || n  different ways. If its first segment is № 2, its last segment can be chosen in 1|| −n  
ways. Etc. ■ 

According to Tab 3.7 and assuming given principles for the identification of the cost carrying 
road classes, a project p is charged an AADT-dependent setup cost )(,1 prpK  for a characteristic 
road class )( prpr = , and each component pc ∈  of p receives an additional AADT-
dependent cutting cost )(,2 crcK  for a characteristic road class )(crcr = . These two 
contributions are summed up to the coordination cost pK  for project p, 
  ∑ ∈+=

pc crcprpp KKK )(,2)(,1: . 

The precise meaning of characteristic road class is not specified in Ch 3. We will discuss this 
matter below. 

The local project enumeration order ||,,1 npj K=  for section n is defined by the constant 
0/1-matrix ( )

psjin ps
a

,
=A : Let 1=

ps jia  if segment ps ∈ , 0=
ps jia  otherwise. To have a 

common enumeration method for the maintenance projects p, as n and its number of segments 
|| n  varies, we let the columns pjj =  of nA  correspond to the binary counting order 0000, 

0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, … with the rows in reverse order, to have the last binary digit 
correspond to the first segment 1=si  along section n, etc, i.e. 
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Here the no-action option along section n is included, as column 1=j . According to Thm 6.1 a 

section n consisting of || n  segments (the rows in nA ) will generate the ||2 n  nA -columns. 

6.1.2 Model 

As mentioned we will describe the model in case of two works types, as in Sec 3.3.1. The 
formulation is a natural modification/extension of (4.6). We let the first component of the 
control variable vector stu  by 11 =stu  indicate major maintenance of segment s in year t, 
otherwise (routine maintenance) 01 =stu . Moreover, we introduce the coordination indicator 
variables ( )

tpptz
,

, using 1=ptz  if maintenance project np ∈  is chosen for road section n in 

year t, 0=ptz  otherwise. Since the no-action option is included (as 1=pj ) exactly one 
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indicator variable should be positive for each n, t  ((6.1h) below). The ptz -variables are used 

for replacing the average setup maintenance costs 1stsuK  in Ch 4 ((6.1b) below) and for acti-
vating 11 =stu , for all segments ps ∈  that correspond to the chosen project p ((6.1g) 

below). The full model is:  
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6.2 Method 

Our strategy is to extend the method for the basic model, by regarding coordinated main-
tenance as an optional facility in the program system. This means that we stick to the overall 
relaxation methodology, identifying and solving separable network subproblems by DynP. 

6.2.1 Dual optimisation 

As in the main study Ch 4 the budgetary constraints (6.1b) are relaxed, by the introduction of 
nonnegative Lagrangean multipliers ( ) 1

0
−

=
T
ttv . In Sec 4.2.2 the dual subproblem was separable 

into segment specific network subproblems. For a correct treatment of the co-operative effects 
in a DynP approach here, every road section n should be treated as an entity, defining a product 
state space of the state spaces of all the || n  segments involved. Due to the huge amount of 
lattice points we find such an approach out of the question. Instead, since (6.1g) is the only link 
between the segment s specific control variables stu  and the coordination project p variables 

ptz , it is natural to relax these constraints as well, introducing additional Lagrangean 
multipliers ( ) tsst ,μ , free in sign. The multipliers are scaled (discounted), in order to reflect the 

time in question. By a relaxation of both (6.1b) and (6.1g) the dual objective becomes 
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The dual is separable according to the three main terms in the final expression: 
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The dynamic, segment-specific network subproblem s is: 
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Formulation (6.2) is identical to (4.8), except for the relaxation term 1ststuμ , which replaces 

1stst uKν  and can be viewed as the fair proportion of the realised project setup cost pK  
attributable to segment ns ∈ . However, note that there is no explicit link to the road 
sectioning. The two formulations are equally handled – cf. the DynP backward and forward 
routines in Ch 4. 

The coordination subproblem n,t (assuming 0>tν ) is: 
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This subproblem has a trivial solution. Introducing vector notations, letting pe  denote the unit 
vector in coordinate direction p of the || n -dimensional real space and letting ntz  have the 
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vector components ||,,1 npj K=  corresponding to ( )
npptz

∈
, the optimum is written 
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Let us compare the segment oriented model with the road class oriented start routine. In the 
start routine, here and in Ch 4, the dual prices ( ) tsst ,μ  are replaced by fixed costs ( )rrm . Since 

the start routine handles length variables, all unit costs are expressed in SEK/m. The proxy rm  
is an a priori estimate of the optimal setup and coordination costs per metre for the road class r 
maintenance projects. We use 
  rrrrr nKKm λ)(: 21 ⋅+= , 
where rn , rλ  denote estimates of the average number of components and of the average 
length, respectively, for all chosen projects involving road class r. The estimates are taken from 
historical data or from test runs of the main routine. The setup costs rr KK 21 ,  are defined in 
Sec 3.6.1. 

As for the updating of the dual variables νμ, , their characters and scopes are quite different. 
Whereas the budget prices ν  affect all maintenance and segments, μ  has an influence merely 
on the coordination cost savings. Therefore we have implemented a two-level updating, on the 
outer iteration level updating ν  and on the inner iteration level updating μ , for given ν . On 
both levels we use subgradient technique as the standard updating method. The stop criterion 
on the inner level should depend on the advancement of the outer process, avoiding full 
optimisation in the early ν -iterations. But observe that both the network and the coordination 
subproblems must be resolved for each dual trial point ),( νμ . 

If only a subnet is studied, as we will in Sec 6.3 below, we assume that the budgetary dual 
prices ( )ttv=ν  are fixed. This means a simplification of the method, in the sense that the coor-
dination dual prices ( ) tsst ,μ=μ  alone are updated in the dual routine. One dual iteration runs: 

• The dual iteration number is given. For given μ , ν , solve the dual network and 
coordination subproblems. 

• Determine a primally feasible solution (as to (6.1g)), according to the heuristics in  
Sec 6.2.2 below but without any tν -adjustments in year t. 

• Increment the dual iteration number and find a new trial μ -iterate by subgradient 
technique. 

6.2.2 Primal heuristics 

At first we present the strategy. In order to satisfy the two sets of dually relaxed constraints in 
(6.1) we have chosen a two-level approach: As for the budget restrictions (6.1b) we keep to the 
idea from Sec 4.2.3 of adjusting the dual price for one year at a time, until the budget level is 
met. In our implementation the adjustment is made in an outer routine, based on information 
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from all the segments. Unlike the situation in Ch 4, where the correct price could be directly 
determined, the presence of the relaxed coordination constraints (6.1g) will necessitate an 
iterative procedure – however in only one variable tν  for time t. The reason is that the 
maintenance projects (and costs) to be determined in the inner routine may vary with tν . Since 
the dually relaxed link (6.1g) is limited to each road section, the inner procedure is separable 
into (primal) heuristics subproblems for each n, t – to be solved for each trial tν -value: For 
fixed t we determine compatible ( )

npptz
∈

 and ( )
nsst ∈u  in one and the same heuristics 

subproblem. 

For the generation of feasible maintenance plans in the inner routine we have implemented two 
alternatives, in fact two different cost evaluation methods. The first alternative handles a 
general coordination cost structure, at the price of a computational work that increases 
exponentially by || n . The second – DynP – approach, suggested by [Lindberg et al (1997)], 
presumes that the costs can be recursively computed but has the advantage of a quadratically 
increasing computational work. The conflict can be exemplified by the cost structure as 
described in Ch 3: If the overall AADT-dependent coordination cost of a maintenance project p 
would be interpreted, e.g., as the average or maximum for the maintained segments ps ∈  
instead of an average or maximum for the section segments ns ∈  (our implementation), we 
have a non-recursive case that excludes our second approach. But DynP also applies if, e.g., the 
first segment of a project is made representative to carry the AADT-related project setup cost 

rK1 . 

Now we regard the heuristics details. The approach is common to both cost evaluation 
methods. From a given state reached in the beginning of year t, step one year forward by 
performing a local optimisation in year t, relying on the future costs after year t as computed 
for the lattice points in the segment s specific dual backward routines.  

• The primal iteration is i. For a given price i
tt νν =  determine the total optimal 

maintenance costs i
tt GG =  for the network, in view of coordination. 

• Stop iterating if ret, ννε >≤<− i
tt

i
tt bGb  or ret, νν =≤ i

tt
i
t bG . 

• Otherwise increment the iteration number 1: += ii  and choose a new trial value i
tν  by 

linear or nonlinear interpolation of ( ) ii
i
t

i
t G <′

′′ ,ν , in order to solve the equation t
i
t bG = . 

Here we focus on the first point. We will show that the primal problem to solve, given ν , is 
trivial – but that we have to distinguish two cases. At first we determine, as in Ch 4, the 
optimal works extent (layer thickness) 1

2stu  for major maintenance 1
stu  (of type 11

11 == stst uu ) 
from the reached segment state stx , by relying on the current ν . We use the same objective as 
in the dual DynP forward routine but, since major maintenance is presumed, the optimal layer 
thickness 1

2stu  is independent of the dual μ -term (distributed setup cost) and indeed 
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independent of whether coordination is applied or not. Let stĉ  denote the cost difference 
(without any coordination dependent setup cost in year t) in state stx  between performing 

major maintenance 1
stu  and not, i.e. routine maintenance 0

stu  (of type 00
11 == stst uu ). Since the 

traffic cost )( stsf x  is common to both choices, stĉ  concerns the relaxed direct maintenance 

costs sc  in year t and the succeeding optimal costs net
1, +tsΦ  after year t. The succeeding costs 

netΦ  are determined in (6.2) by the DynP backward routine, cf. Ch 4, i.e. by the consideration 
of all coordination options (through μ ). After rescaling, for an easier final expression, stĉ  is 
defined (for 0>tν ) from 
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where ( )ststΦ xnet  denotes the optimal future cost from state stx . But the local optimisation 
problem here is to consider the earlier relaxed link between the segment specific dual 
subproblems ns ∈  and the coordination subproblem for n, t. Thus the primal n,t subproblem 
in the given state stx  is: 
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The corresponding matrix-vector formulation, without the given scale factor tv , is written 
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In case the 1ntu -part of )d6.5( ′  stands for the standard binary 1stu -constraints ||
1 }1,0{ n

nt ∈u , 
without further restrictions due to violated acceptance limits, the simple structure of nA  and 

)c6.5( ′  makes )d6.5( ′  redundant. Eliminating 1ntu  from )a6.5( ′  by the use of )b6.5( ′  gives 
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This is the same type of problem as the dual coordination subproblem n,t (6.3), with k̂  
replacing k , and has the trivial solution according to (6.4). 

The result (6.4) presumes that the binary control variables ( )
nsstu ∈1  may vary freely. 

According to (6.5d) there are situations where the 1stu -value is restricted, namely at an 
absolute upper bound for some state dimension d variable dstx , . To have stronger dual results 

we should make the constraints (6.5b)-(6.5f) state dependent, by restricting the set of candidate 
projects p in case any upper bound is reached, making 0u =0

st  infeasible. By introducing the 
section state ( )

nsstnt ∈= xX :  and the set of feasible maintenance projects 

  ( ) { })(  :  0|: )( stsrnjinntn sap
ps

x0X ∉∈∀=∈=Ω ,  

the reformulation of (6.5) runs 
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In practice this means that all 1stu -restrictions are taken care of in advance, according to the 
reached state. The general optimum is 
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The primal heuristics is the strongest possible, in the following sense: 

Theorem 6.2: If, hypothetically, the dual solution ),( νμ  is primally feasible, i.e. also satisfies 
(6.1b,g), the primal heuristics will (in any non-degenerate case) produce the same (optimal) 
solution. 

Proof: As for the ν -part, the stop criterion (2nd point above) in the heuristics means that no 
iteration is performed, if the dual solution is feasible. As for μ  consider the dual subproblems 

associated with an arbitrary index pair n,t. Let )( ststm xϕ , )(min)(net
ststm

m
ststΦ xx ϕ=  denote the 

optimal costs from state stx  and onwards, for applying maintenance type must =1  and overall, 
respectively. This is the situation in the DynP forward routine, for a computed optimal layer 
thickness, notation m

stu  for type m. Thus we have 
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Assume that the dual and the heuristics partial solutions coincide up to time t and state ( )sstx . 
Then, by construction, the heuristics will find the very same optimum thickness 2stu  for 1=m  
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as the dual does, and the cost differences stĉ  will be uniquely determined (i.e. will be the same 
for the dual and the heuristics). 
Let 11 ∈× ntnt zu , 21 ∈ntu  and 3∈ntz  denote the feasible domains defined by 
constraints (6.1b-i), (6.2b-d) and  (6.3b-c), respectively. Due to (A): the separability of the dual 
subproblems and (B): especially for feasible dual solutions (as to (6.1b,g)) we have 
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Apart from a constant, corresponding to the “mandatory” cost of routine maintenance, the last 
expression coincides with the primal problem (6.5). Since a feasible dual solution satisfies (B) 
with equality, the dual solution solves the corresponding primal problem as well. 
Thus the dual and heuristics partial solutions will coincide also for the next time period. 
Due to a given, common starting point for 0=t  the theorem is proved by induction. ■ 

Finally we will comment on the two different cost evaluation methods. The issue is the heavy 
computational work caused by || n  increasing exponentially by || n , according to Thm 6.1. 
As for our first, general-cost heuristics we realise from )a6.5( ′′′  that the component based setup 
costs, i.e. the first sum over pc ∈ , are needed. However, the second sum, over ps ∈ , 

can be omitted, by first forming ∑
∈

+=
cs
stcrcc cKK ˆ:ˆ

)(,2  for each nc ∈ , and then summing 

up cK̂  over c for each np ∈ ; which takes || p  additions for p, and 2||2)1|(| −⋅+ n
n  

additions overall, in case all maintenance projects are feasible. 

The same computation strategy applies to the dual coordination subproblems (6.3) too. 

Our second, recursive-cost heuristics is to use DynP for solving (6.5) as well. The assumption 
is that the project specific setup cost )(,1 prpK  is the same for all np ∈ , i.e. there is a 
characteristic road class r such that npprpr ∈∀=   )( . The network in Fig 6.1 illustrates the 
shortest route optimisation, here from node 0 to node 4b, in case 4 || =n  and all potential 
projects are feasible. There are two node levels, the upper one (a-level) characterising the first 
segment as  of each component and the lower one (b-level) containing the last segment bs . The 

downward arc ),( ba ssc =  carries the component specific cost cK̂ . The (dashed) upward arcs, 
admitting a new component to start after one segment of routine maintenance, are free of 
charge. Also the horizontal arcs are free, except for the rK1 -charged leading arc. The extra 
zero-cost arc is for the no-action option. As for the arithmetic operations, both the formation of 
the arc costs cK̂  and the DynP solution takes magnitude || n  additions, i.e. according to Thm 
6.1, )1|(|||||2 +⋅= nnn  additions in all. For, e.g., 20|| =n  this modest increase by 
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|| n  means magnitude 2104 ⋅  operations for the DynP approach vs. 610  operations for the 
general-cost method. In practice most administrative road sections of a few km may be 
managed in this way. The relatively small setup costs make longer segments of mere academic 
interest. (To avoid that several paths describe one and the same maintenance plan, all the 
horizontal arcs on the lower level, except the last one, can be replaced by a single 0-cost 
downward (4a,4b)-arc.) 

 

If, instead, we interpret the concept characteristic road class as if the first segment of each 
project p is to carry the project setup cost )(,1 prK , then the costs of the upper horizontal arcs 
have to be revised: )(,1 1

)a1,0( srKCost =  where 1
1

=si , )(,1)(,1 12
)a2a,1( srsr KKCost −=  where 

2
2

=si , etc. (In this case all horizontal arcs on the lower level are needed.) 

6.3 Case study: road 63 

6.3.1 Run strategy 

A validation study was performed on road 63, similar to the corresponding study for the basic 
model in Sec 4.5. As a preparation step, relevant future costs at the time horizon and budgetary 
Lagrangean multipliers for each year were computed, by running the residual value and start 
routines for the whole Värmland network to near-optimum. Then as in Sec 4.5, the budgetary 
dual prices ( )ttv=ν  were frozen, while running the main routine one dual iteration for road 63, 

now with the coordination program-facility activated.  

We use the same road data as in Sec 4.5. Without any given administrative coordination road 
sectioning in the VV-PMS database we have to assume such a sectioning here, based on the 
registered pavement works and initial states. Such an ad hoc sectioning must be a compromise, 
since ideally each section should be short, excluding any combination of distant sub-sections 
from cost reductions, and the section boundaries should be natural, not cutting off any sub-
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Figure 6.1 Primal heuristics: Cost evaluation by DynP. 
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section of coordination potential. For the purpose we have used an  || n -limitation to between 
6 and 11 consecutive segments per road section n, by manually judging the pavement 
conditions. Contrary to the corresponding runs in Ch 4, now the segments should carry the 
fully correct coordination costs, according to the data model in Ch 3. 

6.3.2 Results 

As with the basic model in Ch 4 a special validation meeting was held, with participation of 
project group members from VV and VTI, with the purpose of scrutinizing various output data. 
The meeting was held soon after a first version of the coordination routine was implemented. 
We used the same two means of output as in Ch 4, tables and diagrams, for presenting the 
state, maintenance and cost for each segment and year. But now the result was after a μ -
optimisation for each coordination section, for a horizon of 21 yrs. The subgradient method 
made use of order 100 dual iterations per section. The stop criterion was based on the 
remaining gap between the best primal and dual solutions. We noticed some cases of resulting 
negative gaps, which we ascribe to discretization errors – cf. Sec 4.3.4. With the run times 
dominated by the backward and forward routines of the dual network subproblems, any 
comparison between the two cost evaluation methods described in Sec 6.2.2 was considered 
less meaningful, as having a marginal effect on the CPU-times here. 

Two runs, Run3Abs and Run4Rel, were presented, corresponding to absolute and relative state 
variable limits, respectively. The discussion focused on Run4Rel, since the penalisation option 
of state violations was considered more realistic than the direct prohibition option. The 
diagrammatic results for approximately the same two parts of road 63 as in Figs 4.5-4.6 are 
shown in Fig 6.2. Now the accumulated road length – up to and including the segment in 
question – from the start point in Karlstad is presented (in m) at the segment number, together 
with the road class. The road parts in Figs 6.2a,c (starting from accumulated road length 0) 
cover three coordination sections, consisting of segments 2233-2243, 2251-2260 and 2261-
2271, and Figs 6.2b,d (starting from length 16144) show two sections, of segments 2292-2300 
and 2301-2308 (2310), out of the totally 24 sections defined for road 63. In the diagrams we 
see examples of all kinds of coordinated major maintenance (wide vertical lines), involving: all 
segments in the section, one sub-section of connected segments (component), several 
components and a single segment.  

The average number of major maintenance operations is somewhat less than for the correspon-
ding run in Ch 4, although the relative layer thickness (short horizontal line) in most cases is at 
the lowest, as before. This was still the main objection to our results. For, e.g., road class n6 
VV expects a pavement works period of around 10 years, whereas Run4Rel includes 2 - 4 
major operations in 21 years. However, as we have pointed out (in Sec 4.5.2), our network 
optimisation often (and also in Run4Rel) means that the average Age-value actually increases 
from the initial value found in the database (cf. Fig 4.3b). The same trend also applies to the 
average Age-value immediately before a major operation. Anyhow, the main concern is of 
course that several thin pavement layers do not accomplish the same quality as one thick layer 
does. We have tried to meet the main objection in three different ways: As a result of the 
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validation meeting the differentiated lower limits for the layer thickness (see Sec 3.3.3) were 
introduced, depending on the relative Age-value immediately before the major operation. 
Another consequence was the introduction of the return rate restrictions (see Sec 3.7.2). In 
Run4Rel the budgetary dual prices were around 0.3 after yr 10, i.e. much lower than 

2439.1BCR =v . This model change will make a significant difference. Let us look at the four 
occasions of single-segment maintenance in Fig 6.2 and consult the corresponding table results 
(not shown)! Neither of the pavement works for segment 2263 in yr 6, for 2260 in yr 19, for 
2294 in yr 18 and for 2303 in yr 20 would have been feasible in a corresponding situation, in 
presence of the constraints BCRvvt ≥  for each year t. The IRI-value for 2263 in yr 6 is much 
worse than for the rest of the segments in the coordination section (see Fig 6.2a) and triggers a 
major operation here. Yet another incentive for repeated pavement works is the upper bounds 
for the two state variables IRI degradation rate and rutting degradation rate, restricted to rates at 
least as good as before the operation (cf. Secs 3.5.2 and 3.5.4). These constraints 
modify/replace the regression effect models also for the cheapest major maintenance, 
permitting the rates that have reached the lower bounds, here 0.02 and 0.3, respectively, to 
remain there at low costs. In all the runs made after the meeting the upper bound restrictions 
were neglected. 

The maintenance plans for a few segments in Run4Rel drew special attention. Why does 
segment 2295 get such a high future cost for routine maintenance in yr 3? The output table 
shows that the rut depth value is 19.95 at the start of yr 3 and will reach 20.56 at the end of the 
year, violating the penalisation limit 20.0. This means that the future cost for routine 
maintenance will be penalised and explains the high value. However, it also raises a new 
question of how to choose a reasonable penalisation. Here the sum of the relative violations, 
i.e. state variable value over acceptance limit minus 1, is penalised linearly, by a user defined 
factor (apart from segment traffic and length). Maybe the chosen factor 0.1 is too high and/or 
maybe VV would prefer a nonlinear penalty model. 

Why do the plans and the initial future costs for segments 2300 and 2301 differ so much? Both 
are n6-segments. The main reason for the different plans is that they belong to two different 
coordination sections, since the plans are influenced by the states of all segments in the 
corresponding section. The initial IRI-degradation rate is worse for 2301 (cf. Fig 6.2b), 
whereas the initial Age-value is higher for 2300 (cf. Fig 6.2d). Thus 2300 reaches the 
penalisation Age-limit 17.0 in the major operation year 5 (and also in the two major operation 
years 15 and 21), generating high future costs there. In this respect segment 2300 is a 
representative for the unwanted thin layer solution, repeatedly triggered by its Age-value or (in 
major operation yr 8) by the section behaviour. (The unrealistically dense major operations for 
the section as a whole may be due to a non-optimal solution and/or to the low budgetary dual 
prices.) For segment 2301 routine maintenance in the major operation year 5 would lead fairly 
close (value 19.1) to the rutting penalisation limit 20. Our backward interpolation routine 
means that the future costs also for such close-to penalised variable values are affected by the 
neighbouring true penalised states. Moreover, the rather high IRI-values for many segments in 
the coordination section speak for a major operation in yr 5. Now for the different initial future 
costs, 1461 SEK/m in yr 0 for 2301 but just 362 SEK/m for 2300. The difference is partly 
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linked to the different segment lengths 2 m and 435 m, respectively, since these costs include 
the future distributed project setup costs 0)/( ≥tsst Lenμ , on average higher for a short segment, 
like the 2=sLen m segment 2301=s . However, the total predicted future cost is just 2922 
SEK for 2301 but 157 470 SEK for 2300. For 2301 the future costs computed in yrs K,1,0  
vary more than expected. Although 2301 is the far most extreme segment among all in this 
respect, we see the same variation tendency for some other short segments. In Sec 4.3.4 we 
received the most extreme discretization errors for the shortest segments. Our only explanation 
is that the short segments are more prone to such errors, due to the distributed setup costs, here 
and in the basic model, since the cost variation (differences between routine and major 
maintenance) becomes greater. A comfort is that their influence on the total cost is modest. 

We discovered that one segment, 2279 (not shown in Fig 6.2), had a small negative 
maintenance cost, -4 SEK/m, computed in yr 3. Also this has to do with the distribution of 
setup costs and the shortness of 2279, 1 m. If, e.g., a major operation is cost-efficient in yr 3 for 
each of the two surrounding segments, then a component setup cost can be saved by including 
the intermediate segment 2279 in one connected sub-section (component). This is recognised 
by negative coordination dual prices ( )sstμ  for some of the segments s in the section. (The 
purpose of these dual prices is to guarantee that the correct cost is paid by the project.) In this 
case 7 out of 10 section segments have negative dual prices but a negative net cost is received 
only for the extremely short segment 2279, where the distributed coordination cost dominates 
the direct maintenance cost per metre. (But the dual price is very high for one of the two 
surrounding segments, with a rut depth violating the penalisation limit in yr 3.) 

In summary the validation meeting led to several model improvements, although the main 
objection of repeated thin pavement layers needs further treatment. 

Is the coordination routine really needed? Let us compare Run4Rel in Fig 6.2 and Run3Abs in 
Fig 4.5, although the run assumptions are somewhat different. The occurrences of coordinated 
pavement works are similar and do not motivate the extra μ -iteration routine. However, this is 
just one example. And a coordination run has the obvious advantage of using the correct 
coordination costs, not just some standard values. 
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Figure 6.2a,b Run4Rel. Two sections of road 63. Time evolution of IRI-values, according to grey-scale. 

  
Figure 6.2c,d Run4Rel. Two sections of road 63. Time evolution of Age-values, according to grey-scale. 
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6.4 Discussion 

In principle, a complete regional network, e.g. Värmland, can be handled like road 63 in Sec 
6.3. An appropriate sectioning can be made semi-automatically, in consideration of the initial 
state and maintenance history of every segment in the VV-PMS database. However, in such a 
case a full optimisation (i.e. including ν -updating) is tempting, meeting the corresponding 
regional budget. What run times are to be expected? Compared to a run of the basic model, as 
documented in Ch 9 below, each budget price iteration i, for fixed iνν = , now corresponds to 
the computations of Sec 6.3: 

• Solve the dual ),(max iΦ νμ
μ

 approximately, e.g. by performing a constant number I of 

μ -iterations according to Sec 6.2.1. 

• Generate primally feasible solutions, as to (6.1b,g) and according to Sec 6.2.2, at least 
for the last μ -iteration. (In Sec 6.3 only (6.1g) had to be considered.) 

Therefore we anticipate the run times to become at most I times the values found in Ch 9. This 
is the only way to decide, e.g., how good the ν -results from the start routine are – and sanction 
their use on separate roads like road 63. 

6.5 An alternative dual price updating method 

As pointed out in Sec 6.3 the initial use of the standard subgradient method needed quite many 
dual (μ -)iterations before an acceptable primal-dual gap was reached, each iteration meaning 
that the run time consuming network subproblem had to be resolved. Therefore we also 
formulated and implemented an alternative for the μ -updating, using the special problem 
structure as we did for the primal heuristics in updating ν  (cf. Sec 6.2.2). Whereas we have to 
guess the solution of an updated network subproblem the solution of the coordination 
subproblem is guaranteed. The additional computational work is limited to cost evaluation. The 
idea is based on the observation that for any section n, any time t and any subproblem solution 

nsstst ∈),( ux , ∗∗ ≡ ntpp  (such that 1=∗tpz ) of (6.2) and (6.3), respectively, the RHS - LHS 

),( ts -difference in (6.1g) takes three values only: 
    njist

p
ptjist sauzau

ps
n

ps
∈+−∈−=−

∗∑
∈

}1,0,1{11 .    (6.8) 

Consistency between the network and coordination subproblems means coincident major 
maintenance or coincident routine maintenance, i.e. 0-differences for each segment ns ∈ . 
For time t we therefore update the (6.1g)-dual price stμ  only for the non-zero difference 
segments s, i.e. part of the ntμ  vector. We split n according to (6.8) into three sign sets 

  }|{: 1 iaus
ps jistn

i
nt =−∈=

∗
 for +−= ,0,i  (short for 1,0,1 +−=i ).  

By how much does stμ  have to be changed in order to accomplish a transition for segment s 

from −
nt  or +

nt  to 0
nt ? We want to avoid a switch from −

nt  to +
nt  or vice versa, i.e. 

exactly one of the two members (sides) in (6.1g) for s should be affected. 
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• As for the effect on the network subproblem (6.2), an increased stμ -value will favour a 
transition from major to routine maintenance, i.e. from 11 =stu  to 01 =stu , and a 
decreased stμ -value the opposite transition. No other segment is directly influenced, 
but for s itself also the solutions for times tt ≠′  are. However, (6.8) implies that there is 
a threshold effect meaning that stu  (and the maintenance for tt ≠′ ) is unchanged in a 

stμ -interval. The switch value can be predicted by comparing the future costs for the 
two maintenance types 1,0: 1 == stum  in the given state stx . By using the expressions 
for the future costs )( ststm xϕ  in (6.7), determined for 1,0=m  in the forward routine, 
and by letting stΔ , stσ  denote the prospective absolute stμ -change and its sign, 
respectively, the anticipated switch value corresponds to equal costs 
  stststststststststst udud Δ⋅⋅+=Δ⋅⋅+ σϕσϕ 0

10
1

11 )()( xx , 
i.e. identifying the maintenance type notations mu m

st =1  the decisive absolute change is 

  dstststststst /))()((: 10 xx ϕϕσ −⋅=Δ .     (6.9) 
Here the fixed sign fulfils 

  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

∈+
∈−= +

−

nt

nt
st s

s
1
1:σ                   (6.10) 

• The ),( ts -difference in (6.8) can also be changed in the coordination ),( tn -subproblem 
by a sufficiently strong change of stμ . If stμ  is increased, it favours any project p such 
that ps ∈ . On behalf of the project component c based cost )(,2 crcK  such an 
increase may also lead to adjacent segments becoming part of the optimal project. In 
the same way a decreased stμ -value may lead to both s and its adjacent segments 

leaving the optimal project ∗
ntp . A change of +− ∪∈ ntntsstμ )(  affects the costs as 

follows. Consider the set of projects ±
nt  corresponding to the different segment subsets 

of +− ∪ ntnt , i.e. 

  ±∈ ntp  ⇔  +− ∪⊆ ntntp . 
 
Theorem 6.3: For arbitrary project pairs npp ∈′′′, , the different segment subsets of 

+− ∪ ntnt  define an equivalence relation R: 

   )()( +−
′′

+−
′ ∪∩=∪∩⇔′′′ ntntpntntppRp . 

 
Proof: This follows directly from the definition of equivalence relation, see e.g. 
[Luenberger (1979), p 249]. ■ 
 
In an equivalence class the project ±∈ ntp , as satisfying pntntp =∪∩ +− )( , is 
the natural class representative: 
  npp pppR ∈′∀⊆⇒′ ′ . 
For np ∈′  the modified cost in (6.3a) for an absolute deviation ntδ  from the current 

ntμ  is 
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In the final expression the ntδ -dependent 2nd term is a constant for each equivalence 
class. Hence an a priori minimisation of the 1st cost term can be made within each class: 
  ±

′
′∈′

∈∀= nttp
Rppp

pt pkk
n :

min: .                         (6.11) 

After that only the projects ±∈ ntp  have to be distinguished. The restriction of ∗
ntp  in 

±
nt  is denoted ∗∗ ≡ ntpp  (i.e. +− ∪⊆ ntntp* ). 

Before formulating the simple ntμ -updating algorithm we will motivate the introduction (6.10) 
of the signs +− ∪∈ ntntsst )(σ  of the changes. They provide a unified form when we consider the 

cost deviations from the currently optimal project ∗
ntp . Just observe: 
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where c  denotes the complementary set. 
In consideration of (6.10) the cost difference between some project ±∈ ntp  and ∗p  is 
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In (6.12) only the project differences matter and all the non-zero stδ -coefficients are equal. 

• Determine the network switch values stΔ  in (6.9) for +− ∪∈ ntnts . Compute the 
lowest coordination cost among p in (6.11) for stst Δ=δ  and register the corresponding 

project ±
Δ ∈ ntp . (This cost evaluation corresponds to resolving the coordination 

subproblem as in (6.4), now restricted to projects in ±
nt .) 

• If ∗
Δ = ntpp  we are done: Use sst )(Δ . Otherwise, assuming that Δp  is a unique 

minimiser we take a step of length ρ  along the direction of steepest ascent for the cost 
difference (6.12), i.e. orthogonally towards the hyperplane in the +− ∪∈ ntntsst )(δ -space 

corresponding to the cost difference 0, using 

  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

Δ
∩∪∩∈−Δ= ΔΔ

+−

otherwise
)())((

st

pnt
c

pntst
st

s ≈≈ρδ              (6.13) 

The step length is chosen such that Δp  still provides the lowest cost in (6.11), but close 
to the step length boundary where it no longer does. 
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By registering not only Δp  but also some close-to lowest-cost projects p for Δδ = , the step 
length ),( ppΔ

= ρρ  where the cost order between Δp  and p is reversed (derived as (6.12)) is 

∑
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in practice making any step unnecessary (but for verification). (The numerator is 0 if the cost 
order between Δp  and p is never changed.) 

In Fig 6.3 we illustrate the alternative updating method for two segments in +− ∪ ntnt , 

assuming }2,1{=+
nt . The two segments generate three projects p in ±

nt , corresponding to the 

p -sets, }1{ , }2{  and }2,1{ , apart from ∅=∗
ntp . Fig 6.3 shows the switch lines of the 

cost difference 0 in (6.12) between ∗
ntp  and each of the three other projects, for two different 

positions of the }2,1{ -switch line. In the rectangle determined by the origin and ),( 21 tt ΔΔ  we 

paint the region grey where ∗
ntp  provides the lowest cost, whereas the }1{ -determining region 

is white and the }2,1{ -determining region is striped. 
In Fig 6.3a the }2,1{ -set defines Δp  and the lowest cost (6.11) at ),( 21 tt ΔΔ . By stepping 
orthogonally to its switch line the next iterate is determined as ),( 21 ρρ −Δ−Δ tt  for some 

0>ρ . Because it satisfies 2,1=Δ< sststδ  in (6.13) we predict and hope for an unchanged 
solution of the next network subproblem, since Δp  will result with certainty in the next 
coordination subproblem. 
In Fig 6.3b the }1{ -set defines Δp . In this case tt 22 Δ=δ  is held constant in (6.13) while 
changing t1δ  downwards close to the }1{ -switch line. Here we predict and hope for a switch in 
the next network subproblem by (6.9) to 012 =tu . 

 

{1} t2δ {1}t2δ  

t2Δ  

t1δt1Δ  

{2} 

{1,2} 

0 
t1δt1Δ  

t2Δ

{2}

{1,2}

0

Figure 6.3 An illustration of the ntμ –updating by the alternative method: a Left, b Right.
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In case of degeneracy, i.e. if the lowest cost project Δp  at ),( 21 tt ΔΔ  is non-unique we may 
choose one (with most segments) and even step orthogonally away from the cost switch line, in 
order to guarantee uniqueness – at the price of risking a switch from −

nt  to +
nt  or vice versa 

for some segments. 

A bonus of the alternative method in the above form is that it also determines the optimum 
solution of the next coordination subproblem. In practice we may want to parameterise the 
method, e.g. as we did for the Prim-method in the ν -updating in Sec 4.2.1, by a common 
factor reducing all the chosen +− ∪∈ ntntsst )(δ -values, or at least the components intended to 

change the optimum of the network subproblem. As we did for the Prim-method we 
recommend the alternative method primarily as a start method, backed up by the subgradient 
method for the final convergence, if necessary. 
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7 Stochastic model 
As for the input data we saw in Ch 3 that the deviations from part of the regression effect 
models are rather large, as measured by the coefficient-of-determination. This speaks for a 
stochastic approach. On the other hand, a result description solely in terms of state-transition 
probabilities may seem too abstract, e.g. to many traffic engineers, due to the lack of real 
maintenance plans to check for inconsistencies, etc. However, in such models, e.g. NOS [Alviti 
et al (1994), (1996)], an expected time evolution can be calculated, and with our approach – 
using individual segment data for the initial state also in the road class oriented model – initial 
optimum decisions can be computed for each segment. A weak point of probabilistic models, 
that we got aware of in the initial study (Ch 2), is the difficulty to avoid inconsistencies with a 
huge amount of input state-transition probability data. To avoid this we have proposed (Sec 
3.8.2) a transparent stochastic model with a few, controllable parameters – the standard 
deviations – implemented here. 

In Sec 1.4 several probabilistic models were referred to, the majority restricted to discrete state 
spaces, whereas the state space in our segment oriented model version is continuous. 
Moreover, our works options are mixed discrete/continuous. In Sec 7.1 we suggest a role in 
PMS for the stochastic approach. In Sec 7.2 the model is presented as a natural extension of the 
basic model in Ch 4. In this study we neglect the systematic influence that between-years 
weather variations might have on the road network. By assuming that the state evolutions for 
different segments are weakly linked – only through the overall budget constraints – we handle 
the segments by independent stochastic variables. Since the number of segments in a road 
network is large we assume that the law of large numbers is applicable. In Sec 7.3 the method 
is described. By relying on the same approach as in Ch 4 and on collective standard 
distributions instead of segment specific random numbers the stochastics is limited to an 
extended multilinear interpolation scheme in the DynP routines. In Sec 7.4 we document a 
comparison run between the road class oriented deterministic and stochastic models, and in Sec 
7.5 we discuss possible extensions of the stochastic approach for handling systematic effects 
due to winter weather fluctuations, also for coordinated maintenance. 

7.1 Introduction 

Although we all agree that random phenomena affect and even control many things – the pave-
ment conditions included – a stochastic optimisation model is not per se to be preferred: the 
descriptive qualities of a stochastic model might be unrealistic to achieve on present day 
computers, or the result differences might be negligible. We raise the last question here: does a 
stochastic model lead to clear systematic differences as to the optimal pavement works, states 
and costs? 

Remember from the preceding chapters that an optimisation run of a deterministic model has a 
pedagogic and checkable output: for each road segment a full maintenance plan is generated, 
whereas a stochastic model will specify the optimal decisions on segment level for the first 
year only. A new plan is needed for each year, after replacing an expected evolution with fresh 
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measurements. In practice, the differences are less dramatic: we would not trust a deterministic 
model to hold for ever, but replace it after some time, thus generating revised maintenance 
plans based on fresh data. A combination of both model types may be advantageous, with the 
initial pavement works based on the results of a stochastic model, and the deterministic results 
presented as plausible plans, to be implemented if things develop as expected. 

7.2 Model 

We will formulate a model formally identical to the corresponding deterministic model, the 
difference lying in the interpretation of the quantities involved. This is partly for pedagogic 
reasons: we can easily switch the optimisation program between two options relying on the 
same model foundation, generating maintenance plans for each segment as well as somewhat 
more realistic stochastic results. Another, more pragmatic reason is that our grid based linear 
interpolation technique remains applicable. 

7.2.1 Stochastics 

As a bi-product of the regression models in Sec 3.5, e.g. for the rut depth immediately after a 
major maintenance operation, in Sec 3.8.2 we formulated ( )RDRDNRD σμ ),,(after xu∈ , 
motivated by the regression assumptions. By analogy, also the three other state variables 

afterIR , afterIRΔ  and afterRDΔ  obey Normal distributions. In total this means 4=′D  new 
parameters, i.e. four standard deviations RDσ  etc, per traffic class, where D′  denotes the 
number of stochastic state dimensions (or fewer parameters, if we turn into regression models 
that are common to all traffic classes, as suggested in Sec 3.9.3). 

In this model we focus on the randomness of the state transitions that result from major 
maintenance operations. Notice that the future degradation rates afterIRΔ  and afterRDΔ  are part 
of the stochastics. The randomness of degradation by age is further treated in Discussion 
below. The difference from the deterministic approach is that the state immediately after a 
major maintenance operation now is viewed as the result of a random event, whereas the no-
action (routine maintenance) evolution is deterministic, as before (according to the current 
degradation rates). We will assume that the D′  state variable values immediately after a major 
maintenance operation are independently and random. This means that the multivariate Normal 
distribution assumed for the combined resulting state is characterised by a D′ -dimensional 
mean vector ),( uxμ , with components ),( uxRDμ , etc, and a diagonal co-variance matrix, with 

diagonal elements 2
RDσ , etc, i.e. by D′2  parameters in all. The independence property can be 

used to simplify the calculations, as described in Sec 7.3 below. The actual property that we 
will use is the factorability of the multivariate density function, making it possible to consider 
one marginal distribution at a time. 
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7.2.2 Truncation of distributions 

In the basic model (Chs 3 - 4) the regression means regrμ  were supplied by ideal state 

constraints −≥ xx , specific to each traffic class. In a stochastic model we want the resulting 
),( uxμ  to denote a mean vector, and since the restrictions −≥ xx  imply truncations from 

below of symmetric distributions, we will put symmetric upper bounds +≤ xx , 
Ddxx dddd ′∈∀−=− −+ μμ . Here ),( uxμ  is chosen such that ] , max[ regr,

−= ddd xμμ . This 

means that in (the rare) cases where the regression model does not apply, i.e. −< dd xregr,μ , we 

will continue using a deterministic model +− == ddd xxμ ; otherwise a symmetrically truncated 

Normal distribution is applied on the interval ],[ +−∈ ddd xxx , together with lump probabilities 
for the truncated distribution tails. 

We will use the a priori estimated, regression standard deviations RDσ , etc, as parameters of 
the (untruncated) Normal distributions. This means that our randomly generated probabilistic 

dx -values will show a smaller variance. In order to eliminate this inconsistency the given 
regression effect models could be exchanged for ours at the very parameter estimation. 

Ceilings +x  for the state immediately after a major maintenance operation are not only our ad 
hoc constructions but may be useful also in practice in order to guarantee the quality of a job, 
as measured by the IRI- and RD-values in particular. If the road administrator and the 
maintenance provider agree on the stochastic model, then μ  should contain the target values 

and +x  the acceptance limits for the resulting state. Our interpretation is that all major 
maintenance leading to +> dd xx  for some d are corrected to the very limit. Such corrections 
will lead to some additional cost. Our interpretation is that the expected additional cost is 
included in the fixed (agreed) maintenance cost. 

In summary we will use multidimensional intervals ],[ +− xx  for the state immediately after a 
major maintenance operation. In each of the D′  stochastic dimensions d a marginal, truncated 
Normal density function will apply for the stochastic variable dX , plus surrounding lump 

probabilities )( −≤ dd xXP , )( +≥ dd xXP . 

7.2.3 Problem formulation 

We will limit the description to the road class oriented model; the segment oriented model 
differs exactly as in Ch 4. This formulation formally coincides with the basic deterministic 
model (4.7), for convenience repeated as (7.1) below. Remember that any optional additional 
cost (for violating state ceilings) is hidden in the ordinary maintenance costs ),( 0sssc ua  and 

)~,~( rntnrc ux for road segment s and road class r, respectively. Here sa  is the given initial state 
of segment s, and nx~  denotes the nodal state of grid node n. The pavement works performed at 
time t is written 0su  )0( =t  and rntu~  )0( >t , respectively. The time horizon is T2 . As was 
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mentioned in Sec 4.1.3 the state transition matrices ( ) nssssnrh ,0, ),( ua  and ( ) nnrntnnnrh ′′ ,, )~,~( ux  

can be interpreted as probability distributions. Due to the return rate (benefit/cost ratio) limit 
BCRν  the model is 
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7.3 Method 

We will use the DynP approach for the dual subproblem here as well. Remember that in the 
DynP backward iterations of the deterministic models above, we base the future cost at the start 
of year t on a node based interpolation of the optimal future cost )( 11 ++ tt xϕ  computed one year 
later, where ),(1 ttt uxhx =+  is the (partly continuously varying) transition end point. In the 
stochastic model this relationship is replaced by the expected value transition 

),()( 1 tttE uxμx =+  plus a multivariate Normal-based disturbance, a mixture of a truncated 
Normal distribution and two lump probabilities for the truncated tails. In both types of models 
the 1+tx -contributions are referred to the surrounding nodal states and the results can be 
interpreted as expected future costs, but the interpolation scheme is far more ambitious here. In 
the deterministic model our interpolation is based on D2  neighbouring nodes in D state 
dimensions, whereas in the stochastic model the whole node lattice may be involved. 

7.3.1 Computation of stochastic elements 

In order to speed up the computations, we use the linear property of the interpolation method, 
as described in Ch 2. Consider the marginal distribution of some state variable x, with the 
corresponding μ -component μ  and the standard deviation σ . Such a distribution is illustrated 
in Fig 7.1 below. The nodal state levels in such a stochastic dimension d (implicit here) are 
denoted K,, 10 xx   and the distribution truncation bounds are +− xx   , . For simpler enume-
rations we occasionally let L denote the highest node level. For each non-nodal state x the 
value is split between the two surrounding node levels (interpolation) or between the two 
nearest node levels on one side (extrapolation). Specifically, for any two consecutive node 
levels 1, +ll xx , 1,,0 −= LKl ,  the contributions from the intermediate states x are controlled 
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by the linear interpolation property. Thus the weights );( lxxw  and );( 1+lxxw  referred to, 

respectively, lx  and 1+lx  satisfy 
  )()();( 11 llll xxxxxxw −−= ++ ,   )()();( 11 llll xxxxxxw −−= ++    (7.2) 

i.e. the total contribution to level l  from the interval [,] 1+∈ ll xxx  becomes 
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where ),;( σμxf  denotes the Normal density function. By introducing the standard-Normal 

density function )(zϕ , zx ⋅+= σμ , letting ll zx ⋅+= σμ , etc, be implied and defining 
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The corresponding contribution to level 1+l  from [,] 1+∈ ll xxx  is 

  ).,;()()(),;1( 111 +++ −Φ−Φ=+ llllll ll xxWzzxxW               (7.3b) 

Introducing interval bounds ∞±  to incorporate the discrete probability contributions, in case 
],[ 10 xxx ∈−  the total weights at levels 0 and 1 reflect the lump probability at −x : 
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  ),;0()(),;1( 111 xWzxW −∞−Φ=−∞ .       (7.4) 

(If the discretization accompanies the ideal state, as −≡ xx0 , (7.4) can be slightly simplified.) 

In case ],[ 1 LL xxx −+ ∈  the total weights at levels 1−L  & L reflect the lump probability at +x  
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  ),;1()(1),;( 111 ∞−−Φ−=∞ −−− LLL xLWzxLW .     (7.5) 

In a stochastic dimension d the outcome after,dxx ≡  fulfils ],[ +−∈ dd xxx . In order to get correct 

averages we will apply extrapolation whenever ],[ 0 L
dd xxx ∉ . Extrapolation due to 0

dxx <  will 

not occur, since −
dx  is a given ideal value, and the lowest discretization level 0

dx  for the road 
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class is a priori chosen such that −≤ dd xx0 . However, the extrapolation case L
dxx >  cannot be 

ruled out, since regr,dμ  will vary according to the state immediately before the major 

maintenance operation and the layer thickness, and thus will +
dx  as well. Any state x above L

dx  
corresponds to weight factors (cf. (7.2), index d implicit)  
  0)()();( 11 <−−= −− LLLL xxxxxxw ,  1)()();( 11 >−−= −− LLLL xxxxxxw . 

By analogy with (7.3) the total contributions from the interval [,] +∈ xxx L  become 
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If we form ),;1( 1 ∞− −LxLW , ),;( ∞LxLW  by summing up the lump probability at the 
truncation bound and the corresponding contribution in (7.6), we get expression (7.5) also in 
the extrapolation case. This means that the whole weight referred to, e.g., the highest level L 
(with 1−+ ≥ L

dd xx ) in any case formally is written 
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(On behalf of the extrapolation case we prefer the concept weight instead of probability.) 

Theorem 7.1: In the interpolation case the nodal weights, as defined in (7.3) - (7.5), can be 
used as probabilities, and provide the correct expected state variable values, i.e. the vector μ . 

Proof: For the interpolation case we may, without loss of generality, assume that ],[ 10 xxx ∈−  

and ],[ 1 LL xxx −+ ∈ . As probabilities the weights should be non-negative and sum up to 1. 

Since the lump probabilities are nonnegative, like the point-based weights );( lxxw  and 

);( 1+lxxw  (defined by (7.2)) for every [,] 1+∈ ll xxx , also the integrated weights W in (7.3) – 
(7.5) become non-negative. The weight sum in an arbitrarily chosen stochastic dimension d 
(implicit) is: 
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The nodal weight is a product of 1D-weights. The linear interpolation (multiplicity) property 
means that the free combinations of weights from all the different stochastic dimensions, i.e. 
the nodal weights, sum up to 1. (In order to show this, fix the weights of all dimensions except 
one. The only remaining degree-of-freedom corresponds to all the nodes in the remaining 
dimension with weights summing up to 1, etc.) 

As for the expected value we consider the state variable values in stochastic dimension d 
(implicit). Each node level value lx  is to be multiplied by the weights of all nodes 
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corresponding to this level value. The linear interpolation property means that the 1D-weights 
of all other dimensions but d sum up to 1. By use of (7.3) - (7.5) the correspondence to the 
expected value becomes
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  )]()([)]()([)](1[)( −+−+++−− Ψ−Ψ⋅+Φ−Φ⋅+Φ−⋅+Φ⋅= zzzzzxzx σμ . 
Our choice of symmetric truncation intervals now means 1)()( =Φ+Φ −+ zz , )()( −+ Ψ=Ψ zz  
and μ2=+ +− xx . Hence the final expression turns into μ . ■ 

 

x  

Figure 7.2 Marginal node level weights in a 2D case. Six node levels per stochastic dimension.
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Figure 7.1 Marginal density function f and lump probabilities P. Node levels 0x , 1x ,..  and 
truncation bounds −x , +x  for state variable value x immediately after a major maintenance op. 
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The weights ),;( 1+lll xxW , etc., can be determined from tabulated Φ -,  Ψ - values. Thus the 
additional computational burden is modest, so far. In this manner the weights are referred to 
the node levels of each separate state dimension – see Fig 7.2 for a 2D-illustration. In a 
succeeding step the weights are referred to the full D′ -dimensional nodal points, by simple 
multiplication of the marginal weight contributions, on behalf of the assumed statistical 
independence (and the multiplicative property of our interpolation method – cf. Ch 2). 

The additional computational work comes from handling far more nodes in the interpolation 
process than just the neighbouring D2  ones, for D state dimensions. With a lattice of, e.g., 

6=L  node levels (the standard interpretation of L) per 4=′D  stochastic dimension, this 
computational part of the DynP backward iterations means up to 8132/ 4 ==′′ DDL  times as 
many nodes to weigh as in the corresponding deterministic model. The average extra work will 
be lower, due to truncation. The DynP backward iterations will dominate the CPU-time, 
because of the one-year mixed integer nonlinear optimisation performed at each node and time. 

As for implementation, due to the increased storage requirement it is less appropriate to store 
all the individual weights that are involved in a weighing, at maximum DDD L ′′− ⋅2  weights. 
Instead the underlying node level weights per state dimension should be stored, at maximum 

LDDD ⋅′+⋅′− 2)(  weights. For, e.g., 5== DL , 4=′D  we get the figures 1250 and 22, 
respectively. A disadvantage of the latter strategy is that the full weights have to be generated 
each time they are needed, although this is easy for multilinear interpolation. 

7.4 Results 

We have run the road class oriented versions of the deterministic (Ch 4) and stochastic models, 
with five node levels per state dimension and absolute limits for the worst acceptable state. A 
fixed annual maintenance budget level is applied, corresponding to the long term dual price 

BCRνν =∞ , according to the deterministic model. (The residual values have not been 
recalculated for the stochastic model but are taken from the deterministic model in Ch 5.) The 
standard deviation input values in Tab 3.9 are somewhat uncertain, since the regression models 
were based on weighing by segment lengths, where the weight sums, i.e. the total segment 
length per traffic class sample, are unknown to us. We have to assume that the segments 
lengths in the samples coincide with the population mean lengths. Some results from 500 
iterations can be found in Table 7.1. 

Traffic cost Primal cost Primal-Dual Gap
Deterministic 448157068 2620810336 0,000195
Stochastic 455137984 2634871685 0,000068  
Table 7.1 Model comparison run. Costs for the best found primal solutions and resulting gaps 
after 500 iterations. 

In Tab. 7.1 the model differences are modest, e.g., the traffic cost is 1.5% higher in the 
stochastic model. Remember that the primal solutions in the road class oriented model are 
determined by splitting segment-metres on the neighbouring nodal states in the DynP forward 
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routine. In the stochastic model this splitting obeys the extended interpolation scheme, 
involving most of the nodal states. Due to the nonlinear costs (cf. Sec 4.3.4) even the decent 
states will risk costly time evolutions, raising the total expected cost levels as in Tab 7.1.  

By comparing the chosen works types for each segment in the first year we get the statistics in 
Tab 7.2. 

Deterministic\Stochastic Routine maintenance Major maintenance
Routine maintenance 7538 7
Major maintenance 8 1196  
Table 7.2 Model comparison run. Works types per segment in 1st year for best found primal 
solutions. 

According to Tab. 7.2 almost all works types coincide; deviating for less than 0.2% of the road 
segments. For the segments where major maintenance is performed in both models, also the 
layer thicknesses (in mm) coincide – almost always at the lowest feasible value (cf. Sec 4.2.4). 

We have also compared the state distributions in each road class at the end of year 10 – see 
Figure 7.3 below, where state dimension IRI and four road classes are treated. There are no 
dramatic differences between the results of the two models, the systematic differences confined 
to somewhat wider distributions for the stochastic model – as expected from the introduced 
random states immediately after a major maintenance operation.  

In summary the result differences between the deterministic and the stochastic models are very 
small in this run. Since this may be due to our underestimating the standard deviations 
involved, further regression modelling and optimisation should be made for clarification. 

7.5 Discussion 

The above modeled stochastic variation is separate for each segment and road class, thus 
making independent contributions to the total cost and overall state distribution in the network. 
However, an important cause of real co-variation exists. The Swedish winters have a firm 
impact on the degradation of road surfaces. This is a kind of between-year weather variation 
that is essentially common to all the road segments in a road class. Apart from having an influ-
ence on the current deterioration rates it will cause the state distribution in the whole network 
to oscillate between above and below average. With a constant annual budget we anticipate this 
to lead to a flatter state distribution due to more frequent major maintenance and thin pavement 
layers, i.e. a clear systematic influence on the results. On the other hand, with a redistributable 
budget (cf. Ch 8 below) strategies for funding and pre-use might be derived from the use of a 
stochastic model similar to the one above, in order to cope with the winter fluctuations in a 
cost-efficient way that will reduce the result differences. The robustness of different works 
types might be another area of study. However, before any such study is conducted a realistic 
model should be formulated, for the winter weather impact on the road surfaces. 

The segment oriented version of our approach in Sec 7.3 is an example of discrete event 
(micro) simulation, see e.g. [Fishman (1973)], in individually modelling the decision process of 
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each segment (pavement object). Although the model (7.1) is stochastic, our method represents 
deterministic simulation, according to [Kleijnen (1974), p 13], since no sampling by random 
number generation is involved. This is acceptable, if many segments make small independent 
contributions to the overall state and cost. If a winter weather model is to be added, we have 
two options: turn to stochastic (Monte Carlo) simulation, by generating scenarios as series of 
random numbers, or stick to our present approach. We evolve the latter option: 

• Satisfy the Markov property, by expanding the pavement state space by one or more 
weather state dimensions. 

• Quantify the rules that control the evolution in the resulting weather-pavement state 
space, e.g. the influence upon deterioration rates of different weather states, and the 
correlation between the weather states in any two consecutive years. 

• If the stochastic influence is Normal, then apply the formulas in Sec 7.3; otherwise 
derive similar expressions. Apply the method in Sec 7.3, with initial values including 
the current winter weather. 

If coordinated maintenance is admitted (on the segment oriented level), the models and 
methods in Ch 6 still hold, modified according to the “stochastic interpolation scheme” in Sec 
7.3, with or without winter weather state dimensions. This will work, since coordination has a 
direct influence upon the cost model (cf. Sec 3.6.1), whereas the state effect model is 
unaffected. 

In summary, our approach can be extended in several ways. 
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8 Redistributable budget 
According to the initial study (Ch 2) as well as the main study (Ch 4), the initial state distribu-
tion shows imbalances between the road classes and budget shortages in the whole network. In 
the optimisation runs this is recognised as a need for increased budget means during the very 
first years, and an initial major spending on some road classes, whereas the average states of 
others are deliberately worsened. In contrast to real life we may, on a computer, easily allow 
redistributions of budgetary means between the years of the planning period, for better overall 
utilisation, if possible. Another reason for redistribution would be to optimise the use of idle 
capital, unavailble in the budget year due to return rate (BCR) restrictions on the maintenance 
investments. 

8.1 Model 

The discount rate (interest rate of discounting) was introduced in Sec 3.7.1. In the previous 
chapters the traffic and maintenance costs for different years are made comparable as present 
worth, through the discount rate, determining the cost discount factor d, for each year of 
backward discounting. Now assume that unspent budget money can be used later on, 
capitalised according to a given interest rate corresponding to the capital growth factor d

r
 per 

year, e.g. a 3% interest rate corresponding to 03.1=d
r

. Since this is just one alternative use of 
money, the interest rate should be at most the same as the discount rate, i.e. we restrict 

dd
r

/1≤ . Moreover, assume that budgetary means can be utilised prior to the budget year, 
according to a given capital discount factor d

s
 per year, e.g. 6% interest rate a year 

corresponding to 06.1/1=d
s

, and in general, since d
s

 typically stands for an external loan rate 
otherwise not utilised by VV, we restrict dd ≤

s
.  As in earlier chapters the nominal budget 

level in year t is tb  and the total maintenance cost in year t is ),( tttG •• ux , where •  (dot) 
index marks an implicit vector component, here for segments or road classes.  

The budget flow for year t is illustrated in Fig 8.1, where the variable 1+tws  stands for the 
amount flowing (carried) backward from the succeeding year 1+t  and 1−twr  is the amount 
carried forward from the preceding year 1−t . Besides redistribution it should be possible to 
leave money unspent – marked as slack in Fig 8.1 – due to the return rate (BCR) restrictions. 

 

Period t-1 Period t Period t+1

Figure 8.1  Budgetary flow balance

1−twr  twr  

1+tws  tws  

tb  

),( tttG •• ux  slack 
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When used in year t the carried budget values are 1−⋅ twd rr
 and 1+⋅ twd ss

. The vertical arrows at 

the period boundaries illustrate the capital losses from 1−⋅ twd rr
 (vs. normal discounting 

dwt 1−
r ),  twd ss

⋅  (vs. twd s⋅ ), etc. Motivated by practical restrictions, e.g. on partly fixed non-
monetary maintenance resources, we assume that the net budget means must not deviate from 
the nominal budget tb  by more than two given factors 1,1 ≥≤ βα , i.e. the net budget tz  in 

year 1,,1,0 −= Tt K  should satisfy ],[: 11 tttttttt bbwwwdwdbz ⋅⋅∈−−++= +− βαsrssrr . Here we 
introduce 001 ==− ww sr , 01 ==− TT ww sr  to get a unified form for these constraints. 

If the utilizable budgets tty )(  are introduced, to cope with return rate restrictions (cf. Sec 
4.1.1), the model becomes (cf. (4.3)) 
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As in Ch 4 this model can be further specialized into a road class oriented and a segment 
oriented model, respectively. 

8.2 Method 

As in earlier chapters our strategy is to start from and modify the method for the basic model. 
This means that we retain the overall relaxation methodology, identifying and solving 
separable, road network based dual subproblems by DynP. However, the supplementary dual 
subproblem for the utilizable budgets y now becomes non-trivial. Moreover, for the generation 
of feasible solutions we need to extend the primal heuristics, in order to accomplish 
consistency between the network and budget subproblems. 

8.2.1 Dual optimisation 

As in the main study in Ch 4 the budgetary constraints (8.1a) are relaxed, by the introduction of 
nonnegative Lagrangean multipliers ( ) 1

0
−

=
T
ttv . The dual subproblem becomes 

  ] )(),(),([  min:)( BCR
,,,,,

yν1uxGνuxν
wwzyux

TTFΦ −⋅++= νsr   s.t.  (8.1b) - (8.1f). 

As before (cf. Lemma 4.1), every dual ν -optimum must satisfy 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν . For any such 
given ν , the objective and the only y-constraints (8.1b) imply that zy =  is optimum for the 
dual subproblem. We state this property as a general result (cf. Thm 4.1(b)): 

Theorem 8.1 (a): For any fixed solution ),( ux  in the primal (8.1), such that buxG β≤),( , 
),( uxGy =  is optimum. 
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(b): For 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν  and any fixed solution ),( ux  in the dual subproblem (8.2), zy =  is 
optimum. 
(c): Assume that, as ν  varies, unique subproblem optima exist such that the maintenance costs 

)(νG  and the net budgets )(νz  are continuous functions of ν . Then, for any dual optimum ν , 
each component t satisfies 
  )()(,BCR νν ttt zG =>νν  
or 
 )()(,BCR νν ttt zG ≤=νν . 

Proof (a): buxG β≤),(  admits feasible solutions of the budget subproblem. For ),( uxGy =  
the constraints (8.1b) coincide with (8.1a), i.e. this choice of y does not restrict the feasible 
region in the budget subproblem. The rest of (a) and (b) follows as in the proof of Thm 4.1. 
(c): 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν  for any optimum ν  is proved as in Lemma 4.1. 
Case c1: BCRνν >t . Assume the opposite, e.g. 0)()(:)( >=−= εννν ttt zGg  for optimum ν . 
Consider ν~  such that 0)~( >νtg , tt νν >~  and tttt ≠′∀= ′′ νν~ . The existence of such a ν~  
follows from the continuity assumption. The subgradient property (cf. Sec 1.2) implies 
  )~()~()~()~()( νννν Φ<−⋅+Φ≤Φ tttg νν , 
a contradiction. 
Case c2: BCRνν =t . Assume the opposite, 0)( >= ενtg . Consider ν~  chosen as in case c1. A 
contradiction follows analogously. ■ 

The uniqueness and continuity assumptions in Thm 8.1c are not expected to be satisfied here, 
but are a basis for our primal heuristics below. 

As in Ch 4 the dual subproblem separates into a number of dynamic road class specific or 
segment specific subproblems, plus a budget subproblem. By letting  

]),(),([min:)(
,

net uxGνuxν
ux

TFΦ +=   catch the network part and focusing on the budget 

subproblem, without loss of generality using the optimum (Thm 8.1(b)) relation zy =  and 
(8.1c), the separable dual objective can be written 
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Here the dynamic, road class or segment oriented, network subproblem with objective function 
)(net νΦ  is formally identical to (4.7) and (4.6), respectively; the only implicit difference is the 
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interpretation of the dual prices ( ) 1
0

−
=

T
ttv . The two respective formulations are handled equally – 

cf. the DynP backward and forward iteration routines in Ch 4. 

The budget subproblem, with constraints (8.1c) - (8.1e), is slightly reformulated (to get non-
negative variables only), by the introduction of bzz α−=+ : : 
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Problem (8.2) has a certain structure that can be utilised for solving it. [Jewell (1962)] 
formulated and solved it as a minimum-cost flow with gains problem. To show the network 
flow structure, see Fig 8.2. We specify gains, see e.g. [Ahuja et al (1993)] and [Evans and 
Minieka (1992), p 151], for all arcs, as amplification factors d

r
 (>1) for all forward 

redistribution arcs and the damp factors d
s

 (<1) for all backward redistribution arcs. The arcs 
starting from the source node so generate the nominal budgets, and the arcs ending at the sink 
node si control the net budgets variation. 

 

[Dantzig (1963), p 413] formulated and solved the dual subproblem as an LP-problem with 
special structure, the weighted distribution problem. We will use our general LP-code plus 
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Figure 8.2  Network flow formulation of the dual subproblem. 
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special start solutions, since this is a problem with just T2  constraints, if the upper +
tz  bounds 

are included, i.e. 80 in the main and 160 in the start routine for our standard study. Moreover, 
our primal heuristics below will solve the same kind of problem and utilise information from 
the optimal LP-basis. 

Let the objective twr , tws  -coefficients in (8.2a) be denoted tcr , tcs  , respectively. We devote the 
rest of this section to characterising the optimum of the budget subproblem (8.2). The 1st 
optimum property concerns the three potentially optimal tz -levels that can last over several 
consecutive time periods. 

Proposition 8.1: For any 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν , tcr , 1+tcs  in (8.2a) cannot both be negative. 

Proof: Assume the opposite, i.e. that both coefficients are negative. Neglect the common 

coefficient factor )0( 2
1

>+td , multiply the 1+tws -coefficient by )0( >dd
r

 and add to the twr -
coefficient, to have 

   0])1([])1([ BCR1BCR1 <−−⋅−⋅+−−− −+ v
d
dv

d
dvddvddvddv tttt

ss
rrr

 

  ⇔  0))(1( BCR <−− vvdd t
sr

. 

Here, 
d

dd r
s 1≤≤  and BCRννt ≥ , i.e. the negativity assumption is contradicted.■ 

A deterrent against redistribution is: 

Lemma 8.1: For any given 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν , the interval 

  ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−+−+∈+ )(1),( BCRBCRBCRBCR1 νν

dd
ννν

d
dνν ttt r

s

     (8.3) 

is non-empty and both the twr , 1+tws -coefficients tcr , 1+tcs  in (8.2a) are nonnegative there.  

Proof: The form of the interval end points follows directly from (8.2a). The non-emptiness 
corresponds to 0))(1( BCR ≥−− vvdd t

sr
 – cf. the opposite inequality in the proof of Prop 8.1. ■ 

Theorem 8.2: For any given 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν , if tcr , 1+tcs  in (8.2a) satisfy (8.3) for some t, then any 
feasible solution of (8.2) with 0>twr  and/or 01 >+tws  and [,] τττ βα bbz ∈  for 1, += ttτ is non-
optimal. 

Proof: If 0>twr , then use that tz  can be increased and 1+tz  decreased in the solution. Hence 

twr  can be reduced until either of 0=twr , tt bz β=  and 11 ++ = tt bz α  occurs. By Lemma 8.1 the 
new solution gets a lower cost. Otherwise, i.e. if 0=twr , 01 >+tws , the argumentation is 
analogous. ■ 

For certain problem instances the net budget optimum of (8.1) turns into the nominal budget 
optimum of Thm 4.1(b): 
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Proposition 8.2: If the twr , 1+tws -coefficients in (8.2a) satisfy (8.3) for each t, then bz =  is a 
budget subproblem optimum. 

Proof: In (8.2) bz )1( α−=+ , 0ww == sr  is a feasible solution, with objective value 0. Since 
(by Lemma 8.1) all coefficients are nonnegative, like all the variables, this value is optimal. ■ 

Corollary 8.1: If all dual prices tν  are equal, then bz =  is a budget subproblem optimum. 

Proof: Since )(1 BCRBCR νννν −⋅+=  and 
ddd

d
r

s
11 ≤≤ , (8.3) is fulfilled for each t. ■ 

Cor 8.1 is an example of interior solutions in the tz -intervals (8.1d). If (8.3) is not fulfilled, 
then the optimum budget is at either of the bounds, in the following sense: 

Theorem 8.3 For any given 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν ,  

(a): if 0<tcr , then 0>+
tz , 11 )( +

+
+ −< tt bz αβ  is non-optimal for (8.2), 

(b): if 01 <+tcs , then tt bz )( αβ −<+ , 01 >+
+tz   is non-optimal for (8.2). 

Proof: (a) According to Lemma 8.1 0<tcr  implies 01 ≥+tcs . 

Consider a candidate +z -optimum +ẑ  with 0ˆ >+
tz , 11 )(ˆ +

+
+ −< tt bz αβ . 

Case a1 11 )(ˆˆ +
++

+ −≤⋅+ ttt bzdz αβ
r

. Compare the solution +ẑ  with a new solution, only 

differing from +ẑ  as to 0=+
tz , ++

+
+
+ ⋅+= ttt zdzz ˆˆ 11

r
 and the additional twr -flow +

tẑ . 

The new solution means an additional cost 0ˆ <+
tt zcr , i.e. +ẑ  is non-optimal. 

Case a2 11 )(ˆˆ +
++

+ −>⋅+ ttt bzdz αβ
r

. Compare +ẑ  with a new solution with 11 )( +
+
+ −= tt bz αβ , 

( ) dzbzz tttt
r+

++
++ −−−= 11 ˆ)(ˆ αβ  and ( ) dzbw ttt

rr +
++ −−= 11 ˆ)( αβ . 

The new solution has the additional cost 0<ttwc rr , i.e. +ẑ  is non-optimal. 

(b) is proved in the same way. ■ 

If a number of consecutive periods satisfy the condition in Thm 8.3 (a), we expect just one of 
the periods to have an intermediate (interior) net budget ] [tt bz )(,0 αβ −∈+ , likewise for the 
condition in Thm 8.3 (b), i.e. a bang-bang behaviour. If every pair of consecutive components 
of the price vector ν  shows a non-negligible increase or decrease, the optimum budgets are 
redistributed to one end of the planning period: 

Corollary 8.2 For any given 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν , 

(a): if 0<tcr t∀ , then a 0t  exists, such that 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

>∀−=
<∀=

+

+

0

0

)(
0

ttbz
ttz

tt

t

αβ
 is optimal for (8.2), 

(b): if 01 <+tcs t∀ , then a 0t  exists , such that 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

>∀=
<∀−=

+

+

0

0

0
)(

ttz
ttbz

t

tt αβ  is optimal for (8.2). 

Proof: (a) According to Thm 8.3 it is advantageous to send as much flow as possible forwards, 
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filling up to the upper budget limit from the last time period and backwards, one period at a 
time. (In such a case the net budget level 

0tz  in the switch period 0t  can take any optimum 

value, not only the standard levels 
0tbα , 

0tb  or 
0tbβ .) 

(b) follows in the same way. ■ 

The 2nd (and last) optimum property for subproblem (8.2) concerns the conditions – Thm 8.4 
below – for absence of flow cycles. (As a general property this is well-known.) 

We expect that at most one of the flows twr , 1+tws  between times t and 1+t  is positive in the 
optimum, i.e. the flow is one-way across every period boundary (cf. Fig 8.1). To show this, 
from now on let  denote an arbitrary set of consecutive time periods, starting at some 1t  and 
ending at some 2t , i.e. },1,,1,{ 2211 tttt −+= K . 

Definition 8.1: A flow cycle is a set  of consecutive time periods t with positive two-way 
inter-period flow except at the end periods 1tt =  (as to the boundary ),1( 11 tt − ) and 2tt =  (as 
to the boundary )1,( 22 +tt ). 

Except for financial abundance situations flow cycles are out of the question: 

Lemma 8.2: Assume 1ν ⋅> BCRν  and 1<dd
sr

. Any flow cycle  is non-optimal for (8.2) 
unless z in (8.1) satisfies ∈∀= tbz tt β . 

Proof: Consider an arbitrary boundary in  between periods )( 2tt <  and )( 1 1tt >+ . Since  
is a flow cycle, we have 0>twr , 01 >+tws . For a sufficiently small )0( >ε  the modified flow 
  qww tt

rrr ⋅−=′ ε , qww tt
sss ⋅−=′ ++ ε11         (8.4) 

is nonnegative. The ε -coefficients in (8.4), qr  and qs , are chosen to satisfy 

  
dq

qd rs

rs 1≤≤ .          (8.5) 

For the ε -modifications not to have an influence on other boundary crossing flow ( 1+twr , tws  

etc), the balancing quantities +
tz , +

+1tz  in (8.2b), corresponding to the period net budgets tz , 

1+tz , must equal 

  )( qdqzz tt
ssr −⋅+=′ ++ ε , )(11 qdqzz tt

rrs −⋅+=′ +
+

+
+ ε . 

By (8.5) these modifications are nonnegative, and feasible unless both +
tz  and +

+1tz  are at the 

upper bound: if tt bz β=  we must choose dqq
ssr =/ , and if 11 ++ = tt bz β  we must choose 

dqq
rsr /1/ = . As for the objective function value the ε -modifications mean the change 

  )])(())([( BCR1BCR
2
1

qdqdqdqd tt
t rrsssr −−⋅+−−⋅⋅− +
+ ννννε . 

Because of the assumptions  1ν ⋅> BCRν  and 1<dd
sr

 this change is strictly negative. This 
means that the ε -modifications provide strictly improved solutions, until 0=twr  or 01 =+tws  is 
reached, whence the flow cycle is broken, or else both tz  and 1+tz  reach their upper budget 
bounds. Here the period boundary was arbitrarily chosen in . ■ 
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As for the remaining flow cycle possibilities we observe: 

Lemma 8.3: Assume at least one strict inequality (out of three) in 
d

dd r
s 1≤≤ , 1≥β . If 

∈∀= tbz tt β , then the set of consecutive time periods  must have a net inflow from 
outside T . 

Proof: Assume the opposite, i.e. },,{ 21 tt K=  has zero-flow or outflow at the end periods 

1tt =  and 2tt = . For a net budget at the upper limits, i.e. tt bz β=  ∈∀t , it follows from 
(8.2b), the strict inequality assumption and 0

1
≥tws , 011

=−twr , 0
2

≥twr , 012
=+tws  that 
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a contradiction. ■ 

Theorem 8.4: For any given 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν , an optimum solution for (8.2) without flow cycles 

always exists. Especially, if 1ν ⋅> BCRν  and 1<dd
sr

, then any flow cycle is non-optimal. 

Proof: On behalf of Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 the only remaining possibility is a positive net inflow 
at either or both end periods 1tt = , 2tt = . Assume 011

>−twr ; the remaining possibility 

011
=−twr , 012

>+tws , is treated analogously. For an ε -modification with dqq
rsr /1/ =  at the 

boundary )1,( 11 +tt  the net budget )( 11 11 ++ = tt bz β  becomes unchanged (cf. the proof of 

Lemma 8.2), whereas the corresponding increase of 
1tz  is neutralized by a decreased 

)(1
11 11

qdq
d

ww tt
ssr

r
rr −⋅−=′ −− ε . Such a change is feasible, unless 11 11 −− = tt bz β . If the net budget 

11 −tz  already is at its upper bound, we continue backwards neutralizing by means of further 

reduced inflows )(1
222 11

qdq
d

ww tt
ssr

r
rr −⋅−=′ −− ε , where 021

>−twr  must hold according to 

Lemma 8.3, etc., until we reach a time period with its net budget below its upper limit. The 
existence of such a time period }1,,0{ 10 −∈ tt K  follows from Lemma 8.3, since otherwise 

}1,,0{ 1 −=′ tK  would form a set with upper limit net budget and net outflow (at 11 −= tt ). 
The ε -modifications mean the following net change for the objective (at }1,,{ 10 +∈ ttt K ): 
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Since 1ν ⋅≥ BCRv  and our general assumption is 1≤dd
sr

, the last expression is non-positive, 
i.e. the cycle free solution is at least as good. In the special case we get a cost reduction by 
eliminating the given flow cycle. ■ 

For any fixed ν , according to the 1st optimum property for (8.2), most net budgets are expected 
to be on any of the three tz -levels tbα , tb  and tbβ . In contrast, an immense number of 
optimum levels for the network subproblem (by G in (8.1a)) are expected. Therefore iterative 
adjustments of ν  are needed, in order to solve the Lagrangean dual. Such are performed, e.g., 
by the standard subgradient technique, see Ch 4. 

8.2.2 Primal heuristics 

We keep to our strategy from earlier chapters in finding a primal solution by modifying the 
solution of the current dual subproblem. As for the solutions of two dual subproblem parts, i.e. 
the network subproblem for )(net νΦ  s.t. (8.1f) and the budget subproblem (8.2), primal 
feasibility means that the resulting maintenance cost tG  and net budget tz  in year t also must 
satisfy (8.1a) - (8.1b), i.e. tt zG ≤ . As in earlier chapters our strategy is to accomplish primally 
feasible solutions by stepping one year at a time. From a given state t•x  at the start of yr t we 
match cost and budget in yr t by appropriate adjustments of the dual price tv , while relying on 
the dually computed costs and dual prices for year 1+t  and onwards. 

Definition 8.2 (a): The heuristics network problem (in year t) is the network subproblem (cf. 
(4.7), (4.6)) restricted to given ttt ≤′′• )(x , tttu <′′• )( . 
(b): The heuristics budget problem (in year t) is the budget subproblem (8.2) restricted to given 

tttz <′′ )( , tttw <′′)( r , tttw ≤′′)( s . 
(c): The heuristics consistency problem (in year t) is to find 
  ( ))()(:],[minarg: ,,Prim ttttBCRtt vzvGvvvv ≤∈= ∞  

for at least one optimum solution cost )( ttt vGG =  of the heuristics network problem and at 
least one optimum solution net budget )( ttt vzz =  of the heuristics budget problem for tν . 

In order to solve the heuristics consistency problem the following two properties are crucial: 

Proposition 8.3: The optimal maintenance cost tG  of the heuristics network problem is a non-
increasing set-valued function of (the one and only variable) tν , )( ttt GG ν= . 

Proof: Since the heuristics network problem is the Lagrangean dual subproblem for some 
primal, restricted according to Def 8.2(a), Lagrangean duality (cf. Sec 1.2.2) applies. Thus the 
dual objective Φ  is a concave function of the dual price tν  of (8.1a), i.e. wherever Φ  is twice 
differentiable with respect to tν  we have 

  t
t

G
d
dΦ =
ν

,  02

2
≤=

tt

t

d
Φd

d
Gd

νν
. 

Otherwise we make use of the subgradient property (1.7) of tG  at tν  and at any tt νν >′ : 
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  )()()()( tttttt GΦΦ ννννν −′⋅+≤′ ,  )()()()( tttttt GΦΦ ννννν ′−⋅′+′≤ . 
Hence 
  )()()()()()( tttttttttt GΦΦG νννννννν −′⋅≤−′≤−′⋅′ , 
and tt νν >′  implies 
  )()( tttt GG νν ≤′ . ■ 

Proposition 8.4: The optimum net budget tz  ( ++= tt zbα ) of the heuristics budget problem is a 
non-decreasing set-valued function of (the one and only variable) tν , )( ttt zz ν= , attaining all 
values between the lowest and highest possible. 

Proof: Assume the opposite of non-decreasing, i.e. for a pair of LP-problem instances A, B 
such that A

t
B
t νν >  we get an optimum solution a, with net budget a

tz , of problem A and an 

optimum solution b, with net budget b
tz , of problem B, such that a

t
b
t zz < . Both solutions a, b 

are feasible in both problems A, B. By using the notation tb  in (8.6) below for the utilizable 

budget and the net redistribution 1: +⋅−= ttt wdww ssr , the flow balance (8.2b) in time period t 
becomes 
  ttt bwz =+ . 

According to this equation and the assumption, the solutions a, b satisfy a
t

b
t ww > . Let AaΦ  

denote the objective function value for solution a in problem A, etc. The optimality for solution 
a in problem A means 
  AaAb ΦΦ ≥ . 
The tν -change 0)( : >−=Δ A

t
B
tt ννν  will have an influence on the objective coefficient of tw  

in (8.2a) only; whence 

  a
tt

tAaBa wdΦΦ ⋅Δ⋅+= + ν2
1

, 

  
.2

1

2
1

2
1

Baa
tt

tAa

a
tt

tAbb
tt

tAbBb

ΦwdΦ

wdΦwdΦΦ

=⋅Δ⋅+≥

≥⋅Δ⋅+>⋅Δ⋅+=
+

++

ν

νν
 

Thus BaBb ΦΦ > , i.e. solution b is non-optimal in problem B – a contradiction. 

As for the attained values of )( ttt zz ν= , a change of tν  only affects the objective coefficients 
in (8.2a), linearly and continuously, i.e. the set of LP-basic solutions is constant for every tν . If 
two or more LP-basic solutions provide the optimal value (8.2a) in the heuristics budget 
problem for some tν , then its LP-problem character implies that also any convex combination 
of the minima does. Specifically this applies to the tz -component. ■ 

In the heuristics network problem, which is a mixed-integer, nonlinear optimisation problem, 
one and the same maintenance solution may be optimum on some narrow tν -interval (narrow, 
due to the many segments in (4.6) and the many nodal states in (4.7), respectively). For the 
heuristics budget problem follows (as in the proof of Prop 8.4), from LP sensitivity analysis, 
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see e.g. [Dantzig (1963), p 275], that any basic solution (with a fixed tz -value) is optimum on 
some tν -interval. In between these intervals, discontinuous tG  and basic solution tz -steps are 
expected. This motivates the formulation of the heuristics consistency problem in Def 8.2c: we 
should look for the lowest tν -value such that tt zG ≤  (cf. Thm 8.1(c)), rather than hope for a 
unique tν -value such that tt zG = . 

In time step t all quantities ( ) tttw <′′
r , ( ) tttw ≤′′

s  are fixed by the earlier steps. The given budget 
level tb  in (8.2b) is replaced by the utilizable budget 

  tttt wwdbb srr
−⋅+= −1: ,         (8.6) 

and tt bz =  replaces tt bz =  as one of the three potential optimum levels (infeasible as to (8.1d) 
if tt bb β>  or tt bb α< ). As was mentioned at Cor 8.2 other tz -values may occasionally be 

optimal. Thus, as tν  varies the two limit levels, normally tt bz α=0  and tt bz β=1 , may become 
optimum tz -levels, together with zero or more other levels, e.g. tt bz = . In Fig. 8.3 we 

illustrate the issue, assuming one additional optimum level tb~  on the characteristic step curve. 
The drawn tG -curves are simplifications of functions with many small steps downwards (cf. 
Fig 8.4 below). As for the choice of tν  in [,] BCR ∞∈ νvvt  two main cases are distinguished: 

• In the 1st case, from an implementation point of view and illustrated by curves a, c, e, the 
optimal maintenance cost tG  for consistency with tz  is adjusted to (slightly below) the 

appropriate budget level tbα , tb~  or tbβ . In this case a maintenance cost ranking of the 
potential projects – one per road class and nodal state or one per road segment – is 
necessary. This gives the adjusted tν -value, possibly a tG -discontinuity.   

• In the 2nd case, see curves b, d, the variation of tv  also leads to a switch of budget level 
in (8.2); this admits an intermediate (non-LP-basic) tz -value )( tG=  in the primal 
solution (cf. Fig 8.4 below). In this case the tG -value is simply evaluated for the 
appropriate switch tν -value, without any CPU-time-consuming cost ranking of the 
maintenance projects.  

As a result of this primal step, also the variables )( t•u , twr  and 1+tws  become fixed. During the 
step we do not perform any recalculation of optimal works extents sstu )( 2 . In the 1st main case 
(cf. Fig 8.3, curves a, c, e) this means that the tv -value that solves the heuristics consistency 
problem can be calculated directly, as in Sec 4.2.3. In the 2nd main case (curves b, d) the 
expected tv -switch points can be estimated, simplest if all the constraints in (8.2b) are ignored, 
except the two for year t. In any case the tv -value giving consistency can be identified after a 
few trials, as described below. 

The constraints BCRvvt ≥  are handled as in Ch 4. 
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Let us look into the details of our method for finding a tν -value that solves the heuristics 
consistency problem, Def 8.2c. The initial tν -value comes from the current Lagrangean dual 

iteration (cf. Sec 8.2.1). As for the switch points −
tν , +

tν  in Fig 8.3, the deviations tνΔ  from 
the current price tν  can be estimated by sensitivity analysis: 

Theorem 8.5: Let Nc  and iN , respectively, denote the vector of current reduced costs and 
row i of the current coefficient matrix for the non-basic variables in the optimum LP-solution 
of the heuristics budget problem for time t (for fixed tν ). The optimum LP-basis remains 
unchanged for the following tν -deviations tνΔ . 

If both twr  and 1+tws are non-basic: 
1

2
1

2
1

11
+

⋅≤Δ≤⋅−
++ tt wttwt

c
dd

c
d

sr sν . 

If twr  is non-basic and 1+tws  is basic: T
wt

tT
N t

dd 0Nc ≥Δ⋅+
+

+
1

2
1

s
s

ν . 

If 1+tws  is non-basic and twr  is basic: T
wt

tT
N t

d 0Nc ≥Δ⋅− + rν2
1

. 

Proof: In the objective function (8.2a) tν  affects the coefficients of the four variables 1−twr , 

tws , twr  and 1+tws . Here the first two variables 1−twr , tws  have been fixed in the preceding primal 
substep 1−t . The results, based on the two remaining coefficients, then follow from standard 
sensitivity analysis. ■ 

The results in Thm 8.6 might be used for a direct estimation of the switch values −
tν , +

tν . We 
will, however, take the corresponding tνΔ -limits merely as initial values and re-solve the 
heuristics budget problem until the true switch points are found (within prescribed accuracy). 
We illustrate this procedure by an example. Consider Fig 8.4 where the price tν̂  generates the 

maintenance cost tĜ  in the heuristics network problem (unfilled point), and the budget level, 

Figure 8.3  Maintenance cost curves and net budget levels vs. dual price in year t. 
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here tb~ , of the heuristics budget problem (filled point). This is a situation where we have to 

identify at least one switch point, here +
tν . For any switch point we start from the most recent 

LP-optimum and use the sensitivity results in Thm 8.5 to estimate a trial switch tν -value. If 
necessary, a sequence of trial tν -values is generated, based on sensitivity results for the most 
recent LP-solution, each value requiring at most a few primal LP-iterations. In Fig 8.4 we 
search for the curve intersection point ),( ++

tt Gν  – unique whenever the tG -curve has no step 

downwards exactly at +
tν . The case tt bb =~  (in (8.6)) corresponds to both twr  and 1+tws  being 

zero and non-basic – whence 
1

1ˆ
+

⋅+=+
twtt c

d
ssνν  is expected, according to Thm 8.5. In general 

we enclose the correct switch value +
tν  by re-solving the budget problem twice, for εν ±+

t , 

and find the corresponding +
tG -value in the network problem, by comparing +

tν  with the 
calculated tν -switch points for each maintenance project (i.e. the tν -value where the 
preference order between routine and major maintenance for a segment is reversed; cf. Sec 
4.2.3). The final solution of the heuristics consistency problem is +

tν  and += tt Gz . 

 

A simpler solution alternative in our example would be to adjust the free budget level (here by 
means of 1+tws ) up to tĜ  at the given price tν̂ , by leaving the budget step curve in Fig 8.4. But 
such a feasible solution is clearly non-optimal (for BCRˆ νν >t ), according to Def 8.2c, and we 

therefore stick to our more ambitious choice, here ),( ++
tt Gν , which might be optimal. 

A shortcut occurs if the current tν -value coincides with either of the two limit values, ∞=νν t  
(a given proxy for infinity) or BCRνν =t , and the corresponding computed tt zG , -values 
demand a still more extreme tν -value: the former ( ∞=tν , tt zG > ) indicates that the 

tĜ  
+
tG  

Figure 8.4  Example maintenance cost curve and net budget curve vs. dual price in year t. 
tν  tν̂  +

tν  

tb~  
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heuristics consistency problem has no feasible solution (cf. Fig 8.5d below) and the latter 
( BCRνν =t , tt zG ≤ ) means a binding return rate constraint (cf. Fig 8.5a). 

 

 
Figure 8.5 Examples of deviations from the standard heuristics solution, due to reduced budget limits 

10, ttt zzz =  (b, c), and due to prescribed multiplier limits ∞= ννν ,BCRt  (a, d). 

There are situations where the full, step curve tz  vs. tν  cannot be generated: 

• one or more switch points are below the lower feasibility limit BCRνν =t , 

• due to deficit financing in the preceding time periods (primal steps) more than the maxi-
mum possible 1+twd s

s
-value is reserved by tws : 

∑
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1
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αβ  (cf. Fig 8.5c), 

• due to surplus financing in the preceding time periods (primal steps) more than the maxi-
mum possible twr -value is reserved by 1−twr : 

tν  

BCRν  

tt bz β=1  

tt bz α=0  

Fig8.5a 
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In the heuristics budget problem an initial feasible LP basic solution can easily be found: in 
time step t, with the variables ( ) 1

0
−
=

tw ττ
r , ( )tw 1=ττ

s  of the preceding years fixed, we construct a 
feasible solution by stepping forwards one year 1,,1, −+= Ttt Kτ  at a time and focusing on 
the net budget (8.6) in year τ . At time τ  normally two basic variables are chosen for the time 
τ -constraints in (8.2b)-(8.2c), out of the four candidate variables τwr , τws , )( τττ αbzz −=+  and 
the slack variable τs  of constraint (8.2c). In general we choose 
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The need for three instead of two basic variables in a period τ  arises only if ττ αbz >0  or 

ττ βbz <1 . Our choices 0
ττ zz =  and 1

ττ zz = , respectively, then mean that the flows in all the 
succeeding periods ττ >′  satisfy ττ β ′′ = bz  and ττ α ′′ = bz , respectively, and the extra basic 

variable in time τ  may replace 0=′τs  and 0=+
′τz , respectively. 

8.3 Results 

We have implemented the method and performed a small study with a constant annual budget, 
corresponding to the stationary budget level for the return rate limit BCRνν =  according to the 
residual value routine, using 5 levels of discretization, and assuming absolute feasibility limits 
for worst acceptable state. For each case we have run the road class oriented routine for 601 
dual iterations, using a subgradient technique for the updating of ν  (cf. Ch 4), with time 
horizon 80=T . From the fixed budget case we have made changes, allowing 5% or 10% 
budget deviations and using the backward financial discount factor 0.95, whereas the forward 
interest rate is put to the interest rate of calculation, 4%. A summary is found in Tab 8.1. Here 
the constant budget case (run 0) is the basis for the cost comparisons: the relative objective 

)(νΦ -differences ( 1/ 0 −ΦΦ ) for the best dual iterations and the relative traffic cost F-
differences ( 1/ 0 −FF ) for the best primal iterations are shown. Moreover, the present worth 
values of the unused (“slack”) capital are presented for the best primal solutions. For each run 
the remaining gaps between the best found values of the primal and dual objective values are 
also listed. 

In these runs the difference between the costs computed in the DynP backward and forward 
iteration routines is around 0.2%. 
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The primal heuristics is equipped with a supplementary step length routine: if the enclosing of 
a switch point for the net budget curve by the repeated use of sensitivity analysis (see Thm 8.5) 
fails in two steps, then we turn to extrapolation with increased tν -steps. When the switch point 
becomes enclosed, the remaining tν -uncertainty interval is reduced by use of Thm 8.5, 
modified to avoid too close trial tν -values. 

5-2-3-4-

5-2-3-4-

5-
000

1

100.4100.6101.7-104.8-1.100.951.042
103.1101.1100.8-104.6-1.050.951.041
1019000(1)--0

gaplack)(slack)/(s//2Run

⋅⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅⋅
⋅

ΔΔΔ−== − FFΦΦddd αβ
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Table 8.1 Run characteristics and cost comparisons with basic run (0). 

The reduction of the best dual cost Φ  is modest but the traffic cost F gains somewhat from 
redistribution. A bonus for government is the side effect that despite the (small) improvements 
of Φ  and F the capital is used more efficiently in case of redistribution, increasing the unused 
(“slack”) money by around 1%. Thus everyone has something to gain from budget 
redistribution, although it might mean a more varying volume of maintenance. 

The redistribution option has a clear effect on the resulting dual prices ν  for the best found 
dual solutions – see Fig 8.6. Whereas the rigid budget case (run 0) shows capital scarcity over 
most of the horizon, the variations are completely evened out in run 2, except for the initial 
year. 

 

Fig 8.6 
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If redistribution is admitted the budget levels will vary – see Fig 8.7 below, where the results 
for the best found primal solutions are drawn. The run characteristics are the same as in Tab 
8.1.

 

Fig 8.8 
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Note the fine-tuned agreement in Fig 8.7 between runs 1 and 2 in the years 10 - 40. Before and 
after that, the extreme net budget values tt bz α=  and tt bz β=  in (8.1d) are used. The bang-
bang behaviour is somewhat illusory, as Fig 8.8 for the corresponding maintenance costs 
shows. All three maintenance cost curves approach the stationary cost level corresponding to 

BCRνν =t , i.e. the nominal budget level in these runs. For all three runs the cost curves show a 
deep dip after the initial years, deepest after an initial redistribution. This means that the 
volume of maintenance will vary strongly between years, irrespective of redistribution 
possibilities, due to the return rate restrictions. Thus flexible resources are needed, irrespective 
of budget strategy, and should not be an argument against budget redistribution. The runs also 
show that the general maintenance state of the road network is rather good, after an initial extra 
effort to handle the roads close to the given state feasibility limits. The cost curve for run 1 has 
a curious peak after 40 years and decreases somewhat in the end, showing that this is an 
imperfect solution: the remaining gap in Tab 8.1 is higher in this run than in run 2. 

There are discrepancies between the budget levels and costs in the second half of the time 
horizon for these primal solutions. This is due to a redistribution of slack money towards the 
end of the horizon. How is this possible? We have not registered the modified dual prices 

Primν  for the heuristics, just the dual optimum ν  in Fig 8.6. Let us scrutinise, e.g., run 1. Time 
t intervals, coefficients tcr , 1t+cs -signs and redistributions twr , 1t+ws -values are collected in Tab 
8.2. Here 1t , 2t  are some unknown redistribution switch points (see below).  

 t Exp. Exp.

0 - 1 steep descent + – 0 + 0 +

2 - t1 0 0 ? ? 0 +

t1 - 8 0 0 ? ? + 0

9 - 10 ascent – + + 0 + 0

11 - t2 constant 0 + ? 0 + 0

t2 - 79 constant 0 + ? 0 0 0

tν tcr 1+tcs twr 1+tws twr 1+tws

BCRν

BCRν

 
Table 8.2 Analysis of best primal solution for the heuristics budget problem in run 1. 

The tcr , 1t+cs -signs are determined by the definitions and the used d, d
r

, d
s

-values. The possible 

twr , 1t+ws -signs are implied by the corresponding coefficient signs. The expected (“Exp.”) twr , 

1t+ws -signs follow from regarding the coefficient signs for the whole 80 yrs period. Since 1t+cs  
is negative for 1,0=t  and zero for ]8,2[∈t , maximum feasible backward redistribution is 
profitable on ]1,2[ tt ∈ , for some 1t . Since tcr  is negative for 10,9=t  and zero for 10>t , 
maximum feasible forward redistribution is profitable on ]8,1[tt ∈ . Since any forward 
redistribution means capitalisation, the budget means from, e.g., 5=t  to 75=t  will increase 
by the factor 6.1504.1 70 ≈ , which easily creates budget surpluses later on. Therefore it is not 
surprising that no switch value )80( 2 <t  exists, i.e. that the maximum net budget values 

tt bz β=  are attained for every 42>t  in the primal solution. The discrepancy between tz  in 
Fig 8.7 and the maintenance cost tG  in Fig 8.8 is then a consequence of the return rate 
constraints, and we conclude that BCRPrim, νν =t  must hold for 42>t , according to Fig 8.5a. 
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Note that, e.g., run 1 in Fig 8.7 could not be an optimum LP-basic solution (corresponding to ν  
in Fig 8.6). There are simply too many LP-basic variables: three variables ),,( ttt wsz r+  for 

]42,9[∈t  and two variables otherwise – but only on average two constraints per t-value in 
(8.2). From Thm 8.3(a) we expect at most one of yrs 9, 10 to have an interior net budget 

] [ttt bbz βα ,∈ . 

As for the special iterative methods involved we present some statistics for runs 1 + 2 in 
Tab8.3, characterising the varying number of tν -trial values per time step t of the primal 
heuristics, denoted Primν , as well as the number of simplex iterations per LP-problem in the 
dual subproblem and the primal heuristics. In Tab 8.3 #problem denotes the number of cases 
where the corresponding iterative method is applied, whereas mean and std dev are the 
observed iteration mean values and standard deviations, respectively. Moreover, we present the 
observed percentage distribution of the number of iterations. Remember that the dual 
subproblem (8.2) contains 1602 =T  constraints (8.2b,c), whereas the number of constraints in 
the heuristics budget (LP-)problem varies between this number and essentially 0, with on 
average 80 constraints. The low iteration mean values for the heuristics LP- and Primν -
iterations reflect the predominance of BCRνν = . On behalf of future applications it may be 
worthwhile to investigate the causes of the occurring Primν -iterations around 40, signalling that 
the sensitivity based updating has been replaced/modified by the slower but more robust 
extrapolation and interval reduction updating. 

#problem mean std dev %: 0-19 20-39 40-59 60-79 80-99 100-119 120-
Dual subprobl:LP 1202 84,4 15,2 0,1 2,0 4,7 16,8 63,9 12,1 0,4
Primal heur:LP 411211 6,3 17,7 90,2 2,7 3,0 2,5 1,4 0,1 0,0

#problem mean std dev %: 0-7 8-15 16-23 24-31 32-39 40-
Primal heur:      72651 4,7 10,2 89,8 1,1 1,3 0,2 4,4 3,2Primν  
Table 8.3 Iteration statistics for the redistribution runs 1 - 2. 
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9 Methods for road network application 
Is it possible to derive trustworthy optimisation results for a whole geographical region in 
reasonable time? With our approach, solving the Lagrangean dual, every dual iteration costs 
several CPU hours. Therefore our focus for the network applications is on the method for 
updating the dual “prices” (variable values). 

In Sec 9.1 we present our prerequisites in case study Värmland, as to computer resources, and 
discuss the best choice of ambition level, here synonymous to discretization level. In Sec 9.2 
our main updating method, by subgradients, is applied both by solving the dual subproblem for 
all segments before a full updating and by solving for one segment group at a time, in a cyclic 
pattern of partial updatings. Apart from the updating method our main concern is about result 
precision. The standard multi-linear interpolation can be improved in two different ways 
discussed in Sec 9.3. As an alternative to subgradient updating we investigate the Dantzig-
Wolfe method in Sec 9.4, implementing a compact solver for our problem and using a linear, 
bundle-like modification plus flexible boxes. A main reason for parallel computing, 
subdividing the large data/model set into smaller sets per processor, which can be kept in 
primary memory, is to have fast access to all information in the primal heuristics. In Sec 9.5 we 
examine the proc and cons of a posterior heuristics, for the generation of feasible maintenance 
plans. Finally, in Sec 9.6 we give some concluding comments. 

9.1 Parallelisation 

For our Värmland runs we had access to the 400 processor Monolith cluster at The National 
Supercomputer Center in Sweden (NSC). Each Monolith node is a PC with two (dual) Intel 
2.2GHz Xeon processors sharing 2 GBytes of memory and 80 GBytes of disk space. For 
parallelisation we have chosen the LAM implementation of Message Passing Interface (MPI), 
using FastEthernet. Our code is a stand alone package of C++ routines, including a setup 
routine for the assignment of the input segments data to the available number of processors (cf. 
Sec 4.3.1). If the number of processors exceeds the number of road classes ( 29=R  here), our 
primary aim is to split the data for equalising the number of segments per processor (totally 

8749=S  here), in such a way that the number of road classes per processor is the lowest 
possible; here two road classes per processor will do. The hierarchical, object oriented 
(memory demanding) model structure, which we generate dynamically during the run, is 
dominated by the dynamic programming grid, one for each road segment. There are more 
memory saving alternatives, which we discuss in Secs 1.3 and 4.3.2. The advantage of having 
each segment structure active during the whole solution process is that most file data transfer is 
omitted and that information about the simultaneous state of all segments is directly available 
during the primal heuristics, where it is repeatedly needed. For the same reason we compute in 
advance and store the interpolation weights for the fixed routine-maintenance option at each 
grid node, although there are more memory saving alternatives – see Secs 1.3 and 4.3.2. Thus 
we use around 16 GB memory for 4=L  node levels per state dimension ( 5=D  here) and 48 
GB for 5=L .  
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Since each pair of Monolith processors share 2 GB the ideal number of processors ought to 
equal the number of used GB. However, this is for an ideal situation where all computer work 
is locally handled at each processor. In practice we use a controlling root processor, collecting 
information from all others, performing computations based on overall information, e.g. 
finding a new dual search direction, and passing this information to all others. The data transfer 
itself introduces an unproductive communication time and leads to waiting, mainly due to an 
imbalance of the cluster work load between the computers. For each problem we have to 
distinguish one root processor time rootT  (non-dividable, i.e. wasted, inactive time for the other 
processors) and the rest, the dividable time locT  (where all processors are active). In the first 
approximation, presuming a perfectly balanced cluster, N processors will result in the wall 
clock time NTT locroot + , i.e. although this time decreases by N the total processor run time 

locroot TTN +⋅  increases. Hence a good utilisation of the computers speaks for a small N-value. 
(In our case, allocated a limited number of CPU hours per month by NSC, we had such an 
incentive.) However, if the N-value is too small the limited memory per cluster node will 
accomplish time-consuming swapping of data – and the simple formula must be revised. In 
reality this means that in most cases there is an optimal number N of parallel processors 
( 1>N ), minimising the total run time. In Fig 9.1 we have varied N for two typical jobs, both 
using 5=L  node levels, as in the majority of the network runs to be presented below. One 
method is the subgradient algorithm applied with partial updating – see Sec 9.2 – and the other 
is the Dantzig-Wolfe approach, also applied with partial updating – see Sec 9.4. Due to the 
presence of both swapping and competing network communication the CPU times will vary 
from run to run, i.e. the numbers in Fig 9.1 are mere examples.  

The results for the subgradient method refer to 26 dual iterations, of 2 full and 24 partial 
updating iterations (with 10 updatings per iteration). The value for 88 processors is the average 
of two run times of 137 and 154 CPU hrs and the value for 44 processors has been translated 
from 10

220  to 26 iterations (run stop due to a reached wall clock limit, corresponding to 220 

CPU hours). In the subgradient runs the communication with the root takes place at the end of 
every partial (and full) dual iteration and in the primal heuristics after every completed dual 
iteration. We notice a steep increase at 44 processors, which we refer to swapping, and a slow 
increase by rootT  at and above 66 processors, where all swapping is expected to have 
disappeared (making the results more stabile). From these numbers and the least squares 
method we estimate (dotted line in Fig 9.1) 1.98loc =T , 638.0root =T , i.e. the dividable time 

locT  corresponds to 35.99 % in cases of negligible swapping – a measure of utilisation 
efficency. The fewest CPU hours are registered for 88 processors and in the runs below for 

5=L  we have used this N-value.  

In the Dantzig-Wolfe runs in Fig 9.1 the curve minimum is less pronounced. Here the results 
are for 8 dual iterations, of 2 full and 6 partial iterations (10 updatings per iteration). The value 
for 66 processors is translated from the 149 CPU hours received after 72 +  iterations. The data 
transfer with the root processor is more intense in this method, and rootT  is expected to 
constitute a bigger proportion, since at the end of every partial (and full) iteration we also solve 
an LP-problem of several thousands of LP-iterations mainly at the root, communicating about 
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entering columns, etc., with the other processors – see Sec 9.4 for details. The time variation is 
partly due to the total number of LP-iterations. These, in turn, depend on how the segments are 
grouped per partial iteration – differently for different N-values. For, e.g., 88=N , the total 
number of LP-iterations is 433750=I  but for 98=N  we get 391261=I . These disturbances 
make us refrain from any estimation of the rootT , locT -proportions for DW from Fig 9.1. 

Figure 9.1 Run time vs. number of processors for two dual updating methods 
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9.2 Subgradient method with full and partial updating 

Our implementation of the subgradient method is described in Sec 4.2.1, also cf. Sec 1.2.3. To 
facilitate a comparison between different methods and method variants we confined the study 
to one main case of a constant annual budget level 5.75=b  MSEK, penalising any violation of 
the upper state bounds and using 5=L  node levels per state dimension. Results for this 
reference case can be found in tables throughout this chapter. 

9.2.1 Input data precision, discretization errors and run strategy 

In Sec 4.3.4 we discussed the imperfect node lattices that were used in the dynamic 
programming routine for solving the dual subproblem. In the reference case the difference 
between the total costs computed backwards and forwards is typically around 2 %. As for the 
input data and functions described in Ch 3, in many cases formulated in a first version, we 
cannot expect those to be perfect. This double lack of precision speaks for a less ambitious stop 
criterion. On the other hand we do not want that interruptions of our solution method should 
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contribute to the overall uncertainty. This conflict is probably reduced to a question about 
processor resources and CPU times. What counts here is the quality and cost of the best found 
feasible maintenance solution. A drawback for method comparisons is that the primal solutions 
are derived by a heuristics, more exposed to chance. Therefore also the best dual values are of 
interest as a measure of the dual method convergence. We recommend a strategy where one 
starts from a coarse grid, e.g. the start value 3=L  as in Tab 9.1 below, and then use the best 
found primal solution as a start point for the next L-value. In our implementation, where the 
residual values are computed with the same grid density as in the main routine, we have to 
translate the residual value part of the total cost for the registered maintenance solutions (in a 
prior routine), when we change L-value. In Tab 9.1 the non-translated primal values are shown, 
i.e. the results are not directly comparable but illustrate the cost variation caused by the 
different grid densities. In all shown cases the primal start solution was improved during the 
run. The relative discretization errors are found in Tab 4.3. 

#Levels L #States #Processors CPU-hrs #Dual iterations Best dual(kSEK) Best primal(kSEK) Relative gap
3 243 4 51 2545478 2543993 -0.000583
4 1024 30 90 100 2545752 2537831 -0.003111
5 3125 66 264 76 2541856 2541485 -0.000146
6 7776 166 664 71 2559947 2559993 0.000018

Table 9.1 Run results received with different numbers of node levels and processors. 

In Tab 9.1 we receive negative gaps, i.e. differences between the best found primal and dual 
solutions, although this trouble decreases as the grid density increases. In order to prevent 
stagnation of the dual method in such cases we correct the target value in the subgradient 
routine, whenever necessary, in such a way that a given (positive) minimum gap size is always 
guaranteed. In all runs we applied a (first or increased) correction, whenever the difference 
between the best found dual objective value Φ  and primal objective value Φ  satisfies 

)(9999.0 ΦΦΦ Δ+⋅> , where ΦΔ  is the current correction.   

 

In Fig 9.2 the resulting primal and dual costs are given per iteration for the reference case. The 
vertical bars in dual iterations 31, 35, 57 and 74 mark all the correction changes performed 
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after iteration 30. In the enlargement Fig 9.2b it is realised that the pattern after around 30 
iterations becomes rather scattered, with no significant improvements in this region of 
overlapping cost curves. We suspect that this happens when the discretization errors become of 
the same magnitude as the true dual gap. Therefore we judged that entering such a region 
would be a natural stop criterion and in most runs below we will use around 30 dual iterations. 

The question is: does it pay to use higher L-values? The generated maintenance plans, rather 
than total costs, provide the most useful information. In Tab 9.2 we present statistics for the 
pairwise L-value comparisons that can be formed out of the runs in Tab 9.1, as to the sum of 
absolute deviations in number of yrs and cm:s for the pavements works on each segment. In 
case a segment receives different numbers of pavings according to the two models it is referred 
to column nDiffSegm. Otherwise the difference (total absolute deviation) is referred to the 
corresponding distribution to the left. The difference averages are found in column mv. The 
pavement thickness shows small differences, as expected from Tab 4.2a. Despite the repeated 
maintenance works made during the horizon on each segment the total absolute deviation in 
years is only around 1 yr, on average, for all comparisons, even for 3=L ; apart from 
nDiffSegm. However, we notice a significant improvement for the pair 5 vs. 6; which speaks 
for the use of 5=L . 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 >9 mv nDiffSegm
3 vs. 4  yr 2724 2070 1261 667 267 105 62 37 18 9 5 1.22 1524

cm 6947 176 39 50 11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.13 1524
3 vs. 5  yr 3756 2464 968 406 118 80 33 19 8 3 0 0.84 894

cm 7638 109 40 51 13 3 1 0 0 0 0 0.09 894
3 vs. 6  yr 3135 2249 1276 548 268 90 53 20 3 6 0 1.08 1101

cm 7377 130 40 71 21 4 4 1 0 0 0 0.12 1101
4 vs. 5  yr 2950 2036 1284 649 284 118 51 19 9 1 2 1.13 1346

cm 7182 166 29 21 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.11 1346
4 vs. 6  yr 3050 1969 1453 630 275 67 33 12 5 1 0 1.09 1254

cm 7287 135 26 37 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.10 1254
5 vs. 6  yr 4062 2808 917 261 69 18 5 0 3 1 0 0.65 605

cm 7989 96 30 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07 605

Table 9.2 Differences as to paving time (yr) and thickness (cm) for different pairs of L-values. 

9.2.2 Full and partial updating 

The full updating, documented for 5=L  in Tab 9.1 above, is the basis for our comparisons. 
Partial updating means that for each processor the allocated segments are split in a number M 
of (ideally) equally sized updating groups. In each partial updating, made for new dual prices 
ν , the dual subproblem is solved only for one updating group. For the others we extrapolate 
the dual cost for the previous solution to the current ν -value. Out of a subproblem solution in 
iteration )(sii =  for segment s we use the dual price siν , the dual cost )( siνϕ  and the 
maintenance costs per year sig  for constructing an affine majorant (cf. Sec 1.2.3) 

  )()();(ˆ  )  )(( si
T

sisisisisisi ννgνννν −+≡≤ ϕϕϕ .     (9.1) 
The majorant sum, defined as ∑

s
sissis );(ˆ )(,)(, ννϕ , is used as an estimate of the total dual cost 

∑
s

sis )()(, νϕ . Here the fresh information for the current updating group is included. This 
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information is used for the next ν -updating, and we get M such updatings per full round of 
segment subproblems (= one dual iteration). For the subgradient method this means two things:  

• Since we get no complete solution for the current ν -value in a partial updating, the 
resulting total cost cannot be used as a guaranteed lower bound for the best primal 
solution. Therefore we normally start and finish every run with a full iteration. 

• The usual step length formula in Sec 4.2.1 does not necessarily make sense. If it was 
used in partial updating it would mean that the influence on the budget constraint 
residuals in (4.6b), of the maintenance costs for each group, would be repeated M 
times; which speaks for a reduction by the factor M1 . On the other hand our estimate 
of the current dual cost in the updating formula is based on affine majorants, i.e. we 
overestimate the dual cost and underestimate the true gap. This speaks for an increased 
step length, in comparison with the formula in Sec 4.2.1. To find out the most useful 
choice we have tried different reduction factors. 

If, as an approximation, the majorant sum for all updating groups but the current group m̂  
coincides with the corresponding best primal value and if all M updating groups contribute 
equally to the estimated dual gap, then in the step length formula in Sec 4.2.1 for 1≈q  we get 
  MΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦqΦ mm

m
mm /)ˆ(ˆ)ˆ(ˆˆ)( ˆˆ −≈−≈−=−≈−−⋅+ ∑ , 

i.e. we get a natural step length reduction by factor M1  and should not reduce at all by force. 
The primal heuristics (cf. Sec 4.2.3) is applied once per round (dual iteration). In Tab 9.3a 
below we have varied the number of partial updatings M per round, as well as the reduction 
factor – here qM1  for K,,1,,0 2

3
2
1=q . All runs concern the reference case, for 26 dual 

iterations and 88 processors. The full updating corresponds to 1=M . In the table also the 

∑ +=
t

t
t gd 2

2
2
1

:g -values are presented, where ttt bGg −=:  is the budget residual for time t, 

i.e. maintenance cost minus budget, and the sum is over t with BCRνν >t , on behalf of the 
optimality condition (4.2). Tab 9.3a consists of three divisions; the first one containing results 
for runs where the affine majorant in (9.1) is based on the latest dual iteration i. In the second 
and third divisions all previous iterations are admissible. By choosing a majorant with the 
lowest extrapolated value at ν  our aim is to reduce the amount of overestimation. However, 
due to the discretization errors there is a risk of over- or underestimation on large distances 

siνν − . The (erroneous) overestimation may even lead to negative gaps and is a second cause 

of corrections. The correction purpose is the same as before: to guarantee a (positive) minimum 
gap in the step length formula. In the second division the iteration is chosen per processor p, 
common for every segment handled there (except for the current updating group); in the third 
division the iteration is chosen per segment. The use of information for all the previous 
iterations resembles a Dantzig-Wolfe approach – see Sec 9.4 below. But here the extrapolation 
is to the current point ν , not to the next intended point, as in DW. 
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#Partial up- Reduction Considered CPU-hrs Best dual Best primal Relative gap ||g||2
datings M factor iterations (kSEK) (kSEK) (kSEK)

1 1/1 latest 127 2541764 2541544 -0.000087 11287
10 1/1 latest 148 2541691 2541674 -0.000007 4636
10 1/1 latest 154 2541784 2541502 -0.000111 6106
10 1/√10 latest 146 2541748 2541518 -0.000090 4898
10 1/10 latest 148 2541682 2541468 -0.000084 6374
10 1/√1000 latest 146 2541642 2541969 0.000129 7551
10 1/100 latest 150 2541578 2542172 0.000234 8440
50 1/1 latest 207 (2546854) (2542911) -0.001548 29129
50 1/√50 latest 210 (2545341) (2542414) -0.001150 40755
10 1/1 p -specific 129 2542247 2541529 -0.000282 22170
10 1/√10 p -specific 125 2542132 2541483 -0.000255 20216
10 1/10 p -specific 131 2541857 2541591 -0.000105 13982
10 1/√1000 p -specific 126 2541735 2541541 -0.000076 14443
10 1/100 p -specific 130 2541300 2542169 0.000342 64660
10 1/1 s -specific 137 2542266 2541402 -0.000340 27000
10 1/√10 s -specific 141 2542178 2541590 -0.000231 17271
10 1/10 s -specific 137 2541820 2541501 -0.000126 14646  

Table 9.3a Results for the subgradient method with full and partial updating, reference case. 

The use of bigger M-values means more communication with the root processor and an 
increased central run time rootT  for the ν -updating. This is evident from the run times for 

50=M  in Tab 9.3a (although its cost values – within parenthesis – are for a slightly different 
model). As for 10=M , there are no dramatic differences between the different choices of 
reduction factor qM1  but the results for 1>q  are slightly inferior, as expected. It is 
somewhat surprising that the p- and s-specific variants do better for a 11 -reduction, since the 
gap ought to be more accurate here. On the other hand the M-repetition argument, practised for 
variant latest, is irrelevant here: In the runs for variant latest, the angle between any two 
consecutive ν -directions is small, on average 24º for 2

1=q , i.e. the partial updating 

accomplishes a slow steering. For the s-specific variant the angles are bigger, on average 47º 
for 2

1=q , i.e. not only the updating group contributes to the steering, when all groups are open 

for changes at every updating. The best choice according to the costs is to use s-specific 
iterations and 0=q , i.e. no reduction in comparison with full updating. This choice also 
outperforms the usual full updating method – but for the run time. The additional 
computational work and communication with the root processor, that results from s-specific 
updating, amounts to 8-10% extra CPU-time – time which the usual full updating method 
would have used to find better solutions. But if we choose from the closeness to optimality, 
according to 2g , the winner is found among those using the latest iteration for extrapolation. 

This is reasonable, since the average extrapolation distance ought to be shorter; whereas the 
advantage of using all iterations is mainly for the gap size. In Fig 9.1 we used the s-specific 
variant with 0=q . 
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9.2.3 Camerini – Fratta – Maffioli (CFM) modification 

The CFM-method is described in [Camerini, Fratta and Maffioli (1975)]. Its purpose is to avoid 
zigzag behaviour for the subgradient method, when consecutive iterates, e.g., fall on opposite 
sides of a sharp ridge, leading to slow convergence, back and forth across the ridge. 

Consider the latest two dual (partial) iterates 1,0)( =iiν  and the corresponding objective values 
)( ii νΦ≡Φ  and subgradients )( ii GG ν≡  for 1,0=i . The corresponding affine majorants are 

  )();(ˆ  )  )(( i
T

iiii ννGννν −+Φ≡Φ≈Φ   1,0=i . 
The current iterate 1ν  is possibly (but not necessarily) the result of a preceding CFM-
modification, 01 ν̂ν = . We determine if the angle between the two subgradients 1,0)( =iiG  is 

obtuse – or with 01: ννν −=Δ , rather if 01 <ΔνG T , 00 >ΔνG T  and |||||||| 0101 GGGG ⋅<T  
(Cauchy’s inequality for non-aligned vectors 01,GG , i.e. the step from 0ν  to 1ν  is 
(somewhat) along 0G  and (somewhat but not quite) opposite to 1G ). If so, we look for a 
direction in the ),( Φν -space, in the “ridge” subspace defined by the two majorants, and 
starting at a point  1ν̂  on the line between 0ν  and 1ν : 

  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

−⋅+=
−+Φ=−+Φ

).(ˆ
)ˆ()ˆ(
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01001111

νννν
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Letting  01: Φ−Φ≡ΔΦ  and 01: GGG −=Δ , we get the step length  

  
νG
νG

ΔΔ
Δ−Δ

= T

TΦt 0 , 

where the assumptions  001 <Δ−Δ=ΔΔ νGνGνG TTT  and the majorant property 

  1,0)(  )( 11 =−+Φ≤Φ −− iii
T

iii ννGν  
imply ]1,0[∈t . 
Especially, we look for a direction 1Ĝ  in the convex cone formed by 1,0)( =iiG , as described by 

  ]1,0[)1(:ˆ
101 ∈−+= ααα GGG . 

Since also 11
ˆˆ Gν +  shall belong to the ridge subspace, 

  )ˆˆ()ˆˆ( 0110011111 νGνGνGνG −++Φ=−++Φ TT , 

we get 0ˆ
1 =Δ GGT , in that sense conjugate directions, and 

  
GG

GG
ΔΔ

Δ
= T

T
1α . 

The next iterate is taken as 112
ˆˆ: Gνν ⋅+= σ  where the step length σ  is chosen as in Sec 4.2.1, 

with 2|||| g  exchanged for 2
1 ||ˆ|| G  or ||||||ˆ|| 1 g⋅G . The assumption corresponding to 

00 >ΔνG T  in the next dual iteration is 0)( 121 >− ννG T . The automatic satisfaction of this 
inequality follows from the assumed non-alignment of 01,GG . 

We have tested both norm variants. Since partial updating generates acute angles, according to 
Sec 9.2.2, we have only applied the CFM-modification to full updating. In Tab 9.3b the main 
results are documented, and the standard run repeated from Tab 9.3a, for convenience. 
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CFM- Norm Reduction Considered CPU-hrs Best dual Best primal Relative gap ||g||2
modific. factor iterations (kSEK) (kSEK) (kSEK)

No 1/1 latest 127 2541764 2541544 -0.000087 11287

Yes 1/1 latest 125 2539582 2542974 0.001336 70859

Yes 1/1 latest 125 2541328 2542319 0.000390 24827

||||||ˆ|| gG ⋅
2||ˆ|| G

2|||| g

 
Table 9.3b  Subgradient method with full updating and two variants of CFM-modification. 

As we can see the CFM-modifications do not mean any improvement, quite the opposite.

9.3 Interpolation improvements 

The two interpolation schemes presented here are intended to supplement all the price updating 
methods discussed in this chapter. The aim of both schemes is to improve the accuracy, by 
offering an alternative to the expensive increase of the node density – cf. Tab 4.3. Our first way 
is to apply higher order polynomials than in standard multi-linear interpolation. The results for 
pairs of quadratics are mixed into multi-linear-quadratic interpolation for better utilisation of 
the existing lattice information, catching more of the global function behaviour, rather than to 
increase the node density. Our second way is the opposite, i.e. to introduce more nodes in an 
economic way, DL )1( −  nodes in between the existing DL  ones, and stick to multi-linear 
interpolation. The resulting double grid may be viewed, e.g., as 2

15=L  levels per state 
dimension. 

9.3.1 Multi-linear-quadratic interpolation 

Consider the interpolation problem of finding a function value )ˆ(xf  for a point x̂  in a D-
dimensional state space, based on given function values in a surrounding regular lattice. We 
demand that the estimated )ˆ(ˆ xf -values should define a continuous function throughout the 
state space. This means that, if we think of full multi-quadratic interpolation analogous to 
multi-linear interpolation, it cannot be based on just three levels per state dimension. (For 
example, assuming integer node levels, the three levels 2,1,0=dx  are natural to use for 

5.1ˆ <dx  and 3,2,1=dx  for 5.1ˆ >dx . But the exchange does not guarantee continuity, since 
the interpolation weights for 0=dx  and 3=dx , respectively, at 5.1ˆ =dx  are non-zero.) On 
the other hand, using four node levels per dimension (which guarantees continuity, since she 
shift takes place on the very node levels where just one weight is non-zero) would increase the 
number of interpolation points from D2  to D4 , i.e. 32 times for 5=D . Instead we have tried 
to find a compromise – but the demands for continuity still makes it necessary to use four node 
levels, whenever possible. Our scheme consists of two steps: 

a) Consider the hyperbox, say hypercube, enclosing x̂  and having lattice nodes as corner 
points p and no node in its interior. For each state dimension d and each edge line 

)(pde  in the d-coordinate direction from p, determine by (mixed) quadratic inter-
polation the function value for the target point on )(pde , i.e. the one having dd xx ˆ= . 
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b) Given the determined function values for all the hypercube edges, compute the function 
value at x̂  by edge based multi-linear interpolation. 

In Fig 9.3a we illustrate step (a) for one of the edge lines )(pdee =  in 3=D  dimensions, with 
four interpolation points (white balls).  The target point (black ball on e) is on the (hyper-) 
plane containing point x̂ . In Fig 9.3b all the edge points used in step (b) are marked. In 
standard multi-linear interpolation the weight points are at the surrounding hypercube corners. 
Here the weight points on the edges )(⋅de  in state dimension d form the hypercube corners in a 

1−D  dimensional subspace or manifold, i.e. step (b) corresponds to D ordinary multi-linear 
interpolations in 1−D  dimensions. 

 

In summary, our strategy for generalising the multi-linear interpolation method is to use 
quadratic polynomials for the edges in each state dimension, i.e. multi-linear-quadratic 
interpolation. For the variation along each edge line in a considered hypercube (hyperbox) we 
normally use 4 points in the state space – one grid point on each side of two hypercube corner 
points; the latter ones indexed 0 and 1. At or outside the grid surface we only have access to 
grid points on one side of the hypercube, and use 3 points (without jeopardising continuity). 

In order to judge the computational work, an optimistic view is to consider the computational 
time for step (a), i.e. the quadratic interpolation for getting the target point function values, as 
negligible. The remaining step (b), i.e. the edge based multi-linear interpolation, is based on the 

12 −⋅ DD  target points (edge lines). For 5=D  this is 2.5 times the usual (multi-linear 
interpolation) number. 

A pessimistic view is to focus on the 4 grid points used per edge line, i.e. 12 +⋅ DD  quadratic 
interpolation points in all. Thus, for 5=D  we will handle 10 times the usual number of points 
per hypercube. Somewhere in between these two factors, 2.5 and 10, is a realistic figure for the 
increase of the computational burden. 

Continuity is guaranteed when shifting hypercube, since when moving orthogonally to a 
common edge line, an unchanged set of interpolation points on the edge are used and when 

 e 

x̂  

Figure 9.3a Mixed quadratic interpolation Figure 9.3b Edge based multi-linear interpolation

x̂  
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moving parallel to an edge line the shift of hypercube coincides with the exchange of one set of 
interpolation points – with weight zero at the shift, since the nodes on the boundary hyperplane 
will have all weight when passing it. 

In order to derive the interpolation point weights, we assume that the points on an edge line 
)(⋅= dee  in dimension d are described by a normalized state variable dx , where 1,0=dx  

correspond to the two hypercube corners. Since we work with a regular grid the node positions 
dx  are common to all parallel edge lines (in dimension d). We make one or two quadratic 

interpolations, each based on 3 points. For each quadratic interpolation the ansatz is the 
function form 
  )ˆ1(ˆ2ˆ)ˆ1()ˆ(ˆ

2
2

1
2

0 ddededede xxcxcxcxf −⋅+⋅+−⋅= , 
symmetric as to dd xx ˆ1,ˆ − . 

Case 1: 3 interpolation points 2,1,0 dd xx =  with computed function values 210 ,, eee fff . 
The ansatz implies  
  00 ee fc = , 11 ee fc = , ( ) ( ))1(2)1( 22

2
21

2
2022 dddedeee xxxfxffc −−−⋅−= , 
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where we identify the eif -coefficients as the weights 2,1,0)ˆ( =ixw ddi  of the computed func-
tion values for every edge )(⋅= dee  in dimension d. The weights on each edge sum up to 1. 

Case 2: Two sets of 3 interpolation points 2,1,0 dd xx =  and 3,1,0 dd xx = , with computed 
function values 210 ,, eee fff  and 310 ,, eee fff , respectively. 

For each set we receive a )ˆ(ˆ
de xf -expression as in case 1. By mixing the two expressions into 

a final arithmetic mean we get 
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  (9.2b) 

The eif -coefficients act as weights 3,2,1,0)ˆ( =ixw ddi  on each edge )(⋅= dee  in state 

dimension d. If, especially, f denotes state variable values, diei xf =  i∀  implies dde xxf ˆ)ˆ(ˆ = , 
without error; likewise if f is quadratic (but step (b) will introduce errors in the quadratic case). 

Theorem 9.1 If x̂  is strictly in between the two hyperplane boundaries of the circumscribed 
hyperbox that are orthogonal to dimension d, then the interpolation point weights in (9.2b) 
satisfy 
   0)ˆ( ),ˆ( 10 >dddd xwxw , 0)ˆ( ),ˆ( 32 <dddd xwxw . 

Proof By assumption 1ˆ0 << dx . The outer interpolation points satisfy 02 <dx , 13 >dx . 
Hence the negativity of the 2ef - and 3ef -coefficients is evident by inspection. 
The 0ef -weight is 
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analogously for the 1ef -weight. ■ 

In consideration of all D state dimensions the multi-linear interpolation weight for a 
normalized corner point p, i.e. taking 0/1-coordinates, can be written 
  ∏∏

==
⋅−=

1:0:
ˆ)ˆ1(:)ˆ(

dd pd
d

pd
d xxW xp .       (9.3) 

All the interpolation points on an edge in dimension d share all coordinates but dx . For 
interpolation step (b) we have: 

Lemma 9.1: Let )(pde  denote the edge in dimension d passing through corner point p. 
The )(pde -weight in step (b) is  
  )ˆ1()ˆ( dxW −xp  if 1ˆ ,0 ≠= dd xp   and  dxW ˆ)ˆ(xp  if 0ˆ ,1 ≠= dd xp . 

Proof: In the subspace dd ≠′  of 1−D  dimensions all the points on )(pde  correspond to one 
and the same corner point dddp ≠′′ )( . For such a point the multi-linear interpolation weight in 
step (b) – cf. (9.3) – is ∏∏

=≠′
′

=≠′
′

′′

⋅−
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ˆ)ˆ1(
dd pdd

d
pdd

d xx . ■ 

Since each edge contains two nodal points of the hypercube we choose the one closest to x̂  for 
handling the edge in step (b): 

Theorem 9.2: The )ˆ(ˆ xf -value estimated in step (b) is 
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Proof: The computed value is the arithmetic mean of D multi-linear interpolations in 1−D  
dimensions. For each interpolation (9.2) and Lemma 9.1 apply. ■ 

What advantages does this interpolation scheme have? It does not increase the storage 
demands, in comparison with multi-linear interpolation. (In practice 10% less storage is used, 
since we for the resulting states of routine maintenance prefer storing weight factors per state 
dimension d instead of pre-computed full weights pW  per neighbour node.) Moreover, if the 

function f is linear or quadratic, the edge target points will get correct f-values and the distance 
between a point at the centre of the hypercube will have the average interpolation distance (to 
the black balls in Fig 9.3b) reduced by the factor D11−  ( 1l -norm) or D11−  ( 2l -norm); 
for 5=D  meaning factor 0.8 and 0.89, respectively. If the alternative option is to increment 
the grid density from L to 1+L  node levels per state dimension and to use multi-linear 
interpolation, the corresponding reduction factor is )1(1 L+ ; for 5=L  factor 0.83 and for 
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6=L  0.86, at the price of multiple storage demands. Both alternatives mean multiple CPU 
times. 

In Tab 9.4 two runs Quad with multi-linear-quadratic interpolation are reported. We also repeat 
three runs of interest from Tab 9.1, Std, where standard multi-linear interpolation were used. 
(Dbl will be treated below.) Remember that the best dual and primal values for different 
number of node levels L cannot be directly compared (due to differing residual values; see 
comment at Tab 9.1). In column “CPU-hrs” we notice that the Quad runs took 2.2 – 3 times as 
long as the corresponding multi-linear interpolation runs for the same number of dual 
iterations. Whereas the best primal value is better for Quad, the best dual and residual 2|||| g  is 
inferior. However, the discretization error, as measured by the backward-forward cost 
differences for 4=L  is -2.8% for Quad and -3.8% for Std (cf. Tab 4.3); for 5=L  -1.9% and  
-2.4%, respectively. These Quad-errors match the Std-errors on the next L-level. Also the 
CPU-times are of equal size. Thus in a future situation where processor capacity rather than 
CPU time is decisive, a higher-order interpolation for, e.g., 5=L  may be preferred to standard 
multi-linear interpolation for 6=L . 

#Node Interpol. #States #Pro- CPU-hrs #Dual Best dual Best primal Relative gap ||g||2
levels L method cessors iterations (kSEK) (kSEK) (kSEK)

4 Std 1024 30 90 100 2545752 2537831 -0.003111 17743
5 Std 3125 66 264 76 2541856 2541485 -0.000146 11933
6 Std 7776 166 664 71 2559947 2559993 0.000018 7039
4 Quad 1024 30 270 50 2534045 2528263 -0.002282 21487
5 Quad 3125 66 592 26 2537217 2537136 -0.000032 23236

4 1/2 Dbl 1267 30 127 26 2573109 2569333 -0.001467 12272
5 1/2 Dbl 4149 66 457 26 2546861 2546382 -0.000188 15297

Table 9.4 Results for different interpolation methods, number of node levels and processors. 

9.3.2 Double grid interpolation 

In this subsection we will examine multi-linear interpolation using an extra grid inside an 
existing grid of nodal states; e.g., in a 3D cubic lattice, where each cube has nodal corners and 
lacks interior nodes, we put an extra node at every cube centre. By using information about the 
value function from both grids the average interpolation distance, i.e. the distance between a 
given point x and the neighbour grid nodes, is reduced. We start by formulating some general 
properties for interpolation distances, using two different metrics. Then we focus on the double 
multi-linear interpolation, stating some properties and discussing some implementation results 
for Värmland. For a simple description we partly assume an odd number of state dimensions D. 
(In case study Värmland 5=D .) 

Maximin interpolation distance 

Consider, e.g., a hypercube box of side a with nodal corners. Here the mean 1l -distance 
between the set of enclosed, uniformly distributed points and the closest corner node is 4

aD . To 

realize this we introduce a coordinate system, placing the box in the first hyper-octant, with the 
origin 0 and 1⋅a  as opposite box corners.  Subdividing the box into D2  equally sized sub-
boxes, each extended between the hypercube mid point 1⋅2

a  and a box corner, we focus on an 
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arbitrary sub-box, e.g. one having the origin and the hypercube mid point as opposite corners. 
All the enclosed states x share 0 as the closest node. The 1l -distance between x and 0 is 

∑ =
D
d dx1 , and each dx  varies independently in 20 a

dx ≤≤ . Thus the average distance is 4
aD ⋅ . 

The interpolation error is expected to go to zero linearly with a. To accomplish an error halving 
we need twice as many node levels per state dimension, i.e. D2  as many nodes (and 
computational work), e.g. for 5=D  meaning 32 times as many nodes. 

What if the distance to the closest node has an important influence on the rate of convergence? 
Then what is the worst case, i.e. the maximum possible such distance, for a double grid? 

Theorem 9.3: Assume that the basic inifinite grid consists of hypercubes of side length a, 
supplied with an extra nodal point in the middle. In D  with Euclidean metric the distance to 

the nearest grid point is at most ⎣ ⎦DDa
2
12

4
⋅+⋅   (where ⎣ ⎦  denotes integer part). 

Proof: Consider a hypercube between 0 and a, with nodal mid point 1a ⋅=⋅ 22
1 a . The 

hypercube consists of D2  equally sized sub-hypercubes (subboxes), each with the midpoint 
node and one of the corner nodes as opposite corner points, and no other node points. Each 
point x in the hypercube belongs to at least one subbox, and by symmetry a point belonging to 
more than one subbox has coincident distances to the two corresponding subbox nodes ( a2

1  is 

a common node and the distances to the respective corner nodes coincide). Therefore, without 
loss of generality, we may consider x belonging to one specific subbox (or more), e.g. the one 
with nodes a2

1  and a.  

At first we show that these two nodes are closest to x, among all the grid nodes. For simplicity 
(and without loss of generality) we consider 2=a , to have )1,,1,1(2

1 K=a , )2,,2,2( K=a  and 
[ ] dxd ∀∈   2,1 . For 2=a  all the corner nodal points have even integer co-ordinates and all the 

mid points have odd integer co-ordinates, and every subbox has one node of each type. 2l -
norm means that (the square-root of) a sum of co-ordinate differences, squared, is considered. 

For the closest grid point, a first contradictory assumption would be that some co-ordinate is 3, 
instead of 1. But since [ ] 2,1∈dx  we have 22 )1()3( −≥− dd xx  and get a shorter distance by 
replacing 3 for 1. 
A second contradictory assumption would be that some co-ordinate is 0, instead of 2. But since 

[ ] 2,1∈dx  we have 22 )2()0( −≥− dd xx  and get a shorter distance by replacing 0 for 2. 
Other integer values fit worse. Hence only )1,,1,1( K  and )2,,2,2( K  remain as candidates. 

It is obvious for a maximum distance case that (at least) two node points should be at one and 
the same distance. Without loss of generality we consider all states x having two specific 
closest node points: the mid node point a⋅2

1  and the outer end point a on the main diagonal, 

i.e. xaax −=− 2
1 . For the Euclidian norm (metric), squared, this corresponds to (the 
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constraint) ∑∑ −=−
d

d
d

d xaax 22
2
1 )()( , i.e. 

4
3aDx

d
d =∑ . Since we have assumed a⋅2

1  and 

a to be closest, let us consider the neighbour nodes of a, i.e. those connected to a by edge lines 
on the hypercube surface. Since they differ from a in one dimension only, taking 0 instead of a 
as one coordinate, we realize that the unknown point x coordinates are confined to 

axa d ≤≤2
1 . Equivalently working with the norm squared, and preferably with a minimization 

formulation, we write the maximum distance (between x and a) problem: 

  minimize ∑ −−
d

d ax 2)(   s.t.  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
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=∑
Ddaxa

aDx

d

d
d

,,1
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2
1 K

 

By introducing the Lagrangean 
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three Karush-Kuhn-Tucker cases can be identified: 
1. )0( ,0, ≥=== λμν ddd ax  
2. )0( ,0,2

1 ≥−=== λνμ aax ddd  

3. λνμ 2
1

2
1 0 −===<< axaxa dddd . 

Thus there are only three possible values for each dx  to take. Varying d we let 321 ,, mmm  
denote the number of (state) dimensions for which the respective cases 1, 2 and 3 apply. Let us 
express the problem in 3

1)( =kkm  instead. The primary constraints are 
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⎪
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4
3)( 2

1
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1
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By eliminating 1m  we get D
a

mm 2
1

32 =⋅+ λ  and insert into the distance squared: 
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Thus for 03 =m  the only optimum candidate is Dmm 2
1

21 == , integer valued only for D 
even. Otherwise, we temporarily consider the expression for 03 >m  as if 2m  is a continuous 
variate. By differentiating the distance function w for 2m  and putting the partial derivative to 
zero we establish (partial) stationarity for )( 32

1
2 mDm −⋅= , i.e. for 23 2mDm −= . Since the 

latter equality can be fully treated as an integer relation, it specifies the remaining optimum 
candidates without rounding off. Also the case 03 =m  can be incorporated into this general 
relation. By inserting into the objective we get 
  )( 22

1
4
12

4
1 mDaw +⋅= , 
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i.e. w increases with 2m . Since 03 ≥m  the optimum solution is ⎣ ⎦Dm 2
1

2 = , 

⎣ ⎦DDmDm 2
1

23 22 ⋅−=−= , ⎣ ⎦DmmDm 2
1

321 =−−= . ■ 

As for the maximum distances, what is to be preferred: a refined hyper-cubic lattice or the 
addition of mid point nodes? With a basic grid of L node levels and D state dimensions an extra 
node level per dimension means DD LL −+ )1(  extra nodes and (equidistant) node level 
distances 1+⋅ L

La  instead of a. The maximum possible 2l -distance to the nearest node, attained 

at the (empty) mid point, is Da L
L

2
1

1 ⋅⋅ + , whereas the addition of mid point nodes means 
DL )1( −  extra nodes and a maximum distance according to Thm 9.3. For, e.g., 5=D  and 

4=L  the former means maximum distance a8944.0  and 2101 more nodes, and the latter 
a75.0  and 243, respectively. For 5=D  and 5=L  the corresponding figures are a9317.0  and 

4651 for the former, and a75.0  and 1024 for the latter. These results speak clearly for the latter 
choice. We expect nonlinear behaviour, especially close to the boundary of the state region, 
with discretization errors (linked to maximum distance) that might have a heavy impact on the 
overall precision. However, also the mean distance should be relevant for the general accuracy. 
Moreover, interpolation does not rely on the closest node only. 

Expected interpolation distance 

Consider the states x in a rectilinear box occupying the D-dimensional interval set 
],[ 00 app + , where a is the main diagonal vector and 0p  is the basic corner nodal state. Nodes 

are at all the box corners. We turn to normalized state coordinates D]1,0[∈y  by the affine 
transformation dapxy dddd ∀−= )( 0 . The matrix of corner nodal states turns into 

D

nn
2

1)( == qQ ,where the columns )( nq  consist of all the different sequences of 0/1-coordinates. 
For a given corner node n let 0n , 1n  denote the two subsets of the D state dimensions 
whose coordinates are 0 and 1, respectively. In multi-linear interpolation the weight assigned to 

nq  can be written 
  ∏∏

∈∈
−⋅=

01

)1(:),(
nn d

d
d

dn yyw qy . 

The weight sum for the D2  corner points equals 1.  

For Lipschitz continuous value functions we expect the multi-linear interpolation errors to go 
to zero linearly with a characteristic “interpolation distance” between the normalized state y 
and the interpolation basis Q. We will use a distance function both for comparing different 
interpolation methods and for direct method specification. For simplicity we apply 1l -norm, 
evaluating the distance function ρ  between y and nq  as 
  ∑∑∑

∈∈
+−=−=

01

)1(||:),(
nn d

d
d

d
d

nddn yyqyqyρ . 
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For every y enclosed in the convex hull of the Q-states, a hypercube, the unweighted (arith-
metic) mean 1l -distance to the surrounding D2  Q-states equals 2

D . However, interpolation 

means weighing. Introducing weights w, by how much can the non-weighted mean be reduced? 

Definition 9.1: By the interpolation distance between a normalized state y and the basis Q we 
mean 

  ∑
=

⋅=
D

n
nnw

2

1
),(),(:),( qyqyQy ρρ . 

Theorem 9.4: For multi-linear interpolation the interpolation distance between D]1,0[∈y  and 
the interpolation basis Q is 

  ∑
=
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D

d
dd yy

1
)1(2),( Qyρ . 

Proof: The distance can be written 
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Here we identify the terms of the two interior sums in the last expression as the multi-linear 
interpolation weights in a )1( −D -dimensional state subspace (each interior sum has the ndq -
value fixed, respectively 1 and 0). Since each weight sum equals 1 the theorem follows. ■ 

According to Thm 9.4 the interpolation distance varies between 0 and 

24
1

2
1 2),( DD =⋅⋅=⋅ Q1ρ . 

For randomly distributed y’s we use ρ  to denote the overall mean. We have: 

Theorem 9.5: For uniformly distributed states within the D-dimensional hypercube spanned by 
the basis Q, the expected interpolation distance for multi-linear interpolation is 3)( D=Qρ . 

Proof: By assumption the stochastic variables ( )D
ddY 1=  vary equally, uniformly and 

independently in the rectilinear box, each on ]1,0[∈Y . Due to the symmetry and the 
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irrelevance of the other state dimensions but the one in focus, we get ( =E expected value) 

  ( ) 121)1(2),(:)( 6
1
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∫∫ DdydyyyDE
D

QYQ ρρ . ■ 

In comparison with an arithmetic-mean interpolation (mentioned at Def 9.1), the multi-linear 
formula is expected to reduce the errors by the factor 3

2 . 

Double multilinear interpolation 

We will consider a double rectilinear grid, with the nodal states of an inner lattice placed at the 
mid points of an outer grid - see Fig 9.4 for a 2D illustration. In Fig 9.4 the outer grid has white 
nodes and the inner grid black nodes. The purpose is to perform a multi-linear interpolation in 
two steps, thus keeping the calculations simple, in a way that guarantees continuity of any 
interpolated value function. If no explicit lower and upper state variable bounds are given, we 
must cover ourselves against the risk of extrapolation. (Extrapolation is unwanted also if 
normal multi-linear interpolation is used.) In such cases we extend the responsibility domain of 
the normal rectilinear boxes to outside the most extreme node levels for each of the two grids. 
In this way every state belongs to one (possibly extended) rectilinear box of each grid, and the 
final interpolate will be based on more global information than from one grid only. 

 

By a transformation to normalized states we accomplish a double hypercube lattice – cf. Fig. 
9.4, right, for 2D. Consider, e.g., the central quadratic box having the 4 interior (black grid) 
nodes as corners. For interpolation purposes we subdivide the box into 42 =D  equally sized 
sub-boxes, each extended between the hypercube mid point (white grid) node and a box corner. 
We study an arbitrary sub-box, e.g. the grey one in Fig. 9.4. Since this is to become the final 
multi-linear interpolation hypercube we transform the original state coordinates, such that the 
“lower left” state turns into 0 and the opposite corner into 1, in general into sub-box states 

D]1,0[∈y . In order to have a unified presentation below, if necessary we make a change of 
variables, dd yy −=′ 1: , to get the outer grid corner point as 0 and the inner grid corner point as 

Figure 9.4 Original (left) and transformed 
(normalized; right) double grids in 2D. 
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1, as in the grey sub-box in Fig. 9.4, right, illustrates. Then the two basic grids will have nodes 
at dyd ∀±±= K,4,2,0  (outer grid) and at dyd ∀±±= K,3,1  (inner grid), respectively. 

Interpolation steps: 

1. Estimate by linear interpolation the function values at the 22 −D  sub-box corners that 
do not correspond to a node in any of the two original grids (small balls in Fig. 9.4, 
right, and in Fig.9.5 below). 

2. Estimate by multilinear interpolation the function value at y, based on the sub-box 
corners. 

 

In step 1 we use one of the two computed nodes, i.e. 0 or 1, plus another node of the same 
original grid, such that the wanted sub-box node is the midpoint between the two interpolation 
nodes, e.g. ( ))1,1,1,1,1()1,1,1,1,1()0,0,1,1,1( 2

1 −−+⋅=  in 5D. In general, every level l  of the 

opposite grid (here 0=l ) is incremented in one interpolation point and decremented in the 
other, formally ( ))1()1(2

1 −++⋅= lll . (A more time consuming alternative would be to weigh 

all the symmetrically placed neighbour nodes, instead of just two.) For the final choice of 
interpolation nodes in step 1 we define 

• Interpolation nodal set R: For a sub-box node n choose the grid that provides the least 
expected interpolation distance in step 2, assuming a uniform distribution for D]1,0[∈y  

3y  

1y  

0 

1

2y  

Figure 9.5 Interpolation 
nodes of double grid in 3D. 

1 

1 

1 
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For every sub-box node, set R is always determined by the smallest number of deviating 1´s 
and 0´s from the two computed nodes 0, 1, in this example does )0,0,1,1,1(  deviate in 3 digits 
from 0 and in 2 digits from 1 (preferred). We prove this: 

Theorem 9.6: The grid whose computed node, 0 or 1, has the least 1l -distance from a 
considered sub-box node also gives the least expected interpolation distance between 
uniformly, independently distributed states D]1,0[∈y  and that sub-box node. 

Proof: Consider a sub-box node n with 11  ) |(| Dn =  1-coordinates, for simplicity the 1D  first 
ones, and 10  ) |(| DDn −=  0-coordinates. From 0 the 1l -distance is 1D  and from 1 it is 

1DD − . The corresponding step 2 distances from a state y are 
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The expected interpolation distances, as the y-coordinates vary uniformly and independently in 
D]1,0[ , are 
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Thus if 11 DDD <− , i.e. if 21
DD > , then node 1 both has a shorter 1l -distance and provides a 

lower expected value to the sub-box node n than node 0 does. ■ 

A better choice would be to choose the grid individually for each state, the one on the least 
interpolation distance. However, we realize from the proof of Thm 9.6 that for a given state 

D]1,0[∈y  and a sub-grid node n with 11  || nn D=  1-coordinates, the grid providing the 

shortest interpolation distance to y is the 0-grid if  1
1

n
D

d
d DDy −≤∑

=
 and the 1-grid if 

1
1

n
D

d
d DDy −≥∑

=
. The implication is devastating: for any 0>ε  there exist pairs of interior 

states ),( 21 yy  such that ε<− |||| 21 yy  and the grids chosen for node n are different. This 
means that our demand for continuous interpolation results fails – and we abandon the idea. 
(However, a weighing of the two grids, according to the interpolation distances, would do.) 

We encounter extrapolation of two kinds. One kind occurs for all multi-linear interpolation, 
whenever a state falls outside all the (non-extended) rectilinear boxes in some dimensions. This 
is not treated here. The second kind is specific to our double grids, with an interior grid leaving 
an outmost region of sub-boxes, where the usual midpoint interpolation in step 1 cannot be 
performed for the inner grid. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.4, right, by the striped 2D sub-box – 
with a lower-left corner that has all the inner grid nodes (black) to the right. For simplicity we 
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avoid this kind of extrapolation, by relying on outer grid interpolation in every such case. The 
Thms below assume unrestricted bases R, i.e. with an empty set  of nodes where this kind of 
extrapolation trouble occurs. 

How efficient is double grid interpolation? First we simplify: 

Theorem 9.7: If an unweighted (arithmetic mean) interpolation is used in step 2, then the 
interpolation distance for every enclosed state y for D odd, ∅=  is 
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Proof: By sorting the surrounding sub-box nodes according to the number of 1-coordinates, 
using the formula in the proof of Thm 9.6 and symmetry, and letting 2/)1(: −= DM , the 
common (arithmetic mean) nodal weight D−2  determines the interpolation distance 
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For D big we approximate the factorials according to Stirling’s formula, using MD 21 =− . ■ 

If these results are to be compared with the corresponding single grid result, we must 
remember that the state scale is doubled, i.e. the upper bound 4

3D  here means a reduction factor 

4
3

242
3 =⋅

DD . 

For the two steps, double grid multi-linear interpolation we compute the expected interpolation 
distance: 

Theorem 9.8: If multi-linear interpolation on basis R is used in step 2, then the expected 
interpolation distance for uniformly, independently distributed states D]1,0[∈y  for D odd, 
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Proof: Following the proof strategy of Thm 9.7 and using the multi-linear interpolation 
weights we get the interpolation distance 
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As for the expected interpolation distance, for independently and uniformly distributed s.v.’s 
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For D big we approximate the factorials according to Stirling’s formula, using MD 21 =− . ■ 

Theorem 9.9: Double multi-linear interpolation, basis R, provides continuity for the 
interpolated value function. 

Proof: Continuity in the interior of each sub-box is evident. When passing a sub-box boundary 
the only nodes to have positive weights are some boundary nodes, the same active node set for 
all adjacent sub-boxes. Since step 2 in itself means multi-linear interpolation it guarantees 
continuity across the boundary, whenever the function values are unique (i.e. coincide for all 
adjacent sub-boxes). These values are determined for each grid and sub-box in step 1, either 
directly or by linear interpolation between two grid points that are predefined for each given 
midpoint node, i.e. unique for each grid. As for the final choice of grid each node has a unique 
characterisation by its odd and even state levels, according to Thm 9.6, i.e. the choice is 
unique. (For D even the two grids may perform equally, and we supply a rule that guarantees a 
unique choice.) ■ 

Some results are found as Dbl in Tab 9.4 above. In comparison with the standard multi-linear 
interpolation Std the run times are 40 – 70% longer per iteration but they are significantly 
shorter than for the higher-order method Quad. The unique Dbl-discretization makes it difficult 
to compare the derived costs with the other interpolation methods (as to the residual values). 
However, the backward-forward cost discretization error becomes -2.0% for 2

14=L  and  

-1.2% for 2
15=L  (Dbl); even less than for 6=L  in Tab 4.3 (for Std) and for Quad, 5=L . For 

the future we therefore recommend that the Dbl-option should be used in a final run, always or 
at least if the available number of processors are fully utilised, preventing an incremented L-
value, and if the prospective CPU-hrs are acceptable. 

9.4 Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition 

The presence of discrete maintenance options for each segment and year makes our 
maintenance optimisation problem non-convex. The estimates of the unknown dual gap that 
can be formed from iteration results are interfered with discretization errors. Here the DW 
method is useful by generating upper bounds for the optimal dual value. However, also these 
upper bounds will suffer from discretization errors. Since we want to apply parallelisation, 
running the program on a cluster of co-operating processors, an important aspect is that the 
special structure of our DW master problem makes it possible to handle just a small amount of 
data at the supervising root processor, by careful implementation. 

9.4.1 Master problem 

The DW method was introduced in Sec 1.2.4. In this subsection we formulate the LP-problem. 
Since every dual iteration is costly we want to avoid extreme ν -changes. One way is to enclose 
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the acceptable ν -values of an updating in a box; further to restrict the objective target of an 
updating by an upper bound. To counteract the expected side effects of such a bound – multiple 
optimal solutions – a weak, bundle-like preference for small ν -changes can be used.  For the 
formulated problem we try to get acquainted with its solutions, by stating some theorems. 

After a relaxation of the budgetary constraints for each year t of the planning period of length 
T, we consider the updating of the dual prices 1

0)( −
== T

ttνν . In Ch 4 we formulated the 
Lagrangean dual problem (cf. (4.3) – (4.4)) 
  )(maximise

BCR
ν

1ν
Φ

⋅≥ν
 

where the dual subproblem is on the form 

  yν1zGνzν
yz

TTFΦ )()()(minimum)( BCR
,

−⋅++= ν    s.t. 
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

∈
≤

≤

.

)(

z
by

yzG
 

Here ttb )(=b  is the budget vector. Due to separability the subproblem is partitioned into a 
separate (budget) sub-problem for y and separate (network) subproblems for each z-component 

sz , where s stands for road segment. The subproblem for y has optimum solution by =  for 
every 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν  – cf. Thm 4.1. The concavity property of the dual problem also applies to 
each subproblem, for any segment s making every subgradient computed at the (segment) 
subproblem optimum an affine majorant for the optimal value at every other ν -value. 

In parallelisation runs the aim is to split the computational work evenly between the 
processors. Before each run we make an appropriate subdivision of the road segments ∈s , 

1|| >> , for the available processors. By iteratively solving the dual subproblem for different 
ν -values we get subgradient information. For each segment s we distinguish those dual 
iterations )(si ∈  leading to different affine majorants, as defined by the discounted total 
traffic costs sif  and annual maintenance costs tsitg )( . For prices iνν =  and the calculated 
optimal value )( isi νϕ   the corresponding affine majorant, extrapolated to a candidate ν , is 

 ∑∑ ++ +=−+=
t

t
t

sitsi
t

itt
t

sitisisi dgfdg νννϕϕ 2
1

2
1

)()()( νν . 

Thus for extrapolation purposes, information about the underlying iν  is irrelevant. Any 

combination bν1νν T

s
is s

)()()( BCR, −⋅+= ∑ νϕϕ  of majorants constructed from individual 

segment s iterations si  becomes an affine majorant for the full dual )(νΦ . Thus from I 

registered iterations per segment we get ||I  different majorants, e.g., 10=I  and 3109|| ⋅=  

meaning 900010  combinations – the potential columns in our master problem. Our updating 
maximin master problem is to find a ν -value such that the lowest affine majorant of all 
combinations is as high as possible. By turning to the linearization 

  ∑∑∑ ++

∈
⋅+−≈

t

t
t

t
t

t
t

s
si

si
dbdbΦ 2

1
2
1

BCR
)(

)(min)( ννϕ νν  

and under box constraints ],[ Rrν∈  we get the master problem 
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In (9.4) the optimal majorant and the dual optimum ∗ν  satisfy )( ∗≥ νΦq . The lower box 
bounds reflect the real return rate conditions 1ν ⋅≥ BCRν  or artificial, movable bounds 
( BCRν≥tr ), whereas the (fixed or movable) upper box bounds tR  always are artificial, useful 
primarily in the early iterations for avoiding infinite iterates. In the fixed box case, we use 

1r ⋅≡ BCRν , and the components of )( tR=R  are chosen a priori – ideally as small as possible 
without influencing the optimum solution. We will return to that. 

Formulation (9.4) can be further extended. Especially in the early iterations an occasionally 
found good primal solution may act as a ceiling c for the optimal value q ( cq ≤  as constraint 
(9.5c)). (However, such an additional constraint will introduce multiple optimal master 
solutions, and an unchanged risk of choosing the redundant upper bounds R as the next iterate. 
By penalizing any deviations tt )(δ  from the current dual iterate 0ν  linearly with a coefficient 

0>ε , introducing ttt νν δ≤− || 0  as constraints (9.5e) – (9.5f), as well as keeping the box 
bounds ],[ ttt Rr∈ν  as (9.5f) and the majorant conditions )(νsisu ϕ≤  as (9.5b), we get our 
final, bundle-like formulation, (9.5) below. Here the discounted maintenance costs and budgets 

are written as 2
1

:~ += t
sitsit dgg  and 2

1
:~ += t

tt dbb , respectively. Model:  
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By introducing LP-dual variables issix ,)(=X , w, ttz )( −− =z , +z , −y  and +y , the LP-dual 

problem becomes 
 ∑∑∑∑ −+−+ −+−⋅++

+−+−
t

tt
t

tt
t

ttt
is

sisi
w

yryRzzνcwxf )(  minimise 0

,,,,,, yyzzX
           (9.6a) 
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Let us discuss some problem properties. The variable types −y  and +y  are linked to the 

fixed/movable price bounds (9.5f), whereas −z  and +z  are coupled to the penalized bounds 
(9.5d) - (9.5e). We have 

Theorem 9.10: Assume ttt Rνr <<< 00 . In any LP-optimum 

   
.0  ,0
,0  ,0

===⇒>
===⇒>

++−−

−−++

tttt

tttt
zyzy
zyzy

ε
ε  

Proof: In (9.6c) the two variables of each pair ++
tt zy ,  and −−

tt zy ,  are indistinguishable. 

However, in the objective the assumption ttt Rνr <<< 00  means that 0>+
tz  is preferred to 

0>+
ty , and 0>−

tz  is preferred to 0>−
ty . Thus either of +

tz  or −
tz  reach its upper bound ε  

in (9.6d) before the corresponding +
ty  or −

ty  becomes positive. According to tt Rr <  and 

(9.5f) both +
ty  and −

ty  cannot be positive in an LP-optimum. ■ 

An implication of Thm 9.10 for the LP-iterating is that small budget violations are penalized by 
0
tν  per unit and greater ones with tR . Whereas 0>+

ty , 0>−
ty  is non-optimal according to 

Thm 9.10 the case 0>+
tz , 0>−= +−

tt zz ε  cannot be ruled out: all the split solutions 

correspond to one and the same price 0
tt νν = . 

In (9.6), 0=w  indicates that the objective bound (9.5b) is redundant. On the other extreme is: 

Theorem 9.11: In any LP-optimum 
  .1 0νν =⇒=w  

Proof: From (9.6b), (9.6g) and 1=w  we get 0x = . For every t-value (9.6c) turns into 
  −−++ +=+ tttt yzyz . 

According to Thm 9.10, at most one of −+
tt yy ,  is positive. Assume, e.g., 0>+

ty , 0=−
ty . 

Thm 9.10 implies ε=+
tz  and ε>+ ++

tt yz , as well as 0=−
tz  and 0=+ −−

tt yz  – a 

contradiction. Thus 0== −+
tt yy  and 02

1 >== −+ εtt zz . By complementarity both (9.5d) and 

(9.5e) are active for the considered t-value; from which 0=tδ , 0
tt νν =  follows. ■ 
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We realise that if the penalty ε  in (9.5a) is too big, it will restrict the ν -changes undesirably. 
How big might ε  be? For answering the question we need some concepts: Since the objective 

)(νΦ  of the Lagrangean dual is a concave function, also its linearization in (9.4) is. Denote the 
affine majorant by 
  ∑∑ −=

∈ t
tt

s
sisi

bΦ ννϕ ~)(min:)(ˆ
)(

ν . 

Hence for any fixed target value γ  the objective level set 
  })(ˆ:],[{:)( γγ ≥∈= νRrν Φ  
is convex. Due to constraint (9.5c) the set )(γ  is empty for c>γ . Since the generating 
majorants of )(ˆ νΦ  are affine functions of ν , )(γ  is a polyhedron with hyperplanes as 
boundary facets. Since the ν -domain (9.5f) is bounded and the function )(ˆ νΦ  is continuous, 

the maximum γ -value is attained for some ∗= γγ : ∅≠∗ )(γ , ∗>∀∅= γγγ )( . Fig 9.6 

is a 2D illustration for c=∗γ . All solutions in the grey region reach cΦ ≥)(ˆ ν . The additional 
points in the horizontally striped region satisfy γ≥)(ˆ νΦ  for some c<γ . 

 
Figure 9.6 Example of box constraints, objective level sets  and distance sets  for c=∗γ . 

As for the correction term in (9.5a), proportional to the 1l -distance ∑t tδ  from the current 

dual iterate 0
tν , the distance set for (9.5d)-(9.5e), 

  }  ,||  :{:)( 0 Δ≤≤−=Δ ∑
t

tttt δδννν , 

is a regular polyhedron, centred at 0ν .  There exists a minimum distance ∗Δ=Δ  such that the 
intersection )()( Δ∩γ  is non-empty. The )( ∗Δ -boundary hyperplanes have normal 
vectors with components 1±  in all possible combinations. Only in rare cases the intersection 
set )()( ∗∗ Δ∩γ  will contain more than one point, i.e. by the penalization we avoid multiple 

∗< γγγ  ,)(  

0ν

)( ∗γ  

)( ∗Δ

∗< ΔΔΔ  ),(

Δ

∗Δ
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LP-optimum solutions, in practice. The unique (basic) LP-optimum will occur at a corner point 
of )( ∗γ  and/or )( ∗Δ . In Fig 9.6 )( ∗Δ  is the grey-dotted region. If ε  is too big the 

vertically striped region )(Δ  determines the ν -optimum, for some c<γ , ∗Δ<Δ . 

Theorem 9.12: Assume that the minimum distance )(γ∗∗ Δ=Δ , as a function of the level value 

γ ,  satisfies 
ε

γ
γ

1)( <Δ∗

±d
d

. Then the left and right derivatives are well-defined everywhere. 

and the LP-optimum corresponds to the maximum possible level value ∗= γγ . 

Proof: The objective (9.5a) can be written 
  maximise ∑⋅−

t
tΦ δε)(ˆ ν . 

At first consider the set of feasible LP-solutions restricted to an arbitrary fixed value γ=)(ˆ νΦ . 

The LP-optimisation will lead to the minimum distance )(γ∗Δ .  Then letting γ  vary, the 
unrestricted objective becomes to 
  maximise )(γεγ ∗Δ⋅− . 
Since a finite number of affine facets will generate the full majorant function, the distance 
function )(γ∗Δ  has a well-defined two-sided derivative almost everywhere; otherwise each of 
the left and the right derivatives exist. By the derivative assumption the unrestricted objective 
increases by γ  everywhere. Hence the maximum possible value ∗= γγ  is attained in the LP-
optimum. ■ 

Notice that if the current iterate 0ν  belongs to )( ∗γ , then the minimum distance )( ∗∗∗ Δ=Δ γ  

is attained for 0νν =  (cf. Thm 9.11). 

9.4.2 Implicit simplex pivoting 

A dual (outer) iteration consists of solving the dual subproblem for given ν  and from this 
information solving the master problem by a number of (inner) simplex iterations. In this 
subsection we document the implementation of a solver for the DW master problem (9.5) and 
its role in the Lagrangean dual problem. Since the task of constructing a program that can 
challenge the subgradient method is non-trivial, we describe our efforts in detail. The idea is to 
exploit the fact that any basic solution of (9.6) permits at most T2|| +  positive variable 
values. Thus for at most T2  segments in the GUB-like constraints (9.6b) the six -values are 
split. These constraints plus those of (9.6c) with (split) basic six ’s or with w basic are the only 
ones that we handle explicitly in the simplex tableau. For an intended cluster of co-working 
processors we decentralise the detailed segment information, reducing the centralised handling 
of an LP-iteration of (9.5) - (9.6) into solving two small linear systems of equations. For the 
choice of start solution we state some further problem properties.  

Formulation (9.6) is suitable for parallel computing, since iteration information about each 
segment can be kept and handled locally by the processor; only data for the simplex entering 
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candidate six  of each processor are transferred to the supervising processor (the root). Before 
going into details we introduce some set notations. For a given iteration we partition the 
segments ∈s  into disjoint sets 1  and 2 , for those segments s having exactly one 
respectively more than one basic six -variable in the convexity condition (9.6b) for s, and 
partition the time periods ∈t  into three disjoint sets according to the current type of basic 
variable in (9.6c): 1  (some six  or w basic), 2  ( +

tz  or −
tz  basic; the other one basic in 

(9.6d)) and 3  ( +
ty  or −

ty  basic). As pointed out, the 2T cost constraints (9.6c)-(9.6d) permit 
at most 2T extra six  being basic, apart from the mandatory one per segment s in (9.6b). Since 
2T is much less than the number of segments we will have the majority of basic variables in set 

1 , and in between 0 and T2  variables in 2 . Because of the bipartitioning of  ( c
21 = , 

where c  denotes complementary set) we need to keep record of 2  only. We consider a 
current inner LP-iteration. For every ∈s  one mandatory variable ∗

sisx ,  is LP-basic and 

information about the corresponding dual iteration )(siis
∗∗ ≡ , when the affine majorant was 

generated (as a subproblem solution), is registered locally. This defines the iteration set 
}{ ∗= sB i(s)  for every ∈s  and additional information about the iteration set (s)B  for 

2∈  is registered at the root. 

With emphasis on parallelisation, an iteration of the primal simplex method, applied to the LP-
dual (9.6), involves the following steps: 

1. Determine the shadow prices ν  in (9.5) at the root. For 2∈t  (both +
tz  and −

tz  are 

basic in (9.6)) we immediately get 0=tδ , 0
tt νν =  from the equalities in (9.5d)-(9.5e). 

For 3∈t  ( +
ty  or −

ty  is basic in (9.6)), we immediately get tν  from the corresponding 
equality in (9.5f). As for the rest of ν , formulation (9.5) is not appropriate for parallel 
computing, since to fully solve (9.5c) with equality, in case w is basic in (9.6), we need 
the complete vector u, i.e. it involves all segments simultaneously. Instead we use the 
equalities in (9.5b) for the one registered (basic) iteration ∗

si  for each segment s. By 
subtracting all these equations from (9.6c) we get 
  ∑∑ ∑ ∗∗ −=⋅−

s
is

t
tt

s
tis ss

fcνbg ,,, )~~( .      (9.7) 

Thus we just have to update the cost sums ∑ ∗=
s

is s
fF ,:  and 
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tis s
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⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∑ ∗ ,,

~ at the root, 

whenever a registered ∗
sisx , -variable enters or leaves the basis. In practice we 

distinguish the two segment sets, and update 
  ∑ ∗−=

s
tist

TOT
t

s
gb ,,
~~:β  and  tgbβ

s
tistt

s
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∈
∗

1
,,

~~: .   (9.8) 

In summary, we solve the system 
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2

)( ∈ssu  and 
1

)( ∈ttν . The LHS coefficient matrix and the corresponding variable 

vector take the general form 
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Here the 2u -part of the coefficient matrix (after column renumbering) is almost 
triangular, and we solve as a sparse linear system of equations. 

2. Determine the entering basic variable. First information about ν  is transmitted to each 
processor from the root and, for each processor segment s, su  is determined from 

(9.5b) for the locally registered basic iteration ∗
si . For the rest of all the registered 

iterations )(si ∈  the reduced costs )( sixc  are computed as the difference between the 
RHS and LHS of (9.5b). General data for the best reduced cost candidate at each 
processor and the total sum of su  are transmitted to the root. At the root the remaining 
candidates are evaluated, by the computation of the RHS - LHS differences in (9.5c)-
(9.5f). In the final choice of entering variable we consider the different variable scales: 
whereas the reduced costs for six  and w are typically of order 610  (discounted total 
future costs in SEK), the reduced costs for the other variable types are of order 1 or 
less. Therefore we compare the reduced costs multiplied by a relevant variable upper 
bound: 1 for six  and w, according to (9.6b), but TOT

tβ  in (9.8) for the other types, 
according to (9.6c). A message for the resulting choice of entering variable is passed to 
every processor. If a segment variable six  is entering, detailed variable data are 

transmitted from the host processor of s to the root. The sums F, ( )tTOT
tβ  in (9.7)-(9.8) 

are updated whenever any ∗
si  is exchanged, and ( )ttβ  whenever this occurs in 1  or a 

pivoting means 21 ∈→∈ ss  or vice versa. However, basic data about 1  are not 
registered at the root. Therefore if six  is a entering the basis for an iteration )(sIi ∈ , 

then sif , ( )tsitg~ data as well as the corresponding data for ∗
si  are transferred to the root. 

3. Determine the basic solution (without the new entering variable) and the basic variable 
to leave. We make this by first computing the current RHS and the current column of 
the entering variable and then forming the standard quotients between the two. It is 
advantageous to consider the structure of the linear system to solve: we distinguish the 
coefficient basic matrix and the two RHS-vectors – the given RHS’s of the basic 
equations in (9.6) and the given column n of the entering variable – and the different 
types of basic variables. 
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Here the submatrices 1H , 3H  and 3K  are diagonal, with elements 1±  according to the 

basic variable in the corresponding t-constraint, +
tz  or −

tz  in (9.6d), +
ty  or −

ty  in 
(9.6c). The submatrices 3H  and 2L  contain two non-zero elements per row, whereas E 
contains at least two, all the non-zero elements occurring in different submatrix 
columns. 
 
In the 1st equation part, for 1∈s , we can express wx

sis −=∗ 1,  for the 1-part 1x . In 

the 6th and 8th (last) parts, where +
tz  or −

tz  is basic in (9.6d) for t, we immediately get 
its value ε . Solving the 2nd and 3rd parts of equations for the 2 -part 2x  and w, we 
make use of these facts plus notation (9.7), i.e. 1Gbβ 1

~~: iii −=  for 3,2,1=i , to have a 
reduced system of equations 
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The upper part of this system is almost triangular (after renumbering), and we solve it 
as sparse. 
 
The remaining parts of the whole system of equations are easily computed: since 3K  is 

diagonal, +
ty  or −

ty  for 3∈  (5th part) immediately follows, whereas the 4th and 7th 

part determine the split between +
tz  and −

tz  for 2∈ : 
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As for the current column of the entering variable, the procedure is analogous: for the 
2nd and 3rd parts, with RHS’s 2n  and 3n , we make use of the same reduced coefficient 
matrix and solve 
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Since the coefficient matrices in (9.9) and (9.10) coincide, we solve the systems simul-
taneously. From the solutions ),( 2 wx , ),( 32 nn  and using a for either of −+,  we get 
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(9.6d) 

(9.6c) 

(9.6b) 
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In the matrix-vector multiplications above, we take care of the characteristic sparseness 
  for each type of entering variable, e.g. for 1, ∈sxsi , entering we get 031 ≤−=′ nn s  
  sss ≠′∈′∀ ,1 , i.e. not the candidates for leaving the basis; etc. 

4. Make pivoting. This solely means that information is transmitted from the root to all the 
processors, about the new prices ν  and the leaving basic variable – optionally none: the 
stop signal for the LP-problem. 

In summary the computational work of each LP-iteration is essentially limited to our solving 
two linear systems of size T20 −  (with 1 and 2 RHS-vectors, respectively). What to pay for 
this shortcut is merely book-keeping: At every LP-dual iteration the set membership of 1 , 

2  and 1 , 2 , 3  must be updated at the root. 

The choice of start solution is an initial step: 

0. In the very first Lagrangean dual iteration we solve the full dual subproblem for a given 
ν . Then we let the initial β  in (9.8) hold the discounted budget surpluses for the dual 

subproblem optimum, and take 0ν  as the subproblem prices ν . For each tβ -value we 
classify 2∈t  or 3∈t (since, with just one iteration performed per segment, 

∅== 12 : With 0=x , 0=w , (9.6c) runs 

  ttttt yyzz β−=−+− −+−+ . 
Most components of the initial ν , determined from the zero-reduced costs in (9.5), are 
expected to deviate from 0ν . In this very first Lagrangean dual iteration there are no 
alternative iterations )(si ∈  to choose, i.e. the start solution x is also an LP-optimum. 
However, the w-value is free to vary on 10 ≤≤ w , according to (9.6b). Before 
continuing some clarification is needed. 

Our implementation will focus on the following two problem properties; stated as theorems: 

Theorem 9.13: In any LP-dual basic solution with 1<w  basic, (9.7) is equivalent to (9.5c). 

Proof: In (9.6b) the assumption 1<w  implies 0>∑i six  for each segment s. Hence for each s 

there exists an iteration ∗= sii  such that ∗
sisx ,  is basic, and since the corresponding reduced cost 

is 0, (9.5b) holds with equality for ),( ∗
sis . These equations for every s can be subtracted from 

(9.5c) – an equality since w is basic by assumption – to get an equivalent constraint (9.7). ■ 
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As for the uncovered cases in Thm 9.13, w non-basic means no difficulty, since (9.5c) (and 
(9.7)) will then be absent from the zero-reduced cost equations. However, 1=w  means 
massive degeneration in (9.6b). This is the extreme case handled by Thm 9.11, corresponding 
to 0x =  and 0νν = . We have: 

Theorem 9.14: If 
  sgfgfu

t
tsitsi

sit
ttisiss

ss
∀+=+= ∑∑

∈
∗∗ ]~[min:~ 0

)(
0

,,,
0 νν                          (9.11) 

satisfies 
  cbu

t
tt

s
s ≥−∑∑ 00 ~ν ,                              (9.12) 

then 0νν =  is LP-optimum. 

Proof: Consider 
  cbu

t
tt

s
s −−= ∑∑ 00 ~: νγ ,                             (9.13) 

with 0≥γ , by assumption. 

If 0=γ , then the LP-primal solution ),,(),,( 00 0νuδνu =  is feasible and has objective value c, 
where the maximum value in (9.5a) is cq ≤ , i.e. we are done. 

If 0>γ , then apply an arbitrary reduction vector 0ρ ≥ , ρuu −= 0 , such that γρ =∑s s . 

Then the LP-primal solution ),,(),,( 00 0νρuδνu −=  satisfies (9.5b), since 0
ss uu ≤  for each s, 

and (9.5c) with equality, and has the maximum objective value cq = . ■ 
 

0. Initial step, continuation: initiation and LP-dual start iteration.  
Compute 0u  as in (9.11) and examine (9.12). If (9.12) is satisfied we have found an 
LP-optimum directly, with 0νν = . Otherwise we distinguish three alternatives – A, B 
or C – for the initial LP-dual basic solution: 

Alt. A. Consider an LP-dual basis consisting of w, −z , +z  and ∗
sisx ,  for each ss ˆ≠ , where ŝ  is 

an arbitrarily chosen segment, and ∗= sii  determines 0
su  for 0νν =  as in Thm 9.14. The zero-

reduced costs in (9.5) for this basis means 0
ss uu =  for each ss ˆ≠ , and 00

ˆˆ =+− γss uu  with γ  

as in (9.13). The non-optimum assumption means 0<γ , i.e. 0
ˆˆ ss uu > . Thus the reduced cost in 

(9.5b) for ∗
sisx
ˆ,ˆ  is 

  0~)( ˆ
0
ˆˆ

0
,,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ ˆˆˆ

<−=−+= ∑ ∗∗∗ sss
t

ttisisis uuugfxc
sss

ν . 

Therefore ∗
sisx
ˆ,ˆ  is taken as entering basic variable. As for the leaving basic variable the initial 

basic solution ),,,( 1
+− zzx w  and the current matrix column ),,( 531 nn n  for the entering 

variable are the solutions of the linear system of equations, with notations as above, 
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We get ),,1,(),,,( 2
1

2
1

1 εε0zzx =+−w , as expected, and ),,1,(),,,( 2
1

2
1

5531 ββ1nnn −−=+−n , 
where tβ  is defined in (9.8) and =1  is used. Thus w is a leaving basic variable, if 

||max|:| ˆ t
tt ββ =  satisfies εβ ≤|| t̂ . Otherwise either −

tz ˆ  or +
tz ˆ  leaves the basis. In this case 

we formally switch basic variables before continuing; letting ∗
sisx
ˆ,ˆ  be basic on the 

corresponding 1-row in (9.6b) and w basic on the 1 -row t̂  in (9.6c). In all cases the next 
iteration will bring 0

ˆ,ˆ >∗
sisx  and 1<w (and in fact 0,ˆ >∗

sisx  for every s). Hence pivoting 

according to (9.7) and Thm 9.13 is well-defined. 

Alt. B. Use the lowest affine majorant iterations ∗= sii  as defined in (9.11) for each segment s 

in order to determine the total traffic cost F (cf. (9.7)) and discounted maintenance costs tG~  

per year t. Let =1 ; whence tβ  in (9.8) satisfies tt
TOT
tt Gb ~~ −== ββ . Apply the following 

rules for the choice of an initial basis: 
If εβ <|| t , then take −

tz , +
tz  basic, i.e. 2∈t ; 

else if 0>tβ , then take −
tz , −

ty  basic, i.e. 3∈t ; 

else ( 0<tβ ) take +
tz , +

ty  basic, i.e. 3∈t . 
This means that we always start from empty sets 2 , 1. 

An advantage for alternative B vs. A is in LP-problem instances where 0=w  is optimal, since 
in A it should take some LP-dual iterations, by small w-decrements || t̂βε  per iteration, until 

0=w  is reached. In B the basic set }{ ∗= sB i  coincides with the dual subproblem optimum, 

i.e. F and Gbββ ~~ −== TOT  are known at the root, without any information transfer. 

Alt. C. Use the LP-dual optimum basis of the previous Lagrangean dual iteration as a start 
basis. 

Thus after the Lagrangean dual initial iteration we start from the set ,  partitions of the 
optimum LP-basis for the previous iteration (also determining 0ν ). Therefore F , β  and TOTβ  

are unchanged. If movable upper bounds R in (9.5f) are used, any basic +
ty  corresponds to 

tt R=ν  in (9.5f), i.e. start values 0
tt νν ≠  are possible. 

A disadvantage of alternative C vs. B is in the early Lagrangean dual iterations, where many 
new subproblem s solutions, i.e. new ∗= sii , are generated, leading to tedious pivoting in C for 
the explicit updating of these, mostly in 1. On the other hand, an advantage of C vs. B is in 

the final iterations, where few new ∗
si  are generated. Our implementation means that we start 
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with alternative B and turn to C when fewer than a prescribed percentage of the resolved 
segment s subproblems lead to a new ∗

si . 

For alternatives A and B we notice that, since 0νν =  is used in the preceding Lagrangean dual 
subproblem, ∗= sii  should be updated for every re-solved segment s subproblem. For the non-

re-solved s subproblems (in a partial updating) since 0νν =  was also the previous LP-
optimum, the old registrations ∗= sii  still apply. For alternative C all of }{ ∗= sB i  is 
unchanged. 

9.4.3 Results 

The DW-results for the reference case (constant budget, penalised state bound violations, 
5=L , 88 processors) are found in Tab 9.5. Initially, one full updating (= one dual iteration) 

was performed. In all the partial updatings a full dual step length was applied, i.e. 0=q  
according to Sec 9.2.2. In the Tab 9.5 column “Upper target bound c” the RHS-value in (9.5c) 
is given, as an additional percentage of the best found primal value (for avoiding giant dual 
steps as well as negative gaps due to discretization errors). In column “#Partial updatings M” 
(10), (stagn) within parenthesis means that a full updating is performed every 10th iteration and 
only at stagnation, respectively, and 1=M  means full updating in every iteration, as in Tab 9.3 
above. In column “Upper ν -bound R” the percentages outside and within parenthesis are the 
flexible upper (and lower) box bounds used in the full and the partial updatings, respectively. 
In column “CPU-hrs” the values within parenthesis refer to (initial) runs with extensive error 
checking – otherwise not used in Tab 9.5, for fair comparison with the subgradient method, e.g. 
in Fig 9.1. The partial updating run with 100=R  (i.e. tRt ∀= 100 ) imitates a formulation 
(9.5) without upper box bounds, and 2=R  denotes a fixed upper bound. For 100=R  the 
maximum admitted run time (wall time) was reached after many LP-iterations, without any 
dual & primal improvements. For 2=R  the best primal value among all these runs was found 
and the run was close to stagnation at wall time interruption. During the run series we realised 
that such stagnations occurred after around 10 iterations for most runs (except for the tightest 
flexible box). It means that the linearization (9.5) - (9.6) leads to a price point ν  where we get 
stuck – an approximate dual optimum solution. We changed the full updating and stop 
criterions accordingly in the final runs for 1=M  and 10=M , respectively. If the full and 
partial updating runs are compared, we notice clear CPU time differences. Contrary to the 
subgradient method, the DW-method does not gain at all from partial updating. This is due to 
the LP-iteration differences, for the best runs meaning around 54122 and 433750 LP- iterations 
for 1=M  and 10=M , respectively, and the consequences for processor communication. The 
qualities of the full and partial updating result, as to best dual and primal and residual 2|||| g , 
are equivalent. The results (for full updating) are not sensitive to the upper target bound c value 
(maybe not needed at all), whereas the flexible box bounds matter, outside the interval 1 – 4%. 
The general impression is a robust method, the best values all approximately equal – and 
received due to stagnation. Comparing DW in Tab 9.5 with the subgradient method in Tab 9.3 
the run times are around 140 hrs (subgradient) and 80 hrs (DW, full updating), and the solution 
qualities are comparable. Thus all implementation effort has provided us with a superior solver. 
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#Partial up- Upper ν Upper target CPU-hrs #Dual Stop Best dual Best primal Relative gap ||g||2
datings M bound R bound c iterations criterion (kSEK) (kSEK) (kSEK)

1 20% +5% (256) 21 (stagn 12 iter) 2541754 2541865 0.000044 42532
1 10% +1% 94 9 stagnation 2541951 2541739 -0.000083 40100
1 5% +1% 93 (&148) 11 stagnation 2542193 2541837 -0.000140 34785
1 2.5% +5% 78 10 stagnation 2542037 2541492 -0.000215 32404
1 2.5% +1% 81 11 stagnation 2542208 2541426 -0.000308 27497
1 2.5% +0.0001% 81 11 stagnation 2542208 2541426 -0.000308 27497
1 1.25% +1% 83 13 stagnation 2542043 2541584 -0.000181 25070
1 0.625% +1% 110 20 stagnation 2542065 2541516 -0.000216 38562

10(10) 100 +100% (264) 3.7 wall time 2539582 2546765 0.002828 71561
10(10) 2 +1% (264) 6.1 wall time 2539582 2541486 0.000750 71561
10(10) 20%(6%) +5% (352) 17.3 wall (stagn 7 it) 2542120 2541654 -0.000183 23776
10(10) 10%(3%) +5% (352) 18.1 wall (stagn 7 it) 2542165 2541534 -0.000248 28886

10(stagn) 10%(3%) +1% 219 10 stagnation 2542127 2541479 -0.000255 26000
10(stagn) 5%(1.5%) +1% 182 (&232) 8 stagnation 2542258 2541581 -0.000266 26321
10(stagn) 5%(5%) +1% 211 10 stagnation 2542194 2541563 -0.000248 24785
10(stagn) 2.5%(2.5%) +1% 208 8 stagnation 2542149 2541487 -0.000261 25054  

  Table 9.5 Results for the Dantzig-Wolfe method with full and partial updating, reference run. 

At the registration of a new subproblem solution for a segment we check if DW-extrapolation 
from any previous solution (of a partial or full updating) shows a lower majorant value. This is 
theoretically impossible but occurs in practice due to discretization errors, primarily in the 
early dual iterations (far from the optimum). For, e.g., the last run in Tab 9.5 around 10% of the 
segments in dual iteration № 3 shows such errors, although each relative error is small – of 
order 0.1%, as a rule – and after iteration № 3 a vanishing amount occurs. 

In some LP-iterations with 1≈w  (cf. Thm 9.11) we got numerical trouble. A more robust 
approach would be to introduce a variable 0≥ρ , replace (9.5c) with a penalised constraint 
  cbu

t
tt

s
s ≤−−∑∑ ρν~                (9.5c´) 

and add the penalisation term ργ ⋅−  to the objective (9.5a). In the LP-dual (9.6) this corres-
ponds to an additional upper bound γ≤w ; where a γ -value clearly below 1, e.g. 5.0=γ , 
should be chosen to avoid the numerical trouble. 

9.5 Primal heuristics  

Running our basic model, the standard heuristics in Sec 4.2.3 presumes simultaneous and 
repeated access to data for all segments in the current dual iteration. This means either slow, 
intense swapping, if the information is on file, or the use of a large cluster of co-working 
processors with large primary memories. A short cut might be to concentrate the dual iterating 
entirely to the dual problem, making the necessity minimal for message passing between the 
computers, and to postpone the generation of primally feasible maintenance plans to 
afterwards, based on the dually generated maintenance plans. Although we must have one plan 
per road segment, we are free to mix the registered dual iterations (when the plans were 
generated) for different segments, in order to accomplish primal feasibility and lowest cost on 
the network level. Since every dual iteration means several CPU-hours it may be worthwhile to 
save more than one (close to subproblem-optimal) plan per iteration and segment. 
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9.5.1 Problem 

For any segment s each dual iteration )(si ∈ , the set of registered solutions, is characterised 
by the total discounted traffic + penalty costs sif~  and discounted maintenance costs ( )tsitg~ . 

The discounted budgets are ttb )~( . Since all the registered solutions have passed the dual return 
rate constraints  in (4.6), such considerations are implicit here. The simplified primal problem 
is to 
  ∑

is
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w
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The binary variable constraints make the problem non-convex. In practice an LP-relaxation of 
(9.14d) would find a solution with at most as many fractional segments as there are budget 
constraints. However, this is far from an integer solution and we will try another way. The idea 
is to modify (9.14), directing the search for feasible solutions to regions with greater chances of 
success. By a Lagrangean relaxation of the budget constraints (9.14b), introducing Lagrangean 
multipliers (dual variables) 0≥tν , the Lagrangean dual becomes to 
  )(  maximise ν

0ν
ϕ

≥
,                  (9.15) 

where the dual objective value is the optimal value of the dual subproblem: 
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For fixed ν -values the dual subproblem becomes separable into segment s-specific 
subproblems 
  

( ) ∑ ∑+
i

si
t

sittsi
w

wgf
isi

)~~(minimise ν  s.t. iww si
i

si ∀∈=∑ }1,0{,1 .            (9.16) 

The s-subproblem has the obvious optimum 1=∗
ssiw : ∑+∈≡

∈

∗∗

t
sittsi

si
ss gfii )~~(minarg)(

)(
νν . 

Denoting the total traffic and maintenance costs for the subproblem optimum by, respectively, 
∑ ∗=
s

sis
fF ~:)(ν  and tgg

s
tsit

s
∀= ∑ ∗

~:)(ν , the dual problem (9.15) can be written 

  ( )∑ −⋅+=
≥ t

ttt bgF ~)()()(    maximise ννν
0ν

νϕ .             (9.17) 

Since we are to find primally feasible solutions by solving a dual problem we will tamper with 
the budget levels, using tt bb ~≤κ , instead of tb~  in (9.17), in order to increase the chances of 

feasibility. Here κ  denotes the heuristics iteration number. If some κνν =  would provide a 
primally feasible subproblem solution, we may, e.g., choose tgb tt ∀= )( κκ ν , without 

jeopardising the feasibility. In fact this choice maximises the chances for κν , in the sense of 
Thm 9.15 below. For fixed resources b the linear (subgradient based) ϕ -extrapolation κϕ̂  
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from κν  satisfies 
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Theorem 9.15: For the subproblem optimum at κν , characterised by costs )( κνF , 
κκ bνg =)( , and for any κbb ≥ , 0ν ≥  we have 

  );(ˆ);(ˆ lin,lin, κκκκ ϕϕ bνbν ≤ . 

Proof: ))(()();(ˆ lin, bνgννbν −+= κκκϕ TF . Here 0ν ≥  and )( κκ νgbb =≥ , i.e. 

  )();(ˆ lin, κκϕ νbν F≤ . 

For κν , κb  we get 

  0)())(()()();(ˆ lin, +=−+== κκκκκκκκκ ϕϕ νbνgνννbν FF
T

. ■ 

The s-subproblem will have an unchanged optimum registration ∗
si  in a whole ν -region, where 

the optimal value ∑ ∗∗ +
t

tsitsi ss
gf ~~ ν  varies linearly. Since )(νF , )(νg  are sums over s also the 

Lagrangean dual problem has ν -regions where the objective )(νϕϕ =  in (9.20) varies linearly, 
i.e. forms affine hyperplane facets in the ),( ϕν -space. A switch of ),( ϕν -facet corresponds to 

a switch of ∗
si  for some s. By keeping track of all the relevant ∗

si -switches we can control the 
full dual. 

9.5.2 Method 

We use a doubly iterative search method. 

• Outer iteration № κ :  For fixed κb  we have determined the dual (9.17) optimum 
κνν = , specified by a set  of intersecting affine majorants characterised by 

( ) ∈aaaF )(),( νgν , the optimal costs for the dual subproblems at Aaa ∈)(ν . Choosing 

one aν  with the smallest number of budget violations κ
tat bg >)(ν , we update 

  ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −⋅−= −+

t
bg

tt bebb tat ~ ),1(min: )(1 κκκκ ρ ν . 

• The inner iteration consists of the following steps: 

1. Based on a given number ||=A  of affine majorants at a given iterate νν ˆ= , 
determine the search direction r that maximises ϕ  in the unit-sphere 
surrounding ν̂ . Decrement A if a majorant is redundant for the maximum r. 
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2. By going through all segment registrations ( )ss)( , determine the N step 

lengths N
nn 1)ˆ( =σ  closest to ν̂  along r, where a segment switches to a new 

subproblem optimum. 

3. Choose step length )ˆˆ( 12
1

NN σσσ += −  or, if the dual objective ϕ  shows 
descent at Nσ̂ , choose nσσ ˆ=  where ϕ  reaches the top along r, and increment 
A by the (two) surrounding affine majorants. 

The use of the exponential in the outer iteration for updating κb  means that a budget violation 
leads to a bigger absolute resource change than a cost below budget. The inner iteration process 
stops if a point κν  with κκ bνg =)(  is reached. 

The inner iterating means that we initially use iterates ν  such that the subproblem (9.17) 
optimum has a single hyperplane active in , and later on turn to a ridge based climbing.  

The meaning of A non-redundant majorants is that r leads to a point where all majorant 
conditions ))(()()( bνgννν −+≤ a

T
aFϕ  are satisfied with equality. The choice of search 

direction r guarantees ϕ -ascent, as we will prove in Cor 9.1 below. The choice of step length 
guarantees that the next iterate gets an improved ϕ -value. With T budget constraints the inner 
iterative procedure goes on (at least) until 1+= TA ; which means that we get stuck in a point 
– the majorant based top, by construction. If the tampered budgets are successfully chosen the 
reached top (or some of the preceding inner iterates) is a primally feasible point, close to the 
primal optimum. Otherwise, further tampering is needed.  

We look at the method details, first the choice of direction.  For each segment s denote by 
∗= sii  the s-iteration that solves the dual s-subproblem (9.16) for a given inner iterate νν ˆ= . 

Letting bνggν −== )(:),(: aaaa FF  denote the traffic cost and maintenance cost/budget 
residuals, respectively, at some registered point aνν = , the extrapolated ϕ -value to the 
current iterate ν̂  from aν  is written 

  ∈∀+=−+=≡ aF T
aaa

T
aaaa       ˆ)ˆ()(:)ˆ(ˆ lin νgννgνν ϕϕϕ . 

Using this and the search direction ννr ˆ: −=  from ν̂  to a candidate ν , the extrapolated value 
at ν  can be written 

     
.                                          .ˆ)ˆ(
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T
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ϕϕ

ϕϕϕ
           (9.18) 

The majorant property for the dual (9.17) means that the optimal value )(νϕ  at the end point ν  
of r must satisfy 
  ∈∀+≤ aT

aa                       ˆ)( rgν ϕϕ . 
Assuming an active set  of 1|| ≥=A  affine majorants in ),( ϕν -space, we choose r as to 
  ϕ  maximise                   (9.19a) 

  subject to  
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

≤
=+≤

(9.19c)                                                              .1
(9.19b)                                                              ,1ˆ

rr
rg

T

T
aa Aa Kϕϕ  
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In practice we expect 1|||| 2 =r . 
Letting aa )ˆ(:ˆ ϕ=ϕ , ),,(: 1 AggG K= , we have 

Theorem 9.16: Assume that G has full rank A. The optimum direction r for (9.19) satisfies 
  Gyr = , where )ˆ()( 1 ϕ−⋅= − 1GGy ϕT  and the target value ϕ  is  
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(For implementation purposes introducing z, solving 1zGG =)( T , and x, solving 

ϕ̂)( =xGGT , we compute 
z1

x
z1
x1

z1
x1

T

T

T

T

T

T ϕ̂1
2

−+⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
+=ϕ  and let y solve xzy −⋅= ϕ .) 

Especially if all conditions (9.19b) are active (equalities) at the current point ν̂ , then 

z
z1

y ⋅=
T

1  and 
z1T

1ˆ += ϕϕ , where z solves 1zGG =)( T .  

Proof: Introduce non-negative Lagrangean multipliers λ  and μ2
1  for (9.19b) - ( 9.19c). The 

Lagrangean is 
  )1()ˆ(),;,( 2

1 −⋅+−−⋅+−= rrrG1λλr TTTL μϕϕμϕ ϕ . 
By differentiating for ϕ  and each tr , and putting the partial derivatives to zero we get 

  1=1λT , Gλr =⋅μ . 
First assume 0=μ , implying Gλ0 = . By assumption G has full rank; hence 0λ = , 

contradicting 1=1λT . Thus 0≠μ  and we have Gλr ⋅=
μ
1 , 1|||| 2 =r . The meaning of (9.19b) 

active are the equalities (9.18) for every ∈a . Using all this we get 

  GλG1 T⋅+=⋅
μ

ϕ 1ϕ̂ ,  i.e.  )ˆ()( 1 ϕ−⋅⋅= − 1GGλ ϕμ T . 

Here 1=1λT  implies  1GG1 1)()ˆ(1 −−⋅= TTϕϕμ , 

   )ˆ()(
)()ˆ(

1 1
1 ϕ

ϕ
−⋅⋅

−⋅
= −

− 1GG
1GG1

λ ϕ
ϕ

T
TT    and   )ˆ()( 1 ϕ−⋅= − 1GGGr ϕT . 

Finally (9.19c) corresponds to 
  )ˆ()()ˆ(1 1 ϕϕ −⋅−⋅== − 1GG1rr ϕϕ TTT . 
This is a 2nd order equation for ϕ , in general having two solutions ±  in (9.20); the maximal 
ϕ -value corresponding to +. 
Especially, if the entire  is active at ϕ̂ , i.e. for 0r = , then all the component values there 
must coincide, i.e. 1⋅= ϕ̂ϕ̂ . Using this in all the general results above, the special result 

follows. Since in the general μ -expression 1GG1 1)( −TT  is a quadratic form, by assumption 
positive, ϕϕ ˆ>  is equivalent to 0>μ . ■ 
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A1 Road user costs 
The VV principle is to clearly distinguish between the technical effect models and the econo-
mic valuation of these effects, in terms of unit time costs and tax factors. IRI is the only state 
variable occurring in these traffic effect models. The models are simplifications of the HDM-4 
model system, see [HDM-4 (2000), vol 4, part E]. The predecessor model system HDM-III is 
described in [Watanatada T et al (1987)]. 

A1.1 Travel time costs 

In the travel time model, see [Effektsamband 2000 (2001b), p 84] and [Odermatt (2001), p 1], 
VV differs between passenger cars (index value p) and lorries/trucks (l). A model summary is 
also found in [Ihs and Sjögren (2003)]. The average speeds lp vv ,  (in km/h = kph) are 

determined by the posted speed limit HG (km/h), the speed law enforcement factor LF (default 
= 1.0) and the average IRI-value, as 
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For 0=IRI  the average speeds turn into the ideal value LFHGvv lp ⋅== . 

Hence the time losses (in h/km) ascribable to the non-ideal pavement state are 

  
LFHGv

t
i

i ⋅
−=Δ 11   for  lpi ,= . 

For given traffic volumes  iAADT  for lpi ,=  (in veh/day) and unit time costs 120=pK , 
150=lK  (SEK/veh·h), the total travel time cost (in SEK/day·km) becomes 

  lllppp AADTtKAADTtK ⋅Δ⋅+⋅Δ⋅ . 

( lAADT  has been denoted AADTHeavy  in the chapters above.) 

A1.2 Vehicle operating costs 

In this model, see [Effektsamband 2000 (2001b), p 91] and [Odermatt (2001), p 3], VV 
distinguishes two – three vehicle types: passenger cars (index value p) and lorries/trucks (l), 
articulated (l1) and not (l0). For given traffic volumes  iAADT  for lpi ,=  (in veh/day) and 
computed operating costs  iVOC  for 1,0, llpi =  (in SEK/1000veh·km), the total vehicle 
operating cost (in SEK/day·km) is 
  lllpp AADTVOCVOCAADTVOC ⋅+⋅+⋅ )( 102

1 . 
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Here the vehicle type specific costs iVOC  have contributions from fuel consumption, tyre 
consumption, parts consumption, labour hours and depreciation (capital cost). The 
corresponding cost relationships are 

  1,0, llpiCCLCPCTCFCVOC iiiiii =++++= . 
Each of the RHS terms are described in the sub-sections below. 
The common principle is to calculate the incremental costs, in comparison with an ideal state. 

A1.2.1  Fuel consumption 

The fuel consumption model is based on (hidden) uphill and downhill submodels for power 
requirement, fuel-to-power efficiency and instantaneous fuel consumption. The average speeds 

pv  and lll vvv == 10  (in m/s) are computed as in App 1.1. For each vehicle type the 

coefficients in  
Tab A1.1 below and the average IRI-value will determine the rolling resistance to motion FR,  
the specific fuel consumption (litre/1000veh·km) SFC and the fuel cost FC (SEK/1000veh·km) 
as 

  

iiii

iiiiii

iiiiiii
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vFRfFReSFC
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22

  for 1,0, llpi = . 

Here 0SFC  denotes the specific fuel consumption for the ideal state 0=IRI , and FP is the 
fuel price (SEK/litre). 

Veh.type\Coeff a b c d e f FP
p 552.253528 5.198864 0.13719467 0.00319733 0.07444444 2.95414e-07 2.8
l0 2082.91539 27.0555129 0.0832849 0.00277616 0.06627906 7.70686e-08 1.88
l1 6156.5253 95.41751 0.24985469 0.00832849 0.06395348 2.47882e-08 1.88

 
Table A1.1 Parameters in the fuel consumption model. The e, f-values are doubled in com-
parison with [Odermatt (2001), p 7], after discussion with [Lang (2003)]. 

A1.2.2  Tyre consumption 

The tyre consumption model is based on energy requirements (cf. Sec 1.2.1) and forces acting 
on the wheels. For each vehicle type the coefficients in Tab A1.2 below and the average IRI-
value will determine the number of (possible) retreads per tyre carcass NR, the number of tyres 
consumed per 1000 veh·km STC, and the tyre cost TC as 
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  for  1,0, llpi = . 

Here FR is the rolling resistance to motion, computed in App 1.2.1, 0STC  denotes the specific 
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tyre consumption for 0=IRI , and TP is the tyre price (SEK/tyre). 
Observe that p in Tab A1.2 both denotes a vehicle type index and a coefficient type. 

Veh.type\Coeff h j k l m n TP
p 0.02616 4.33231e-08 0.15 1.4 1.3 0.8 500
l0 0.02585 4.55318e-09 0.15 6 1.3 3 3400
l1 0.03988 6.29015e-10 0.15 8 1.3 9 3400  

Table A1.2 Parameters in the tyre consumption model. 

A1.2.3  Parts consumption 

The parts consumption model considers the effects of vehicle age (in km), road roughness and 
speed-change cycles. Here an adjusted roughness measure adjRI  (mm/m) is used: 

  )]1054.53 ,25.3min( ,max[ 138 IRIIRIRIadj ⋅⋅+= −  

For each vehicle type the parts consumption per 1000 veh·km, SPC, is first expressed as a 
fraction, to be taken of the average new (or replacement) vehicle price NP (in SEK), and then 
the full parts cost PC is computed (in SEK/1000veh·km), by the use of the coefficients in Tab 
A1.3. 0SPC  denotes the specific parts consumption for 0=IRI . 

 
( )

iiii

adjii
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ii
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)(
)1010(4.0

0

66
  for  1,0, llpi = . 

Veh.type\Coeff o p q r NP
p 115000 0.308 36.94 6.2 162000
l0 240000 0.371 11.58 2.96 922000
l1 602000 0.371 13.58 2.96 1957000  

Table A1.3 Parameters in the parts consumption model. 

A1.2.4  Labour hours 

The labour hours are for fitting spare parts and repairing vehicles. The model relies on the parts 
consumption SPC in App 1.2.3, the labour wage rates LP (in SEK/h) and the coefficients in 
Tab A1.4 below. The maintenance labour hours LH per 1000 veh·km and the labour costs LC 
(in SEK/1000veh·km) are determined per vehicle type. 0LH  denotes the labour hours for the 
ideal state 0=IRI . 

 
iiii

t
iii

LPLHLHLC
SPCsLH i

⋅−=
⋅=

)( 0   for  1,0, llpi = . 

Veh.type\Coeff s t LP
p 77.14 0.547 190
l0 242.03 0.519 190
l1 652.51 0.519 190  

Table A1.4 Parameters in the labour hours model. The LP-values are taken from 
[Effektsamband 2000 (2001a), p 115], for passengers on work-purpose journey, after 
discussion with [Lang (2003)]. 
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A1.2.5  Capital costs 

In general, capital costs comprises depreciation and interest costs. Here only the depreciation 
costs are considered. At first the depreciation cost factor DEP is determined for each vehicle 
type per 1000 veh·km, as a fraction of the average new (or replacement) vehicle price NP (in 
Tab A1.3 above), by the use of the coefficients in Tab A1.5 below and the adjusted roughness 

adjRI  in App 1.2.3. Finally the capital costs CC are determined. 0DEP  denotes the 

depreciation for 0=IRI . 
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Veh.type\Coeff u w
p 23000 10
l0 40000 12
l1 86000 14  

Table A1.5 Parameters in the depreciation model. 
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